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Town of Coaldale 

Regular Council Meeting Agenda – December 11, 2017 

 

 
 

REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA 

December 11, 2017 – 5:30 PM 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

 

0.0 PUBLIC HEARING 
 
0.1 5:45pm Proposed Land Use Bylaw Amendment #736-P-11-17 – S. Croil 

 

1.0 CALL TO ORDER 

 

1.1 Conflict of Interest Declaration: Pecuniary and Non-pecuniary 

 

2.0 ADDITIONS TO/ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

 

3.0 ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES 

 

 3.1 Regular Council Meeting Minutes – November 27, 2017 

  

4.0 BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

 

 4.1 Response to Cheque Listing Approval – M. Overbeeke 

  

5.0 DELEGATION 

 

 5.1 6:15pm Canadian Badlands – L. Hoggan  

 5.2 6:30pm St. Joseph’s School Playground – V. Leahy & C. Giacchetta 

 

6.0 BYLAWS 

 

 6.1 Proposed Land Use Bylaw Amendment #736-P-11-17 – S. Croil 

 6.2 Proposed Solid Waste Bylaw Amendment #737-R-12-17 – C. L’Hirondelle 

 

   

7.0 NEW BUSINESS 

 

 7.1 Modernized MGA Changes – S. Croil 

 7.2 November Cheque Listing – M. Overbeeke 

 7.3 November Budget Variance Report – M. Overbeeke 

 7.4 Interim 2018 Budget – M. Overbeeke, K. Tuttle 

 7.5 Request to Waive Development Fees – C. L’Hirondelle 
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 7.6 Town of Coaldale / U of L Partnership – Request for Wildfire Plan Project 

– S. Croil, M. Murphy 

 

    

 8.0 DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS 

 

 8.1 Emergency Management Public Safety Yearly Update – M. Murphy 

 8.2 November Development Statistics – C. L’Hirondelle 

 

9.0 COUNCIL REPORTS 

 

10.0 CORRESPONDANCE 

 

11.0 INFORMATION ITEMS 

 

 11.1 Canadian Badlands – Board Meeting Minutes, September 7, 2017 

    

12.0 IN CAMERA 

  

 12.1 CAO Report – K. Hastings (FOIP Sections 16, 17, 23 and 24) 

        

13.0 ADJOURNMENT 
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STAFF REPORT 
DECEMBER 11, 2017 – REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

PUBLIC HEARING 

PROPOSED LAND USE BYLAW AMENDMENTS – BYLAW #736-P-11-17 
AMENDMENT TO THE LAND USE BYLAW 677-P-04-13 

PURPOSE:  

To conduct a public hearing for the proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17 that is intended to: 

a. Clearly establish additional application requirements for applications seeking variances (ie.
waivers);

b. Make provision for a “voluntary waiver of claims” process whereby applicants for
development can waive (at their own risk) the appeal period following development approval;

c. Define “temporary,” in respect to the use of a Shipping Container not requiring a development
permit, as a 14 day period in support of construction, moving or other activities; provide for
the opportunity to obtain a development permit for a “temporary” shipping container, not
exceeding 3 months; establish “Shipping Container (temporary)” as a Permitted Use in all land
use districts and; allow for a development that proposes to use a shipping container (either
converted to another form or modified for permanent use) provided the development is
consistent with the design, character, and appearance with buildings in the vicinity.

d. Establish “Shipping Container (permanent)” as a Discretionary Use in the I, Industry, I-2, Light
Industry, and U – Utility, land use districts

e. Clarify the applicability of setbacks in the R-3, Mobile Home Park, land use district, and allow
for covered decks and porches to be located within side yard areas provided a minimum 2.4m
(8 ft.) setback to the adjacent dwelling is maintained;

f. Define and establish development requirements for “infill development”;

g. Define “subdivision entrance sign” and “subdivision marketing sign” and exempt “subdivision
marketing sign” from the need to obtain a development permit where located adjacent to the
subdivision being marketed.

AGENDA ITEM #: 0.1 and 6.1
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h. Define “Cannabis,” “Cannabis Lounge,” and “Cannabis Retail Sales,” but do not list these uses
in any land use district at this time.

i. Define “Medical Marihuana” and “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and specify that
such a facility may only be located on lands designated DC (Direct Control);

j. Define “Hard Surface” as it relates to parking or landscaping areas; and make other minor
adjustments to existing definitions

k. Define “Infill Development” as it relates to specific regulations that have been introduced in
the LUB, to ensure impacts such as site drainage are fully accounted for when infill
development occurs

l. Update Schedule 14 (definitions) to provide greater clarity on the existing terms “Child Care
Facility”, ”Day Home”, and “Shipping Container”

BACKGROUND:  

PRESENTATION TO THE 2016/2017 MPC 

The following proposed amendments have been presented to the 2016/2017 Municipal Planning 
Commission (MPC) as a part of the previous Commission’s wrap-up review meeting, held on October 11, 
2017. 

During the presentation/discussion of the proposed amendments the MPC indicated general support for 
the proposed amendments.  

PURPOSE OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 

The purpose of the aforementioned proposed amendments is as follows: 

a. Clearly establish additional application requirements for applications seeking variances (ie.
waivers);

The purpose of providing greater clarity for additional application requirements for 
applications seeking variances is so the Development Authority can ask for additional 
information such as digital renderings of the proposed waiver and the properties surrounding 
it, for instance.  

b. Make provision for a “voluntary waiver of claims” process whereby applicants for
development can waive (at their own risk) the appeal period following development approval;

The purpose of the voluntary waiver of claims form is to allow applicants to start construction 
as soon as they obtain their building permit, instead of having to wait the statutory 14 days 
(appeal period) prior to starting construction. The waiver of claims form clarifies that an 
applicant that wishes to begin construction prior to the appeal period being over is liable for 
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any work and/or costs associated with having to change their proposal IF an appeal is 
launched and is successful.  

As a point of note, several other communities have undertaken this practice over the past 3 
to 5 years (Fort Macleod, Coalhurst, Brooks, etc.) 

c. Define “temporary,” in respect to the use of a Shipping Container not requiring a development
permit, as a 14 day period in support of construction, moving or other activities; provide for
the opportunity to obtain a development permit for a “temporary” shipping container, not
exceeding 3 months; establish “Shipping Container (temporary)” as a Permitted Use in all land
use districts and; allow for a development that proposes to use a shipping container (either
converted to another form or modified for permanent use) provided the development is
consistent with the design, character, and appearance with buildings in the vicinity.

The purpose of defining temporary with respect to shipping containers is to offer slightly more 
flexibility to landowners who wish to use them for the purposes of moving, for instance.  

The proposed change to allow for temporary shipping containers would allow for a resident 
to locate a container on their property for a period of up to 14 days consecutively. Should a 
container be placed on a lot for more than 14 consecutive days, a development permit for a 
semi-permanent container would be required. A permanent container is proposed to be 
allowed only in Industry, Light Industry, and Utility land use districts, and only as a 
discretionary use (as outlined below).  

As a point of note the LUB currently allows for a maximum time period of only 48 hours for 
shipping containers that are being used for the purposes of moving or putting possessions 
into storage.  

d. Establish “Shipping Container (permanent)” as a Discretionary Use in the I, Industry, I-2, Light
Industry, and U – Utility, land use districts

The purpose of clarifying the difference between a permanent versus a temporary or semi-
temporary shipping container is to allow for the regulation of containers based on the land 
use district they are being proposed in, and the length of time they may stay in a given 
location.  

In the instance of permanent shipping containers, this would be shipping containers that are 
not likely to move for extended periods of time and therefore it is proposed that permanent 
containers only be included as a discretionary use in the Industry, Light Industry, and Utility 
land use districts.  

As a point of note, this is consistent with the current LUB. 

e. Clarify the applicability of setbacks in the R-3, Mobile Home Park, land use district, and allow
for covered decks and porches to be located within side yard areas provided a minimum 2.4m
(8 ft.) setback to the adjacent dwelling is maintained;
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The purpose of allowing covered decks on manufactured home units is to address a strong 
desire for this type of deck, as brought forward to the Town by a local manufactured home 
community developer. The proposed change to the LUB would allow for covered decks to be 
approved IF they meet minimum setback requirements as outlined above.  

As a point of note, the minimum setback of 2.4 m is consistent with Fire Code requirements 
for separation distances for manufactured home units. 

f. Define and establish development requirements for “infill development”;

The purpose of including specific regulations for infill development is to address potential 
issues such as site drainage and how it can affect adjacent properties (including Town 
roadways, laneways and greenspaces), whether a given application for an infill unit is in 
keeping with the character of the neighbourhood, and other relevant factors that should be 
considered when reviewing an infill development proposal.  

g. Define “subdivision entrance sign” and “subdivision marketing sign” and exempt “subdivision
marketing sign” from the need to obtain a development permit where located adjacent to the
subdivision being marketed.

The purpose of defining and regulating subdivision entrance and marketing signage is to 
remove the need for developers to apply for development permits when they wish to install 
such signage for lots they wish to sell, or to install community entrance signage at the main 
entrances to new subdivisions.  

h. Define “Cannabis,” “Cannabis Lounge,” and “Cannabis Retail Sales,” but do not list these uses
in any land use district at this time.

The purposes of defining cannabis, cannabis lounge and cannabis retail sales, is to ensure that 
the Town is able to regulate the use and sale of cannabis once the Government of Canada and 
Government of Alberta legalize and draft regulations to the same effect.  

What defining these uses does is recognize that they exist, but by only defining the uses, it 
also indicates that these uses are effectively prohibited in every land use district in Coaldale. 
Once it is determined how the Town wishes to regulate the sale and consumption of cannabis 
in commercial settings is to be permitted in Coaldale, the LUB can be changed again to further 
regulate these activities.  

As a point of note, the alternative to defining these uses would be to not define them. What 
this could result in is an applicant for a cannabis lounge or cannabis retail sales business to 
apply under a general land use listed in the Commercial land use districts, such as “retail 
sales”. IF the definitions for cannabis et al. are not included in the LUB when an application 
for the same is made, there would be no way of regulating the application beyond the 
standard requirements of land uses i.e. parking stalls required, etc.  

i. Define “Medical Marihuana” and “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and specify that
such a facility may only be located on lands designated DC (Direct Control);
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The purpose of defining medical marihuana and medical marihuana production facility is 
similar to the purpose of defining cannabis and cannabis lounge and retails sales. Medical 
marihuana production facilities are currently permissible in Alberta and other provinces 
across Canada. The ability to regulate the location and other land use related requirements 
for production facilities is much greater if the use is defined as being permissible only on a 
property zoned Direct Control.  

j. Define “Hard Surface” as it relates to parking or landscaping areas; and make other minor
adjustments to existing definitions

The purpose of defining hard surface is to ensure applicants are providing clarity on the 
portions of a site that is considered hard surface, and in turn to provide clarity to applicants 
regarding what is considered hard surface.  

As a point of note, hard surface is referenced throughout the LUB in relation to site 
coverage, drainage matters, and the character of a site/area. Therefore, it would be 
beneficial to have clarity on what is meant by hard surface.  

k. Define “Infill Development” as it relates to specific regulations that have been introduced in
the LUB, to ensure impacts such as site drainage are fully accounted for when infill
development occurs

The purpose of defining infill development is to ensure the regulations for infill development 
as proposed in item F are understood regarding when and where to apply them. The 
proposed definition of infill development is any existing developed neighbourhood that was 
subdivided more than 25 years ago or an existing development neighbourhood that was 
subdivided more than 10 years ago and is at least 80% built-out.  

l. Update Schedule 14 (definitions) to provide greater clarity on the existing terms “Child Care
Facility”, ”Day Home”, and “Shipping Container”.

The purpose of updating the terms as noted above is to provide greater clarity of these 
terms.  

For the sake of efficiency, the pages of the LUB that would be impacted by the proposed amendments 
have been assembled as an attachment to this Council item.  

NEW INFORMATION:  

At the regular Council meeting of November 14th, questions arose regarding the number of shipping 
containers that may be permitted on a lot, and the length of containers that may be permitted on a lot.  

Regarding the number of containers, the singular form of container has been used in all of the land use 
districts and in the temporary allowances provided in the draft bylaw. For those land use districts where 
shipping containers are permissible (discretionary, not permitted as a use), the number of containers 
would be a consideration of the permit process and ultimately, given that the use is listed as discretionary, 
the Municipal Planning Commission would have final say in the number of containers allowed on a lot. 
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Regarding the length of containers that may be allowed on a lot, and specifically within the context of 
containers that may be transformed into accessory buildings on residential and commercial properties, 
the length of the container that is permitted would generally be dictated by the shape and area of a lot. 
In residential settings, the location of a house, and the setback requirements for accessory buildings from 
a house, and from property boundaries, would generally limit a container to a length not exceeding 7.62 
to 9.14 metres (24 to 30 feet).  

There are a small number of lots in Coaldale that could accommodate a container of up to 15 metres (50 
feet), however consideration may be given to the fact that a landowner is able to construct, as a permitted 
use, a site-built accessory building of the same dimensions if they so wish. Given the requirements for 
siding a container and adding a pitched roof that complements the primary structure (the house), to 
appear as a site-built accessory building, the regulation of maximum length of the container for the 
number of lots that could incorporate a longer container, may or may not be considered a necessary 
addition to the bylaw amendments. 

PLEASE NOTE – at the public hearing illustrative examples of if/how a container could fit within the setback 
requirements of a typical resident lot, will be presented.  

NOTIFICATION 

Notice of the public hearing for proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17 was advertised twice in the Sunny South 
Newspaper (SSN) on November 30th and December 7th and it was also posted on the Town’s Facebook 
and Twitter accounts. At the time of the preparation of this report no written or verbal submissions have 
been received.  

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR OPTIONS: 

Option #1: 
THAT Council, subsequent to consideration of any submissions or verbal comments made at the public 
hearing, give 2nd and 3rd reading to amendment Bylaw #736-P-11-17.  

Option #2 
THAT Council request that administration come back with additional information prior to giving 2nd/3rd 
reading to the proposed amending bylaw. 

Option #3 
THAT Council defeat proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17. 
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Respectfully Submitted: 

Spencer Croil, RPP MCIP 
Director of Planning and Community Development

ATTACHMENTS: 

- Proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17
- Excerpt from Land Use Bylaw  

This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

CAO 
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TOWN OF COALDALE 
IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

BYLAW NO. 736-P-11-17 

BEING a bylaw of the Town of Coaldale in the Province of Alberta, to amend Bylaw No. 677-P-04-13, being 

the municipal Land Use Bylaw. 

WHEREAS the municipal council wishes to amend the municipal Land Use Bylaw. 

AND WHEREAS THE PURPOSE of proposed Bylaw No. 736-P-11-17 is to make a series of omnibus 

amendments to the Land Use Bylaw. 

AND WHEREAS the municipality must prepare an amending bylaw and provide for its consideration at a 

public hearing. 

NOW THEREFORE, under the authority and subject to the provisions of the Municipal Government Act, 

Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter M-26, the Council of the Town of Coaldale, in the Province of 

Alberta, duly assembled does hereby enact the following: 

1. The Land Use Bylaw 677-P-04-13 is amended by making the additions and deletions as illustrated in
Schedule “A” (attached), including the following matters:

a. Clearly establish additional application requirements for applications seeking variances (ie.
waivers);

b. Make provision for a “voluntary waiver of claims” process whereby applicants for development
can waive (at their own risk) the appeal period following development approval;

c. Definite “temporary,” in respect to the use of a Shipping Container not requiring a development
permit, as a 14 day period in support of construction, moving or other activities; provide for the
opportunity to obtain a development permit for a “temporary” shipping container, not exceeding
3 months; establish “Shipping Container (temporary)” as a Permitted Use in all land use districts
and; allow for a development that proposes to use a shipping container (either converted to
another form or modified for permanent use) provided the development is consistent with the
design, character, and appearance with buildings in the vicinity.

d. Establish “Shipping Container (permanent)” as a Discretionary Use in the I, Industry, I-2, Light
Industry, and U – Utility, land use districts

e. Clarify the applicability of setbacks in the R-3, Mobile Home Park, land use district, and allow
for covered decks and porches to be located within side yard areas provided a minimum 2.4m
(8 ft.) setback to the adjacent dwelling is maintained;

f. Define and establish development requirements for “infill development”;

g. Define “subdivision entrance sign” and “subdivision marketing sign” and exempt “subdivision
marketing sign” from the need to obtain a development permit where located adjacent to the
subdivision being marketed.

h. Define “Cannabis,” “Cannabis Lounge,” and “Cannabis Retail Sales,” but do not list these uses
in any land use district at this time.

i. Define “Medical Marihuana” and “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and specify that such
a facility may only be located on lands designated DC (Direct Control);
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j. Define “Hard Surface” as it relates to parking or landscaping areas; and make other minor
adjustments to existing definitions

k. Define “Infill Development” as it relates to specific regulations that have been introduced in
the LUB, to ensure impacts such as site drainage are fully accounted for when infill
development occurs

l. Update Schedule 14 (definitions) to provide greater clarity on the existing terms “Child Care
Facility”, ”Day Home”, and “Shipping Container”

2. Bylaw No. 677-P-04-13, being the municipal Land Use Bylaw, is hereby amended.

3. This bylaw comes into effect upon third and final reading hereof.

READ a first time this ___ day of __________________, 2017. 

 ____________________________________  _____________________________________  

Mayor – Kim Craig Chief Administrative Officer – Kalen Hastings 

READ a second time this _______ day of ____________________, 2017. 

 ____________________________________  _____________________________________  

Mayor – Kim Craig Chief Administrative Officer – Kalen Hastings 

READ a third time and finally PASSED this _______ day of ____________________, 2017. 

 ____________________________________  _____________________________________  

Mayor – Kim Craig  Chief Administrative Officer – Kalen Hastings 
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APPLICATIONS REQUIRING WAIVERS (VARIANCE) 

36. PERMITTED USE APPLICATIONS REQUIRING WAIVERS (VARIANCE)

(a) Upon the receipt of a completed application for a development permit for a permitted use that
requests one (1) minor waiver not to exceed 10 percent of a measurable standard of this Bylaw, the
Designated Officer shall evaluate the application, and:

i. may grant the minor waiver not to exceed 10 percent of one (1) measureable standard of this
Bylaw and issue the development permit with or without conditions if, in the opinion of the
Designated Officer, the waiver would not unduly interfere with the amenities of the
neighbourhood or materially interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment or value of
neighbouring parcels of land; or

ii. may refer the development application involving a request for one (1) minor waiver of any
measureable standard in the Bylaw to the Municipal Planning Commission for a decision.

(b) Granting one (1) minor waiver under this Section does not require notification of persons likely to be
affected prior to issuance of a development permit.

(c) If the waiver required exceeds 10 percent of any measurable standard in this Bylaw or the applicant
requests more than one (1) minor waiver, the Designated Officer shall refer the application to the
Municipal Planning Commission for a decision under subsections 37(a) and (b).

(d) In respect of applying the measurable standards of the Bylaw for new construction setbacks, the
Designated Officer is afforded minor variance power not to exceed a maximum of 10 cm (3.94 inches)
degree of tolerance.

37. APPLICATIONS REQUESTING WAIVERS (VARIANCE) OF BYLAW PROVISIONS

(a) A completed application for a development permit that does not comply with this Bylaw shall consist
of, in addition to the information required under Sections 23 and 27, plans, renderings, sketches or
depictions necessary to clearly convey the particulars and context of the proposal to the Development
Authority.

(b) Upon receipt of a completed application for a development permit for a development that does not
comply with this Bylaw, but in respect of which the Development Authority is requested by the
applicant to exercise discretion under subsection 37(c), the Designated Officer shall send the
application to the Municipal Planning Commission.

(b) (c) Upon receipt of a completed application for a development permit which would require the
Development Authority to exercise its discretion under subsection 37(c), the Development Authority
shall notify persons likely to be affected by the issue of the development permit in accordance with
Section 42.

(c) (d) The Development Authority is authorized to decide upon an application for a development permit
notwithstanding that the proposed development does not comply with this Bylaw if, in the opinion of
the Development Authority: 

i. the proposed development would not:

b. unduly interfere with the amenities of the neighbourhood; or

c. materially interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment or value of neighbouring
properties; and

ii. the proposed development conforms with the use prescribed for that land or building in
Schedule 2: Land Use Districts.
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT VALIDITY AND TRANSFERABILITY 

44. REAPPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

(a) If an application for a development permit is refused by the Designated Officer, the Municipal Planning
Commission or by the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board or Council in regard to the Direct
Control district, another application for development on the same lot, and for the same or similar use,
may not be made for at least six (6) months after the date of refusal.

(b) If an application was refused solely because it did not comply with the standards of this Bylaw, the
Designated Officer may accept another application on the same lot for the same or similar use before
the time period referred to in subsection 45(a) has lapsed, provided the application has been modified
to comply with this Bylaw.

45. COMMENCEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT

(a) Notwithstanding the issuing of a development permit, no development authorized by the issuing of a
permit shall commence:

i. until at least 14 days after notice of the issuance of the permit, has been posted, in accordance
with section 686(1) of the Municipal Government Act; or

ii. until at least 14 days after notice of the issuance of the permit, in accordance with section
686(1) of the Municipal Government Act, which shall be presumed to be effective 7 days from
the date of mailing if the document is mailed in accordance with the Interpretation Act,
Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter I-8; or

iii. if an appeal is made, until the appeal is decided upon; and

iv. any development commencing prior to the dates determined under subsections 45(a)(i), (ii)
and (iii) is entirely at the risk of the applicant, developer, or landowner.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection 45(a), development may commence prior to the date of validity
established in the notice of the issuance of the permit pursuant to subsections 33 and 42, if the 
applicant for the development permit, and the landowner if the applicant is not the landowner, has 
executed the “Voluntary Waiver of Claims” form in Appendix E. 

(b) Unless a development permit is suspended or cancelled, the application must be commenced or carried
out with reasonable diligence in the opinion of the Municipal Planning Commission or Designated 
Officer within 12 months from the date of issuance of the permit; otherwise the permit is no longer 
valid. 

46. VALIDITY OF DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

(a) (b) Unless a development permit is suspended or cancelled, the application must be commenced or
carried out with reasonable diligence in the opinion of the Municipal Planning Commission or
Designated Officer within 12 months from the date of issuance of the permit; otherwise the permit is
no longer valid.

(b) The validity of a development permit may be extended only one (1) time for up to six (6) additional
months:

i. by the Designated Officer or the Municipal Planning Commission, if the Designated Officer
issued it; or

ii. by the Municipal Planning Commission, if the Municipal Planning Commission issued it.
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T o w n  o f  C o a l d a l e  L a n d  U s e  B y l a w  N o .  6 7 7 - P - 0 4 - 1 3 R-1A  |  1 

RESIDENTIAL  –  R-1A 

Purpose: 

To provide for a high-quality residential environment with the 
development of primarily single-detached dwellings on standard-
sized lots or semi-detached dwellings development and other 
compatible uses.  Development is to occur on standard-sized lots as 
defined in this land use district. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Site Built

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Semi-Detached - Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

o Semi-Detached - Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Boarding or Lodging House

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached 
dwelling that would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling 
that would be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Single-detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use 
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T o w n  o f  C o a l d a l e  L a n d  U s e  B y l a w  N o .  6 7 7 - P - 0 4 - 1 3 R-1B  |  1

RESIDENTIAL SMALL LOT  –  R-1B 

Purpose: 

To provide for small residential lot sites, usually predesignated or 
pre-planned, to accommodate high-quality, single-detached 
dwellings and semi-detached dwellings.  Development is to occur 
on smaller-sized lots as defined in this land use district. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached - Site Built

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Semi-Detached - Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

o Secondary Suite

o Semi-Detached - Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Moved-In Building

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached 
dwelling that would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling 
that would be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single-detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use 
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T o w n  o f  C o a l d a l e  L a n d  U s e  B y l a w  N o .  6 7 7 - P - 0 4 - 1 3 R-1C  |  1 

RESIDENTIAL STARTER LOT  –  R-1C 

Purpose: 

To provide predesignated, small residential lots to accommodate a 
variety of residential housing options, but primarily for smaller 
starter homes.  Development is to occur on smaller-sized lot areas 
as defined in this land use district. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached - Site Built

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

 Semi-Detached  – Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

o Secondary Suite

o Semi-Detached - Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Moved-In Building

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached 
dwelling that would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling 
that would be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use 
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RESIDENTIAL MULTI-UNIT LIMITED  –  R-2L 

Purpose: 

To provide high-quality semi-detached dwelling environments 
integrated into either existing or proposed residential 
neighbourhoods, where limited space and higher density is feasible 
when considering surrounding land use and available servicing. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Semi-Detached – Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Semi-Detached – Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached dwelling that 
would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling that would 
be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a permitted
or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Semi-Detached Dwellings (each side) 7.62 25 30.48 100 232.26 2,500 

Semi-Detached Dwellings (outer side, 
corner lots) 

9.45 31 30.48 100 288.04 3,100 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum 
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2. 
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MANUFACTURED HOME PARK  –  R-3 

Purpose: 

To provide areas suitable for the location of Manufactured 
Home Parks, when a comprehensive plan has been agreed 
to by the Development Authority.  These parks would be 
designated and provide for high-quality development that 
complements adjacent uses. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached Manufactured (double
wide or single wide)

 Addition to single-detached manufactured
dwelling

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Single-detached dwelling (site-built or
prefabricated) for park operator

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Dwelling, Single-detached Prefabricated,
Panellized

 Home Occupation 2

 Maintenance/Utility Uses

 Manufactured Home Park

 Park Maintenance/Storage Uses

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 
2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts.

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Park Model Trailer

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. ELIGIBLE MANUFACTURED DWELLINGS

(a) New factory built single-detached manufactured dwellings. 

(b) Used factory built single-detached manufactured dwellings in a state of good repair. 

(c) Single-detached manufactured dwellings shall be Canadian Standards Association (CSA) certified. 

(d) All single-detached manufactured dwellings shall be registered with the Provincial Personal Property 
Registration.  The CSA model number and serial number shall be provided at the time of submission of 
a development permit application and are required to be registered with the Town. 

(e) Application for a used single-detached manufactured home shall be accompanied by recent colour 
photographs showing the complete exterior of the structure. 
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3. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

(a) All uses as required by the Development Authority in accordance with an approved comprehensive 
plan. 

4. MINIMUM YARD DIMENSIONS FOR PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS AND USES

(a) All uses as required by the Development Authority in accordance with an approved comprehensive 
plan, or in the absence of an approved comprehensive plan that deals specifically with this matter, the 
siting criteria listed in Section 10(k) of this district.. 

5. FOUNDATIONS

(a) All single-detached manufactured dwellings shall be placed on foundations, constructed in accordance 
with the latest CSA standards and shall be skirted to the satisfaction of the Designated Officer. 

6. MINIMUM FLOOR AREA

Single-Wide Manufactured Dwellings – 58.1 m2 (625 ft2)

Double-Wide Manufactured Dwellings – 79.9 m2 (860 ft2)

7. MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF ACCESSORY STRUCTURES

(a) No accessory structure shall exceed 4.6 m (15 ft.) in height above grade. 

8. FENCING

(a) Any fencing of leased lots should be done only with the permission of the registered owner using as a 
guideline only those standards set out in Schedule 4. 

9. DRAINAGE

(a) All dwellings and accessory structures must have eaves and downspouts, proper site grading and all 
surface drainage must be contained on-site and directed into approved municipal infrastructure. 

10. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Prior to the issuance of a development permit for a manufactured home park, the Municipal Planning
Commission shall receive and adopt by resolution a comprehensive plan for the park.  A comprehensive plan
shall be in accordance with, but not necessarily limited to, the following:

(a) Aesthetics and Overall Appearance 

The manufactured home park plan shall incorporate detailed aesthetic considerations such as: 

i. substantial landscaping design of the entire park in general, and of individual sites in
particular;

ii. treatment of communal areas, both indoor and outdoor;

iii. imaginative handling of street furniture such as lamp standards, litter bins, benches, street
signs, and accessories of this nature.

(b) Integration with Adjoining Residential Uses 

The park design and subsequent placement of single-detached manufactured dwellings on lots shall 
integrate well with adjoining residential development so as not to be obtrusive. 
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(c) Density 

The design of the park shall be such that the net site density of the park does not exceed 20 units per 
ha (8 units per acre). 

(d) Open Space Requirements 

A minimum of 10 percent of the manufactured home park area shall be developed for park use for the 
enjoyment of the inhabitants. 

(e) Servicing Requirements 

i. A qualified engineer shall be engaged at the expense of the developer to consult with the
Town and utility companies to arrive at a design for all interior servicing, including roads,
drainage, grading, sewer, water, natural gas, telephone, electrical and fire protection.

ii. All on-site servicing shall be built to the standards and requirements of the Town of Coaldale,
any applicable utility companies, and the Town of Coaldale Fire Department.

iii. Utility easements as required shall be provided within the site, and reasonable access to these
easements shall be granted to the Town Public Works Department and utility companies for
the installation and maintenance of services as required.

(f) Internal Roads 

i. Roads shall be provided in the manufactured home park to allow access to individual lots
within the park and to other facilities where access is required.

ii. These roads shall be privately owned and maintained and form part of the common area.

iii. The street system shall be designed to be compatible with existing municipal street and public
utility systems.

iv. The street system shall provide convenient circulation by the use of local roads and properly
located collector roads within the manufactured home park.  Dead-end roads shall be
discouraged; however, where design alternatives are not available, a minimum 16.5 m (54.1
ft.) radius shall be provided for vehicle turn-around purposes.  At the time of comprehensive
plan submission the minimum radius may be modified based on municipal needs and
standards.

v. If the public roadway to access the manufactured home park is paved, then the roads within
the manufactured home park shall be paved.

vi. A minimum right-of-way of 12.19 m (40 ft.) is required for all roads within the manufactured
home park.

(g) Additions to Single-detached Manufactured Dwellings 

i. Any addition to a single-detached manufactured dwelling shall be of a design and finish which
will complement the manufactured dwelling unit and the neighbouring units in the vicinity, as
determined by the Development Authority.

ii. Additions shall be located to the rear or side of the single-detached manufactured dwelling
only.  Where any lot has more than one front yard line, the front yard requirements shall apply
to one yard only and additions may be permitted in the other front yard.

iii. Additions shall not exceed 30 percent of the floor area of a single-detached manufactured
dwelling.

(h) Storage Compound 

i. The developer of the manufactured home park shall provide, within the park, an area to
accommodate the storage of recreational vehicles such as, but not limited to motor boats and
travel trailers.
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ii. The size of this storage compound shall be a percentage of the total site area as determined
by the Development Authority.

iii. The storage compound shall be screened by fences, trees, landscape features, or a
combination thereof, to the satisfaction of the Development Authority, and shall be
maintained in good repair.

(i) Landscaping Standards

The developer shall provide a landscaping plan detailing the location, number and type of trees and

other aesthetically pleasing vegetation that shall be planted within the manufactured home park.  The

landscaping plan should provide a park-like atmosphere and must be done to the satisfaction of the

Development Authority.

(j) Recreation and Open Space

A minimum of 10 percent of the total area of the manufactured home park shall be designated to open

space in order to accommodate recreational activities.  The open space must include:

i. a playground for younger children; and

ii. benches and a walkway for passive recreation.

(k) Siting Criteria

The following distances must be observed in locating a structure within a designated manufactured

home park:

i. A minimum of 1.5 m (5 ft.) must separate the single-detached manufactured dwelling from
the single-detached manufactured dwelling lot lines (front, rear, and side yards) except as
provided for in a comprehensive plan.

ii. A minimum of 5.5 m (18 ft.) must separate adjacent single-detached manufactured dwellings
(driveways and, garages and open porches are allowable in this space).

iii. The distance between a single-detached manufactured dwelling stand and an abutting
common area such as a paved street or walkway or public parking area shall be 3.7 m (12 ft.).

iv. All open porches, garages and accessory buildings shall be set back a minimum 4.6 m (15 ft.)
from the front lot line.

v. Accessory buildings may be located 1.5 m (5 ft.) from the single-detached manufactured
dwelling side lot line, provided structures on the adjoining parcel are 3 m (10 ft.) away.

vi. Accessory buildings may be permitted with a zero lot line setback, provided they are located
on the same side of a manufactured home unit with a zero lot line placement, and it is in
conjunction with an approved comprehensive plan.

vii. Covered decks and porches (walls, roof, etc.) shall be considered part of the principal building
and must meet the stipulated setbacks for the single-detached manufactured dwelling except
that a covered deck or porch shall be allowed within a side yard provided there is a minimum
of 2.4 m (8 ft.) between the porch or deck and an adjacent single-detached manufactured
dwelling.

viii. Decks must be located in the wider side yard only.

(l) Site Coverage

i. Any accessory building shall not occupy more than 15 percent of the total surface area of the
lot, or 56 m2  (603 ft2), whichever is less.

ii. Any and all additions shall not exceed 30 percent of the gross floor area of a single-detached
manufactured dwelling, the units shall not occupy more than 50 percent of the total surface
area of the lot.
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COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL ONE  –  CR-1 

Purpose: 

To establish a residential large lot district and to ensure that 
any development will proceed in an orderly and economical 
manner. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached - Site Built

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Moved-In Building

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Single-detached dwellings 30.48 100 51.81 170 1,579.35 
(0.16 ha) 

17,000 
(0.39 acre) 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Development Authority 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

(b) Despite the above requirements, all lots located on curves or cul-de-sacs shall have a minimum
frontage of 6 m (19.68 ft.).
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COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL ONE “A”  –  CR-1A 

Purpose: 

To establish a residential large lot district in a designated area 
approved by Council, and to ensure that any development will 
proceed in an orderly and economical manner.  This district is to 
apply to the Southview Estates Subdivision only. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached - Site Built

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Moved-In Building

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwelling

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Single-detached dwellings 21.34 70 54.86 180 
1,170.57 
(0.12 ha) 

12,600 
(0.30 acre) 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

(b) Despite the above requirements, all lots located on curves or cul-de-sacs shall have a minimum
frontage of 6 m (19.68 ft.).
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COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO  –  CR-2 

Purpose: 

To establish a residential large lot district to ensure that any 
development will proceed in an orderly and economical 
manner. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached Site Built

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Moved-In Building

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwelling

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use. 

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Single-detached dwellings 24.38 80 33.52 110 817.21 (0.081 ha) 8,800 (0.20 acre) 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

(b) Despite the above requirements, all lots located on curves or cul-de-sacs shall have a minimum
frontage3 of 6 m (19.68 ft.).
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COMMERCIAL  –  C-1 

Purpose: 

To provide an area suited for commercial uses, which will 
both maintain a strong central business district or downtown 
district and allow a variety of uses in other suitable areas of 
Town. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Business Support Service

 Convenience Store

 Eating Establishment

 Financial Institutions

 Medical/Health Facility

 Office

 Parking Facility

 Personal Services

 Pet Care Services

 Retail

 Seasonal Sales

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Amusement Facility

 Automotive Sales and Service

 Building Supplies

 Child Care Facility

 Equipment Sales, Rentals, and Service

 Educational Institution

 Funeral Home

 Hotel / Motel

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Liquor Store

 Lounges/Beverage Room

 Nightclub

 Public or Private Utility

 Residential Accommodation in conjunction
with an Approved Commercial Use

 Restaurant

 Retail – Large Scale

 Service Station or Gas Bar

 Shopping Centre

 Sign Types1: 1B, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A2

 Veterinary Clinic- Small Animal

 Warehouse, Retail

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Sign Type: 7

 Small Wind Energy System – Type B

 Adult Entertainment Facility

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use
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HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL  –  C-2 

Purpose: 

To manage development of commercial uses which require both 
high visibility and ready access to designated highways for the 
benefit of the travelling public. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Automotive Sales and Service

 Car Wash

 Convenience Store

 Drive-in/Drive-through Restaurant

 Eating Establishment

 Gas Bar

 Hotel

 Motel

 Retail

 Restaurant

 Seasonal Sales

 Service Station

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Farm/Industrial Machinery Sales, Rental and
Service

 Funeral Home

 Liquor Store

 Lounges / Beverage Room

 Garden Centre / Greenhouse, Commercial

 Horticultural Operations or Facilities

 Pet Care Services

 Retail – Large-scale

 Shopping Centre

 Sign Types1: 1B, 5, 72, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System  - Type A3

 Veterinary Clinic

 Warehouse – Retail

 Warehouse – Wholesale

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

3 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Adult Entertainment Facility

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use
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NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMERCIAL  –  C-3 

Purpose: 

To provide a limited range of neighbourhood scale commercial 
uses where deemed compatible with adjacent land uses.  

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Convenience Store

 Eating Establishment

 Personal Services

 Seasonal Sales

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Car Wash

 Child Care Facility

 Farmers’ Market

 Gas Bar

 Lounges/Beverage Room

 Pet Care Services

 Residential Accommodation in Conjunction
with an Approved Commercial Use

 Restaurant

 Service Station

 Sign Types1: 1B, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A2

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Sign Types1: 7

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

All uses 15.24 50 30.48 100 464.51 5,000 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

3. MAXIMUM LOT SIZE

The lot area shall not exceed 0.405 ha (1 acre) in area.
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INSTITUTIONAL / RECREATIONAL  –  I/R 

Purpose: 

To provide for institutional, public and semi-public uses which 
are compatible with each other and with adjoining uses. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Government Services

 Hospital

 Outdoor Recreation and Sports fields

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Recreation, Public

 School

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 4

 Utility, Public

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Child Care Facility

 Cemetery

 Dwellings

o Moved-in

o Prefabricated

 Educational Institution

 Golf Course

 Institutional Facilities or Uses

 Medical/Health Facility

 Moved-In Building

 Museum

 Recreation, Private

 Public or Religious Assembly

 Sign Types1: 1B, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A and B2

 Utility, Private

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Sign Type 7

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

All Uses  –  As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission.
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INDUSTRY  –  I 

Purpose: 

To provide for a broad range of industrial and storage uses.  
The location of individual uses will have regard to both the 
effect on adjacent uses and the ability to provide adequate 
services to the site. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Building Supplies

 Car Wash

 Contractor, Building and Trade

 Contractor, Heavy Duty Equipment

 Equipment Sales, Rental and Service

 Farm/Industrial Machinery Sales, Rental and
Service

 Light Industry/Manufacturing

 Public or Private Utility

 Railway and Railway Related Uses

 Seasonal Sales

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Sign Types2: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10

 Truck Transportation Depots

 Truck Wash

 Warehouse,  Retail

 Warehouse, Wholesale

 Warehouse Storage

 Abattoirs

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Adult Entertainment Facility1

 Alternative/Renewable Energy,
Commercial/Industrial

 Auto Body Repair and Paint Shop

 Automobile Sales and Service

 Automotive Repair and Service Shop

 Bulk Fuel Storage and Sales

 Feed Mill/ Grain Elevator

 Fertilizer Storage and Sales

 Food Processing Facility

 Garden Centre/ Greenhouse

 Gas Bar

 Horticultural Operations or Facilities

 Industry with a Heavy Utility Demand

 Kennel

 Outdoor Recreation and Sports fields

 Pet Care Services

 Recreation, Private

 Recycling Facility

 Service Station

 Sign Types2: 1B, 73, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Small Wind Energy System - Type A and B4

 Sand Blasting Facility

 Veterinary Clinic

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 4, Section 31 for setback requirements. 

2 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

3 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

4 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types. 
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LIGHT INDUSTRY  –  I-2 

Purpose: 

To allow light industrial and other compatible development in 
those areas of the Town of Coaldale that is considered most 
suitable, while prohibiting noxious uses, through the regulation of 
the following permitted and discretionary uses. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Automotive Repair and Service Shop

 Building Supplies

 Car Wash

 Contractor, Building and Trade

 Equipment Sales, Rental or Service

 Garden Centre or Greenhouse

 Horticultural Operations or Facilities

 Light Fabrication Shop

 Light Industry/Manufacturing

 Machinery and Equipment Rental

 Public or Private Utility

 Seasonal Sales

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10

 Truck wash

 Warehouse, Retail

 Warehouse, Wholesale

 Warehouse Storage

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Automotive Sales and Service

 Bulk Fuel Storage and Sales

 Educational Institution

 Farm/Industrial Machinery Sales, Rental and
Service

 Kennel

 Lounges/Beverage Room

 Manufacturing

 Recycling Facility

 Restaurant

 Retail Uses Ancillary to Industrial or
Warehousing Use

 Service Station or Gas Bar

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Sign Types1: 1B, 72, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A and B3

 Truck Transportation Depot

 Veterinary Clinic

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

3 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Abattoir

 Anhydrous Ammonia Storage

 Contractor, Heavy Duty Equipment

 Feed Mill/ Grain Elevator

 Food Processing Facility

 Livestock Sales Yard

 Natural Resource Extraction

 Noxious and Hazardous Use

 Seed Cleaners and Storage

 Salvage Yard

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use
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URBAN RESERVE  –  UR 

Purpose: 

To provide an interim land use classification for lands 
adjoining the built-up area of the Town, which may be 
subdivided and developed for urban uses in the future, but are 
presently essentially agricultural or non-urbanized; and to 
prevent disorderly, incompatible or premature development 
and subdivision of these lands until they are needed and 
determined to be suitable for orderly urban development. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Cultivation of Land

 Day Home

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached - Site Built

 Extensive Agriculture

 Home Occupation 1

 Public Recreation

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Farm Building and Structure

 Home Occupation 2

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Outdoor Recreation and Sports fields

 Sign Types1: 1A, 1B, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 72, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12 

 Small Wind Energy System –Type A3

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

3 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwellings

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a

permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. DEVELOPMENT NOT REQUIRING A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

Those developments which do not require a development permit are identified in Schedule 3.

3. USE RESTRICTIONS AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

(a) The Municipal Planning Commission shall not approve a discretionary use in this district if, in the 
opinion of the Municipal Planning Commission: 

i. the use is likely to become a non-conforming use on subsequent reclassification of the lands
in accordance with the Municipal Development Plan, an area structure plan which affects the
lands which are the subject of the development application; and/or

ii. approval of the discretionary use would be premature.
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UTILITY  –  U 

Purpose: 

To set aside areas required to provide major public or private 
utilities and servicing facilities. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved use

 Public Utility

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 1A, 1B, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12

 Small Wind Energy System –Type A2

 Shipping Container (permanent)

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Sign Types1: 7, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

All Uses  –  As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission.

3. MINIMUM YARD DIMENSIONS FOR PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS

All Uses  –  As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission.
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SCHEDULE 3: DEVELOPMENT NOT REQUIRING A 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

1. This Section does not negate the requirement of obtaining all required permits, as applicable, under the Safety
Codes Act and any other Provincial or Federal statute.

2. This Section does not negate the requirement of obtaining a business license where required.

3. The following developments shall not require a development permit:

(a) any use or development exempted under section 618(1) of the Municipal Government Act; 

(b) any use or development exempted by the Lieutenant Governor in Council pursuant to section 618(4) 
of the Municipal Government Act; 

(c) telecommunication antenna systems that are regulated by Industry Canada subject to Schedule 4: 
Standards of Development, Section 19 (Telecommunication Antenna Siting Protocols); 

(d) the completion of a building which was lawfully under construction at the date this Bylaw came into 
effect provided that the building is completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of any 
development permit granted; 

(e) the completion of a building that did not require a development permit under the previous land use 
bylaw and which was lawfully under construction provided the building is completed within 12 months 
from the date this Bylaw came into effect. 

4. The following developments shall not require a development permit, but must otherwise comply with all other
provisions of this Bylaw:

(a) the maintenance or repair of any building provided that the work does not include structural alterations 
or additions; 

(b) interior renovations to a building which do not: 

i. create another dwelling unit,

ii. increase parking requirements,

iii. result in the change of use of a building, or

iv. increase the square footage (increase density) or change the exterior finish of the building;

(c) the temporary placement or construction of works, plants or machinery needed in connection with the 
construction of a development for which a development permit has been issued for the period of those 
operations; 

(d) in all land districts the temporary placement of one shipping container in connection with the 
construction of a development for which a development permit has been issued for the period of those 
operations, or for the moving of household goods or commodities, in accordance with the following: 

i. construction site is active (i.e., construction or moving has commenced and is on-going or is
about to commence within one week); placement of a shipping container on an inactive
construction site is prohibited;

ii. minimum yard setbacks shall be 0.9 m (3 ft.);

iii. shipping container be removed immediately upon completion of construction or moving;

iv. more than one shipping container on an active construction site constitutes the requirement
of a development permit;
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v. the shipping container may remain on site for a single period not exceeding fourteen (14) days
in a calendar year (ie. a single period is allowed, regardless of the total number of days – once 
the shipping container leaves the site it may not return without the benefit of an approved 
development permit). 

(e) the maintenance or repair of public works, services and utilities on publicly owned or administered 
land carried out by or on behalf of federal, provincial, municipal or public authorities or private utilities 
under special agreement with the Town; 

(f) any accessory storage building, garden shed or structure placed on a lot which is 9.3 m2 (100 ft2) or less 
in area that is not on a permanent foundation; 

(g) the erection, maintenance or alteration of a fence, gate, wall, hedge or other means of enclosure 
constructed in accordance with this Bylaw and the maintenance, improvement or other alterations of 
any yard gates, fences, walls or other means of yard enclosure; 

(h) landscaping that was not required as part of the original development permit; 

(i) any satellite dish less than 1 m (3.3 ft.) in diameter; 

(j) temporary outdoor swimming pools constructed in accordance with Bylaw No. 658 and above ground 
hot tubs smaller than 100 ft2 or portable; 

(k) the installation of cement or other hard surface material that is not to be covered or partially covered 
by a roof or other shelter and that is in compliance with Schedule 9: Landscaping and Amenity Areas 
Standards and Guidelines; 

(l) excavation, grading, stripping, or stockpile provided it is part of a development for which a 
development permit has been issued or is addressed in a signed Development Agreement with the 
Town of Coaldale; 

(m) the construction of uncovered decks or patios less than 0.6 m (2 ft.) above grade (a covered deck shall 
require a development permit); 

(n) any signs stated in Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 5 (Signs Not Requiring A Permit); 

(o) seasonal sales that are not permanent, but may require a Town of Coaldale Business License, (e.g. 
farmer’s market, outdoor amusement park, fruit and vegetable stands, Christmas tree sales, etc.) if in 
the opinion of the Development Authority, such sales, activities and special events would not adversely 
affect: 

i. parking,

ii. traffic flow,

iii. the appearance of the site,

iv. public safety, and/or

v. the seasonal outside sale, activity or special event is in operation for a period not to exceed
30 days;

(p) a day home as defined in Schedule 14: Definitions; 

(q) in all land use districts heavy machinery excavation (i.e. stripping or stockpiling of topsoil, and rough 
grading of land), when such operations are performed in accordance with a valid Development 
Agreement made with the municipality which authorizes such work; 

i. Despite subsection 4(q) above, where no development agreement for heavy machinery
excavation (i.e. stripping or stockpiling of topsoil and rough grading of land) exists, an
application for a development permit is required;

(r) in the Urban Reserve – UR land use district the cultivation of land or extensive agriculture use; 
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(l) A minimum of 10 percent of the site area of a Gas Bar and Service Station under this Section shall be 
landscaped to the satisfaction of the Development Authority. 

(m) The removal of tanks requires a demolition permit from the Development Authority. 

33. SHIPPING CONTAINERS

(a) Shipping containers shall only be allowed in land use districts where listed as a permitted or 

discretionary use in Schedule 2.  Shipping containers are prohibited in all other districts (except as 
described in Schedule 3: Development Not Requiring A Development Permit, subsection 4(d). 

(b) Any permanent or semi-permanent (in excess of 3 months) shipping container shall be subject to the 
following general standards: 

i. An application for a development permit for a proposed shipping container must be
completed and submitted to the Development Officer accompanied by the applicable
application fee and a minimum of two recent colour photographs of each container (one end
view and one side view).

ii. There shall be a legal primary use on the property where the shipping container is proposed.

iii. Shipping containers are permitted to be used for storage only and shall not be used as a
building or a construction material.

iv. The Development Authority may regulate the maximum number of shipping containers
permitted on a lot.

v. The Development Authority may regulate the maximum height of shipping containers.

vi. Except for the temporary placement of a shipping container in compliance with Schedule 3,
subsection 4(d), or subsection 33(c) below, a shipping container shall not display advertising,
company logos, names or other marketing without an approved sign permit.

vii. The shipping container shall only be permitted in the secondary front, rear, or side yard.

viii. The shipping container must comply with the maximum lot coverage and setback
requirements for accessory structures in the applicable land use district.

ix. The Development Authority may require as a condition of approval that a shipping
container(s) be screened from view.

x. The Development Authority may require as a condition of approval that any shipping
container be sandblasted and/or painted a neutral or complementary colour to match the
existing building(s) on the property.

xi. The Development Authority may require as a condition of approval that the exterior of the
shipping container be kept clean and regularly painted in a neutral or complementary colour
to match the existing building(s) on the property.

xii. The Development Authority may regulate the time period for which a development permit for
a shipping container(s) is valid through the issuance of a temporary permit.

xiii. Removal of the shipping container(s) at the expiration of the permit shall be at the expense of
the applicant and/or landowner.  The Development Authority may require as a condition of
approval the posting of a bond or a security guaranteeing the removal of the container and/or
compliance with the conditions of the permit.

(c) Temporary shipping containers that are proposed to exceed the time-limit eligibility for exemption 
from the requirement to obtain a development permit in Schedule 3, subsection 4(d) may be issued a 
development permit subject to the following: 

i. A temporary development permit may be issued for a period not exceeding three (3) months
where a project timeline is in excess of the time limit specified in Schedule 3, subsection 4(d). 

ii. Minimum yard setbacks shall be 0.9 m (3 ft.).
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(d) A development that proposes to convert a shipping container to a building or structure for a different 
use may be considered by the Development Authority subject to the following and the “Similar And 
Prohibited Uses” requirements in Administrative Section 35 of this Bylaw: 

i. The proposed use is similar to a permitted or discretionary use in the applicable land use
district; 

ii. The shipping container conversion will be able to meet all applicable Safety Code
requirements; 

iii. The Development Authority is satisfied that the design, character and appearance of the
finished building or structure is compatible with other buildings in the vicinity and consistent 
with the purpose of the land use district in which the building is located; 

iv. In addition to the application requirements under subsection b(i), the Development Authority
shall normally require a stamped engineer’s drawing showing how the shipping container will 
be converted and a rendering illustrating the final appearance of the converted shipping 
container, as part of the application package. 

34. INFILL DEVELOPMENT

The requirements of this section apply to all areas of Town that are considered established in accordance with the 
definition of infill development.  Infill development is expected to be designed in a contextually sensitive manner 
with a design, scale and mass complementary to existing developments. 

Applications for infill development shall provide, in addition to the normal application requirements set forth in 
this bylaw: 

(a) Existing and proposed grades for the lot to be developed; 

(b) Existing grades for each adjacent lot; 

(c) A basic nuisance mitigation strategy that addresses the minimization of dust, noise and other 
nuisances during the development; 

(d) Location(s) for the stockpiling of materials to be moved through stripping and grading. 

(e) The setbacks of existing developments on each adjacent lot (only necessary where a waiver is 
requested) 

(f) Measures to be taken to ensure surface drainage of adjacent properties and/or public rights-of-way is 
not unduly affected during or after development. 

(g) Any other information deemed necessary by the Development Authority. 
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SIGN HEIGHT means the vertical distance measured from the highest point of the sign or sign structure to the 
finished grade. 

SIGN ILLUMINATION means the lighting or exposure of a sign to artificial lighting either by lights on or in the 
sign or directed toward the sign. 

SIGN PROJECTION STYLE means the method by which the sign content is conveyed to the viewer (e.g. 
lettering/logo, animation, changeable content, movement/motion). 

SIGN TYPE means the type of structure of a sign (e.g. billboard, freestanding, portable, etc.) used to convey 
sign content. 

SUBDIVISION ENTRANCE SIGN means a permanent sign indicating the name of a subdivision or a portion of the 
subdivision on which it is placed that is typically architecturally integrated with any design theme or style of 
the neighbourhood. 

SUBDIVISION MARKETING SIGN means a sign advertising real estate (i.e. property) that is for sale within an 
individual subdivision or neighbourhood, and may include information about the subdivision or 
neighbourhood. 

TEMPORARY SIGN means any sign permitted, designed or intended to be displayed for a short period of time 
(not to exceed 30 days), not including portable signs, however including balloon signs, developer marketing 
signs, land use classification signs, construction signs, political poster signs, window signs, banner signs, A-
board signs or any other sign that is not permanently attached to a building, structure or the ground. 

UNDER-CANOPY SIGN means a sign that is suspended from or below the ceiling or roof of an awning, canopy 
or marquee. 

VEHICLE SIGN means a sign attached to, painted on or installed on a vehicle other than a public transportation 
vehicle, handi-bus, taxi cab or school bus. 

WINDOW SIGN means a sign painted on, attached to or installed on a window intended to be viewed from 
outside the premises.  See subsection 8(4) Window Signs. 

3. PROHIBITED SIGNS

(a) Signs which employ revolving, flashing or intermittent lights, or lights resembling emergency services, 
traffic signals, railway crossing signals, hazard warning devices or other similar lighting but does not 
include changeable content, sign projection styles or animation. 

(b) Signs which emit amplified sounds or music. 

(c) In any residential district: 

i. signs that employ animation or changeable content as the projection style.

(d) In any non-residential district: 

i. signs that employ changeable content, animation or pictorial scenes at a luminosity, intensity
and/or interval which may create a public hazard or nuisance.
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(y) Any sign appearing on street furniture, such as benches or garbage containers, that are located on 
private property; 

(z) Any sign appearing on street furniture, such as benches or garbage containers, that are located on 
public land if an agreement to locate the street furniture has been reached with Council; 

(aa) Under-Canopy signs that are not illuminated and/or do not overhang pubic property and meet the 
regulations for under-canopy signs as per this sign schedule; 

(bb) Political poster signs provided all such signage is removed within 5 days after the closing of the polling 
stations for the relevant election or plebiscite and comply with the following requirements: 

i. signs cannot emit sound, use video features or be illuminated;

ii. signs shall be maintained in a condition that is neat and shall not be unsightly or dangerous;

iii. signs shall not interfere with or be confused with a traffic control device;

iv. signs shall not interfere with the safe and orderly movement of pedestrians or vehicles, or
restrict the sight lines for pedestrians or motorists;

v. signs shall not exceed 1.1 m2 in area, 1.2 m in height, and be self supporting;

vi. signs shall not be posted for more than 60 days;

vii. signs shall not be posted within the property boundaries of any existing Town owned land or
facility or any sidewalks or road right of way adjacent to Town owned land or facilities but,
may be posted on boulevards and road rights of way adjoining parks and playing fields; and

viii. signs shall be a minimum of 3 m from any road access and a minimum of 5 m from any
intersection.

(cc) A subdivision marketing sign provided it is located on or adjacent to the property that it is marketing. 

6. SIGN PERMIT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

(a) A development permit for a sign shall be made to the Development Authority by an applicant, a 
landowner, or someone that has been authorized by the landowner (i.e. agent) to submit a 
development permit application, on a completed application form. 

(b) An application for a development permit to erect, place, alter or relocate a sign shall also be 
accompanied by: 

i. the name and address of:

a. the sign manufacturer or company, and

b. the lawful sign owner;

ii. a letter of authorization from the affected registered property and/or building owner (if the
applicant in not the landowner).

(c) The Development Authority may refuse to accept a development permit application for a sign where 
the information provided by subsection 6(d) below has not been supplied or where, in the opinion of 
the Development Authority, the quality of the material supplied is inadequate to properly evaluate the 
application. 

(d) The Development Authority may require any additional information deemed necessary to evaluate a 
development permit application for a sign, but generally, an application for a permit to erect, place, 
alter or relocate a sign shall be made to the Development Authority and shall be accompanied by 
photographs and/or drawings, to an appropriate scale, showing where applicable: 

i. the location of all existing and proposed sign(s);
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CANNABIS means a cannabis plant and anything referred to in subsection (a) but does not include anything 
referred to in subsection (b): 

a. Cannabis includes:

i. any part of a cannabis plant, including the phytocannabinoids produced by, or found in, such a plant,
regardless of whether that part has been processed or not, other than a part of the plant referred to in 
subsection (b). 

ii. any substance or mixture of substances that contains or has on it any part of such a plant;

iii. any substance that is identical to any phytocannabinoid produced by, or found in, such a plant, regardless of
how the substance was obtained. 

b. Notwithstanding subsection (a), Cannabis does not include:

i. a non-viable seed of a cannabis plant;

ii. a mature stalk, without any leaf, flower, seed or branch, of such plant;

iii. fibre derived from a stalk referred in subsection (b)(ii); and

iv. the root or any part of the root of such a plant

CANNABIS LOUNGES means development where the primary purpose of the facility is the sale of Cannabis to the 
public, for the consumption within the premises that is authorized by provincial or federal legislation. 

CANNABIS RETAIL SALES means development used for the retail sale of Cannabis that is authorized by provincial or 
federal legislation 

CANOPY means a non-retractable solid projection extending from the wall of a building, or freestanding, which is 
intended to be used as protection against weather, other than normal architectural features such as lintels, sills, 
mouldings, architraves and pediments and includes the structure known as a theatre marquee. 

CANTILEVER means a structural portion of a building floor, excluding eaves and roof projections, bay windows and 
fireplace chases, which extends beyond the foundation wall and is not structurally supported from below. 

CAR WASH means the use of a structure or area providing for the cleaning of motor vehicles but does not include 
TRUCK WASHES or SERVICE STATIONS/GAS BARS. 

C-CONTAINER – see SHIPPING CONTAINER 

CEMETERY means land used or dedicated to the burial of the dead, and may include crematoriums, mausoleums, 
cineraria and columbaria, memorial gardens, and related security and maintenance facilities. 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE means a document signed by the Development Authority, certifying that a 
development complies with this Bylaw with respect to yard requirements and insofar as represented on an Alberta 
Land Surveyors’ Real Property Report. 

CHANGE OF USE means the conversion of land or building, or portion thereof from one land use activity to another 
in accordance with the Permitted or Discretionary Uses as listed in each land use district. 

CHILD CARE FACILITY means the provincially approved use of a building, or portion of a building, for the provision of 
care, instruction, maintenance, or supervision of 7 or more children under the age of 13 years, not including children 
under the age of 13 years who permanently reside in the home, for periods not exceeding 24 consecutive hours. 
This definition does not include the use as a DAY HOME. 
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CONDOMINIUM means: 

(a) in the case of a building, a space that is situated within a building and described as a unit in a condominium 
plan by reference to floors, walls and ceiling within the building; and 

(b) in the case other than that of a building, land that is situated within a lot and described as a unit in a 
condominium plan by reference to boundaries governed by monuments placed pursuant to the provisions 
of the Surveys Act respecting subdivision surveys. 

CONTRACTOR, BUILDING AND TRADE means a facility for the provision of electrical, plumbing, heating, painting and 
similar contractor services primarily to individual households and the accessory sale of goods normally associated 
with such contractor services where all materials are kept within an enclosed building, and where there are no 
associated manufacturing activities. 

CONTRACTOR, HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT means a contractor or builder engaged in heavy-duty construction 
activities such as paving, highway construction, and utility construction. 

CONVENIENCE STORE means a retail outlet selling goods and foodstuffs to area residents on a day-to-day basis from 
business premises, which do not exceed 200 m2 (2,153 ft2) in gross floor area. 

CORNER LOT – see LOT, CORNER 

CORNICE means any horizontal member, structural or nonstructural, of any building, projecting outward from the 
exterior walls at the roof line, including eaves and other roof overhang. 

COUNCIL means the Council of the Town of Coaldale of the Province of Alberta. 

COVERAGE – see LOT, COVERAGE 

CULTIVATION OF LAND means the preparation and working of the land required to grow crops for agricultural 
production. 

D

DAY CARE SERVICES – see CHILD CARE FACILITY 

DAY HOME means a private dwelling unit where temporary care, development and supervision for periods not 
exceeding 24 consecutive hours is provided to a maximum of six (6) children under the age of 13 years, not including 
children under the age of 13 years who permanently reside in the home, that may at the option of the operator, be 
approved by the Province. 

DECK means an uncovered horizontal structure with a surface height 
greater than 0.61 m (2 ft.) above grade at any point, but generally no 
higher than the first storey floor level, and intended for use as a private 
outdoor amenity space. 

DECK, UNCOVERED means any DECK, as defined in this Bylaw, which 
has no structural shelter, including supportive walls or roofing of any 
material or design.  Deck railings that are required to meet safety codes 
are not considered to be supportive walls unless they are over 0.91 m 
(3 ft.) in height. 

Figure 1: Deck example. 
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GRAIN ELEVATOR means a facility for the collection, grading, sorting, storage, and transhipment of grains.  This 
definition also includes ‘inland grain terminals’. 

GREENHOUSE, COMMERCIAL – see GARDEN CENTRE / GREENHOUSE, COMMERCIAL 

GREENHOUSE, RESIDENTIAL means an accessory building to a residential dwelling specially designed and used for 
the growing of vegetables, flowers, or other plants for personal use and not for sale to the public. 

H

HARD SURFACE means, typically in respect to parking or landscaping areas, a solid, uniform, durable surface of an 
appropriate thickness typically composed of cementitious concrete or asphaltic concrete. 

HEALTH CARE SERVICES – see MEDICAL/HEALTH FACILITY 

HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT CONTRACTOR – see CONTRACTOR, HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT 

HEAVY MACHINERY EXCAVATION means the process of altering the natural elevation of the ground by grading, 
cutting, stripping, filling, breaking of ground, and/or stockpiling of topsoil but does not include common household 
gardening and ground care, excavation made for the building of basements, structures, landscaping, or parking for 
which a development permit has been issued, or extensive agriculture.  Gravel pit, mineral extraction and any other 
similar extractive use are not classified as excavation and are a separate use. 

HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL BUILDING means a commercial building intended primarily for the use of the travelling 
public and which is located on a site adjacent to a major traffic route designated as a public highway. 

HOME OCCUPATION means the ancillary use of a dwelling unit (and/or its accessory buildings or lands) by any trade, 
profession or craft for gainful employment involving the manufacture, processing, provision or sale of goods and/or 
services.  (Refer to Schedule 7: Home Occupations) 

HORTICULTURE OPERATIONS OR FACILITIES means the commercial production and sales, on or off site, of specialty 
crops grown by high-yield and high-density techniques.  Examples include greenhouses, nurseries, hydroponic 
operations, market gardens and tree farms but exclude mushroom growing. 

HOSPITAL means a facility providing room, board, and surgical or other medical treatment for the sick, injured or 
infirm including outpatient services and accessory staff residences.  Typical uses include hospitals, sanatoria, nursing 
homes, convalescent homes, isolation facilities, psychiatric hospitals, auxiliary hospitals, and detoxification centres. 

HOTEL means a building used primarily for sleeping accommodation and ancillary services provided in rooms or 
suites of rooms, which may contain bar/kitchen facilities.  The building may also contain accessory uses such as, but 
not limited to parking facilities, licensed premises or dining room, room service or public convention facilities. 

I

INDUSTRY WITH A HEAVY UTILITY DEMAND means development used principally for one or more of the following:  

(a) processing of raw materials; 
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(b) the manufacturing or assembling of semi-finished or finished goods, products or equipment, but not food 
products; 

(c) the storage, cleaning, servicing, repairing or testing of materials, goods and equipment normally associated 
with industrial, business or household use; 

(d) terminals for the storage or transhipping of materials, goods and equipment; 

(e) the distribution and sale of materials, bulk goods and equipment to institutions or commercial businesses 
for their direct use or to general retail stores or other use classes for resale to individual customers; or 

(f) the training of personnel in general industrial operations. 

Any indoor display, office, technical, administrative support, or retail sale operations shall be accessory to the 
general industrial uses listed above.  The floor area developed for such accessory activities shall not exceed 25 
percent of the gross floor area of the building(s) devoted to the heavy industrial use.  This use includes only those 
developments which are utility intense and may have a significant detrimental effect on the safety, use, amenity, 
enjoyment of adjacent or nearby sites due to appearance, noise, odour, emission of contaminants, fire or explosive 
hazards, or dangerous goods. 

INFILL DEVELOPMENT means the development of redevelopment of a vacant or partially developed parcel within an 
existing developed neighbourhood that was subdivided more than 25 years ago or within an existing developed 
neighbourhood that was subdivided more than 10 years ago and is more than 80% built out. 

INSTITUTIONAL FACILITIES OR USES means a use by or for an organization or society for public or social purposes 
and, without restricting the generality of the term, includes: residential care facility, special care facility, assisted 
living facility, schools, government services, senior citizen housing, religious assembly, service and fraternal 
organizations, museums, and libraries. 

ISSUANCE means the date a development permit or order is issued by the Designated Officer or Development 
Authority. 

K

KENNEL means the use of a building or portion of a building, the primary purpose of which is the boarding of small 
animals for periods greater than 24 hours for a fee and does not include VETERINARY CLINIC, VETERINARY CLINIC - 
SMALL ANIMAL, OR PET CARE SERVICE, and that may provide for the incidental sale of products relating to the 
services provided by the use and may include outside enclosures, pens, runs, or exercise areas.  All animal facilities 
are subject to the Town Domestic Animal and Dog Regulation and Control Bylaws. 

L

LANDING means an uncovered platform extending horizontal from a building adjacent to an entry door and providing 
direct access to grade or stairs. 

LANDOWNER – see REGISTERED OWNER 

LANDSCAPED AREA means that portion of a site which is required to be landscaped and may not be used for parking, 
storage, or display od items for sale. 

LANDSCAPING means the modification, beautification and enhancement of a site or development through the use 
of the following elements: 
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M

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT RENTAL means the use of land or buildings for the rental of hand tools, small 
construction, farming, gardening and automotive equipment, small machinery parts and office machinery and 
equipment. 

MAINTENANCE/UTILITY USES means the servicing, repairing or altering of any premises, appliance apparatus, or 
equipment to perpetuate the use or purpose for which such premises, appliance, apparatus, or equipment was 
originally intended. 

MANUFACTURED DOUBLE-WIDE – see DWELLING, SINGLE-DETACHED MANUFACTURED 

MANUFACTURED DWELLING – see DWELLING, SINGLE-DETACHED MANUFACTURED 

MANUFACTURED HOME AREA means that part of a manufactured home park used primarily for installed individual 
manufactured homes, including permissible additions, and which is not used for buffer area, roadways, park 
operator’s residential plot, the procuring and treatment of water, collective sewage treatment effluent disposal from 
a collective sewage treatment plant, garbage disposal, or ancillary buildings. 

MANUFACTURED HOME PARK means a single site or title of land maintained and operated for the long-term parking 
and occupancy of manufactured dwellings, specifically double-wide and single-wide single-detached manufactured 
dwellings on designated sites together with ancillary facilities including recreation areas. 

MANUFACTURED SINGLE-WIDE – see DWELLING, SINGLE-DETACHED MANUFACTURED 

MANUFACTURING means a development for the manufacturing, fabricating, processing, production, assembly or 
packing of goods, products, materials or equipment, which may, in the opinion of the Development Authority: 

(a) result in a significant impact on adjacent land uses due to appearance, noise, odour, emission of wastes, 
other nuisance or potential health or safety hazards, or 

(b) require extensive space for storage. 

MARKET GARDEN means the growing of vegetables or fruit for commercial purposes.  This use includes an area for 
the display and sale of goods or produce grown or raised on site. 

MASSING – see BUILDING MASSING 

MEASURABLE STANDARD means a minimum or maximum dimensional (typically numeric) standard stipulated in this 
Bylaw. 

MEDICAL/HEALTH FACILITY means a facility for the provision of human health services without overnight 
accommodation for patients and may include associated office space.  Typical uses include physiotherapy, registered 
massage therapy, doctor, dentist, optometrist, and chiropractic offices. 

MEDICAL MARIHUANA means a substance used for medical purposes authorized by a licence issued under the 
federal government’s Marihuana for Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations or successor legislation 
that may be enacted in substitution. 

MEDICAL MARIHUANA PRODUCTION FACILITY means development where medical marihuana is grown, processed, 
packaged, tested, destroyed, stored or loaded for shipping.  A Medical Marihuana Production Facility may only be 
located on lands designated Direct Control (DC). 
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SCREENING means a fence, wall, berm or hedge used to visually separate areas or functions that detract from the 
street or neighbouring land uses.  Means the total or partial concealment of a building, structure or activity by a 
fence, wall, berm, soft landscaping, or other screening device. 

SEASONAL SALES means a use where goods are displayed and offered for sale in an open area or partially contained 
within a building or temporary structure on a seasonal basis. 

SECONDARY FRONT YARD – see YARD, SECONDARY FRONT 

SECONDARY SUITE – see DWELLING, SECONDARY SUITE 

SEED CLEANERS AND STORAGE means a building or facility used for the storage and preparation of seeds used in 
agriculture. 

SEMI-DETACHED DWELLING – see DWELLING, SEMI-DETACHED 

SEMI-DETACHED DWELLING - ISOLATED – see DWELLING, SEMI-DETACHED - ISOLATED 

SEMI-DETACHED DWELLING - PRE-PLANNED – see DWELLING, SEMI-DETACHED - PRE-PLANNED 

SENIOR CITIZEN HOUSING means a development which complies with the Senior Citizens Housing Act, as amended, 
and which is used as a residence designed for elderly persons not requiring constant or intensive medical care, and 
usually consists of multiple dwelling units. 

SERVICE STATION means a building or portion thereof which is used for the servicing and minor repairing of motor 
vehicles and a portion for the sale of gasoline, lubricating oils and minor accessories for motor vehicles. 

SETBACK – see YARD 

SETBACK, SECONDARY FRONT – see YARD, SECONDARY FRONT 

SHALL means that the action is mandatory. 

SHARED PARKING means a site’s parking supply may service more than one use on the site, the total supply being 
less than the sum of the Bylaw parking requirement for the total of all uses on the site and may occur through the 
proponent providing detailed information and analysis of one or more uses on the site having its peak demand at 
times other than the peak demand at times; employees/customers of one use on the site utilizing another us on the 
site; a customer coming to several different uses on the site. 

SHIPPING CONTAINER means any container that was or could be used for transport of goods by means of rail, truck, 
or by sea.  These containers are rectangular in shape and are generally made of metal. 

SHOOTING / RIFLE RANGE means a designated practice area designed for the purpose of controlled discharge of 
firearms or archery equipment. 

SHOPPING CENTRE means a unified group of buildings with more than one commercial use being primarily retail and 
personal services and on a site comprehensively planned, developed and managed as a single commercial operating 
unit with shared on-site parking where the intended uses comply with the subject district. 

SHOULD means that the action is recommended but is not mandatory. 
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STAFF REPORT 
DECEMBER 11, 2017 – REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

PUBLIC HEARING 

PROPOSED LAND USE BYLAW AMENDMENTS – BYLAW #736-P-11-17 
AMENDMENT TO THE LAND USE BYLAW 677-P-04-13 

PURPOSE:  

To conduct a public hearing for the proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17 that is intended to: 

a. Clearly establish additional application requirements for applications seeking variances (ie.
waivers);

b. Make provision for a “voluntary waiver of claims” process whereby applicants for
development can waive (at their own risk) the appeal period following development approval;

c. Define “temporary,” in respect to the use of a Shipping Container not requiring a development
permit, as a 14 day period in support of construction, moving or other activities; provide for
the opportunity to obtain a development permit for a “temporary” shipping container, not
exceeding 3 months; establish “Shipping Container (temporary)” as a Permitted Use in all land
use districts and; allow for a development that proposes to use a shipping container (either
converted to another form or modified for permanent use) provided the development is
consistent with the design, character, and appearance with buildings in the vicinity.

d. Establish “Shipping Container (permanent)” as a Discretionary Use in the I, Industry, I-2, Light
Industry, and U – Utility, land use districts

e. Clarify the applicability of setbacks in the R-3, Mobile Home Park, land use district, and allow
for covered decks and porches to be located within side yard areas provided a minimum 2.4m
(8 ft.) setback to the adjacent dwelling is maintained;

f. Define and establish development requirements for “infill development”;

g. Define “subdivision entrance sign” and “subdivision marketing sign” and exempt “subdivision
marketing sign” from the need to obtain a development permit where located adjacent to the
subdivision being marketed.

AGENDA ITEM #: 0.1 and 6.1
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h. Define “Cannabis,” “Cannabis Lounge,” and “Cannabis Retail Sales,” but do not list these uses
in any land use district at this time.

i. Define “Medical Marihuana” and “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and specify that
such a facility may only be located on lands designated DC (Direct Control);

j. Define “Hard Surface” as it relates to parking or landscaping areas; and make other minor
adjustments to existing definitions

k. Define “Infill Development” as it relates to specific regulations that have been introduced in
the LUB, to ensure impacts such as site drainage are fully accounted for when infill
development occurs

l. Update Schedule 14 (definitions) to provide greater clarity on the existing terms “Child Care
Facility”, ”Day Home”, and “Shipping Container”

BACKGROUND:  

PRESENTATION TO THE 2016/2017 MPC 

The following proposed amendments have been presented to the 2016/2017 Municipal Planning 
Commission (MPC) as a part of the previous Commission’s wrap-up review meeting, held on October 11, 
2017. 

During the presentation/discussion of the proposed amendments the MPC indicated general support for 
the proposed amendments.  

PURPOSE OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 

The purpose of the aforementioned proposed amendments is as follows: 

a. Clearly establish additional application requirements for applications seeking variances (ie.
waivers);

The purpose of providing greater clarity for additional application requirements for 
applications seeking variances is so the Development Authority can ask for additional 
information such as digital renderings of the proposed waiver and the properties surrounding 
it, for instance.  

b. Make provision for a “voluntary waiver of claims” process whereby applicants for
development can waive (at their own risk) the appeal period following development approval;

The purpose of the voluntary waiver of claims form is to allow applicants to start construction 
as soon as they obtain their building permit, instead of having to wait the statutory 14 days 
(appeal period) prior to starting construction. The waiver of claims form clarifies that an 
applicant that wishes to begin construction prior to the appeal period being over is liable for 
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any work and/or costs associated with having to change their proposal IF an appeal is 
launched and is successful.  

As a point of note, several other communities have undertaken this practice over the past 3 
to 5 years (Fort Macleod, Coalhurst, Brooks, etc.) 

c. Define “temporary,” in respect to the use of a Shipping Container not requiring a development
permit, as a 14 day period in support of construction, moving or other activities; provide for
the opportunity to obtain a development permit for a “temporary” shipping container, not
exceeding 3 months; establish “Shipping Container (temporary)” as a Permitted Use in all land
use districts and; allow for a development that proposes to use a shipping container (either
converted to another form or modified for permanent use) provided the development is
consistent with the design, character, and appearance with buildings in the vicinity.

The purpose of defining temporary with respect to shipping containers is to offer slightly more 
flexibility to landowners who wish to use them for the purposes of moving, for instance.  

The proposed change to allow for temporary shipping containers would allow for a resident 
to locate a container on their property for a period of up to 14 days consecutively. Should a 
container be placed on a lot for more than 14 consecutive days, a development permit for a 
semi-permanent container would be required. A permanent container is proposed to be 
allowed only in Industry, Light Industry, and Utility land use districts, and only as a 
discretionary use (as outlined below).  

As a point of note the LUB currently allows for a maximum time period of only 48 hours for 
shipping containers that are being used for the purposes of moving or putting possessions 
into storage.  

d. Establish “Shipping Container (permanent)” as a Discretionary Use in the I, Industry, I-2, Light
Industry, and U – Utility, land use districts

The purpose of clarifying the difference between a permanent versus a temporary or semi-
temporary shipping container is to allow for the regulation of containers based on the land 
use district they are being proposed in, and the length of time they may stay in a given 
location.  

In the instance of permanent shipping containers, this would be shipping containers that are 
not likely to move for extended periods of time and therefore it is proposed that permanent 
containers only be included as a discretionary use in the Industry, Light Industry, and Utility 
land use districts.  

As a point of note, this is consistent with the current LUB. 

e. Clarify the applicability of setbacks in the R-3, Mobile Home Park, land use district, and allow
for covered decks and porches to be located within side yard areas provided a minimum 2.4m
(8 ft.) setback to the adjacent dwelling is maintained;
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The purpose of allowing covered decks on manufactured home units is to address a strong 
desire for this type of deck, as brought forward to the Town by a local manufactured home 
community developer. The proposed change to the LUB would allow for covered decks to be 
approved IF they meet minimum setback requirements as outlined above.  

As a point of note, the minimum setback of 2.4 m is consistent with Fire Code requirements 
for separation distances for manufactured home units. 

f. Define and establish development requirements for “infill development”;

The purpose of including specific regulations for infill development is to address potential 
issues such as site drainage and how it can affect adjacent properties (including Town 
roadways, laneways and greenspaces), whether a given application for an infill unit is in 
keeping with the character of the neighbourhood, and other relevant factors that should be 
considered when reviewing an infill development proposal.  

g. Define “subdivision entrance sign” and “subdivision marketing sign” and exempt “subdivision
marketing sign” from the need to obtain a development permit where located adjacent to the
subdivision being marketed.

The purpose of defining and regulating subdivision entrance and marketing signage is to 
remove the need for developers to apply for development permits when they wish to install 
such signage for lots they wish to sell, or to install community entrance signage at the main 
entrances to new subdivisions.  

h. Define “Cannabis,” “Cannabis Lounge,” and “Cannabis Retail Sales,” but do not list these uses
in any land use district at this time.

The purposes of defining cannabis, cannabis lounge and cannabis retail sales, is to ensure that 
the Town is able to regulate the use and sale of cannabis once the Government of Canada and 
Government of Alberta legalize and draft regulations to the same effect.  

What defining these uses does is recognize that they exist, but by only defining the uses, it 
also indicates that these uses are effectively prohibited in every land use district in Coaldale. 
Once it is determined how the Town wishes to regulate the sale and consumption of cannabis 
in commercial settings is to be permitted in Coaldale, the LUB can be changed again to further 
regulate these activities.  

As a point of note, the alternative to defining these uses would be to not define them. What 
this could result in is an applicant for a cannabis lounge or cannabis retail sales business to 
apply under a general land use listed in the Commercial land use districts, such as “retail 
sales”. IF the definitions for cannabis et al. are not included in the LUB when an application 
for the same is made, there would be no way of regulating the application beyond the 
standard requirements of land uses i.e. parking stalls required, etc.  

i. Define “Medical Marihuana” and “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and specify that
such a facility may only be located on lands designated DC (Direct Control);
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The purpose of defining medical marihuana and medical marihuana production facility is 
similar to the purpose of defining cannabis and cannabis lounge and retails sales. Medical 
marihuana production facilities are currently permissible in Alberta and other provinces 
across Canada. The ability to regulate the location and other land use related requirements 
for production facilities is much greater if the use is defined as being permissible only on a 
property zoned Direct Control.  

j. Define “Hard Surface” as it relates to parking or landscaping areas; and make other minor
adjustments to existing definitions

The purpose of defining hard surface is to ensure applicants are providing clarity on the 
portions of a site that is considered hard surface, and in turn to provide clarity to applicants 
regarding what is considered hard surface.  

As a point of note, hard surface is referenced throughout the LUB in relation to site 
coverage, drainage matters, and the character of a site/area. Therefore, it would be 
beneficial to have clarity on what is meant by hard surface.  

k. Define “Infill Development” as it relates to specific regulations that have been introduced in
the LUB, to ensure impacts such as site drainage are fully accounted for when infill
development occurs

The purpose of defining infill development is to ensure the regulations for infill development 
as proposed in item F are understood regarding when and where to apply them. The 
proposed definition of infill development is any existing developed neighbourhood that was 
subdivided more than 25 years ago or an existing development neighbourhood that was 
subdivided more than 10 years ago and is at least 80% built-out.  

l. Update Schedule 14 (definitions) to provide greater clarity on the existing terms “Child Care
Facility”, ”Day Home”, and “Shipping Container”.

The purpose of updating the terms as noted above is to provide greater clarity of these 
terms.  

For the sake of efficiency, the pages of the LUB that would be impacted by the proposed amendments 
have been assembled as an attachment to this Council item.  

NEW INFORMATION:  

At the regular Council meeting of November 14th, questions arose regarding the number of shipping 
containers that may be permitted on a lot, and the length of containers that may be permitted on a lot.  

Regarding the number of containers, the singular form of container has been used in all of the land use 
districts and in the temporary allowances provided in the draft bylaw. For those land use districts where 
shipping containers are permissible (discretionary, not permitted as a use), the number of containers 
would be a consideration of the permit process and ultimately, given that the use is listed as discretionary, 
the Municipal Planning Commission would have final say in the number of containers allowed on a lot. 
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Regarding the length of containers that may be allowed on a lot, and specifically within the context of 
containers that may be transformed into accessory buildings on residential and commercial properties, 
the length of the container that is permitted would generally be dictated by the shape and area of a lot. 
In residential settings, the location of a house, and the setback requirements for accessory buildings from 
a house, and from property boundaries, would generally limit a container to a length not exceeding 7.62 
to 9.14 metres (24 to 30 feet).  

There are a small number of lots in Coaldale that could accommodate a container of up to 15 metres (50 
feet), however consideration may be given to the fact that a landowner is able to construct, as a permitted 
use, a site-built accessory building of the same dimensions if they so wish. Given the requirements for 
siding a container and adding a pitched roof that complements the primary structure (the house), to 
appear as a site-built accessory building, the regulation of maximum length of the container for the 
number of lots that could incorporate a longer container, may or may not be considered a necessary 
addition to the bylaw amendments. 

PLEASE NOTE – at the public hearing illustrative examples of if/how a container could fit within the setback 
requirements of a typical resident lot, will be presented.  

NOTIFICATION 

Notice of the public hearing for proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17 was advertised twice in the Sunny South 
Newspaper (SSN) on November 30th and December 7th and it was also posted on the Town’s Facebook 
and Twitter accounts. At the time of the preparation of this report no written or verbal submissions have 
been received.  

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR OPTIONS: 

Option #1: 
THAT Council, subsequent to consideration of any submissions or verbal comments made at the public 
hearing, give 2nd and 3rd reading to amendment Bylaw #736-P-11-17.  

Option #2 
THAT Council request that administration come back with additional information prior to giving 2nd/3rd 
reading to the proposed amending bylaw. 

Option #3 
THAT Council defeat proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17. 
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Respectfully Submitted: 

Spencer Croil, RPP MCIP 
Director of Planning and Community Development

ATTACHMENTS: 

- Proposed Bylaw #736-P-11-17
- Excerpt from Land Use Bylaw  

This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

CAO 
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TOWN OF COALDALE 
IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

BYLAW NO. 736-P-11-17 

BEING a bylaw of the Town of Coaldale in the Province of Alberta, to amend Bylaw No. 677-P-04-13, being 

the municipal Land Use Bylaw. 

WHEREAS the municipal council wishes to amend the municipal Land Use Bylaw. 

AND WHEREAS THE PURPOSE of proposed Bylaw No. 736-P-11-17 is to make a series of omnibus 

amendments to the Land Use Bylaw. 

AND WHEREAS the municipality must prepare an amending bylaw and provide for its consideration at a 

public hearing. 

NOW THEREFORE, under the authority and subject to the provisions of the Municipal Government Act, 

Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter M-26, the Council of the Town of Coaldale, in the Province of 

Alberta, duly assembled does hereby enact the following: 

1. The Land Use Bylaw 677-P-04-13 is amended by making the additions and deletions as illustrated in
Schedule “A” (attached), including the following matters:

a. Clearly establish additional application requirements for applications seeking variances (ie.
waivers);

b. Make provision for a “voluntary waiver of claims” process whereby applicants for development
can waive (at their own risk) the appeal period following development approval;

c. Definite “temporary,” in respect to the use of a Shipping Container not requiring a development
permit, as a 14 day period in support of construction, moving or other activities; provide for the
opportunity to obtain a development permit for a “temporary” shipping container, not exceeding
3 months; establish “Shipping Container (temporary)” as a Permitted Use in all land use districts
and; allow for a development that proposes to use a shipping container (either converted to
another form or modified for permanent use) provided the development is consistent with the
design, character, and appearance with buildings in the vicinity.

d. Establish “Shipping Container (permanent)” as a Discretionary Use in the I, Industry, I-2, Light
Industry, and U – Utility, land use districts

e. Clarify the applicability of setbacks in the R-3, Mobile Home Park, land use district, and allow
for covered decks and porches to be located within side yard areas provided a minimum 2.4m
(8 ft.) setback to the adjacent dwelling is maintained;

f. Define and establish development requirements for “infill development”;

g. Define “subdivision entrance sign” and “subdivision marketing sign” and exempt “subdivision
marketing sign” from the need to obtain a development permit where located adjacent to the
subdivision being marketed.

h. Define “Cannabis,” “Cannabis Lounge,” and “Cannabis Retail Sales,” but do not list these uses
in any land use district at this time.

i. Define “Medical Marihuana” and “Medical Marihuana Production Facility” and specify that such
a facility may only be located on lands designated DC (Direct Control);
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j. Define “Hard Surface” as it relates to parking or landscaping areas; and make other minor
adjustments to existing definitions

k. Define “Infill Development” as it relates to specific regulations that have been introduced in
the LUB, to ensure impacts such as site drainage are fully accounted for when infill
development occurs

l. Update Schedule 14 (definitions) to provide greater clarity on the existing terms “Child Care
Facility”, ”Day Home”, and “Shipping Container”

2. Bylaw No. 677-P-04-13, being the municipal Land Use Bylaw, is hereby amended.

3. This bylaw comes into effect upon third and final reading hereof.

READ a first time this ___ day of __________________, 2017. 

 ____________________________________  _____________________________________  

Mayor – Kim Craig Chief Administrative Officer – Kalen Hastings 

READ a second time this _______ day of ____________________, 2017. 

 ____________________________________  _____________________________________  

Mayor – Kim Craig Chief Administrative Officer – Kalen Hastings 

READ a third time and finally PASSED this _______ day of ____________________, 2017. 

 ____________________________________  _____________________________________  

Mayor – Kim Craig  Chief Administrative Officer – Kalen Hastings 
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APPLICATIONS REQUIRING WAIVERS (VARIANCE) 

36. PERMITTED USE APPLICATIONS REQUIRING WAIVERS (VARIANCE)

(a) Upon the receipt of a completed application for a development permit for a permitted use that
requests one (1) minor waiver not to exceed 10 percent of a measurable standard of this Bylaw, the
Designated Officer shall evaluate the application, and:

i. may grant the minor waiver not to exceed 10 percent of one (1) measureable standard of this
Bylaw and issue the development permit with or without conditions if, in the opinion of the
Designated Officer, the waiver would not unduly interfere with the amenities of the
neighbourhood or materially interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment or value of
neighbouring parcels of land; or

ii. may refer the development application involving a request for one (1) minor waiver of any
measureable standard in the Bylaw to the Municipal Planning Commission for a decision.

(b) Granting one (1) minor waiver under this Section does not require notification of persons likely to be
affected prior to issuance of a development permit.

(c) If the waiver required exceeds 10 percent of any measurable standard in this Bylaw or the applicant
requests more than one (1) minor waiver, the Designated Officer shall refer the application to the
Municipal Planning Commission for a decision under subsections 37(a) and (b).

(d) In respect of applying the measurable standards of the Bylaw for new construction setbacks, the
Designated Officer is afforded minor variance power not to exceed a maximum of 10 cm (3.94 inches)
degree of tolerance.

37. APPLICATIONS REQUESTING WAIVERS (VARIANCE) OF BYLAW PROVISIONS

(a) A completed application for a development permit that does not comply with this Bylaw shall consist
of, in addition to the information required under Sections 23 and 27, plans, renderings, sketches or
depictions necessary to clearly convey the particulars and context of the proposal to the Development
Authority.

(b) Upon receipt of a completed application for a development permit for a development that does not
comply with this Bylaw, but in respect of which the Development Authority is requested by the
applicant to exercise discretion under subsection 37(c), the Designated Officer shall send the
application to the Municipal Planning Commission.

(b) (c) Upon receipt of a completed application for a development permit which would require the
Development Authority to exercise its discretion under subsection 37(c), the Development Authority
shall notify persons likely to be affected by the issue of the development permit in accordance with
Section 42.

(c) (d) The Development Authority is authorized to decide upon an application for a development permit
notwithstanding that the proposed development does not comply with this Bylaw if, in the opinion of
the Development Authority: 

i. the proposed development would not:

b. unduly interfere with the amenities of the neighbourhood; or

c. materially interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment or value of neighbouring
properties; and

ii. the proposed development conforms with the use prescribed for that land or building in
Schedule 2: Land Use Districts.
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT VALIDITY AND TRANSFERABILITY 

44. REAPPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

(a) If an application for a development permit is refused by the Designated Officer, the Municipal Planning
Commission or by the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board or Council in regard to the Direct
Control district, another application for development on the same lot, and for the same or similar use,
may not be made for at least six (6) months after the date of refusal.

(b) If an application was refused solely because it did not comply with the standards of this Bylaw, the
Designated Officer may accept another application on the same lot for the same or similar use before
the time period referred to in subsection 45(a) has lapsed, provided the application has been modified
to comply with this Bylaw.

45. COMMENCEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT

(a) Notwithstanding the issuing of a development permit, no development authorized by the issuing of a
permit shall commence:

i. until at least 14 days after notice of the issuance of the permit, has been posted, in accordance
with section 686(1) of the Municipal Government Act; or

ii. until at least 14 days after notice of the issuance of the permit, in accordance with section
686(1) of the Municipal Government Act, which shall be presumed to be effective 7 days from
the date of mailing if the document is mailed in accordance with the Interpretation Act,
Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter I-8; or

iii. if an appeal is made, until the appeal is decided upon; and

iv. any development commencing prior to the dates determined under subsections 45(a)(i), (ii)
and (iii) is entirely at the risk of the applicant, developer, or landowner.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection 45(a), development may commence prior to the date of validity
established in the notice of the issuance of the permit pursuant to subsections 33 and 42, if the 
applicant for the development permit, and the landowner if the applicant is not the landowner, has 
executed the “Voluntary Waiver of Claims” form in Appendix E. 

(b) Unless a development permit is suspended or cancelled, the application must be commenced or carried
out with reasonable diligence in the opinion of the Municipal Planning Commission or Designated 
Officer within 12 months from the date of issuance of the permit; otherwise the permit is no longer 
valid. 

46. VALIDITY OF DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

(a) (b) Unless a development permit is suspended or cancelled, the application must be commenced or
carried out with reasonable diligence in the opinion of the Municipal Planning Commission or
Designated Officer within 12 months from the date of issuance of the permit; otherwise the permit is
no longer valid.

(b) The validity of a development permit may be extended only one (1) time for up to six (6) additional
months:

i. by the Designated Officer or the Municipal Planning Commission, if the Designated Officer
issued it; or

ii. by the Municipal Planning Commission, if the Municipal Planning Commission issued it.
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RESIDENTIAL  –  R-1A 

Purpose: 

To provide for a high-quality residential environment with the 
development of primarily single-detached dwellings on standard-
sized lots or semi-detached dwellings development and other 
compatible uses.  Development is to occur on standard-sized lots as 
defined in this land use district. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Site Built

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Semi-Detached - Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

o Semi-Detached - Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Boarding or Lodging House

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached 
dwelling that would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling 
that would be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Single-detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use 
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RESIDENTIAL SMALL LOT  –  R-1B 

Purpose: 

To provide for small residential lot sites, usually predesignated or 
pre-planned, to accommodate high-quality, single-detached 
dwellings and semi-detached dwellings.  Development is to occur 
on smaller-sized lots as defined in this land use district. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached - Site Built

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Semi-Detached - Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

o Secondary Suite

o Semi-Detached - Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Moved-In Building

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached 
dwelling that would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling 
that would be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single-detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use 
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RESIDENTIAL STARTER LOT  –  R-1C 

Purpose: 

To provide predesignated, small residential lots to accommodate a 
variety of residential housing options, but primarily for smaller 
starter homes.  Development is to occur on smaller-sized lot areas 
as defined in this land use district. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached - Site Built

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

 Semi-Detached  – Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

o Secondary Suite

o Semi-Detached - Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Moved-In Building

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached 
dwelling that would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached Dwelling – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling 
that would be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use 
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RESIDENTIAL MULTI-UNIT LIMITED  –  R-2L 

Purpose: 

To provide high-quality semi-detached dwelling environments 
integrated into either existing or proposed residential 
neighbourhoods, where limited space and higher density is feasible 
when considering surrounding land use and available servicing. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Semi-Detached – Pre-Planned1

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Semi-Detached – Isolated2

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types3: 2, 4, 54, 12

Notes: 1 – Semi-Detached – Pre-Planned means a semi-detached dwelling or a proposed semi-detached dwelling that 
would be located on a site designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

2 – Semi-Detached – Isolated means a semi-detached dwelling or proposed semi-detached dwelling that would 
be located on a site not designated for that purpose in an adopted Statutory Plan. 

3 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

4 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a permitted
or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Semi-Detached Dwellings (each side) 7.62 25 30.48 100 232.26 2,500 

Semi-Detached Dwellings (outer side, 
corner lots) 

9.45 31 30.48 100 288.04 3,100 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum 
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2. 
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MANUFACTURED HOME PARK  –  R-3 

Purpose: 

To provide areas suitable for the location of Manufactured 
Home Parks, when a comprehensive plan has been agreed 
to by the Development Authority.  These parks would be 
designated and provide for high-quality development that 
complements adjacent uses. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached Manufactured (double
wide or single wide)

 Addition to single-detached manufactured
dwelling

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Single-detached dwelling (site-built or
prefabricated) for park operator

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Dwelling, Single-detached Prefabricated,
Panellized

 Home Occupation 2

 Maintenance/Utility Uses

 Manufactured Home Park

 Park Maintenance/Storage Uses

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 
2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts.

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Park Model Trailer

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. ELIGIBLE MANUFACTURED DWELLINGS

(a) New factory built single-detached manufactured dwellings. 

(b) Used factory built single-detached manufactured dwellings in a state of good repair. 

(c) Single-detached manufactured dwellings shall be Canadian Standards Association (CSA) certified. 

(d) All single-detached manufactured dwellings shall be registered with the Provincial Personal Property 
Registration.  The CSA model number and serial number shall be provided at the time of submission of 
a development permit application and are required to be registered with the Town. 

(e) Application for a used single-detached manufactured home shall be accompanied by recent colour 
photographs showing the complete exterior of the structure. 
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3. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

(a) All uses as required by the Development Authority in accordance with an approved comprehensive 
plan. 

4. MINIMUM YARD DIMENSIONS FOR PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS AND USES

(a) All uses as required by the Development Authority in accordance with an approved comprehensive 
plan, or in the absence of an approved comprehensive plan that deals specifically with this matter, the 
siting criteria listed in Section 10(k) of this district.. 

5. FOUNDATIONS

(a) All single-detached manufactured dwellings shall be placed on foundations, constructed in accordance 
with the latest CSA standards and shall be skirted to the satisfaction of the Designated Officer. 

6. MINIMUM FLOOR AREA

Single-Wide Manufactured Dwellings – 58.1 m2 (625 ft2)

Double-Wide Manufactured Dwellings – 79.9 m2 (860 ft2)

7. MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF ACCESSORY STRUCTURES

(a) No accessory structure shall exceed 4.6 m (15 ft.) in height above grade. 

8. FENCING

(a) Any fencing of leased lots should be done only with the permission of the registered owner using as a 
guideline only those standards set out in Schedule 4. 

9. DRAINAGE

(a) All dwellings and accessory structures must have eaves and downspouts, proper site grading and all 
surface drainage must be contained on-site and directed into approved municipal infrastructure. 

10. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Prior to the issuance of a development permit for a manufactured home park, the Municipal Planning
Commission shall receive and adopt by resolution a comprehensive plan for the park.  A comprehensive plan
shall be in accordance with, but not necessarily limited to, the following:

(a) Aesthetics and Overall Appearance 

The manufactured home park plan shall incorporate detailed aesthetic considerations such as: 

i. substantial landscaping design of the entire park in general, and of individual sites in
particular;

ii. treatment of communal areas, both indoor and outdoor;

iii. imaginative handling of street furniture such as lamp standards, litter bins, benches, street
signs, and accessories of this nature.

(b) Integration with Adjoining Residential Uses 

The park design and subsequent placement of single-detached manufactured dwellings on lots shall 
integrate well with adjoining residential development so as not to be obtrusive. 
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(c) Density 

The design of the park shall be such that the net site density of the park does not exceed 20 units per 
ha (8 units per acre). 

(d) Open Space Requirements 

A minimum of 10 percent of the manufactured home park area shall be developed for park use for the 
enjoyment of the inhabitants. 

(e) Servicing Requirements 

i. A qualified engineer shall be engaged at the expense of the developer to consult with the
Town and utility companies to arrive at a design for all interior servicing, including roads,
drainage, grading, sewer, water, natural gas, telephone, electrical and fire protection.

ii. All on-site servicing shall be built to the standards and requirements of the Town of Coaldale,
any applicable utility companies, and the Town of Coaldale Fire Department.

iii. Utility easements as required shall be provided within the site, and reasonable access to these
easements shall be granted to the Town Public Works Department and utility companies for
the installation and maintenance of services as required.

(f) Internal Roads 

i. Roads shall be provided in the manufactured home park to allow access to individual lots
within the park and to other facilities where access is required.

ii. These roads shall be privately owned and maintained and form part of the common area.

iii. The street system shall be designed to be compatible with existing municipal street and public
utility systems.

iv. The street system shall provide convenient circulation by the use of local roads and properly
located collector roads within the manufactured home park.  Dead-end roads shall be
discouraged; however, where design alternatives are not available, a minimum 16.5 m (54.1
ft.) radius shall be provided for vehicle turn-around purposes.  At the time of comprehensive
plan submission the minimum radius may be modified based on municipal needs and
standards.

v. If the public roadway to access the manufactured home park is paved, then the roads within
the manufactured home park shall be paved.

vi. A minimum right-of-way of 12.19 m (40 ft.) is required for all roads within the manufactured
home park.

(g) Additions to Single-detached Manufactured Dwellings 

i. Any addition to a single-detached manufactured dwelling shall be of a design and finish which
will complement the manufactured dwelling unit and the neighbouring units in the vicinity, as
determined by the Development Authority.

ii. Additions shall be located to the rear or side of the single-detached manufactured dwelling
only.  Where any lot has more than one front yard line, the front yard requirements shall apply
to one yard only and additions may be permitted in the other front yard.

iii. Additions shall not exceed 30 percent of the floor area of a single-detached manufactured
dwelling.

(h) Storage Compound 

i. The developer of the manufactured home park shall provide, within the park, an area to
accommodate the storage of recreational vehicles such as, but not limited to motor boats and
travel trailers.
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ii. The size of this storage compound shall be a percentage of the total site area as determined
by the Development Authority.

iii. The storage compound shall be screened by fences, trees, landscape features, or a
combination thereof, to the satisfaction of the Development Authority, and shall be
maintained in good repair.

(i) Landscaping Standards

The developer shall provide a landscaping plan detailing the location, number and type of trees and

other aesthetically pleasing vegetation that shall be planted within the manufactured home park.  The

landscaping plan should provide a park-like atmosphere and must be done to the satisfaction of the

Development Authority.

(j) Recreation and Open Space

A minimum of 10 percent of the total area of the manufactured home park shall be designated to open

space in order to accommodate recreational activities.  The open space must include:

i. a playground for younger children; and

ii. benches and a walkway for passive recreation.

(k) Siting Criteria

The following distances must be observed in locating a structure within a designated manufactured

home park:

i. A minimum of 1.5 m (5 ft.) must separate the single-detached manufactured dwelling from
the single-detached manufactured dwelling lot lines (front, rear, and side yards) except as
provided for in a comprehensive plan.

ii. A minimum of 5.5 m (18 ft.) must separate adjacent single-detached manufactured dwellings
(driveways and, garages and open porches are allowable in this space).

iii. The distance between a single-detached manufactured dwelling stand and an abutting
common area such as a paved street or walkway or public parking area shall be 3.7 m (12 ft.).

iv. All open porches, garages and accessory buildings shall be set back a minimum 4.6 m (15 ft.)
from the front lot line.

v. Accessory buildings may be located 1.5 m (5 ft.) from the single-detached manufactured
dwelling side lot line, provided structures on the adjoining parcel are 3 m (10 ft.) away.

vi. Accessory buildings may be permitted with a zero lot line setback, provided they are located
on the same side of a manufactured home unit with a zero lot line placement, and it is in
conjunction with an approved comprehensive plan.

vii. Covered decks and porches (walls, roof, etc.) shall be considered part of the principal building
and must meet the stipulated setbacks for the single-detached manufactured dwelling except
that a covered deck or porch shall be allowed within a side yard provided there is a minimum
of 2.4 m (8 ft.) between the porch or deck and an adjacent single-detached manufactured
dwelling.

viii. Decks must be located in the wider side yard only.

(l) Site Coverage

i. Any accessory building shall not occupy more than 15 percent of the total surface area of the
lot, or 56 m2  (603 ft2), whichever is less.

ii. Any and all additions shall not exceed 30 percent of the gross floor area of a single-detached
manufactured dwelling, the units shall not occupy more than 50 percent of the total surface
area of the lot.
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COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL ONE  –  CR-1 

Purpose: 

To establish a residential large lot district and to ensure that 
any development will proceed in an orderly and economical 
manner. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached - Site Built

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Moved-In Building

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwellings

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Single-detached dwellings 30.48 100 51.81 170 1,579.35 
(0.16 ha) 

17,000 
(0.39 acre) 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Development Authority 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

(b) Despite the above requirements, all lots located on curves or cul-de-sacs shall have a minimum
frontage of 6 m (19.68 ft.).
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COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL ONE “A”  –  CR-1A 

Purpose: 

To establish a residential large lot district in a designated area 
approved by Council, and to ensure that any development will 
proceed in an orderly and economical manner.  This district is to 
apply to the Southview Estates Subdivision only. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached - Site Built

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Moved-In Building

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwelling

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Single-detached dwellings 21.34 70 54.86 180 
1,170.57 
(0.12 ha) 

12,600 
(0.30 acre) 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

(b) Despite the above requirements, all lots located on curves or cul-de-sacs shall have a minimum
frontage of 6 m (19.68 ft.).
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COUNTRY RESIDENTIAL TWO  –  CR-2 

Purpose: 

To establish a residential large lot district to ensure that any 
development will proceed in an orderly and economical 
manner. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Dwellings:

o Secondary Suite

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached Site Built

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Day Home

 Detached Garage

 Garden Shed

 Home Occupation 1

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Dwellings:

o Moved-In

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Child Care Facility

 Home Occupation 2

 Moved-In Building

 Public or Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 2, 4, 52, 12

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 13, subsection 8(5)(i) for restrictions on freestanding signs in residential districts. 

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwelling

 Sign Types 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use. 

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

Single-detached dwellings 24.38 80 33.52 110 817.21 (0.081 ha) 8,800 (0.20 acre) 

All other uses As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

(b) Despite the above requirements, all lots located on curves or cul-de-sacs shall have a minimum
frontage3 of 6 m (19.68 ft.).
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COMMERCIAL  –  C-1 

Purpose: 

To provide an area suited for commercial uses, which will 
both maintain a strong central business district or downtown 
district and allow a variety of uses in other suitable areas of 
Town. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Business Support Service

 Convenience Store

 Eating Establishment

 Financial Institutions

 Medical/Health Facility

 Office

 Parking Facility

 Personal Services

 Pet Care Services

 Retail

 Seasonal Sales

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Amusement Facility

 Automotive Sales and Service

 Building Supplies

 Child Care Facility

 Equipment Sales, Rentals, and Service

 Educational Institution

 Funeral Home

 Hotel / Motel

 Institutional Facilities and Uses

 Liquor Store

 Lounges/Beverage Room

 Nightclub

 Public or Private Utility

 Residential Accommodation in conjunction
with an Approved Commercial Use

 Restaurant

 Retail – Large Scale

 Service Station or Gas Bar

 Shopping Centre

 Sign Types1: 1B, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A2

 Veterinary Clinic- Small Animal

 Warehouse, Retail

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Sign Type: 7

 Small Wind Energy System – Type B

 Adult Entertainment Facility

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use
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HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL  –  C-2 

Purpose: 

To manage development of commercial uses which require both 
high visibility and ready access to designated highways for the 
benefit of the travelling public. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Automotive Sales and Service

 Car Wash

 Convenience Store

 Drive-in/Drive-through Restaurant

 Eating Establishment

 Gas Bar

 Hotel

 Motel

 Retail

 Restaurant

 Seasonal Sales

 Service Station

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Farm/Industrial Machinery Sales, Rental and
Service

 Funeral Home

 Liquor Store

 Lounges / Beverage Room

 Garden Centre / Greenhouse, Commercial

 Horticultural Operations or Facilities

 Pet Care Services

 Retail – Large-scale

 Shopping Centre

 Sign Types1: 1B, 5, 72, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System  - Type A3

 Veterinary Clinic

 Warehouse – Retail

 Warehouse – Wholesale

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

3 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Adult Entertainment Facility

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use
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NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMERCIAL  –  C-3 

Purpose: 

To provide a limited range of neighbourhood scale commercial 
uses where deemed compatible with adjacent land uses.  

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Convenience Store

 Eating Establishment

 Personal Services

 Seasonal Sales

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Car Wash

 Child Care Facility

 Farmers’ Market

 Gas Bar

 Lounges/Beverage Room

 Pet Care Services

 Residential Accommodation in Conjunction
with an Approved Commercial Use

 Restaurant

 Service Station

 Sign Types1: 1B, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A2

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Sign Types1: 7

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Width Length Area 

Use m ft. m ft. m2 ft2 

All uses 15.24 50 30.48 100 464.51 5,000 

(a) The Designated Officer may approve a development on an existing registered lot if the minimum
dimensions or area are less than those specified above in Section 2.

3. MAXIMUM LOT SIZE

The lot area shall not exceed 0.405 ha (1 acre) in area.
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INSTITUTIONAL / RECREATIONAL  –  I/R 

Purpose: 

To provide for institutional, public and semi-public uses which 
are compatible with each other and with adjoining uses. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Government Services

 Hospital

 Outdoor Recreation and Sports fields

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Recreation, Public

 School

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 4

 Utility, Public

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Child Care Facility

 Cemetery

 Dwellings

o Moved-in

o Prefabricated

 Educational Institution

 Golf Course

 Institutional Facilities or Uses

 Medical/Health Facility

 Moved-In Building

 Museum

 Recreation, Private

 Public or Religious Assembly

 Sign Types1: 1B, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A and B2

 Utility, Private

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Sign Type 7

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

All Uses  –  As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission.
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INDUSTRY  –  I 

Purpose: 

To provide for a broad range of industrial and storage uses.  
The location of individual uses will have regard to both the 
effect on adjacent uses and the ability to provide adequate 
services to the site. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Building Supplies

 Car Wash

 Contractor, Building and Trade

 Contractor, Heavy Duty Equipment

 Equipment Sales, Rental and Service

 Farm/Industrial Machinery Sales, Rental and
Service

 Light Industry/Manufacturing

 Public or Private Utility

 Railway and Railway Related Uses

 Seasonal Sales

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Sign Types2: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10

 Truck Transportation Depots

 Truck Wash

 Warehouse,  Retail

 Warehouse, Wholesale

 Warehouse Storage

 Abattoirs

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Adult Entertainment Facility1

 Alternative/Renewable Energy,
Commercial/Industrial

 Auto Body Repair and Paint Shop

 Automobile Sales and Service

 Automotive Repair and Service Shop

 Bulk Fuel Storage and Sales

 Feed Mill/ Grain Elevator

 Fertilizer Storage and Sales

 Food Processing Facility

 Garden Centre/ Greenhouse

 Gas Bar

 Horticultural Operations or Facilities

 Industry with a Heavy Utility Demand

 Kennel

 Outdoor Recreation and Sports fields

 Pet Care Services

 Recreation, Private

 Recycling Facility

 Service Station

 Sign Types2: 1B, 73, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Small Wind Energy System - Type A and B4

 Sand Blasting Facility

 Veterinary Clinic

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 4, Section 31 for setback requirements. 

2 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

3 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

4 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types. 
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LIGHT INDUSTRY  –  I-2 

Purpose: 

To allow light industrial and other compatible development in 
those areas of the Town of Coaldale that is considered most 
suitable, while prohibiting noxious uses, through the regulation of 
the following permitted and discretionary uses. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Automotive Repair and Service Shop

 Building Supplies

 Car Wash

 Contractor, Building and Trade

 Equipment Sales, Rental or Service

 Garden Centre or Greenhouse

 Horticultural Operations or Facilities

 Light Fabrication Shop

 Light Industry/Manufacturing

 Machinery and Equipment Rental

 Public or Private Utility

 Seasonal Sales

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Sign Types1: 1A, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10

 Truck wash

 Warehouse, Retail

 Warehouse, Wholesale

 Warehouse Storage

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Automotive Sales and Service

 Bulk Fuel Storage and Sales

 Educational Institution

 Farm/Industrial Machinery Sales, Rental and
Service

 Kennel

 Lounges/Beverage Room

 Manufacturing

 Recycling Facility

 Restaurant

 Retail Uses Ancillary to Industrial or
Warehousing Use

 Service Station or Gas Bar

 Shipping Container (permanent)

 Sign Types1: 1B, 72, 8, 9, 11, 12

 Small Wind Energy System – Type A and B3

 Truck Transportation Depot

 Veterinary Clinic

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

3 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Abattoir

 Anhydrous Ammonia Storage

 Contractor, Heavy Duty Equipment

 Feed Mill/ Grain Elevator

 Food Processing Facility

 Livestock Sales Yard

 Natural Resource Extraction

 Noxious and Hazardous Use

 Seed Cleaners and Storage

 Salvage Yard

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use
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URBAN RESERVE  –  UR 

Purpose: 

To provide an interim land use classification for lands 
adjoining the built-up area of the Town, which may be 
subdivided and developed for urban uses in the future, but are 
presently essentially agricultural or non-urbanized; and to 
prevent disorderly, incompatible or premature development 
and subdivision of these lands until they are needed and 
determined to be suitable for orderly urban development. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES 

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved permitted use

 Cultivation of Land

 Day Home

 Dwellings:

o Single-Detached - Prefabricated

o Single-Detached - Site Built

 Extensive Agriculture

 Home Occupation 1

 Public Recreation

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved discretionary use

 Bed and Breakfast

 Farm Building and Structure

 Home Occupation 2

 Parks and Playgrounds

 Public or Private Utility

 Outdoor Recreation and Sports fields

 Sign Types1: 1A, 1B, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 72, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12 

 Small Wind Energy System –Type A3

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – Sign Type 7 (Billboard) limited to lots immediately adjacent to Highway 3. 

3 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES 

 Shipping Containers (permanent)

 Single detached manufactured dwellings

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a

permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. DEVELOPMENT NOT REQUIRING A DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

Those developments which do not require a development permit are identified in Schedule 3.

3. USE RESTRICTIONS AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

(a) The Municipal Planning Commission shall not approve a discretionary use in this district if, in the 
opinion of the Municipal Planning Commission: 

i. the use is likely to become a non-conforming use on subsequent reclassification of the lands
in accordance with the Municipal Development Plan, an area structure plan which affects the
lands which are the subject of the development application; and/or

ii. approval of the discretionary use would be premature.
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UTILITY  –  U 

Purpose: 

To set aside areas required to provide major public or private 
utilities and servicing facilities. 

1. (A) PERMITTED USES (B) DISCRETIONARY USES

 Accessory building, structure or use to an
approved use

 Public Utility

 Shipping Container (temporary)

 Private Utility

 Sign Types1: 1A, 1B, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12

 Small Wind Energy System –Type A2

 Shipping Container (permanent)

Notes: 1 – See Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 8 for definitions of sign types. 

2 – See Schedule 4, Section 27 for definition of small wind energy system types.

(C) PROHIBITED USES

 Sign Types1: 7, 11

 Any use which is not listed as either a permitted or discretionary use, or is not ruled to be a similar use to a
permitted or discretionary use in accordance with the Administration Section, subsection 35(a), is a prohibited use

2. MINIMUM LOT SIZE

All Uses  –  As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission.

3. MINIMUM YARD DIMENSIONS FOR PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS

All Uses  –  As required by the Designated Officer or Municipal Planning Commission.
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SCHEDULE 3: DEVELOPMENT NOT REQUIRING A 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

1. This Section does not negate the requirement of obtaining all required permits, as applicable, under the Safety
Codes Act and any other Provincial or Federal statute.

2. This Section does not negate the requirement of obtaining a business license where required.

3. The following developments shall not require a development permit:

(a) any use or development exempted under section 618(1) of the Municipal Government Act; 

(b) any use or development exempted by the Lieutenant Governor in Council pursuant to section 618(4) 
of the Municipal Government Act; 

(c) telecommunication antenna systems that are regulated by Industry Canada subject to Schedule 4: 
Standards of Development, Section 19 (Telecommunication Antenna Siting Protocols); 

(d) the completion of a building which was lawfully under construction at the date this Bylaw came into 
effect provided that the building is completed in accordance with the terms and conditions of any 
development permit granted; 

(e) the completion of a building that did not require a development permit under the previous land use 
bylaw and which was lawfully under construction provided the building is completed within 12 months 
from the date this Bylaw came into effect. 

4. The following developments shall not require a development permit, but must otherwise comply with all other
provisions of this Bylaw:

(a) the maintenance or repair of any building provided that the work does not include structural alterations 
or additions; 

(b) interior renovations to a building which do not: 

i. create another dwelling unit,

ii. increase parking requirements,

iii. result in the change of use of a building, or

iv. increase the square footage (increase density) or change the exterior finish of the building;

(c) the temporary placement or construction of works, plants or machinery needed in connection with the 
construction of a development for which a development permit has been issued for the period of those 
operations; 

(d) in all land districts the temporary placement of one shipping container in connection with the 
construction of a development for which a development permit has been issued for the period of those 
operations, or for the moving of household goods or commodities, in accordance with the following: 

i. construction site is active (i.e., construction or moving has commenced and is on-going or is
about to commence within one week); placement of a shipping container on an inactive
construction site is prohibited;

ii. minimum yard setbacks shall be 0.9 m (3 ft.);

iii. shipping container be removed immediately upon completion of construction or moving;

iv. more than one shipping container on an active construction site constitutes the requirement
of a development permit;
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v. the shipping container may remain on site for a single period not exceeding fourteen (14) days
in a calendar year (ie. a single period is allowed, regardless of the total number of days – once 
the shipping container leaves the site it may not return without the benefit of an approved 
development permit). 

(e) the maintenance or repair of public works, services and utilities on publicly owned or administered 
land carried out by or on behalf of federal, provincial, municipal or public authorities or private utilities 
under special agreement with the Town; 

(f) any accessory storage building, garden shed or structure placed on a lot which is 9.3 m2 (100 ft2) or less 
in area that is not on a permanent foundation; 

(g) the erection, maintenance or alteration of a fence, gate, wall, hedge or other means of enclosure 
constructed in accordance with this Bylaw and the maintenance, improvement or other alterations of 
any yard gates, fences, walls or other means of yard enclosure; 

(h) landscaping that was not required as part of the original development permit; 

(i) any satellite dish less than 1 m (3.3 ft.) in diameter; 

(j) temporary outdoor swimming pools constructed in accordance with Bylaw No. 658 and above ground 
hot tubs smaller than 100 ft2 or portable; 

(k) the installation of cement or other hard surface material that is not to be covered or partially covered 
by a roof or other shelter and that is in compliance with Schedule 9: Landscaping and Amenity Areas 
Standards and Guidelines; 

(l) excavation, grading, stripping, or stockpile provided it is part of a development for which a 
development permit has been issued or is addressed in a signed Development Agreement with the 
Town of Coaldale; 

(m) the construction of uncovered decks or patios less than 0.6 m (2 ft.) above grade (a covered deck shall 
require a development permit); 

(n) any signs stated in Schedule 13: Sign Regulations, Section 5 (Signs Not Requiring A Permit); 

(o) seasonal sales that are not permanent, but may require a Town of Coaldale Business License, (e.g. 
farmer’s market, outdoor amusement park, fruit and vegetable stands, Christmas tree sales, etc.) if in 
the opinion of the Development Authority, such sales, activities and special events would not adversely 
affect: 

i. parking,

ii. traffic flow,

iii. the appearance of the site,

iv. public safety, and/or

v. the seasonal outside sale, activity or special event is in operation for a period not to exceed
30 days;

(p) a day home as defined in Schedule 14: Definitions; 

(q) in all land use districts heavy machinery excavation (i.e. stripping or stockpiling of topsoil, and rough 
grading of land), when such operations are performed in accordance with a valid Development 
Agreement made with the municipality which authorizes such work; 

i. Despite subsection 4(q) above, where no development agreement for heavy machinery
excavation (i.e. stripping or stockpiling of topsoil and rough grading of land) exists, an
application for a development permit is required;

(r) in the Urban Reserve – UR land use district the cultivation of land or extensive agriculture use; 
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(l) A minimum of 10 percent of the site area of a Gas Bar and Service Station under this Section shall be 
landscaped to the satisfaction of the Development Authority. 

(m) The removal of tanks requires a demolition permit from the Development Authority. 

33. SHIPPING CONTAINERS

(a) Shipping containers shall only be allowed in land use districts where listed as a permitted or 

discretionary use in Schedule 2.  Shipping containers are prohibited in all other districts (except as 
described in Schedule 3: Development Not Requiring A Development Permit, subsection 4(d). 

(b) Any permanent or semi-permanent (in excess of 3 months) shipping container shall be subject to the 
following general standards: 

i. An application for a development permit for a proposed shipping container must be
completed and submitted to the Development Officer accompanied by the applicable
application fee and a minimum of two recent colour photographs of each container (one end
view and one side view).

ii. There shall be a legal primary use on the property where the shipping container is proposed.

iii. Shipping containers are permitted to be used for storage only and shall not be used as a
building or a construction material.

iv. The Development Authority may regulate the maximum number of shipping containers
permitted on a lot.

v. The Development Authority may regulate the maximum height of shipping containers.

vi. Except for the temporary placement of a shipping container in compliance with Schedule 3,
subsection 4(d), or subsection 33(c) below, a shipping container shall not display advertising,
company logos, names or other marketing without an approved sign permit.

vii. The shipping container shall only be permitted in the secondary front, rear, or side yard.

viii. The shipping container must comply with the maximum lot coverage and setback
requirements for accessory structures in the applicable land use district.

ix. The Development Authority may require as a condition of approval that a shipping
container(s) be screened from view.

x. The Development Authority may require as a condition of approval that any shipping
container be sandblasted and/or painted a neutral or complementary colour to match the
existing building(s) on the property.

xi. The Development Authority may require as a condition of approval that the exterior of the
shipping container be kept clean and regularly painted in a neutral or complementary colour
to match the existing building(s) on the property.

xii. The Development Authority may regulate the time period for which a development permit for
a shipping container(s) is valid through the issuance of a temporary permit.

xiii. Removal of the shipping container(s) at the expiration of the permit shall be at the expense of
the applicant and/or landowner.  The Development Authority may require as a condition of
approval the posting of a bond or a security guaranteeing the removal of the container and/or
compliance with the conditions of the permit.

(c) Temporary shipping containers that are proposed to exceed the time-limit eligibility for exemption 
from the requirement to obtain a development permit in Schedule 3, subsection 4(d) may be issued a 
development permit subject to the following: 

i. A temporary development permit may be issued for a period not exceeding three (3) months
where a project timeline is in excess of the time limit specified in Schedule 3, subsection 4(d). 

ii. Minimum yard setbacks shall be 0.9 m (3 ft.).
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(d) A development that proposes to convert a shipping container to a building or structure for a different 
use may be considered by the Development Authority subject to the following and the “Similar And 
Prohibited Uses” requirements in Administrative Section 35 of this Bylaw: 

i. The proposed use is similar to a permitted or discretionary use in the applicable land use
district; 

ii. The shipping container conversion will be able to meet all applicable Safety Code
requirements; 

iii. The Development Authority is satisfied that the design, character and appearance of the
finished building or structure is compatible with other buildings in the vicinity and consistent 
with the purpose of the land use district in which the building is located; 

iv. In addition to the application requirements under subsection b(i), the Development Authority
shall normally require a stamped engineer’s drawing showing how the shipping container will 
be converted and a rendering illustrating the final appearance of the converted shipping 
container, as part of the application package. 

34. INFILL DEVELOPMENT

The requirements of this section apply to all areas of Town that are considered established in accordance with the 
definition of infill development.  Infill development is expected to be designed in a contextually sensitive manner 
with a design, scale and mass complementary to existing developments. 

Applications for infill development shall provide, in addition to the normal application requirements set forth in 
this bylaw: 

(a) Existing and proposed grades for the lot to be developed; 

(b) Existing grades for each adjacent lot; 

(c) A basic nuisance mitigation strategy that addresses the minimization of dust, noise and other 
nuisances during the development; 

(d) Location(s) for the stockpiling of materials to be moved through stripping and grading. 

(e) The setbacks of existing developments on each adjacent lot (only necessary where a waiver is 
requested) 

(f) Measures to be taken to ensure surface drainage of adjacent properties and/or public rights-of-way is 
not unduly affected during or after development. 

(g) Any other information deemed necessary by the Development Authority. 
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SIGN HEIGHT means the vertical distance measured from the highest point of the sign or sign structure to the 
finished grade. 

SIGN ILLUMINATION means the lighting or exposure of a sign to artificial lighting either by lights on or in the 
sign or directed toward the sign. 

SIGN PROJECTION STYLE means the method by which the sign content is conveyed to the viewer (e.g. 
lettering/logo, animation, changeable content, movement/motion). 

SIGN TYPE means the type of structure of a sign (e.g. billboard, freestanding, portable, etc.) used to convey 
sign content. 

SUBDIVISION ENTRANCE SIGN means a permanent sign indicating the name of a subdivision or a portion of the 
subdivision on which it is placed that is typically architecturally integrated with any design theme or style of 
the neighbourhood. 

SUBDIVISION MARKETING SIGN means a sign advertising real estate (i.e. property) that is for sale within an 
individual subdivision or neighbourhood, and may include information about the subdivision or 
neighbourhood. 

TEMPORARY SIGN means any sign permitted, designed or intended to be displayed for a short period of time 
(not to exceed 30 days), not including portable signs, however including balloon signs, developer marketing 
signs, land use classification signs, construction signs, political poster signs, window signs, banner signs, A-
board signs or any other sign that is not permanently attached to a building, structure or the ground. 

UNDER-CANOPY SIGN means a sign that is suspended from or below the ceiling or roof of an awning, canopy 
or marquee. 

VEHICLE SIGN means a sign attached to, painted on or installed on a vehicle other than a public transportation 
vehicle, handi-bus, taxi cab or school bus. 

WINDOW SIGN means a sign painted on, attached to or installed on a window intended to be viewed from 
outside the premises.  See subsection 8(4) Window Signs. 

3. PROHIBITED SIGNS

(a) Signs which employ revolving, flashing or intermittent lights, or lights resembling emergency services, 
traffic signals, railway crossing signals, hazard warning devices or other similar lighting but does not 
include changeable content, sign projection styles or animation. 

(b) Signs which emit amplified sounds or music. 

(c) In any residential district: 

i. signs that employ animation or changeable content as the projection style.

(d) In any non-residential district: 

i. signs that employ changeable content, animation or pictorial scenes at a luminosity, intensity
and/or interval which may create a public hazard or nuisance.
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(y) Any sign appearing on street furniture, such as benches or garbage containers, that are located on 
private property; 

(z) Any sign appearing on street furniture, such as benches or garbage containers, that are located on 
public land if an agreement to locate the street furniture has been reached with Council; 

(aa) Under-Canopy signs that are not illuminated and/or do not overhang pubic property and meet the 
regulations for under-canopy signs as per this sign schedule; 

(bb) Political poster signs provided all such signage is removed within 5 days after the closing of the polling 
stations for the relevant election or plebiscite and comply with the following requirements: 

i. signs cannot emit sound, use video features or be illuminated;

ii. signs shall be maintained in a condition that is neat and shall not be unsightly or dangerous;

iii. signs shall not interfere with or be confused with a traffic control device;

iv. signs shall not interfere with the safe and orderly movement of pedestrians or vehicles, or
restrict the sight lines for pedestrians or motorists;

v. signs shall not exceed 1.1 m2 in area, 1.2 m in height, and be self supporting;

vi. signs shall not be posted for more than 60 days;

vii. signs shall not be posted within the property boundaries of any existing Town owned land or
facility or any sidewalks or road right of way adjacent to Town owned land or facilities but,
may be posted on boulevards and road rights of way adjoining parks and playing fields; and

viii. signs shall be a minimum of 3 m from any road access and a minimum of 5 m from any
intersection.

(cc) A subdivision marketing sign provided it is located on or adjacent to the property that it is marketing. 

6. SIGN PERMIT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

(a) A development permit for a sign shall be made to the Development Authority by an applicant, a 
landowner, or someone that has been authorized by the landowner (i.e. agent) to submit a 
development permit application, on a completed application form. 

(b) An application for a development permit to erect, place, alter or relocate a sign shall also be 
accompanied by: 

i. the name and address of:

a. the sign manufacturer or company, and

b. the lawful sign owner;

ii. a letter of authorization from the affected registered property and/or building owner (if the
applicant in not the landowner).

(c) The Development Authority may refuse to accept a development permit application for a sign where 
the information provided by subsection 6(d) below has not been supplied or where, in the opinion of 
the Development Authority, the quality of the material supplied is inadequate to properly evaluate the 
application. 

(d) The Development Authority may require any additional information deemed necessary to evaluate a 
development permit application for a sign, but generally, an application for a permit to erect, place, 
alter or relocate a sign shall be made to the Development Authority and shall be accompanied by 
photographs and/or drawings, to an appropriate scale, showing where applicable: 

i. the location of all existing and proposed sign(s);
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CANNABIS means a cannabis plant and anything referred to in subsection (a) but does not include anything 
referred to in subsection (b): 

a. Cannabis includes:

i. any part of a cannabis plant, including the phytocannabinoids produced by, or found in, such a plant,
regardless of whether that part has been processed or not, other than a part of the plant referred to in 
subsection (b). 

ii. any substance or mixture of substances that contains or has on it any part of such a plant;

iii. any substance that is identical to any phytocannabinoid produced by, or found in, such a plant, regardless of
how the substance was obtained. 

b. Notwithstanding subsection (a), Cannabis does not include:

i. a non-viable seed of a cannabis plant;

ii. a mature stalk, without any leaf, flower, seed or branch, of such plant;

iii. fibre derived from a stalk referred in subsection (b)(ii); and

iv. the root or any part of the root of such a plant

CANNABIS LOUNGES means development where the primary purpose of the facility is the sale of Cannabis to the 
public, for the consumption within the premises that is authorized by provincial or federal legislation. 

CANNABIS RETAIL SALES means development used for the retail sale of Cannabis that is authorized by provincial or 
federal legislation 

CANOPY means a non-retractable solid projection extending from the wall of a building, or freestanding, which is 
intended to be used as protection against weather, other than normal architectural features such as lintels, sills, 
mouldings, architraves and pediments and includes the structure known as a theatre marquee. 

CANTILEVER means a structural portion of a building floor, excluding eaves and roof projections, bay windows and 
fireplace chases, which extends beyond the foundation wall and is not structurally supported from below. 

CAR WASH means the use of a structure or area providing for the cleaning of motor vehicles but does not include 
TRUCK WASHES or SERVICE STATIONS/GAS BARS. 

C-CONTAINER – see SHIPPING CONTAINER 

CEMETERY means land used or dedicated to the burial of the dead, and may include crematoriums, mausoleums, 
cineraria and columbaria, memorial gardens, and related security and maintenance facilities. 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE means a document signed by the Development Authority, certifying that a 
development complies with this Bylaw with respect to yard requirements and insofar as represented on an Alberta 
Land Surveyors’ Real Property Report. 

CHANGE OF USE means the conversion of land or building, or portion thereof from one land use activity to another 
in accordance with the Permitted or Discretionary Uses as listed in each land use district. 

CHILD CARE FACILITY means the provincially approved use of a building, or portion of a building, for the provision of 
care, instruction, maintenance, or supervision of 7 or more children under the age of 13 years, not including children 
under the age of 13 years who permanently reside in the home, for periods not exceeding 24 consecutive hours. 
This definition does not include the use as a DAY HOME. 
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CONDOMINIUM means: 

(a) in the case of a building, a space that is situated within a building and described as a unit in a condominium 
plan by reference to floors, walls and ceiling within the building; and 

(b) in the case other than that of a building, land that is situated within a lot and described as a unit in a 
condominium plan by reference to boundaries governed by monuments placed pursuant to the provisions 
of the Surveys Act respecting subdivision surveys. 

CONTRACTOR, BUILDING AND TRADE means a facility for the provision of electrical, plumbing, heating, painting and 
similar contractor services primarily to individual households and the accessory sale of goods normally associated 
with such contractor services where all materials are kept within an enclosed building, and where there are no 
associated manufacturing activities. 

CONTRACTOR, HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT means a contractor or builder engaged in heavy-duty construction 
activities such as paving, highway construction, and utility construction. 

CONVENIENCE STORE means a retail outlet selling goods and foodstuffs to area residents on a day-to-day basis from 
business premises, which do not exceed 200 m2 (2,153 ft2) in gross floor area. 

CORNER LOT – see LOT, CORNER 

CORNICE means any horizontal member, structural or nonstructural, of any building, projecting outward from the 
exterior walls at the roof line, including eaves and other roof overhang. 

COUNCIL means the Council of the Town of Coaldale of the Province of Alberta. 

COVERAGE – see LOT, COVERAGE 

CULTIVATION OF LAND means the preparation and working of the land required to grow crops for agricultural 
production. 

D

DAY CARE SERVICES – see CHILD CARE FACILITY 

DAY HOME means a private dwelling unit where temporary care, development and supervision for periods not 
exceeding 24 consecutive hours is provided to a maximum of six (6) children under the age of 13 years, not including 
children under the age of 13 years who permanently reside in the home, that may at the option of the operator, be 
approved by the Province. 

DECK means an uncovered horizontal structure with a surface height 
greater than 0.61 m (2 ft.) above grade at any point, but generally no 
higher than the first storey floor level, and intended for use as a private 
outdoor amenity space. 

DECK, UNCOVERED means any DECK, as defined in this Bylaw, which 
has no structural shelter, including supportive walls or roofing of any 
material or design.  Deck railings that are required to meet safety codes 
are not considered to be supportive walls unless they are over 0.91 m 
(3 ft.) in height. 

Figure 1: Deck example. 
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GRAIN ELEVATOR means a facility for the collection, grading, sorting, storage, and transhipment of grains.  This 
definition also includes ‘inland grain terminals’. 

GREENHOUSE, COMMERCIAL – see GARDEN CENTRE / GREENHOUSE, COMMERCIAL 

GREENHOUSE, RESIDENTIAL means an accessory building to a residential dwelling specially designed and used for 
the growing of vegetables, flowers, or other plants for personal use and not for sale to the public. 

H

HARD SURFACE means, typically in respect to parking or landscaping areas, a solid, uniform, durable surface of an 
appropriate thickness typically composed of cementitious concrete or asphaltic concrete. 

HEALTH CARE SERVICES – see MEDICAL/HEALTH FACILITY 

HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT CONTRACTOR – see CONTRACTOR, HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT 

HEAVY MACHINERY EXCAVATION means the process of altering the natural elevation of the ground by grading, 
cutting, stripping, filling, breaking of ground, and/or stockpiling of topsoil but does not include common household 
gardening and ground care, excavation made for the building of basements, structures, landscaping, or parking for 
which a development permit has been issued, or extensive agriculture.  Gravel pit, mineral extraction and any other 
similar extractive use are not classified as excavation and are a separate use. 

HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL BUILDING means a commercial building intended primarily for the use of the travelling 
public and which is located on a site adjacent to a major traffic route designated as a public highway. 

HOME OCCUPATION means the ancillary use of a dwelling unit (and/or its accessory buildings or lands) by any trade, 
profession or craft for gainful employment involving the manufacture, processing, provision or sale of goods and/or 
services.  (Refer to Schedule 7: Home Occupations) 

HORTICULTURE OPERATIONS OR FACILITIES means the commercial production and sales, on or off site, of specialty 
crops grown by high-yield and high-density techniques.  Examples include greenhouses, nurseries, hydroponic 
operations, market gardens and tree farms but exclude mushroom growing. 

HOSPITAL means a facility providing room, board, and surgical or other medical treatment for the sick, injured or 
infirm including outpatient services and accessory staff residences.  Typical uses include hospitals, sanatoria, nursing 
homes, convalescent homes, isolation facilities, psychiatric hospitals, auxiliary hospitals, and detoxification centres. 

HOTEL means a building used primarily for sleeping accommodation and ancillary services provided in rooms or 
suites of rooms, which may contain bar/kitchen facilities.  The building may also contain accessory uses such as, but 
not limited to parking facilities, licensed premises or dining room, room service or public convention facilities. 

I

INDUSTRY WITH A HEAVY UTILITY DEMAND means development used principally for one or more of the following:  

(a) processing of raw materials; 
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(b) the manufacturing or assembling of semi-finished or finished goods, products or equipment, but not food 
products; 

(c) the storage, cleaning, servicing, repairing or testing of materials, goods and equipment normally associated 
with industrial, business or household use; 

(d) terminals for the storage or transhipping of materials, goods and equipment; 

(e) the distribution and sale of materials, bulk goods and equipment to institutions or commercial businesses 
for their direct use or to general retail stores or other use classes for resale to individual customers; or 

(f) the training of personnel in general industrial operations. 

Any indoor display, office, technical, administrative support, or retail sale operations shall be accessory to the 
general industrial uses listed above.  The floor area developed for such accessory activities shall not exceed 25 
percent of the gross floor area of the building(s) devoted to the heavy industrial use.  This use includes only those 
developments which are utility intense and may have a significant detrimental effect on the safety, use, amenity, 
enjoyment of adjacent or nearby sites due to appearance, noise, odour, emission of contaminants, fire or explosive 
hazards, or dangerous goods. 

INFILL DEVELOPMENT means the development of redevelopment of a vacant or partially developed parcel within an 
existing developed neighbourhood that was subdivided more than 25 years ago or within an existing developed 
neighbourhood that was subdivided more than 10 years ago and is more than 80% built out. 

INSTITUTIONAL FACILITIES OR USES means a use by or for an organization or society for public or social purposes 
and, without restricting the generality of the term, includes: residential care facility, special care facility, assisted 
living facility, schools, government services, senior citizen housing, religious assembly, service and fraternal 
organizations, museums, and libraries. 

ISSUANCE means the date a development permit or order is issued by the Designated Officer or Development 
Authority. 

K

KENNEL means the use of a building or portion of a building, the primary purpose of which is the boarding of small 
animals for periods greater than 24 hours for a fee and does not include VETERINARY CLINIC, VETERINARY CLINIC - 
SMALL ANIMAL, OR PET CARE SERVICE, and that may provide for the incidental sale of products relating to the 
services provided by the use and may include outside enclosures, pens, runs, or exercise areas.  All animal facilities 
are subject to the Town Domestic Animal and Dog Regulation and Control Bylaws. 

L

LANDING means an uncovered platform extending horizontal from a building adjacent to an entry door and providing 
direct access to grade or stairs. 

LANDOWNER – see REGISTERED OWNER 

LANDSCAPED AREA means that portion of a site which is required to be landscaped and may not be used for parking, 
storage, or display od items for sale. 

LANDSCAPING means the modification, beautification and enhancement of a site or development through the use 
of the following elements: 
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M

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT RENTAL means the use of land or buildings for the rental of hand tools, small 
construction, farming, gardening and automotive equipment, small machinery parts and office machinery and 
equipment. 

MAINTENANCE/UTILITY USES means the servicing, repairing or altering of any premises, appliance apparatus, or 
equipment to perpetuate the use or purpose for which such premises, appliance, apparatus, or equipment was 
originally intended. 

MANUFACTURED DOUBLE-WIDE – see DWELLING, SINGLE-DETACHED MANUFACTURED 

MANUFACTURED DWELLING – see DWELLING, SINGLE-DETACHED MANUFACTURED 

MANUFACTURED HOME AREA means that part of a manufactured home park used primarily for installed individual 
manufactured homes, including permissible additions, and which is not used for buffer area, roadways, park 
operator’s residential plot, the procuring and treatment of water, collective sewage treatment effluent disposal from 
a collective sewage treatment plant, garbage disposal, or ancillary buildings. 

MANUFACTURED HOME PARK means a single site or title of land maintained and operated for the long-term parking 
and occupancy of manufactured dwellings, specifically double-wide and single-wide single-detached manufactured 
dwellings on designated sites together with ancillary facilities including recreation areas. 

MANUFACTURED SINGLE-WIDE – see DWELLING, SINGLE-DETACHED MANUFACTURED 

MANUFACTURING means a development for the manufacturing, fabricating, processing, production, assembly or 
packing of goods, products, materials or equipment, which may, in the opinion of the Development Authority: 

(a) result in a significant impact on adjacent land uses due to appearance, noise, odour, emission of wastes, 
other nuisance or potential health or safety hazards, or 

(b) require extensive space for storage. 

MARKET GARDEN means the growing of vegetables or fruit for commercial purposes.  This use includes an area for 
the display and sale of goods or produce grown or raised on site. 

MASSING – see BUILDING MASSING 

MEASURABLE STANDARD means a minimum or maximum dimensional (typically numeric) standard stipulated in this 
Bylaw. 

MEDICAL/HEALTH FACILITY means a facility for the provision of human health services without overnight 
accommodation for patients and may include associated office space.  Typical uses include physiotherapy, registered 
massage therapy, doctor, dentist, optometrist, and chiropractic offices. 

MEDICAL MARIHUANA means a substance used for medical purposes authorized by a licence issued under the 
federal government’s Marihuana for Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations or successor legislation 
that may be enacted in substitution. 

MEDICAL MARIHUANA PRODUCTION FACILITY means development where medical marihuana is grown, processed, 
packaged, tested, destroyed, stored or loaded for shipping.  A Medical Marihuana Production Facility may only be 
located on lands designated Direct Control (DC). 
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SCREENING means a fence, wall, berm or hedge used to visually separate areas or functions that detract from the 
street or neighbouring land uses.  Means the total or partial concealment of a building, structure or activity by a 
fence, wall, berm, soft landscaping, or other screening device. 

SEASONAL SALES means a use where goods are displayed and offered for sale in an open area or partially contained 
within a building or temporary structure on a seasonal basis. 

SECONDARY FRONT YARD – see YARD, SECONDARY FRONT 

SECONDARY SUITE – see DWELLING, SECONDARY SUITE 

SEED CLEANERS AND STORAGE means a building or facility used for the storage and preparation of seeds used in 
agriculture. 

SEMI-DETACHED DWELLING – see DWELLING, SEMI-DETACHED 

SEMI-DETACHED DWELLING - ISOLATED – see DWELLING, SEMI-DETACHED - ISOLATED 

SEMI-DETACHED DWELLING - PRE-PLANNED – see DWELLING, SEMI-DETACHED - PRE-PLANNED 

SENIOR CITIZEN HOUSING means a development which complies with the Senior Citizens Housing Act, as amended, 
and which is used as a residence designed for elderly persons not requiring constant or intensive medical care, and 
usually consists of multiple dwelling units. 

SERVICE STATION means a building or portion thereof which is used for the servicing and minor repairing of motor 
vehicles and a portion for the sale of gasoline, lubricating oils and minor accessories for motor vehicles. 

SETBACK – see YARD 

SETBACK, SECONDARY FRONT – see YARD, SECONDARY FRONT 

SHALL means that the action is mandatory. 

SHARED PARKING means a site’s parking supply may service more than one use on the site, the total supply being 
less than the sum of the Bylaw parking requirement for the total of all uses on the site and may occur through the 
proponent providing detailed information and analysis of one or more uses on the site having its peak demand at 
times other than the peak demand at times; employees/customers of one use on the site utilizing another us on the 
site; a customer coming to several different uses on the site. 

SHIPPING CONTAINER means any container that was or could be used for transport of goods by means of rail, truck, 
or by sea.  These containers are rectangular in shape and are generally made of metal. 

SHOOTING / RIFLE RANGE means a designated practice area designed for the purpose of controlled discharge of 
firearms or archery equipment. 

SHOPPING CENTRE means a unified group of buildings with more than one commercial use being primarily retail and 
personal services and on a site comprehensively planned, developed and managed as a single commercial operating 
unit with shared on-site parking where the intended uses comply with the subject district. 

SHOULD means that the action is recommended but is not mandatory. 
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AGENDA ITEM #: 4.1

STAFF REPORT 

DECEMBER 11, 2017, REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

PURPOSE: To provide Council with an explanation of the cheque listing approval process. 

BACKGROUND: Under the Municipal Government Act prior to 1995, Council was 
required to review and approve cheque registers. With revisions to the 1995 Municipal 
Government Act, Council does not have to approve the cheque registers since the annual 
budget is approved by Council. 

I have contacted several municipalities and it is approximately a 50% split of those 
municipalities that continue to use this practice. Some put the cheques for information 
and other have requests for approval. The determinations is how the accounts payable is 
processed. 

Here is our auditor’s opinion: 

The important thing in any stream (purchases in this case) is that duties are segregated. 
If there is a person that can do everything, then a control should be in place to review 
the end result. 

There are preventative controls and detective controls. Preventative controls are in place 
to prevent something from going wrong. A detective control is in place to detect an 
error that occurred. 

The Town has great controls that are in place, including segregation of duties. However, 
due to the Director of Financial Services or the CAO being able run the whole process 
from recording the transactions to printing a signed cheque a control is now missing. 
This missing control allows the ability for two people to circumvent the control system in 
place. 

Given this ability, Council reviewing the cheque listings and approving (not received for 
information) the payments removes this missing control. In this case, it is a detective 
control, but is needed given the ability to circumvent the system. It would also be a 
good idea for Council to compare the cheque numbers from the previous batch and the 
current batch and question any gaps in the number. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR OPTIONS: 

THAT Council 

1) Keeps the present practice of including the cheque listings for Council’s approval.

2) Remove the cheque listings from the Council package, but the listing could be made

CHEQUE LISTING APPROVAL PROCESS 
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available if requested. By approving this recommendation then Council agrees that the 
controls are in place that ensures that expenditures do not exceed the budget and that it is 
management’s responsibility to inform Council of any over-expenditures due to 
emergencies or unanticipated events. 

3) Change the accounts payable process so that the Mayor signs off to release the cheques
and then the cheque listings is brought before Council as information only.

Respectfully Submitted: 

Michelle Overbeeke, CPA CMA 
Director of Financial Services 

ATTACHMENTS: 

This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

CAO 
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Facebook and Twitter 
posts had an audience 
reach over 100,000. 
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JodyRobbins	(@travelswbaggage)	television	interview	

Beyond real-time social media and traditional media exposure on ambassador 
channels, the Canadian Badlands Tourism team was able to utilize the imagery 
and video content on their own social platforms. The user generated content 
increased the #MyBadlands content by over 10%. 

! Newspaper coverage: Calgary Herald articles: 5 Most underrated destinations in 
Canada and Hit the road: Three scenic driving routes that don’t involve the 
Rockies. Additionally, the Hanna Herald and two Prairie Post articles. 

! National TV broadcast: The Marilyn Denis Show.  

! Provincial TV coverage: CTV Calgary, Global Edmonton and BT Calgary.  

! Radio: 660 News and The Homestretch CBC Calgary, DRUM FM, Drumheller.  

! Online: Camping in Alberta on Hecktic Travels, Top 3 Road cycling routes out of 
Brooks and Dinosaur Provincial Park on Rachel Boekel.com. 10 Amazing spots 
for comfort camping in Alberta on Travels with Baggage. SavvyMom.ca: Beyond 
Banff: 7 Day trips from Calgary and 150 Events around Calgary.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Tradi&onal	media	
coverage	reached	an	
addi&onal	1	million	
readers	and	viewers!	
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    www.canadianbadlands.com 
   admin@canadianbadlands.com 
              403-823-7741    

  

Canadian Badlands Tourism (CBT) is the largest municipal partnership in Canada. It is incorporated with over 60 

municipal Shareholders throughout southeastern Alberta.  Founded in 2006, it is a not-for-profit corporation, 
dedicated to building and growing a thriving rural tourism destination by working collaboratively with 
municipalities, tourism operators and the Government of Alberta. 

 
Canadian Badlands Shareholder Services 
 

– Shareholders can publish information on events, attractions and businesses to our website. We 
can also assist in campaign development, brand development, and accessing funding from Travel Alberta. 

 
– We bring together funding partners and stakeholders to promote the Canadian Badlands 

region locally, nationally, and internationally, through media purchases, ad placements, management of social media, 
and promotion to the tourism industry and international travel trade. 
 

– We are ready to assist any attraction or organization in the region in 
improving services or developing new events or experiences. We provide free consultation, and, where appropriate, 
multi-year support as one of our major projects. 
 

- Helping communities find and articulate their tourism vision is critical 
to the success of the region. Using our Tourism Pathway model, communities can assess their current assets and 
position, and with our assistance, lay out a clear path towards their own vision. 
 

– The Canadian Badlands Tourism team is able to utilize the imagery and video content on 
their own social platforms.  This program enlightened, built up and connected communities with social media. 
 

– 9 webinars on grant funding and resources, ends February 2018
 

– We may also be able to assist with grant writing, grant management, project management, event 
coordination, fundraising, and talent management. 

 
Our VISION is to develop southeastern Alberta into a major Iconic Tourism Destination by: 

 

  facilitating communication and collaboration between communities, attractions, hospitality businesses and 
tourism organizations; 

  promoting and supporting tourism development, providing assistance with tourism planning, funding, training 
and event implementation; 

  helping to preserve rural values, western and first nations culture, promoting sustainable tourism 
development and protecting significant natural and cultural resources; 

  attracting investment, diversifying and strengthening local economies, and building employment 
opportunities for citizens in the region; 

  marketing attractions and experiences on a regional and local scale; 
  positioning tourism in the Canadian Badlands to align with other major tourism destinations like the Canadian 

Rockies and major tourism hubs in southern Alberta. 
                                           

http://www.canadianbadlands.com/
mailto:admin@canadianbadlands.com
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Project Highlights 
 Canadian Badlands Marketing Campaign!   

 Ambassador Project  2017 ALTO Award nomination!  21 Ambassadors spread across 3 municipalities. 

 Assisted the Canadian Badlands Passion Play in developing and implementing a sold-out concert (2,500 seats). 

 Assisted Atlas Coal Mine in program development and assessment. 

 Annual Canadian Badlands Tourism Development Conference! 

 Conducted rafting and paddling pilots on the Milk River and Rosebud River. 

 Supported Pheasant Festivals in Stettler, Taber, Hwy 41 (Consort/Oyen), and Newell County (Rosemary) 

 Supported Open Farm Days Festivals in Lethbridge, Strathmore/Wheatland County and Stettler. 

 Assisted in the preliminary planning of a Chautaugua festival along the Mormon Trail. 

 Assisted in the preliminary planning of the One Heart festival, a First Nations celebration. 

 Provided tourism visioning and planning to Irricana, the MD of Taber, the Town of Taber, Vauxhall, Cardston, 

Magrath, Raymond, Stirling, Brooks, Bassano, Duchess, Rosemary, the County of Newell, Castor, Coronation, 

Halkirk , Consort, Veteran, the county of Paintearth, and Special Areas #4. 

 Researched and designed the Scenic Touring Route connecting Drumheller and Dinosaur Provincial Park. 

 In cooperation with Tourism Medicine Hat, developed a culinary tour of their downtown and assisted with the 

Sunshine Skillet culinary competition. 

 Conducted research to assist DMO’s in generating new revenues and developing sustainable business models.  

 Trained all Visitor Information Staff in Alberta to improve their awareness of the Canadian Badlands region. 

 Support with  development of the Grasslands Naturalists birding guide. 

 Conducted a Best Practises Mission to Newfoundland, fall of 2017!  They are an amazing example of collaboration 

and innovation! 

 Assist with Medicine Hat Sports Tourism.  

 Assisted with the pilot event, Medalta Music Festival.  This was hugely successful and will be an annual event. 

 . . . and much more . . . 

The Annual Canadian Badlands Tourism Conference 

Each spring Canadian Badlands Tourism holds a tourism conference and AGM to: 
 

 Bring our valued shareholders together to provide them a voice in the organizations direction 
 Share successes from the Canadian Badlands Region and learn from one-another 
 Get inspired and informed by industry leaders and engaging speakers 
 Learn about the benefits and all that is and can be offered through Canadian Badlands Tourism 

Please plan to attend the 2018 Canadian Badlands Tourism Conference,  
March 13th – 15th in Medicine Hat !!! 

Watch for details soon at:  www.cblconference.com 
 

 
 

 

www.canadianbadlands.com   403-823-7741   admin@canadianbadlands.com 

GOLD AWARD 

- Winner - 

Institute of Public 

Administration of 

Canada Public 

Sector Leadership 

 

- Winner - 

Two awards in 2015 

in Collaboration & 

Marketing 

http://www.cblconference.com/
http://www.canadianbadlands.com/
mailto:admin@canadianbadlands.com
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Friends of St. Joseph School 

Background 
The Friends of St. Joseph School is a fundraising society, registered under the Societies Act and 
returns monies to St. Joseph School for the direct and primary purpose of enhancing the education, 
social and recreational opportunities for the students of St. Joseph School. 

St. Joseph School, located in Coaldale, serves approximately 300 students from pre-Kindergarten to 
Grade 9. We aim to create learning environments through which children achieve enduring 
success. 

The Friends of St. Joseph School, St. Joseph School and the local community have realized that the 
redevelopment of the playground was necessary. A distinct need for playground equipment 
including accessibility components for the School playground was recognized. 

Aims and Objectives 
The Friends of St. Joseph School’s objectives are to work with the community to make a play area 
that is safe, welcoming, healthy, clean and green, a place that local people can be proud of. We aim 
to create a fun place for the whole family to enjoy with other families and so help encourage social 
harmony. 

The goal of this project is to BUILD a vibrant and healthy community, with inclusive engagement of 
community members.  The entire SJS school community as well as the additional 7,000 residents of 
Coaldale will benefit from a new playground that has many barrier free components.  All people 
with disabilities will have access to both structures. 

As it will be Canadian themed and will include a teepee (play 
structure) it will INSPIRE a deeper understanding of our 
community and country. Ten percent of the SJS student 
population is First Nations and SJS has a First Nations worker 
who would utilize this as a teaching tool. 

The Friends of St. Joseph School Playground project will honor 
the 150th anniversary of Canada.  Every time children play on it, 
parents sit on the benches surrounding it watching their 
children, they will be reminded of our country's 
sesquicentennial.  It will be Canadian and First Nation themed 
and will remind all of the diversity of our country. The greatest 
benefit of this project however will be the benefit it is to our 
citizens of tomorrow. Play is important to the development of children's social, emotional, cognitive 
and physical development, as well as creativity and imagination.  Play is essential to brain 
development and the development of certain reasoning abilities.   

Project Justification and Details 
The Friends of St. Joseph School is embarking on a capital campaign to further develop its 
playground.  

AGENDA ITEM #5.2
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Friends of St. Joseph School Playground Development Plan | December 2017 

In 2003 our existing playground was constructed.  While the playground remains viable, it does not 
provide our students and our community with the full value experience of a playground.   In particular, 
we are focusing our efforts on two main features: 

• Playground Surface
o Increase safety and accessibility
• Playground Equipment
o Increase playground capacity
o Inclusion of Canadian and First Nations themed play structure

Stage 1 
Part one will maximize the play value of the existing playground 
structure at St. Joseph School and contribute to it being barrier 
free by replacing the gravel underneath it with wood fiber. This 
also includes replacing the existing wood perimeter, which is 
well worn, and used to contain the gravel beneath the 
playground structure.  This would be replaced with plastic 

borders.  The structure includes a ramp which allows for barrier free accessibility. 

• Site Prep
• Remove wood perimeter
• Remove gravel
• Replace perimeter
• Replace gravel with wood fiber

Stage 2 
Part two will see the installation of additional Canadian and First Nations themed playground 
structures with rubber matting beneath them. 

• Site Prep
• Remove grass
• Install new play structure
• Install rubber matting
• Site clean-up
• Landscaping

Summary: 
• Replacing the gravel with wood fiber will make the existing playground accessible to students in

wheechairs. 
• The new playground will go beside and south of the existing playground.  It will integrate with

the existing play structures.  Gravel cannot be installed beside rubber matting.  The gravel will 
be replaced with wood fiber and rubber matting will be placed under the new playground 
structure. 

• The new play structure will include both Canadian and First Nation Components, such as a
teepee. 
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Friends of St. Joseph School Playground Development Plan | December 2017 

• Rubber matting will be installed beneath a Canadian and First Nations themed play structure.
The structure will be designed especially for our project.

Project Finances 
The project costs have been summarized as follows and are included in Appendix A for further 
details. The procurement of funds provides the greatest risk to the project. We are working hard to 
secure the funds necessary to complete this ambitious and exciting project. 

Project Revenues 

Funding Source Amount Notes / Status 
Community Facility Enhancement Program $125,000 Apply January 2018 
Friends of St. Joseph School $200,631 Ongoing Fundraising 

TOTAL $325,631 

Work to include: 
• 1,000 Volunteer Hours
• Removal & Disposal of Existing Playground Equipment and Benches donated by BDI valued at
$2,750 

Project Expenses 

Item / Description Estimated Cost 
Supply and Install New Playground Equipment $156,613 
Site Preparation $153,213 
GST $15,506 
TOTAL PROJECT EXPENSES $325,631 

Supplementary Information 

 Organization

Legal Name: Friends of St. Joseph School 

 Contact Information

Contact: Val Leahy, Principal 
Address: 1413 – 23 Avenue 

Coaldale, AB T1M 1L6 
Phone: 403-345-3373 
Email: leahyv@holyspirit.ab.ca 

Contact: Sheryl-Ann Giacchetta, Chair 
Address: 1413 – 23 Avenue 

Coaldale, AB T1M 1L6 
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Friends of St. Joseph School Playground Development Plan | December 2017 

Phone: 403-635-3404 
Email: sagiacchetta@gmail.com 

 Facility

Name of Facility: St. Joseph School 
Street Address: 1413 – 23 Avenue  

Coaldale, Alberta T1M 1L6 
Registered Holder of Land Title: Holy Spirit Roman Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 4 

 Appendices

Appendix A – BDI Quotation     
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St. Joseph’s School 
Coaldale, AB 
September 28, 2016 
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Simply the Best Warranty in the Industry

Having manufactured high quality playgrounds and 

park amenities for four generations, we understand 

that a guarantee is only as good as the company 

issuing it. Knowing we were founded in 1917 and

are still going strong, you can rest assured that your 

purchase is covered by the best warranty in the 

industry and backed by superior service designed to 

ensure your satisfaction both now and in the future.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
On all stainless steel hardware and steel support 
posts against structural failure due to corrosion
or deterioration.

20-YEAR WARRANTY
On all stainless steel components against structural failure
due to defective materials or workmanship.

15-YEAR WARRANTY
On all steel and aluminum components against structural
failure due to defective materials or workmanship.

10-YEAR WARRANTY
On plastic and vinyl-coated components against structural failure due
to defective materials or workmanship. On cable/rope components
against breakage. On GFRC (glass fibre reinforced concrete) products
against structural failure due to defective materials or workmanship
(does not include hairline cracks or colour variations).

5-YEAR WARRANTY
On bearings against defective materials or workmanship.

2-YEAR WARRANTY
On all “Music Outdoors” and Poddely products against defective
materials or workmanship.

BLUE IMP WARRANTY

For more information, visit www.blueimp.com or call  1-800-661-1462 
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PLAY LONG. PLAY SAFE. PLAY STRONG.

Kids Are Worth It! 
At Blue Imp, we insist on using superior 

materials because we believe kids are worth it. 

Playgrounds may look similar at first glance, but 

when you take a closer look, you will find big 

differences in design, materials and warranty. 

Those differences matter to the longevity of your 

investment and the safety of your children.

Long-Lasting Fun
Blue Imp builds products to make the fun last. 

Our creative play systems are designed to stand 

up to enthusiastic play and weather extremes 

while keeping kids active and wanting more.

Leading Safety
As a safety leader, we ensure that our structures 

meet or exceed industry standards and believe that 

safety is about more than simply meeting a standard. Our see-through designs 

promote easier supervision while our easy-grip steel rail entries and 

hammerlock connectors help keep kids safe.

Steel Advantages
When it comes to durable fun, steel rules. That’s why we prefer to design with 

steel whenever suitable and possible. Steel is vandal-resistant, weather-proof 

and kid-proof. In addition, it is static-free and cochlear-implant friendly. As the 

world’s most recycled material, steel is greener, too.

Best Warranty
As the longest-standing Canadian play equipment manufacturer, we continue to 

stand behind our products with confidence, family pride and the best warranty 

in the industry. 

For more information, visit www.blueimp.com or call  1-800-661-1462 
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BLUE IMP SPECIFICATIONS: MEGA PLAY FORMAT 

The ultimate in strength and style, our

heavy-duty round posts and spacious decks, making it an excellent 

choice for high-use applications. With our easy-install IMPut 

connection system, components bolt directly into factory-drilled,

pre-threaded posts for a secure, tamper-resistant connection.

Ideal for community builds or supervised installations.

Features:

- heavy-duty support posts, 127mm O.D. x 3mm (5” O.D. x 11ga), 

constructed of galvanized Allied Flo-Coat steel tubing 

- easy-install IMPut connection system; clampless; tamper-resistant

- cast aluminum fittings and post caps

- stainless steel, tamper-resistant hardware

- heavy-duty, vinyl-coated perforated steel platforms 

- high performance, UV-resistant polyester powder coating

on all posts, rails, components, fittings and post caps

 MegaPlay format features 

Factory-drilled
posts with

pre-threaded inserts
for easy

installation.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Support Posts: in-line galvanized Allied Flo-Coat steel with triple layer protection for maximum strength

and corrosion resistance; lifetime warranty.

Steel Components & Rails: in-line galvanized Allied Flo-Coat steel tubing with triple layer protection for 

maximum strength and corrosion resistance.

Stainless Steel Slides: bedway constructed of 1.65mm (16ga) stainless steel. Durable, vandal-resistant, 

static-free (cochlear-implant friendly) and 100% recyclable. 20-year warranty.

Hardware: corrosion-resistant, tamper-resistant steel for durability and safety.

Rails & Connection Pipes: 33mm (1 5/16”) O.D. steel tubing for strength and easy gripping. 

Finish: high performance, solvent-free super durable powder coating for maximum UV and 

humidity resistance as well as colour and gloss retention in weather extremes. Life expectancy is three 

times longer than comparable coatings.

Platforms, Ramps, Stairs and Stepping Saucers: one-piece perforated steel plate with a heavy-duty

vinyl coating for durability and resilience; 8mm (5/16”) perforations minimize moisture and ice retention.

Plastic Panels: 19mm (3/4") thick high-density UV-stabilized food-grade extruded polyethylene sheet.

Plastic Slides: molded from medium-density, UV-inhibited food-grade polyethylene resin. 

Double-walled with an average wall thickness of 8mm (5/16").

All Blue Imp products meet or exceed the current CAN/CSA Z614, ASTM F1487 and CPSC standards.

polyester 

For more information, visit www.blueimp.com or call  1-800-661-1462 
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Distributor BDI PLAY DESIGNS
Date 27-Sep-16

Project Name ST. JOSEPH'S SCHOOL
Project Name

City/Province COALDALE, AB
Model M04771

Job Number J03555

1 Wheelchair Ramp W/ Rails- 12'
1 Mid-Entry Catwalk
1 Crazy 8
1 Mt Everest
1 Teepee
1 Curved Balance Beam
1 Twisted Tower
1 Fireman's Pole
1 Spiral Climb
1 Dino Climb
1 Ship Mate
1 Side Climb
1 Inclined Climb
1 Molecule
2 Nunatak
1 Fusion
1 Helix
1 Pebble Link W Rails
1 Tangent
2 Entry Fence w/Sleeve
1 Entry Fence Mid-Entry Catwalk
1 Entry Fence w/ Sleeve Mid-Entry Catwalk
2 Slide Fence- Double Wide
1 Platform Mid Entry Bottom Pipe
5 Entry Fence
2 Fence for Platform Extension
6 Stepping Saucer
1 X in O
1 Activity Panel
1 Braille-Clock Panel
1 Nautilus Gear Panel
1 Map of Canada
1 Monster Maker
1 Hex Roof
1 8' Stainless Steel Triple Rail Slide
1 10' Stainless Steel Double Dip Slide
1 81" Stainless Steel Spiral Slide
1 Accessible Stair- 14"
1 Accessible Stair- 20"
1 Accessible Stair- 28"
5 Platform- Square
1 Platform- Hex
1 Platform Extension
1 Post Pod- Single
3 Post Pod- Set of 2
1 Post Pod- Set of 2
4 7'-0" Post- MP Post Insert
3 9'-4" Post- MP Post Insert
1 10'-6" Post (IMP)

16 10'-6" Post- MP Post Insert
3 11'-0" Post (U-Play)
8 11'-8" Post- MP Post Insert
6 12'-10" Post- MP Post Insert
1 14'-0" Post (IMP)
2 14'-0" Post- MP Post Insert

Unit Features

QF047-0 Jan 2003
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Quote Q92478-1 - St Joseph's School 9/28/2016 5:10 PM   Prepared by: Linda Stevens Page: 3 / 3
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Phone: 1-877-380-2215

Fax: 403-320-7360

Email: info@bdiplaydesigns.com

     Date:
     Company:
     Contact:
     Location:

4

Volunteer Hours 25

1.5

Notes: 1. GST is additional to the above pricing.

2. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Blue Imp equipment pricing may be held to 2017 with a 35% deposit.

3. Site costs based on normal digging conditions, free from frost, rock and debris. Channel grid installation can be 

quoted should soil conditions not be suitable for digging. 

4. Equipment payable to Blue Imp, Volunteer Supervision Package payable to BDI Play Designs Inc. 

5. Please inquire about available installation dates 2 - 4 months prior to desired date. 

6. Base preparation includes supply, placement & compaction of up to 6" of granular base. Water source to be supplied by others. 

7. DuraSAFE "Premium" Playground Tiles to be Blue Sand, Roasted Pepper & Spring Meadow - Top layer is EPDM Rubber Granule.

            Box 1762 • Lethbridge, AB • T1J 4K4 • Phone: 877-380-2215 • Fax: 403-320-7360 • Email: info@bdiplaydesigns.com

Lin/Ft $9.25 $3,330.00

Concrete Sidewalk Along Building Between Asphalt Sidewalks 1 Total $5,500.00 $5,500.00

Sq/Ft $1.80 $12,240.00

Skid Steer (Augering Holes) 7.00 Hours $105.00 $735.00

Total $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Base Preparation for DuraSAFE Playground Tiles 3961 Sq/Ft
$20.50

Project Quote Based on Volunteer Installation 
DuraSAFE Premium Playground Tiles

St. Joseph's School Coaldale, AB
Val Leahy 0

September 28, 2016  Address: 1413 23rd Ave

Description of Material Costs Layout/Design #: A03708
# of Items Item Description Item # Price per Item Total Cost

Coaldale, AB

1 Blue Imp Composite MegaPlay Structure M04771 $101,135.00 $101,135.00
1 Dynamo Astro w/ Floor DX-2300-F $21,960.00 $21,960.00
1 RockCraft Fitz Roy II FR-341 $18,400.00 $18,400.00

28 Blue Imp Border Panels BP-10 $96.00 $2,688.00
4 Blue Imp Border Panel Adapters BP-09 $45.00 $180.00
0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00
0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00
0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00
0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00

Volunteer Supervision Package $6,550.00
Equipment Total: $144,363.00This Represents a Discount/Donation of: $14,436.30

day installation.

GST is additional Total Cost: $156,613.00

Description of Site Costs for *Budget Purposes  (To be donated, hired, purchased, etc.)

(Includes installation supervision, site layout, all small installation tools, project planner, construction CD, inspection, and one year maintenance.)

Estimate Only Freight Costs: $5,700.00

Item Description Approx. Quantity Units of Meas. Cost Per Potential Cost

1000 Hours $0.00Volunteers, 10 hours each day.

1 Total ($2,750.00) ($2,750.00)
Removal & Disposal of Existing Borders

Landscape Rehabilitation. (Loaming, Grading, Seeding) 976 Sq/Ft $3.00 $2,928.00

Skid Steer (Spread Engineered Wood Fiber Surfacing) 8.00 Hours $105.00 $840.00

8.5 Cubic Meters $300.00 $1,650.00Concrete (Post Holes) FALSE

Commercial Installation of RockCraft Fitz Roy II 1.00

360

Overnight Security 42 Hours $35.00 $1,470.00
Tool Rental (If Necessary) 1 Total $400.00 $400.00

and cost to complete the work (i.e. Digging conditions, nearby disposal sites for fill, trucking costs etc.) we cannot provide a firm bid. However, based
on our years of experience, under normal, frost-free digging conditions, this should be an accurate estimate.

GST is additional Total Budgeted Site Costs: $153,512.99
Project Total Including All Materials, Installation and Budgetary Site Costs: $310,125.99

*The budget pricing we have provided is an average cost for this type of work. As there are many unforeseen conditions that can affect the length of time

Garbage Removal & Disposal 1 Total $500.00 $500.00

Contingency Fund Recommended (Food, Shelter, etc.) % of Total Project $4,566.89
Temporary Site Fencing 1 Total $1,100.00 $1,100.00

$81,200.50

Removal & Disposal of Existing Playground & Benches 1 Total $2,750.00 $2,750.00

Concrete Borders for New Playground Area 273 Lin/Ft $45.00 $12,285.00
Supply of Engineered Wood Fibre (To be placed by Volunteers) 2489 Sq/Ft $2.40 $5,973.60

$4.00 $15,844.00
Supply and Installation of DuraSAFE Premium Playground Tiles 3961 Sq/Ft

Excavation (12" Depth/Level to within 1% Grade) 6800

BDI Donation of Removal of Existing Playground & Benches
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Phone: 1-877-380-2215

Fax: 403-320-7360

Email: info@bdiplaydesigns.com

     Date:
     Company:
     Contact:
     Location:

4

Volunteer Hours 25

1.5

Notes: 1. GST is additional to the above pricing.

2. Pricing valid until December 31, 2016. Blue Imp equipment pricing may be held to 2017 with a 35% deposit.

3. Site costs based on normal digging conditions, free from frost, rock and debris. Channel grid installation can be 

quoted should soil conditions not be suitable for digging. 

4. Equipment payable to Blue Imp, Volunteer Supervision Package payable to BDI Play Designs Inc. 

5. Please inquire about available installation dates 2 - 4 months prior to desired date. 

6. Base preparation includes supply, placement & compaction of up to 6" of granular base. Water source to be supplied by others. 

7. DuraSAFE "Plus" Playground Tiles to be Midnight Black with Trails in Ocean Blue & Terra Cotta.

            Box 1762 • Lethbridge, AB • T1J 4K4 • Phone: 877-380-2215 • Fax: 403-320-7360 • Email: info@bdiplaydesigns.com

$67,337.00

Removal & Disposal of Existing Playground & Benches 1 Total $2,750.00 $2,750.00

Concrete Borders for New Playground Area 273 Lin/Ft $45.00 $12,285.00
Supply of Engineered Wood Fibre (To be placed by Volunteers) 2489 Sq/Ft $2.40 $5,973.60

$4.00 $15,844.00
Supply and Installation of DuraSAFE Plus Playground Tiles 3961 Sq/Ft

Excavation (12" Depth/Level to within 1% Grade) 6800

and cost to complete the work (i.e. Digging conditions, nearby disposal sites for fill, trucking costs etc.) we cannot provide a firm bid. However, based
on our years of experience, under normal, frost-free digging conditions, this should be an accurate estimate.

GST is additional Total Budgeted Site Costs: $139,441.53
Project Total Including All Materials, Installation and Budgetary Site Costs: $296,054.53

*The budget pricing we have provided is an average cost for this type of work. As there are many unforeseen conditions that can affect the length of time

Garbage Removal & Disposal 1 Total $500.00 $500.00

Contingency Fund Recommended (Food, Shelter, etc.) % of Total Project $4,358.93
Temporary Site Fencing 1 Total $1,100.00 $1,100.00

Overnight Security 42 Hours $35.00 $1,470.00
Tool Rental (If Necessary) 1 Total $400.00 $400.00

BDI Donation of Removal of Existing Playground & Benches 1 Total ($2,750.00) ($2,750.00)
Removal & Disposal of Existing Borders

Landscape Rehabilitation. (Loaming, Grading, Seeding) 976 Sq/Ft $3.00 $2,928.00

Skid Steer (Spread Engineered Wood Fiber Surfacing) 8.00 Hours $105.00 $840.00

8.5 Cubic Meters $300.00 $1,650.00Concrete (Post Holes) FALSE

Commercial Installation of RockCraft Fitz Roy II 1.00

Item Description Approx. Quantity Units of Meas. Cost Per Potential Cost

1000 Hours $0.00Volunteers, 10 hours each day.

GST is additional Total Cost: $156,613.00

Description of Site Costs for *Budget Purposes  (To be donated, hired, purchased, etc.)

(Includes installation supervision, site layout, all small installation tools, project planner, construction CD, inspection, and one year maintenance.)

Estimate Only Freight Costs: $5,700.00

0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00

Volunteer Supervision Package $6,550.00
Equipment Total: $144,363.00This Represents a Discount/Donation of: $14,436.30

day installation.

0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00
0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00

4 Blue Imp Border Panel Adapters BP-09 $45.00 $180.00
0 0 0 $0.00 $0.00

1 RockCraft Fitz Roy II FR-341 $18,400.00 $18,400.00
28 Blue Imp Border Panels BP-10 $96.00 $2,688.00

1 Blue Imp Composite MegaPlay Structure M04771 $101,135.00 $101,135.00
1 Dynamo Astro w/ Floor DX-2300-F $21,960.00 $21,960.00

Description of Material Costs Layout/Design #: A03708
# of Items Item Description Item # Price per Item Total Cost

Coaldale, AB

Project Quote Based on Volunteer Installation 
DuraSAFE Plus Playground Tiles

St. Joseph's School Coaldale, AB
Val Leahy 0

September 28, 2016  Address: 1413 23rd Ave

360 Lin/Ft $9.25 $3,330.00

Concrete Sidewalk Along Building Between Asphalt Sidewalks 1 Total $5,500.00 $5,500.00

Sq/Ft $1.80 $12,240.00

Skid Steer (Augering Holes) 7.00 Hours $105.00 $735.00

Total $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Base Preparation for DuraSAFE Playground Tiles 3961 Sq/Ft
$17.00
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STAFF REPORT 
DECEMBER 11, 2017 – REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

 PROPOSED SOLID WASTE BYLAW AMENDMENTS – BYLAW #737‐R‐12‐17 
AMENDMENT TO THE WASTE & RECYCLING BYLAW 672‐R‐10‐12 

PURPOSE:  

In the spring of 2017 the utility bills were changed from breaking out separate garbage and recycling 
fees to one ‘solid waste’ fee which will include composting once that program starts so Bylaw 672‐R‐10‐
12 needs to amended to reflect all of these changes. 

BACKGROUND:  

In 2012 Bylaw 672‐R‐10‐12 was passed by Council and has not had any amendments since.   Since that 
time,  small wording  changes have been made  to other  town documents  so we  are wanting  to  keep 
wording consistent and keep the bylaw current with the roll out of our composting program in early 2018. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR OPTIONS:  

Option #1: 
THAT Council move first reading of amendment Bylaw #737‐R‐12‐17.  

THAT Council move second reading of amendment Bylaw #737‐R‐12‐17.  

THAT Council move third reading of amendment Bylaw #737‐R‐12‐17.  

Respectfully Submitted: 

Cindy L’Hirondelle, C.E.T 
Manager of Planning & Environmental Services 

AGENDA ITEM #: 6.2

THAT Council  provide unanimous consent to hold third and final reading of Bylaw #737-R-12-17.
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ATTACHMENTS: 

‐ Proposed Bylaw #737‐P‐12‐17 with marked up changes 

This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department  Signature 

Director of Planning & Community Development 
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BYLAW NUMBER 737-R-12-17 
BEING A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF COALDALE 

TO REGULATE AND MANAGE SOLID WASTE AND RECYCLING 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

WHEREAS the Municipal Government Act S.A. 1994, c. M-26.1 provides that 
Council may pass bylaws for the municipal purposes respecting the safety, health 
and welfare of people, the protection of people and premises, nuisances, services 
provided by or on behalf of the municipality, and the enforcement of bylaws; and  

WHEREAS it is desirable to regulate and control the storage, collection and 
disposal of waste within the Town of Coaldale;  

NOW THEREFORE, THE COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF COALDALE ENACTS AS 
FOLLOWS:  

1. This Bylaw may be referred to as the “Solid Waste and Recycling Bylaw”.

2. In this Bylaw the term:

a) “alley” means a lane intended primarily for 
access to the rear yard of adjacent 
premises;  

b) “alley collection” means that the automated collection 
containers will be collected in the alley 
adjacent to the property;  

cb) “animal waste”  means all forms of waste from animals 
or the treatment of animals except 
animal carcasses or parts;  

dc) “apartment building”  means a single building comprised of 
more than four dwelling units with 
shared entrance facilities;  

ed) “automated collection”  means the collection of solid waste or 
recyclable materials by means of a 
mechanical system into vehicles 
specially designed for such purposes;  

fe) “automated collection containers”  means containers approved and 
provided by the Town  for automated 
collection of solid waste and recyclable 
material;  
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BYLAW NUMBER 737‐R‐12‐17    Page 2 of 28 

gf) “biomedical waste” means medical waste that requires 
proper handling and disposal because 
of environmental, aesthetic, and health 
and safety concerns as well as risks to 
human health and includes:  

i) human anatomical waste;

ii) infectious human waste;

iii) infectious animal waste;

iv) microbiological waste;

v) blood and body fluid waste;

vi) medical sharps;

hg) “Bylaw”  means this Bylaw as it may be
amended from time to time and
includes all Schedules attached to this
Bylaw;

ih) “collection”  means picking up and gathering solid 
waste or recyclable material, including 
transport of the solid waste or 
recyclable material to a disposal site or 
material recovery facility, as applicable;  

ji) “collection services”  means one or more of the services 
provided by the Town under this Bylaw, 
including solid waste collection services 
and recyclable material collection 
services;  

kj) “collector”  means a person or contractor who 
collects solid waste or recyclable 
materials within the Town for and on 
behalf of the Town;  

lk) “commercial bin” means a container provided for the 
storage of waste with a capacity  of 
more than three-hundred-sixty-five 
(365) litres and constructed to be 
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BYLAW NUMBER 737‐R‐12‐17    Page 3 of 28 

emptied mechanically into a collection 
vehicle;  

ml) “commercial premises” means any premises principally used 
for the conduct of some profession, 
business or undertaking and includes 
but is not limited to a business engaged 
in the direct retailing of goods or 
provision of services to the final 
consumer for the purpose of this ByLaw 
any building or premises which is not a 
dwelling or the premises connected 
therewith and which is not industrial 
premises; 

nm) “community recycling depot”  means an area maintained by the Town  
and accessible to the public that 
contains bins set aside for the 
collection of recyclable material by the 
Town;  

on) “compostable material” means the materials designated in 
Schedule C; 

po) “condominium” means any residential dwelling to which 
title is:  

i) registered under the Condominium
Property Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. C-22, as
amended; or

ii) held by a cooperative housing
association registered under the
Cooperatives Act, S.A. 2001, c. C-28.1,
as amended;

qp) “Council”  means the Municipal Council of the
Town of Coaldale

rq) “designated officer” means a Town employee who has the
powers, duties or functions of a
designated officer pursuant to the
Municipal Government Act, R.S.A.
2000, c. M-26, as amended, or any
enactment substituted therefore;
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sr) “disposal site” means any premises designated by the 
Director of Operations for the Disposal 
of waste or any other premises which is 
approved by Alberta Environment for 
the disposal of waste; 

ts) “duplex” means a single building that contains 
two dwelling units, either located side 
by side or one above the other, and 
each dwelling unit has a separate, 
direct entrance from grade;  

ut) “dwelling unit” means a residence of one or more 
persons that contains kitchen, living, 
sleeping and sanitary facilities;  

vu) “enforcement officer”  means: 

i) a Peace Officer as appointed under the
Peace Officer Act;

ii) a Police Officer as appointed under the
Police Act;

iii) a member of the Royal   Canadian
Mounted Police.

w) “front collection” means that the automated collection
containers will be collected in the front 
of the property;  

xv) “fourplex” means a single building that contains 
four dwelling units, and each dwelling 
unit has a separate, direct entrance 
from grade;  

yw) “general medical waste”  means non-hazardous medical waste 
and includes soiled dressings, 
sponges, surgery drapes, lavage tubes, 
casts, catheters, disposable pads, 
disposable gloves, specimen 
containers, lab coats and aprons, 
tubings, filters, towels and disposable 
sheets, but excludes biomedical waste;  
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zx) “hazardous waste” means waste that is generated from 
any premises and has one or more 
hazardous properties as described in 
the Environmental Protection and 
Enhancement Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. E-
12, as amended and Waste Control 
Regulation (Alta. Reg. 192/1996), 
Schedule 1, as amended;  

aay) “industrial waste” means waste generated by commercial 
or industrial activities that presents 
health, safety or environmental 
concerns, and includes, but is not 
limited to, lime, sulfur, asbestos, 
contaminated soils, empty chemical 
containers and drums, carbon, acids, 
caustics, sludge, and industrial sump 
water, but excludes hazardous waste 
and biomedical waste;  

bbz) “litter receptacle” means a receptacle intended for public 
use for the deposit and collection of 
litter, but excludes a commercial bin or 
a waste container;  

ccaa) "medical sharp" means a needle device or any non-
needle sharp used for withdrawing 
body fluids, accessing an artery or vein, 
administering medications or other 
fluids, or any other device that can 
reasonably be expected to penetrate 
the skin or any other part of the body;  

ddbb) “multiplex” means a single building designed to 
contain no more than four dwelling 
units on one or two levels and all 
dwelling units share entrance facilities;  

eecc) “multi-residential complex”  means a group of more than four 
dwelling units that: 

i) share a common parcel of land; or

ii) share a private roadway that provides
access to the dwelling units,
notwithstanding that some of the
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dwelling units may be located adjacent 
to a public street; or  

iii) both i) and ii).

ffdd) “owner”  includes the person shown as the
owner on the land title for a property,
the occupant of a premises, the lessee
or tenant of a premises, the
condominium board of a condominium
property, or the property management
company that holds itself out as
responsible for the maintenance of a
premises, as applicable;

ggee) “plastic garbage bag”  means a plastic bag specifically
marketed to store waste for collection,
and excludes plastic bags that are
intended for other purposes;

hhff) “recyclable material”  means the materials designated in
Schedule B;

iigg) “residential dwelling”  means any building intended for
residential use, including a single
detached dwelling, duplex, triplex,
fourplex, multiplex, and townhouse, but
excludes an apartment building;

jjhh) “single detached dwelling” means a building designed to contain
one dwelling unit only and is separated
on all sides from any other dwelling
unit;

kkii) “Town ”  means the municipal corporation of The
Town of Coaldale or the area located
within the boundaries of the Town, as
the context requires;

lljj) “townhouse” means a single building that contains 
no more than four dwelling units 
separated from one another by party 
walls extending from foundation to roof 
and each dwelling unit has a separate, 
direct entrance from grade;  
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mmkk) “Town  Manager”  means the person appointed by the 
Council of the Town  as its Chief 
Administrative Officer, or that person’s 
designate;  

nnll) “triplex”  means a single building that contains 
three dwelling units, and each dwelling 
unit has a separate, direct entrance 
from grade;  

oomm) “solid waste”  means anything that is set out for 
collection and includes animal waste, 
industrial waste, general medical 
waste, or yard waste, but excludes 
hazardous waste and biomedical 
waste;  

ppnn) “waste container” means a container approved for waste 
collection;  

qqoo) “solid waste management”  means to dispose of and manage 
residential waste at the Town’s 
designated disposal site pursuant to the 
Town’s responsibility to comply with 
environmental, regulatory, public health 
and permit requirements or guidelines;  

rrpp) “yard waste”  means waste from gardening or 
horticultural activities and includes 
grass, leaves, plants, tree and hedge 
clippings, and sod.  

AUTHORITY OF DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS  

3. The Director of Operations is authorized to:

a) approve or set specifications for commercial bins, waste containers,
automated collection containers and plastic garbage bags;

b) specify the types of solid waste or recyclable material accepted at the
Town’s designated  disposal site or community recycling depot;
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c) specify the quantities and types of solid waste or recyclable material
eligible for collection;

d) designate Town premises to be used as Town disposal sites;

e) determine the time and frequency of the collection of solid waste or
recyclable material;

f) make and execute agreements on behalf of the Town for the
collection of solid waste or recyclable material and disposal services;

g) grant approvals and permissions as set out in this Bylaw, and

h) establish systems for billing and collecting rates, fees and charges.

RATES AND FEES 

3.1  a)  Council shall set rates for the following:  

i) residential curbside waste management,

ii) residential curbside recycling management, and

ii) solid waste management.

b) Where solid waste management services and residential curbside
recycling management services are supplied by The Town, the owner
of premises shall pay to the Town a monthly charge as set out in the
Utility Rates Bylaw 663-C-04-12 724-C-02-17.

c) Rates for solid waste management and residential curbside recycling
management will apply even where no material is set out for
collection.  

3.2  Subject to Subsection (1), the Director of Operations may establish fees for 
products and services provided with respect to the collection and disposal of 
solid waste and residential curbside recycling, including the maintenance, 
repair and replacement of Town -owned recycling or waste containers.”  

3.3 Notwithstanding the provisions of this Bylaw, the Director of Operations, may 
suspend or discontinue the collection of solid waste or recyclable material if 
the owner of a residential dwelling, condominium or commercial premises 
contravenes a provision of this Bylaw. 
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GENERAL RULES  

4. No person shall scavenge solid waste or recyclable material from a
commercial bin, waste container, automated collection container or plastic
garbage bag or community recycling depot.

5. The owner’s responsibilities:

a) the owner of the property shall be responsible for entering into a solid
waste and recycling contract with the Town as soon as a building on
the owners’ property is occupied or otherwise in use.

b) in the case of rental or revenue properties, the owner of the property,
not any tenant, shall be responsible for entering into a solid waste
and recycling contract with the Town as soon as a building on the
owners’ property is occupied or otherwise in use.

5.1  The Town may at any time, and from time to time, enter into a contract or 
contracts with any person, firm or corporation for the collection, removal and 
disposal of the whole, or any part of, the solid waste and recycling 
accumulated within the Town or may provide for the collection, removal and 
disposal of solid waste and recycling by the use of equipment and 
employees of the Town. 

6. No person shall deposit solid waste or recyclable material in a waste
container or commercial bin without the consent of:

a) the owner of the container or bin;

b) the owner of the property where the container or bin is located; and

c) the occupant of the property where the container or bin is located.

7. Unless the owner has written approval from the Director of Operations to set
solid waste containers and plastic garbage bags out for collection in a
specific location, an owner must ensure that waste containers automated
collection carts and plastic garbage bags containing solid waste are:

a) located immediately adjacent to a street or alley;

b) at a central location where the collector will have easy, direct and
safe access to the automated waste containers or plastic garbage
bags;
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c) if intended for front street collection:

i) if there is no sidewalk, on the occupant side of the curb;

ii) if there is a sidewalk joined to the curb, on the occupant
premises, adjacent to the sidewalk, or

iii) if there is a separate sidewalk with a boulevard, on the
boulevard adjacent to the curb; and

iv) located in front of premises that generated the solid waste

v) placed in an upright position with the lid closed and the front
of the container facing the street; and 

d) if intended for alley collection:

i) located behind the premises that generated the solid waste

ii) located in the alley on level ground and not on a step or
raised platform of any kind; and 

iii) placed in an upright position with the lid closed and the front
the container facing into the alley; 

iv) is not obstructing traffic in the alley

ed)  if there is a walkway or stairway adjacent to the street or alley, at the 
bottom of the walkway or stairway.  

8. If there is a fence between solid waste that has been set out for collection
and a street or alley, the owner must ensure there is an opening in the fence:

a) at least 0.2 metres wider that all the solid waste containers and
plastic garbage bags; and

b) at least 0.4 metres higher that the highest solid waste container or
plastic garbage bag,

c) such that the collector can easily and safely access the solid waste
containers and plastic garbage bags.

9. An owner shall ensure that solid waste or recyclable material stored or set
out for collection on or adjacent to that owner’s premises does not:

a) create offensive odors; or
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b) become untidy.

AUTOMATED COLLECTION CONTAINERS  

10.      a) Residential dwellings that are eligible for automated collection of solid 
waste or recyclable material will be delivered and assigned an 
automated collection container.  

b) The number of automated collection containers required and the size
of the automated collection containers required will be determined by
the Director of Operations, or that person’s designate.

c) Automated collection containers assigned to a residential dwelling
shall remain with that residential dwelling.

d) Automated collection containers shall remain the property of the
Town and may be removed by the Town, its contractors or agents at
the direction of the Director of Operations or that person’s designate.

e) Owners of residential dwellings are responsible for all automated
collection containers assigned to the residential dwelling and shall
ensure that the containers are:

i) kept clean;

ii) secured against theft or loss;

iii) maintained in good condition;

iv) not altered in any way, including any alteration of the exterior;

v) used only for recyclable material if the container is an
automated collection container for recyclable material;

vi) used only for compostable material if the container is an
automated collection container for compostable material; 

vii used only for waste material if the container is an automated 
collection container for waste material; 

viii) available to the Town, its contractors or agents within a
reasonable time frame for the purposes of inspection,
maintenance or repair.
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f) An owner of a residential dwelling shall be responsible for all fees
related to automated collection containers issued for the owner’s
premises including fees for the maintenance, repair or replacement of
the automated collection container.

RESTRICTIONS ON WASTE  

11. Except as otherwise provided in sections 11, 12, and 13, an owner shall
ensure that the following types of waste are not set out for collection from his
premises:

a) industrial or hazardous waste;

b) biomedical waste;

c) general medical waste;

d) sharp objects such as glass, nails, knives, metal, or wood splinters;

e) animal waste, dead animals or animal parts;

f) sawdust and powdered materials;

g) automobile waste including automobile parts, tires, and batteries;

h) building materials and furniture;

i) individual items that are larger than 1.25 metres in any dimension or
items that weigh more than 20 kilograms;

j) liquids; and

k) waste that is unsafe for the collector to access or handle.

12. A person may set medical sharps out for collection if the medical sharps are
contained in a puncture resistant, non-breakable container with a tight fitting
lid before they are set out for collection, or if they are set out for collection in
a commercial bin.

13. A person may set sharp objects out for collection if the sharp objects are
contained in a puncture resistant, non-breakable container with a tight fitting 
lid before they are set out for collection, or if they are set out for collection in 
a commercial bin.  
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14. A person may set general medical waste, animal waste, sawdust and
powdered materials out for collection if it is packaged in securely tied, double 
plastic garbage bags. 

135.  An owner shall ensure that all yard waste that is set out for collection is: 

a) packaged in plastic garbage bagsplaced in the provided green
composting bin ;  

ba)  tied in bundles no more than 1.25 metres in length and set beside the 
green composting bin on your scheduled pick up day;   

RESIDENTIAL SOLID WASTE  

146.  Residential Solid waste collection is provided to all: 

a) residential dwellings; and

b) condominiums, subject to Sections 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 of this
Bylaw.

157.  Owners of residential dwellings, other than condominiums, with more than 
one self-contained suite must ensure there is a single waste storage location 
for the residential dwelling which is directly accessible from a street or alley.  

168. No owner of a residential dwelling shall set out for collection any waste that 
is not generated from his residential dwelling. 

179.  Except as provided in section 246, the owner of a residential dwelling must 
ensure that waste generated at his residential dwelling is set out for 
collection in a waste container or a plastic garbage bag in the provided black 
automated garbage cart.  

1820. Where waste is placed in a receptacle other than a waste container or plastic 
garbage bag, the receptacle is deemed to be waste and may be collected as 
such. Waste not placed in the provided black automated garbage cart will 
not be picked up and left in its locations with a violation tag attached.  

21. An owner must ensure that plastic garbage bags used at his premises:

a) are water-tight and securely tied;

b) are capable of holding their contents without breaking; and

c) the total weight of a bag and contents does not exceed 20 kilograms.
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1922.  An owner shall ensure that solid waste or recyclable material from the 
owner’s premises is set out for collection no later than 7:00 a.m. on the day 
of collection.  

2023.  An owner with solid waste and/or recycling collection shall: 

a) set waste containers or automated collection containers out for
collection no earlier than 7:00 p.m. on the day before collection; and

b) remove waste containers or automated collection containers from the
collection location before 7:00 p.m. on collection day.

c) an owner may set out waste or recycling containers on a Friday if
there is a statutory or civic holiday on the following Monday. The
following Monday must be the owner’s solid waste or recycling
collection day.

21.  If a resident returns their blue or green automated collection bins and then are
wanting to have either bin back, they will have make a written request to the 
Town Office and will be charged a $50.00 reinstatement fee. The full solid 
waste fee will apply even where there is no collection.  

COLLECTION OF SOLID WASTE IN AUTOMATED COLLECTION CONTAINERS 

224.      a) Where waste is collected by automated collection, wWaste shall be 
placed in the appropriate an automated collection container for waste 
pick up 

b) If the automated collection container for waste is full, any additional
solid waste on top of or set beside the collection container will not be
picked up.

c) An owner shall ensure that automated collection containers for waste
used at the owner’s premises are filled so that the total weight of the
container and its contents does not exceed one hundred (100)
kilograms.

d) The Town shall own all solid waste collection carts used in
automated collection.

e) Unless an owner has written approval from the Director of Operations
to set an automated collection container for solid waste out for
collection at a specific location, the owner shall ensure that an
automated collection container filled with waste:
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i) is located at least one (1) metre from any object on either side
of the container;

ii) is located at least thirty (30) centimetres from any object
behind the container;

iii) has an overhead clearance above the top of the automated
collection container of three (3) metres;

iv) if intended for front street collection, is:

i) located in front of the residential dwelling that
generated the solid waste materials;

ii) located on the street at the curb; or on the driveway at
the street; and

iii) placed in an upright position with the lid closed and
the front of the cart facing the street; 

v) if intended for alley collection, is:

i) located behind the residential dwelling that generated
the solid waste materials;

ii) located adjacent to the alley on level ground and not
on a step or raised platform of any kind; and

(iii)  placed in an upright position with the lid closed and 
the front of the container facing the alley;  

vi) is not obstructing traffic in the street or alley.

f) Where more than one automated collection container is set out for
automated collection:

i) the minimum amount of space between individual automated
collection containers or additional waste shall be thirty (30)
centimeters; and

ii) a minimum of one (1) metre of space from any object shall
exist on both sides of the grouping of containers or additional
waste.

g) Notwithstanding Section 168, an owner may set out one or more
automated collection containers for waste on the street or alley for
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automated collection in accordance with the requirements of 
Subsections (4) and (5) of this Section. 

COLLECTION FROM CONDOMINIUMS  

235.  The owner of a condominium may set waste out for collection in a 
commercial bin if use of a commercial bin is approved in writing by the 
Director of Operations.  

246.  If the Director of Operations approves the use of a commercial bin by a 
condominium, the owners of the condominium must provide and maintain 
the commercial bin at their own cost.  

257.  Where the Director of Operations has approved the use of a commercial bin 
by a condominium, the owners of that condominium must ensure the 
commercial bin is placed at a location where the collector can easily and 
safely access it, unless, the Director of Operations has approved in writing a 
specific location for the commercial bin.  

268.  The Town does not collect waste from a commercial bin. The owner of the 
condominium is responsible for selecting and hiring a contractor for waste 
collection at the owners cost. 

279.  Where the Town collects waste from a condominium The Town will collect 
waste with residential automated collection containers. The same frequency 
as it does at other residential dwellings.  

2830  The owners of the condominium must ensure the bins can be collected 
safely on site or curbside as provided in section 225. 

COMMERCIAL WASTE 

2931.  Except as provided in section 2932, the owner of commercial premises must 
ensure waste generated at the premises is set out in a commercial bin for 
collection.  

3032.  The Director of Operations may give the owner of commercial premises 
written approval to set waste out for collection in waste containers. or plastic 
garbage bags.  

3133.  The owner of commercial premises must ensure sufficient commercial bins 
or waste containers, or plastic garbage bags are available to hold and retain 
all waste from the premises.  

324. The owner of premises using commercial bins must ensure that:  
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a) the bins are located in a central place that allows direct vehicular
access to the bins;

b) snow and ice does not accumulate near the bins such that vehicle
access to the bins is impeded; and

335.  If it is impractical for a commercial bin to be located outside of commercial 
premises, the Director of Operations may give written approval to the owner 
of the commercial premises to store the commercial bin inside a building.  

346.  The Director of Operations shall not give written approval for a commercial 
bin to be stored inside a building unless he is first satisfied that the Fire 
Marshall of the Town  does not object to the storage of the commercial bin 
inside the building.  

357.  The owner of commercial premises shall ensure there are sufficient litter 
receptacles on the premises. 

368.  The owner of commercial premises shall ensure that all litter receptacles on 
the premises are: 

a) maintained in good condition;

b) weighted or anchored so they cannot be inadvertently overturned;

c) of suitable size and at sufficient locations to discourage litter; and

d) emptied into a commercial bin, waste container, or plastic garbage
bag when full.

WASTE DISPOSAL  

379.  It shall be unlawful for any person to dump building waste, garbage or other 
waste material anywhere within the limits of the Town of Coaldale, except in 
the location designated by the Director of Operations as the Landfill, or in 
such other location approved in writing by the Director of Operations: 

a) dispose of any waste other than at a Town’s designated disposal site.

b) dispose of waste at a Town’s designated disposal site unless it is
packaged to prevent litter once deposited.

389.1.  A person carrying out the construction, demolition or alteration of buildings or 
other building operations on any property shall do so in such manner as to 
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not permit building material or building waste material to remain loose, free 
or uncontrolled on the property. 

a) The main contractor and/or property owner on the building site shall
be responsible for the actions of any subcontractor or tradesman who
fail to comply with section 389.1.

b) Any building material or building waste material which blows free
from the building site shall be recaptured, returned to the building site
and deposited in a waste bin.

c) The main contractor and/or property owner on a building site shall be
responsible for the term of the construction in providing a suitable
waste bin capable of receiving all building waste material and
maintaining the same in a safe contained manner.

d) Where the contractor and/or property owner is working on more than
one building site and they are adjoining, he must provide one
building waste bin for each building site.

e) The main contractor and/or property owner on a building site shall be
responsible for having all unused building material and building waste
material disposed of in the Landfill.

f) The Director of Operations may direct the person carrying out the
construction or alteration of a building to provide a fence of a type
that will trap any building material or building waste material in such a
manner as to prevent it from escaping from the building site.

399.2  The Free Landfill Disposal program will consist of: 

a) Year round access on any day the City of Lethbridge landfill is open
during the year,

b) Free landfill disposal will be available to all Town of Coaldale
residential customers that receive solid waste services from the
Town.

c) Each coupon allows for the Ffree disposal of up to 250 kilograms of
residential waste. 

d) Residents Property owners must pick up a coupon from the Town
Office or Town Shop and present it at the City of Lethbridge landfill at
time of disposal. Should it be property owner as residents would
apply to renters and they can’t pick up the coupons.The coupons will
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only be issued to the registered owner of the property and cannot be 
issued to a renter. 

e) Residents have a maximum of 3 coupons per residence per year.

40. No person or owner of a motor vehicle as that term is used in the Traffic
Safety Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. T-6 shall dispose of industrial waste.

COMMUNITY RECYCLING DEPOTS  

41.       a) No person shall deposit or dispose of materials at a community 
recycling depot other than those materials described as permitted 
materials by signage located at the depot.  

b) No person shall deposit materials of any kind at a community
recycling depot except in the receptacles or bins provided.

c) The owner of a vehicle involved in an offence referred to in this
Section is guilty of the offence, unless that vehicle owner satisfies the
Court that the vehicle was:

i) not being operated by the owner; and

ii) that the person operating the vehicle at the time of the offence
did so without the vehicle owner’s express or implied consent.

RESIDENTIAL RECYCLING SERVICES 

42. Unless otherwise authorized by the Director of Operations, residential
recycling services shall be provided to only those residential dwellings that 
are not located in a multi-residential complex and:  

a) are a:

i) single detached dwelling;

ii) duplex;

iii) triplex;

iv) fourplex;
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v) multiplex;

vi) townhouse; and

vii) receive weekly residential waste collection services.

b) An owner of a residential dwelling receiving recycling services shall
not set out for collection any recyclable material that is not generated 
from that owner’s residential dwelling. 

COLLECTION OF RECYCLABLE MATERIALS IN AUTOMATED COLLECTION 
CONTAINERS  

42.1.     a) Except with respect to community recycling depots, or as specified by 
the Director of Operations an owner of an eligible residential dwelling 
shall set out any recyclable material for collection services in an 
automated collection container for recycling. 

b) An owner may refuse an automated collection container if they return
the container to the Town shop with a letter stating their name, 
address and why they are refusing the service. Owners wanting to 
have their blue bin back will make a written request to the Town 
Office and will be charged a $50.00 reinstatement fee. Rates for 
residential curbside recycling management will apply even where 
there is no collection. 

c) The Town shall own all recycling collection carts used in automated
collection. 

d) Where recyclable material is placed in a receptacle other than an
automated collection container for recycling, the receptacle and its 
contents may not be collected. 

e) An owner shall ensure that automated collection containers for
recycling used at the owner’s premises are filled so that: 

i) the total weight of the container and its contents does not
exceed sixty (60) kilograms; and  

ii) the container contains only recyclable materials.

f) Unless an owner has written approval from the Director of Operations
to set an automated collection container for recycling out for 
collection at a specific location, the owner shall ensure that the 
automated collection container containing recyclable material:  
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i) is located at least one (1) metre from any object on either
side of the container; 

ii) is located at least thirty (30) centimeters from any object
behind the container; 

iii) has an overhead clearance above the top of the automated
collection container of three (3) metres; 

iv) if intended for front street collection, is:
i) located in front of the eligible residential dwelling that

generated the recyclable material;  

ii) located on the street at the curb; or on the driveway at
the street; and  

iii) placed in an upright position with the lid closed and
the front of the container facing the street;  

v) if intended for alley collection, is:

i) located behind the eligible residential dwelling that
generated the recyclable material; 

ii) located adjacent to the alley on level ground and not
on a step or raised platform of any kind; and  

iii) placed in an upright position with the lid closed and
the front of the container facing the alley;  

vi) is not obstructing traffic in the street or alley.

g) Where more than one automated collection container is set out for
automated collection: 

i) the minimum amount of space between individual automated
collection containers shall be thirty (30) centimeters; and 

ii) a minimum of one (1) metre of space from any object shall
exist on both sides of the grouping of containers.  

iii) a extra charge per statement may apply. Fee is as per the
Utility Rate Bylaw. 
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h) Notwithstanding Section 18, an Owner may set out one or more
automated collection containers containing recyclable material on the 
street or alley for automated collection in accordance with the 
requirements of Subsection (4) and Subsection (5) of this Section. 

ENFORCEMENT  

423.  Where an Enforcement Officer who is also a designated officer, believes a 
person has contravened any provision of this Bylaw, he/she may: 

a) issue to the person an order in accordance with the Municipal
Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. M-26 to remedy the infraction;

b) issue to the person a violation ticket in accordance with the Provincial
Offences Procedures Act, R.S.A.2000, c. P-34; or

c) do both (a) and (b) above.

434.  If the person to whom an order has been issued pursuant to section 43 fails 
to comply with the order within the time specified in the order:  

a) that person commits an offence under this section and a Bylaw
Enforcement Officer may issue a violation ticket pursuant to
Provincial Offences Procedures Act, R.S.A.2000, c. P-34; and

b) The Town may take whatever steps are necessary to remedy the
breach of the bylaw and the cost of doing so becomes a debt owing
to the Town by the person to whom the order was issued in
accordance with the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. M-
26.

445.  Any person who contravenes a provision of this Bylaw is guilty of an offence 
and is liable on conviction.Breaches of any provision of this Bylaw is guilty of 
an offense and liable upon summary conviction to a mandatory penalty: 

a) In the amount specified in Schedule ‘A’; or
b) For any offense for which there is no penalty specified, to a penalty of not

less than $100.00 and not more than $10,000.00 and in default of payment 
of any penalty, to imprisonment for up to 6 months. 

45. Any person who commits a second or subsequent offense under this Bylaw
within 12 months of committing a first offense under this Bylaw, is liable to an 
increased fine set out in Schedule ‘A’; 

a) For an offense, this is of continuing nature, a contravention constitutes a
separate offence for each day or part of day on which it continues.  Any
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person guilty of such an offence is liable to a fine in an amount not less than 
that established by the Bylaw for each such day. 

46. The specified penalty for a first offence is the amount shown in Schedule A
in respect of that offence.

47. Where, on a prosecution of an offence pursuant to this Bylaw, a person
believes a written approval or permission of the Director of Operations
provides that person with a defense, the onus of proving that approval or
permission was given rests with the person relying on the permission or
approval.

48. The levying and payment of any fine or the imprisonment for any period
provided in the Bylaw shall not relieve a person from the necessity of paying
any fees, charges or costs for which he is liable under the provisions of this
Bylaw.

49. Nothing in this Bylaw relieves a person from complying with any federal or
provincial law or regulation, other bylaw or any requirements of any lawful
permit, order, consent or other direction.

50. Where this Bylaw refers to another Act, Regulation or agency, it includes
reference to any Act, Regulation or agency that may be substituted
therefore.

51. If a court or tribunal of competent jurisdiction declares any portion of this
Bylaw to be illegal or unenforceable, that portion of the Bylaw will be
considered to be severed from the balance of the Bylaw, which will continue
to operate in full force.

EFFECTIVE DATE AND REPEAL OF BYLAWS 

52. Sections Seven (7) and Eight (8) of Bylaw 353-R-01-97 is hereby
repealed.Bylaw 672-R-10-12 is hereby rescinded upon third reading of this 
bylaw.  

53. This Bylaw shall come into force on the day it is passed.

READ a FIRST time this 11th day of December, 2017 

Mayor – Kim Craig CAO – Kalen Hastings 
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Motion:  

READ a SECOND time this ________ day of_____________, 2018 

Mayor – Kim Craig CAO – Kalen Hastings 

Motion: ______ 

READ a THIRD time this ________ day of_____________, 2018 

Mayor – Kim Craig CAO – Kalen Hastings 

Motion: _______ 
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SCHEDULE “A” 
SPECIFIED AND MINIMUM PENALTIES 

SECTION OFFENCE 
MINIMUM 
PENALTY 

MAXIMUM 
PENALTY 

4. Scavenge solid waste or recyclable material $125.00 $250.00 

6 (a), (b) 
Storing waste or recyclable material on other’s 
premisesSolid waste deposited without consent 

$250.00 $500.00 

7. Improperly located waste containers $125.00 $250.00 

8. Waste inaccessible because of fence $125.00 $250.00 

9. Allowing offensive odors or untidy waste $125.00 $250.00 

11. Setting out restricted waste for collection $250.00 $500.00 

135. Improper packaging of yard waste $125.00 $250.00 

157. Fail to provide single waste storage location $125.00 $250.00 

168. Set out waste not generated on premises $250.00 $500.00 

179. 
Fail to set out solid waste in container or plastic 

garbage bagautomated collection container 
$125.00 $250.00 

1820. 
Use improper solid waste or recycling collection 

containers 
$125.00 $250.00 

1922. 
Set solid waste or recycling collection container 

out no later than 7:00 a.m. on the day of 
collection 

$50.00 $250.00

203.(a) 
Set automated collection containers out before 

7:00 p.m. on the day before collection  
$50.00 $250.00 

203.(b) 

Fail to remove solid waste containers or 
automated collection containers from front street 

or alley collection areas by 7:00 p.m. on collection 
day 

$50.00 $250.00

224.(a) 
Fail to use automated collection container where 

waste is collected by automated collection 
$125.00 $250.00 

224.(b) 
Additional waste on top of or beside the 

automated collection container 
$125.00 $250.00 

224.(c) 
42.1(e)(i) 

Filled automated collection container exceeds 60 
kilograms 

$125.00 $250.00 

224. (e) 
42.1(f) 

Fail to properly locate automated collection 
containers for collection 

$125.00 $250.00 

2931. Fail to use commercial bin $250.00 $500.00 
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313. Fail to provide sufficient bins $250.00 $500.00 

379. 
Unlawful for any person to dump building waste, 

garbage or other waste 
$250.00 $500.00 

389.1.(b) 
Allowing building material or building waste 

material to remain loose, free or uncontrolled on 
the construction site 

$250.00 $500.00 

389.1(c) 
Failure to provide a suitable waste bin capable of 

receiving all building material on site 
$250.00 $500.00 

389.1(d) 
Failure to provide a suitable waste bin at each 

construction site 
$250.00 $500.00 
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SCHEDULE “B” 

Pursuant to this Bylaw, the following materials are designated as recyclable materials: 

1. Newspaper

2. Catalogues and magazines

3. Mixed paper

4. Shredded paper: must be enclosed or contained within a securely tied clear
plastic bag

5. Telephone books

6. Boxboard and corrugated cardboard

7. Glass food and beverage containers

8. Metal food and beverage containers

9. Aluminum cans, aluminum foil and aluminum foil plates

10. Refundable beverage containers

11. Plastic containers with the recycling symbols from 1-7, (except polystyrene
foam (including Styrofoam™)

12. Plastic Bags: multiple plastic bags must be deposited and securely tied within
a single plastic bag
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SCHEDULE “C” 

Pursuant to this Bylaw, the following materials are designated as compostable materials: 

1. Animal bedding
2. Baked good & candies
3. Baking ingredients
4. Breads, cereal, grains, flour
5. Cardboard (soiled)
6. Cat/dog litter of waste (in compostable bag)
7. Coffee filters & grounds
8. Compostable bags
9. Compostable serving wear & bags
10. Corn cobs
11. Cotton balls (clean)
12. Dairy products
13. Dirt (only a small amount)
14. Dryer sheets & lint
15. Eggshells
16. Feathers
17. Flour & sugar bags
18. Food leftovers
19. Fruit & veggie scraps
20. Gum
21. Hair (pet or human)
22. Household plants, cut & dried flowers
23. Kabob skewers (wood)
24. Leaves & grass clippings
25. Meat, fish, giblets & bones
26. Nuts, pits, seeds & shells
27. Oily/fatty foods
28. Paper bags
29. Paper products (soiled)
30. Pasta, pizza, rice
31. Pizza boxes (no plastic inserts)
32. Popcorn bags (paper)
33. Popsicle sticks
34. Processed/unprocessed food
35. Pumpkins
36. Sauces/spreads
37. Sawdust/wood chips (limited amount)
38. Seafood/shells
39. Sod (only a very small amount)
40. Soiled paper towels & tissues
41. Solidified fats & grease
42. String (cotton)
43. Tea bags
44. Used paper cups & plates
45. Waxy paper products
46. Yard & garden waste (branches & pruning 6” diameter & 36” length)
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STAFF REPORT 
DECEMBER 11, 2017 – REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

ONGOING CHANGES TO THE MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT ACT 

PURPOSE:  

To update Council regarding ongoing changes to the Municipal Government Act. 

BACKGROUND: 

As Council is aware, the Province of Alberta’s Ministry of Municipal Affairs is currently in the final 
phases of a multi-year overhaul effort regarding the Municipal Government Act.  

The province has recently released a factsheet/checklist document for changes that have been 
ratified and are now in effect, and changes that will be coming in the next 1 to 3 years.  

UPDATE: 

In order to remain proactive regarding the changes to the MGA, staff has focused on taking all 
opportunities offered to stay up-to-date with the rollout process. For instance, in the spring of 
2017 a number of sessions were held by the province that focused on reviewing and discussing 
the final drafts of amendments to the MGA, which staff attended. Other steps that have been 
taken include joining the MGA mailing list and receiving email updates, corresponding with 
ORRSC on matters that they are impacted by, and so on. 

The attached information package is the latest information released by the province on the MGA 
changes. 

There are 42 specific amendments addressed in the information package. To ensure the 
amendments are dealt with in an effective manner, staff has prepared this report to highlight 
amendments based on: 

a) Provincially mandated deadlines
b) Those amendments that may require significant work in order to meet deadlines

AGENDA ITEM #: 7.1
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Public Participation Policy – Page 1 of checklist 

Deadline: Municipalities MUST have a policy in place by July 23, 2018 

Priority: HIGH 

As indicated on the checklist, the public participation policy that the Town produces and 
approves MUST have the following elements: 

• The policy must identify the types or categories of approaches the municipality will use
to engage municipal stakeholders, and the types or categories of circumstances in which
the municipality will engage municipal stakeholders;

• Make the policy available for public inspection, which may include posting it on the
municipality’s website; and

• Review the policy at least once every four (4) years

PREPARING THE POLICY 

Staff suggests that work on this policy begin immediately, and that the following steps be taken 
to initiate the process: 

a) Because the public participation policy is for the public, there is an opportunity to
undertake the preparation of the policy by first reaching out to the community and asking
a key question – how do you prefer to be informed/included in Town matters?

This step can be initiated by preparing an online/paper-based survey, and in more simple 
ways, such as by asking people who come into the office. There are other ways feedback 
can be collected that can be included in this initial step in the process. 

b) Staff has already looked into examples of other policies from other jurisdictions in the
province, and at other information that is currently available. It is suggested that after the
initial step of asking the community how they prefer to be communicated with, staff
prepare a first draft of a policy that focuses on using methods of communication the
community has indicated they prefer.

c) To finish the process the way it has started, staff suggests the final step in the process be
to engage the community regarding the draft policy, and to collect feedback and
incorporate changes into the draft policy that reflect community feedback.

PLEASE REVIEW – included in the attachments to this report is a document entitled “Public Input 
Toolkit” that has been authored by the province. This toolkit provides a thorough overview of the 
tools and mechanisms available to municipalities when undertaking engagement with the 
community. It is suggested that this document form a part of the policy that is created by the 
Town. 
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ENACTING THE POLICY 

In order to be best-equipped to carry out the act of engaging with the community and achieving 
the goals and objectives of the policy, it is suggested that key staff undertake formal public 
participation training.  

The International Association of Public Participation (IAP2) is a globally recognized organization 
that specializes in public participation training and certification. Staff has reached out to a 
number of other municipalities in southern Alberta to determine if/when training sessions may 
be able to be scheduled with the IAP2 organization. Preliminary feedback indicates that there is 
interest in the region for this type of training.  

Should Council find merit in it, staff is prepared to move forward with scheduling and undertaking 
the training.  

Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Training – Page 2 of checklist 
Impartiality of Appeal Boards – Page 9 of checklist (out of sequence but relevant) 

Deadline: the regulation comes into force April 1, 2018 and training must be done by April 2019 

Priority: HIGH 

The staff at the Oldman River Regional Services Commission (ORRSC) are spearheading efforts to 
address concerns and meeting the requirements of the amended MGA for this matter. 

ORRSC will be updating member municipalities as they progress. 

Transparency of non-statutory planning documents – Page 2 of checklist 

Deadline: January 1, 2018 

Priority: LOW 

The ORRSC website already lists all statutory and non-statutory planning documents on their 
website, which is linked from the Town’s website.  

Intermunicipal Collaborative Frameworks – Page 3 of 16 

Deadline: April 1, 2020 

Priority: MEDIUM 

Municipalities have been aware of the new requirements for ICF’s for some time. Feedback 
provided directly by the province has been that, if municipal neighbours already have 
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Intermunicipal Development Plans (IDP’s) in place, the work required to create an ICF should not 
be significant.  

From the date the Town receives a decision on the annexation application, there is a suggested 
6-month deadline in the current Town/County IDP in which to jointly review and update the IDP.
It has been discussed at a high level with the County that the IDP review/update process would
be a good opportunity to undertake the work required to develop an ICF as well.

Off-site Levies – Page 8 of the checklist 
Off-site Levies (Provincial Transportation) – Page 14 of checklist (out of sequence but relevant) 

Deadline: new regulations came into force on October 26, 2017 

Priority: HIGH 

This particular change to the MGA coming into effect in October had no impact on the current 
use of the levies bylaw by the Town. Instead, the urgency regarding levies is related to the Town’s 
annexation application. 

A major review and update to off-site levies has been budgeted for the past 2 years. However, 
undertaking a levy review without knowing with certainty the extent of the future boundaries of 
the Town (as based on annexation) could be considered unproductive. 

With an annexation decision likely in the first quarter of 2018, it is suggested that the levy review 
be initiated immediately after the annexation decision is delivered. 

Two major changes in the scope of off-site levies are highlighted below: 

Page 8 of checklist 

1) One major change regarding levies is the ability to identify and collect intermunicipal
levies for areas where infrastructure/servicing may span jurisdictions. This is likely to be
the case with the County, and therefore it is suggested that the potential for
intermunicipal levies be included in the scope of the levy review, and that the potential
for intermunicipal levies be forwarded to the IDP Committee for further discussion.

Page 14 of checklist 

2) The second major change is the ability for municipalities to charge off-site levies for road
network improvements that connect local roads to provincial roads (highways). This will
also be considered in the scope of the off-site levies review.
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Municipally Controlled Corporations – Page 14 of checklist 

Deadline: January 1, 2018 

Priority: not yet identified 

This change allows a municipality to establish a for-profit corporation without the need to gain 
approval from the province.  

There is no action suggested at this time. The item was highlighted as an informational item only. 

NEXT STEPS: 

Should Council find merit in the action plan prepared by staff, work on the most pressing items 
should be initiated immediately. The proposed action plan reflects the major overarching steps 
that are proposed to be associated with each of the highest priority amendments.   

The intention is, where possible, to have the work required to meet/exceed the requirements of 
the amended MGA completed well in advance of the deadlines provided by the province. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COUNCIL ACTION REQUESTED: 

Administration recommends that Council accept this report for information and that Council 
consider the approval of the following action items: 

1) Initiation of the work required to prepare a public participation policy in advance of the
July 2018 deadline.

Respectfully Submitted: 

Spencer Croil, RPP MCIP 
Director of Planning and Community Development 

ATTACHMENTS: 

- Municipal Government Act Amendments – Legislative Checklist (2017) 
- Public Input Toolkit (2014) 
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This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

Legislative Coordinator – Lana Unger 
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Municipal Government Act Amendments – Legislative Checklist 
The following tables capture all of the changes to the Municipal Government Act (MGA), as well as when new 
requirements under the Act need to be completed. For more information, or to access tools and templates, 
please go to the Municipal Affairs website section for Municipal Administrators (CAOs) 
(http://www.municipalaffairs.alberta.ca/1912). 

Subject Matter Description of the Change When Does This 
Come Into 
Force/When is it 
Due By 

Orientation 
Training 

Municipalities must offer orientation training within 90 days after each 
councillor takes the oath of office.  

The training must address key topics outlined in the act. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Ensure that orientation training is offered to all councillors following a 
municipal election within 90 days of the councillors taking the oath of 
office. 

 The municipality may use internal and/or external resources to
deliver the training.

Each municipality may include additional topics in its curriculum to reflect 
local circumstances as it considers appropriate. 

Came into force 
July 1, 2017.  

Training must be 
offered within 90 
days after 
councillor takes the 
oath of office. 

Public 
Participation 
Policy 

Municipalities must adopt a public participation policy as per the 
requirements in the Public Participation Policy Regulation. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
Each municipality must ensure that any existing or newly created public 
participation policy meets the new requirements: 

 the policy must identify the types or categories of approaches the
municipality will use to engage municipal stakeholders, and the
types or categories of circumstances in which the municipality will
engage municipal stakeholders;

 make the policy available for public inspection, which may include
posting it on the municipality’s website; and

 review the policy at least once every four (4) years.

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

The policy must be 
in place by  
July 23, 2018 (270 
days (9 months) 
from it coming into 
force). 

Code of Conduct 
for Elected 
Officials 

Municipalities must establish a code of conduct bylaw as per the Code of 
Conduct for Elected Officials Regulation that governs the conduct of 
councillors and is applied to all councillors equally.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Ensure the municipality’s existing/newly established code of conduct 
bylaws meet the minimum standards established by the Code of Conduct 
for Elected Officials Regulation; which includes addressing the following 
items: 

 representing the municipality;

 communicating on behalf of the municipality;

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

The Code of 
Conduct must be in 
place by  
July 23, 2018 (270 
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 respecting the decision-making process;

 adherence to policies, procedures and bylaws;

 respectful interactions with councillors, staff, the public and others;

 confidential information;

 conflicts of interest;

 improper use of influence;

 use of municipal assets and services;

 orientation another training attendance; and

 set out a complaint process and sanctions for breach of Code of
Conduct.

Municipalities must review/update the code of conduct bylaw at least once 
every four (4) years. 

days (9 months) 
from it coming into 
force). 

Subdivision and 
Development 
Appeal Board 
(SDAB) Training 
Requirements 

As per the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Regulation, SDAB 
members and clerks must undergo mandatory training based on a standard 
training program to be approved by the Minister of Municipal Affairs. 
Training may be delivered locally or regionally. 

All SDAB members and clerks must successfully complete the SDAB training 
as approved by the Minister. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
Municipalities must: 

 ensure the municipality’s SDAB clerks and members complete the
required training before the April 1, 2019 deadline;

 submit an annual report containing information on the number of
SDAB clerks and members they have appointed, and those who
have completed and enrolled in the required SDAB training; and

 ensure SDAB clerks and members take the required refresher on
the SDAB training every three (3) years to stay current with the
roles and responsibilities of the position.

The regulation will 
come into force 
April 1, 2018. 

Training must be 
completed by  
April 1, 2019 
(within one year of 
the regulation 
coming into force). 

Transparency of 
Non-Statutory 
Planning 
Documents 

Municipalities must list, publish and keep updated the list of all planning 
policy documents, and describe how they relate to each other and to the 
municipality’s statutory plans.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
Municipalities must publish this information on their websites. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

All planning policy 
documents must 
be listed and 
published by  
January 1, 2019. 
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Municipal 
Corporate 
Planning 

As per the Municipal Corporate Planning Regulation, municipalities must 
adopt, as a minimum standard, a written three (3)-year financial plan and 
five (5)-year capital plan in addition to the annual budget.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
Municipalities must, for the 2020 budget year, prepare financial plans that 
include: 

 anticipated total revenues and total expenditures by major
category;

 anticipated annual surplus or deficit; and

 anticipated accumulated surplus or deficit.
Capital plans must include: 

 planned capital property additions; and

 allocated or anticipated funding sources.

These financial/capital plans must be reviewed by council annually. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

The first financial 
plans will need to 
be prepared by the 
end of 2019 and 
cover the 2020-22 
(financial) or  
2020-24 (capital) 
period. 

Intermunicipal 
Collaborative 
Frameworks 

All municipalities must adopt intermunicipal collaboration frameworks 
(ICFs) with each municipality they share a common border with.   The ICFs 
must align with the requirements outlined in the act and the Intermunicipal 
Collaboration Framework Regulation. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Municipalities must work with neighbouring municipalities, and negotiate in 
good faith, to develop an ICF that addresses at minimum: transportation; 
water and wastewater; solid waste; emergency services; and recreation.  
Municipalities who already have existing agreements that cover off the 
minimum requirements of an ICF do not need to recreate the framework, 
so long as it meets the requirements set out in the Act and regulation. 

ICFs also need to address intermunicipal land-use planning and how 
servicing will support development, as well as regional service delivery and 
funding. An ICF is not complete unless municipalities have also adopted an 
Intermunicipal Development Plan (IDP). 

Where multiple municipalities with common boundaries exist in a given 
area, nothing in these provisions would prevent those municipalities from 
entering into one ICF for the area, if the participating municipalities deem it 
appropriate (e.g. a rural municipality with all of the urban municipalities 
with which it shares common boundaries).   

Municipalities that do not have common boundaries may voluntarily be 
parties to a framework. 

Municipalities that are members of a Growth Management Board (GMB) 
are required to create a framework with other members of the same GMB 
only in respect of those matters that are not addressed in the growth 
management plan. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation will 
come into force on 
April 1, 2018. 

ICFs must be in 
place by  
April 1, 2020 
(within two years 
of coming into 
force), or a 
mandatory 
arbitration process 
will be initiated. 
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Municipal 
Development 
Plans  

All municipalities, no matter their population, must create a Municipal 
Development Plan (MDP).  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
An MDP must address matters such as: 

 the future land use within the municipality;

 the manner of and the proposals for future development in the
municipality;

 the provision of the required transportation systems either
generally or specifically within the municipality and in relation to
adjacent municipalities; and

 the provision of municipal services and facilities either generally or
specifically.

They must also contain policies that: 

 are compatible with the subdivision and development regulations
to provide guidance on the type and location of land uses adjacent
to sour gas facilities;

 respect the provision of municipal, school or municipal and school
reserves, including but not limited to the need for, amount of and
allocation of those reserves and the identification of school
requirements in consultation with affected school boards; and

 respect the protection of agricultural operations.

An MDP must also be consistent with any IDP that may be in effect for lands 
identified in both of these plans.  

The related 
sections of 
legislation will 
come into force 
April 1, 2018. 

MDPs must be in 
place by  
April 1, 2021 
(within three (3) 
years of it coming 
into force). 

Collaboration 
with Indigenous 
Communities 

Municipalities must notify neighbouring Indigenous communities of any 
new municipal development plans or area structure plans.  

Municipalities may invite neighbouring Indigenous communities to 
collaborate on future regional service delivery and enter into agreements 
with them.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Municipalities must, when preparing a municipal development plan or area 
structure plan, notify the Indian band of any adjacent Indian reserve, or any 
adjacent Métis settlement of the plan preparation and provide 
opportunities to that Indian band or Métis settlement to make suggestions 
and representations. 
These requirements do not apply if a municipality is only making 
amendments to a statutory plan. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Council 
Meetings 

The Minister of Municipal Affairs was provided the authority to make 
regulations defining “meeting” for purposes of one or more provisions of 
the Act. The Council and Council Committee Meetings Regulation was 
established under this authority. 

Procedures around when a meeting is closed to the public as well as other 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 
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existing councillor duties to support transparency of councils were clarified 
in the legislation. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
Before holding part of a meeting that is to be closed to the public, a council 
must:  

 approve by resolution the part of the meeting that is to be closed;
and

 identify the basis for which the part of the meeting is to be closed
(i.e. identifying the related section of FOIPPA).

If council or a council committee allow one or more other persons to attend 
a closed meeting, the names of those persons and the reason for their 
attendance must be recorded in the minutes of the council meeting.  

Once the closed meeting discussions are completed municipalities must: 

 notify people outside the meeting room that the meeting is now
open to the public, and

 provide a reasonable amount of time for those members of the
public to return before the meeting continues.

Streamlining 
Bylaw Revisions 

Council may, when a bylaw needs revision for non-substantive changes, 
pass a revised bylaw without the need for advertising it to the public. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
In order to use the streamlined processes for bylaw revision a municipality 
must ensure those revisions meet the requirements outlined in Section 63 
of the Act. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Petitioning 
Process 

Municipalities may, by bylaw, choose to decrease the required percentage 
of eligible signatories, accept online petitions, extend the time period for 
collecting signatures. 

The timeline for petition validation is extended to 45 days. 

The personal information on petitions must be protected from disclosure 
and petitions must include a confidentiality statement on each page. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
A municipality must not disclose to anyone except the Chief Administrative 
Officer (CAO) and the CAO’s delegates personal information contained in a 
petition. The municipality must not use this information for any other 
purpose than validating the petition. 

If the witness affidavit is not included in the filed petition, the municipality 
must exclude the associated signatures from the petition. 

The CAO must make a declaration to the council or Minister, if necessary, 
on whether the petition is sufficient or insufficient within 45 days. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 
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Public 
Notification 
Methods 

Municipalities may choose alternative advertisement methods, including 
electronic advertising, by passing an advertisement bylaw. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
If the municipality wishes to use alternate advertising methods, the 
municipality must establish a bylaw that meets the following requirements: 

 council must be satisfied that the method provided for in the bylaw is
likely to bring the matter to the attention of substantially all residents
in the relevant area;

 a public hearing must be held on the bylaw;

 the notice of the bylaw must be advertised by newspaper or residential
mail or delivery; and

 bylaws passed under this section must be made available for public
inspection.

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Roles and 
Responsibilities 
of Council and 
Administration 

The roles and responsibilities of council and the CAO have been clarified, 
including the CAO’s ability to delegate. 

Some specific CAO duties have also been moved to specific sections in other 
divisions of the Act that deal with the specific type of activity. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Ensure elected officials are aware of the change; clarifying that the outlined 
responsibilities are clearly placed on administration. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Parental Leave Municipalities may provide for extended councillor parental leave by bylaw. 

Councillors will be exempt from disqualification when absent under the 
provisions of a local parental leave bylaw. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
If a municipality wishes to establish a parental leave bylaw, the bylaw must 
contain: 

 provisions in respect to the length of the leave and other terms and
conditions of the leave entitlement; and

 provisions that address how the municipality will continue to be
represented during periods of leave.

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Municipal 
Amalgamation 
(Notification 
Process) 

An initiating municipality must notify all local authorities that operate or 
provide services in the affected municipalities when initiating an 
amalgamation.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
A municipality initiating an amalgamation must give written notice to all 
local authorities that: 

 have jurisdiction to operate in the initiating municipality;

 provide services in the initiating municipality; or

 meet either of the above conditions in any of the municipalities
proposed to be amalgamated.

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 
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The written notice must include proposals for consultation with all local 
authorities, and the public, about the proposed amalgamation.  

Municipalities may jointly initiate activities such as signing/certifying the 
report to the Minister and provide notice to affected local authorities. 

Municipal 
Amalgamation 
(Report of 
Negotiation) 

To assist in forming the contents of an amalgamation order, municipalities 
must submit a report that should contain: 

 a list of the matters agreed on;

 matters on which there is no agreement between the municipal
authorities; and

 relevant matters, if any, related to contents of any formation orders
or amalgamation orders.

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
The initiating municipal authority must approve the report by passing a 
resolution of council, rather than delegating signing authority to another 
person or body.  
The other municipal authorities that propose to amalgamate with the 
initiating municipal authority must also pass a resolution of council to 
approve the report.  

 The report must include a certificate by the initiating municipal
authority stating that the report accurately reflects the results of
the negotiations.

A municipal authority that does not pass a resolution of council to approve 
the report may include in the report its reasons for not approving. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Voluntary 
Amalgamation 
(Summer 
Villages) 

Summer villages with non-contiguous boundaries may now amalgamate if 
they share a common body of water, and retain their status as a summer 
village.  

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Conservation 
Reserve  

Municipalities may designate land for a new type of reserve, called 
Conservation Reserve (CR), in order to protect environmentally significant 
features such as wildlife corridors, significant tree stands, or other 
environmentally significant features a municipality chooses to conserve. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
If the municipality wishes to designate land as CR it must include policies 
addressing conservation reserve in their municipal development plans and 
area structure plans. 

If the municipality designates land as CR it must pay compensation to the 
landowner in an amount equal to the market value of the land at the time 
the application for subdivision approval was received by the municipality’s 
subdivision authority Within thirty (30) days after the Registrar issues a new 
certificate of title for a CR. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 
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 If the municipality and landowner disagree on the market value, the
matter must be determined by the Land Compensation Board.

It must not sell, lease or otherwise dispose of conservation reserve and 
must ensure that the land remains in its natural state. 

Off-site Levies 
(Expanded 
Scope) 

The scope of off-site levies was expanded so municipalities may use the 
funds to build community recreation facilities, fire halls, police stations and 
libraries.  

The Off-Site Levies Regulation was updated to align with these changes. 

Developers would contribute costs based on that proportional benefit, 
while municipalities will fund the rest through general revenue. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
In determining the basis upon which the levy is calculated, a municipality 
must at a minimum consider and include or reference in the bylaw 
imposing the levy: 

 a description of the specific infrastructure and facilities;

 a description of each of the benefitting areas and how those areas
were determined;

 supporting technical data and analysis;

 estimated costs and mechanisms to address variations in cost over
time; and

 a requirement for a periodic review of the calculation of the levy in
the bylaw imposing the levy.

Municipalities must ensure the information used to calculate levies are kept 
current and that there is a correlation between the levy and the benefits of 
new development. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Off-site Levies 
(Intermunicipal) 

Municipalities may jointly create off-site levy bylaws for projects that 
benefit portions of two or more municipalities, including the expanded uses 
(libraries, police stations, fire halls, community recreation facilities, 
connection of a municipal road to a provincial highway). 

The Off-Site Levies Regulation was updated to align with these changes. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
If a municipality wishes to charge this levy the municipalities must enter 
into such agreements as are necessary to outline what capital costs are to 
be funded by the levy and establish bylaws that meet the requirements 
outlined in the related sections of the act and associated regulation. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Provincial 
Transportation 
Referrals 

Require municipal statutory plans within 1.6 km of a provincial highway to 
be referred to Alberta Transportation for review. 

The Subdivision and Development Regulation was updated to align with this 
change.  

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017 
and the regulation 
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What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Ensure statutory plans within 1.6 km of a provincial highway are referred to 
Alberta Transportation for review. 

came into force on 
November 1, 2017. 

Land-Use 
Policies 

The current MGA land-use policies will continue to be phased out of force 
as new regional plans under the Alberta Land Stewardship Act come into 
force.  

The MGA will provide the authority, through regulation, to create land-use 
policies for municipal planning matters that are not included in a regional 
plan under the Alberta Land Stewardship Act. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Municipalities in an area where a regional plan is currently in place are 
encouraged to review the regional plan and contact Municipal Affairs if they 
feel a gap exists between the regional plan and the 1996 land-use policies. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Hierarchy and 
Relationship of 
Plans 

The hierarchy and relationship of statutory plans is identified, so that each 
plan will be consistent with the plans above it and, in the event of an 
inconsistency, which provisions in what plan will prevail. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
A municipality must observe the hierarchy of statutory plans when 
reviewing an application for a subdivision.  

 Subdivision and development appeal boards (SDABs) are also
bound by the hierarchy of statutory plans when hearing an appeal
and rendering a decision.

If a conflict or inconsistency between statutory plans is identified, then the 
municipality must observe the hierarchy and relationship of plans in the 
decision making process. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force on 
October 26, 2017. 

Impartiality of 
Appeal Boards 

Municipal councillors are no longer able to form the majority of any 
legislated appeal board hearing panel.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Municipalities must ensure that no more than one councillor participates as 
a member on any Assessment Review Board (ARB) or Subdivision & 
Development Appeal Board (SDAB) panel regardless of the municipality 
they represent. 

Municipalities that experience challenges in obtaining panel members who 
are not municipal councillors are encouraged to work with neighbouring 
municipalities to develop regional options.  The Minister may by order 
exempt a municipality from the provisions restricting councillor 
participation in extenuating circumstances.  

The related 
sections of 
legislation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 
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Access to 
Information for 
Assessors and 
Property 
Owners 

The existing scope of information requirements for both property assessors 
and property owners has been clarified within the Act, by enhancing the 
regulation-making authority, and by providing detailed direction in The 
Access to Information Guide. 

The Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation 2018, Matters 
Relating to Assessment Complaints Regulation 2018 were updated to align 
with these changes. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Municipalities must provide to an assessed person, when requested in the 
manner required: 

 information that is in the municipal assessor’s possession at the time of
the request, showing how the municipal assessor prepared the
assessment of that person’s property;

 a summary of the most recent assessment of any assessed property in
the municipality of which the assessed person is not the owner, which
must include the following information:

o description of the parcel of land and any improvements;
o the type and use of the property;
o size and measurements of the parcel of land;
o age and size or measurements of any improvements;
o key attributes of any improvements to the parcel of land; and
o assessed value and any adjustments.

Municipalities are not obligated to respond to a request for information for 
a property after a complaint is made by the person assessed until the 
complaint has been heard and decided on by an ARB. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulations will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

Corrections to 
Assessment 
under 
Complaint 

Assessor will be able to make corrections to assessments under complaint 
without needing ratification from the ARB or having the complaint 
withdrawn first.  

If an assessment that is under complaint is amended the complaint will be 
cancelled and all taxpayer rights reset, unless the amended assessment has 
been agreed to by both parties (in which case no further appeal or 
amended assessment notice is required). 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
Assessors must follow the processes outlined in the Matters Related to 
Assessment Complaints Regulation in regard to making correction to 
assessments under complaint. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

Linking 
Residential and 
Non-Residential 
Tax Rates 

The highest non-residential tax rate can be no more than five (5) times the 
lowest residential tax rate. Within this 5:1 ratio, municipalities will continue 
to be able to set their own tax rates.   

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
Municipalities must ensure their tax rate bylaws set rates that are within 

The related 
sections of 
legislation came 
into force May 31, 
2016. 
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the legislated ratios. Non-conforming municipalities (municipalities whose 
ratio was greater than 5:1 prior to May 31, 2016) will be required to reduce 
their ratios over time in accordance with a regulation to be developed in 
consultation with affected municipalities. 

Splitting the 
Non-Residential 
Property Classes 

Municipalities are enabled to split the municipal non-residential class into 
subclasses that are specifically defined in the Matters Related to 
Assessment Sub-Classes Regulation.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
If a municipality wishes to split the municipal non-residential class into sub-
classes they may update their tax rate bylaw to include the three prescribed 
sub-classes: 

 vacant non-residential property;

 small business property; or

 other non-residential property.

If a municipality wishes to create a sub-class for “small business property” 
they must: 

 ensure the municipality’s bylaw makes reference to the number of
full-time employees across Canada that will be employed by the
business to identify whether a business qualifies as a “small
business”; and

 ensure the tax rate set for the "small business property" sub-class is
not greater than the tax rate set for the "other non-residential
property" sub-class or less than 75 per cent of the tax rate set for
the "other non-residential property" sub-class.

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

Centralization 
of Industrial 
Property 
Assessment 

Designated industrial property will be defined as major plants, properties 
regulated by provincial and federal regulators, linear property, and rail 
property.  

The assessment of all designated industrial property will be centralized 
within Municipal Affairs. Costs associated with centralizing assessment will 
be recovered from designated industrial property owners through a 
requisition and a separate tax rate shown on the notice for all designated 
industrial property.  

Supplementary assessment on linear properties will be allowed, and a 
standard assessment condition date of October 31 annually will be 
established for designated industrial properties.  

All appeals related to designated industrial property will be heard by the 
Municipal Government Board. 

The Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation has been 
updated to align with these changes. 

Designated 
industrial property 
assessment will be 
the responsibility 
of the province 
January 1, 2018.  
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What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
The municipal assessor must, in accordance with the regulations, provide 
the Minister or the provincial assessor with information that the Minister or 
the provincial assessor requires about property in the municipality. 
The designated industrial property requisition tax rate (set by the Minister 
of Municipal Affairs) must be shown separately on designated industrial 
property tax notices. 

Centralization 
of Industrial 
Property 
Assessment 
(Access to 
Assessment 
Information ) 

Municipalities may request information regarding designated industrial 
property within their jurisdiction, subject to confidentiality restrictions that 
do not preclude use of the information in an appeal. 

The Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation has been 
updated to align with this change. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
A municipality may ask the provincial assessor, in the manner required by 
the provincial assessor, to let the municipality see or receive information in 
the provincial assessor’s possession at the time of the request, showing 
how the provincial assessor prepared the assessment of designated 
industrial property in the municipality. 

Information obtained by a municipality under this section must be used 
only for assessment purposes and must not be disclosed except at the 
hearing of a complaint before the Municipal Government Board. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

Assessment and 
Taxation of 
Farm Buildings 
(Improvements) 

All farm buildings in urban and rural municipalities will not be assessed or 
charged municipal or education property taxes. Provisions were put in place 
to phase in farm building exemptions in urban municipalities over five (5) 
years. 

The Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation 2018 has been 
updated to align with these changes. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
The municipal assessor must assess farm buildings in urban using the 
schedule in the regulation. At the end of five years all farm buildings in 
urban and rural municipalities will not be assessed or charged municipal or 
education property taxes. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

Assessment of 
Farmland 
Intended for 
Development 

Farmland will continue to be assessed as farmland until it is no longer used 
for farming operations. The definition of farmland and farming operations 
in the Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation 2018 has 
been clarified. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
The municipal assessor must ensure that farmland with its top soil 
removed, or no longer being used for farming operations is assessed and 
taxed at market value, or where applicable according to the Minister’s 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 
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Guidelines. 

Brownfields Municipalities may grant multi-year tax exemptions, deferrals or reductions 
as a means of incentivising cleanup and redevelopment of brownfields. 
Councils may pass bylaws encouraging remediation and redevelopment of 
brownfield properties by developers through full or partial tax exemptions 
or tax collection deferrals. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
If a municipality wishes to use the above tax tools to incentivise cleanup 
and redevelopment of brownfields, they must establish a bylaw that: 

 must identify the brownfield properties in respect of which an
application may be made for a full or partial exemption from
taxation, or for a deferral of the collection of tax;
o the bylaw may set criteria to be met for a brownfield property

to qualify for an exemption or deferral;

 must specify the taxation year or years for which the identified
brownfield properties may qualify for an exemption or deferral; and

 must specify any conditions the breach of which cancels an
exemption or deferral, and the taxation year or years to which the
condition applies.

Hold a public hearing when identifying and setting criteria for brownfield 
properties. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

Notice of 
Assessment 
Date 

Municipalities and the provincial assessor will be required to set a “notice 
of assessment date” between January 1 and July 1; and mail the assessment 
notices seven (7) days prior to the “notice of assessment date”.  

Municipalities and the provincial assessor are enabled to establish 
additional notice of assessment dates for amended and supplementary 
assessment, which could occur at any time throughout the year.  

 The amended or supplementary assessment notice would state the
deadline for filing a complaint regarding that assessment.

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
The municipal assessor must set a “notice of assessment date” between 
January 1 and July 1 and mail the assessment notices a minimum of seven 
days prior to the “notice of assessment date”.  

The related 
sections of 
legislation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 

Tax Receipts Municipalities are not required to provide property tax receipts unless 
requested by the taxpayer.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 

Municipalities must notify taxpayers how to request a receipt. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation will 
come into force 
January 1, 2018. 
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Municipally 
Controlled 
Corporations 

Municipalities may establish these for-profit corporations without the 
requirement for ministerial approval.  

New procedural and consultative requirements focused on accountability 
and transparency will be put in place to ensure the public has a meaningful 
opportunity to review new proposals for the corporations, and to provide 
input before final decisions are made. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
A council resolution must be passed to establish a municipally controlled 
corporation (MCC) and indicate that prior to a resolution the council must 
consider a business plan that addresses:  

 the costs related to establishing the MCC;
 the value of assets to be transferred;
 a cash flow projection for three (3) years, or five (5) financial

statements if taking control of an existing corporation; and

 holding a public hearing.

These legislative 
provisions are NOT 
in force at this 
time.  The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation are 
anticipated to 
come into force 
April 2018. 

Off-site Levies 
(Provincial 
Transportation) 

Municipalities may, by bylaw, charge off-site levies for municipal road 
projects that connect to or improve the connection to provincial highways. 

The updates to the Off-site Levy Regulation that align with this change are 
currently being developed.  

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
If a municipality wishes to charge this levy it must meet the requirements 
outlined in the related sections of the act and associated regulation.  

These legislative 
provisions are NOT 
in force at this 
time.  The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation are 
anticipated to 
come into force 
April 2018. 

Joint Use and 
Planning 
Agreements 

Municipalities must develop joint use and planning agreements with school 
boards, through amendments to the MGA and the School Act. 

The updates to the School Act and accompanying regulations are currently 
being developed. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do  
A municipality must, within three (3) years of the related sections of the Act 
coming into force, establish agreements with school boards operating 
within its boundaries that contain provisions: 

 Establishing a process for discussing matters relating to:
o the planning, development and use of school sites on municipal

reserves, school reserves and municipal and school reserves in
the municipality;

o transfers under Section 672 or 673 of municipal reserves, school
reserves and municipal and school reserves in the municipality;

o disposal of school sites;
o the servicing of school sites on municipal reserves, school

reserves and municipal and school reserves in the municipality;
and

These legislative 
provisions are NOT 
in force at this 
time.  The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation are 
anticipated to 
come into force 
April 2018. 

The agreements 
must be in place 
within three (3) 
years of the related 
sections coming 
into force. 
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o the use of school facilities, municipal facilities and playing fields
on municipal reserves, school reserves and municipal and
school reserves in the municipality, including matters relating to
the maintenance of the facilities and fields and the payment of
fees and other liabilities associated with them;

 respecting how the municipality and the school board will work
collaboratively;

 establishing a process for resolving disputes; and

 establishing a time frame for regular review of the agreement.

The agreement must also, subject to this MGA, the regulations, the School 
Act and the regulations under that Act, contain any other provisions the 
parties consider necessary or advisable. 

Compliance 
with Linked Tax 
Rate Ratio 

Authority was created for the Minister of Municipal Affairs to develop a 
regulation that will require non-complying municipalities to comply with 
the tax rate ratio of 5:1 over a period of time. 

This regulation is currently under development. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
Non-complying municipalities will be required to come into compliance 
with the legislated tax rate ratios as per the process outlined in the 
associated regulation. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation coming 
into force dates 
have yet to be 
determined. 

Community 
Organization 
Property Tax 
Exemptions 

A new Community Organization Property Tax Exemption Regulation 
(COPTER) is being drafted that will replace the existing COPTER regulation. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 

Continue to use the current COPTER for the 2018 taxation year. 

The current 
COPTER will be 
extended until 
December 31, 
2018, and it is 
expected the 
revised COPTER 
will come into 
force on  
January 1, 2019. 

Tax Exemptions 
for Community 
Organizations 

The Minister of Municipal Affairs was provided regulation making authority 
to assist in clarifying terms such as “held by” and “used in connection with”. 

What Does A Municipality Need to Do 
The municipal assessor does not need to change approach until the new 
regulation comes in force. 

The related 
sections of 
legislation and the 
regulation coming 
into force dates 
have yet to be 
determined. 
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Municipal Government Act Amendments – Regulatory Checklist 

Theme Regulation Coming into Force Date 

Governance 

Municipal Corporate Planning Regulation October 26, 2017 

Public Participation Regulation October 26, 2017 

Municipal Gas Systems Core Market Regulation October 26, 2017 

Code of Conduct for Elected Officials Regulation October 26, 2017 

Council and Council Committee Meetings Regulation October 26, 2017 

Crown Land Area Designation Regulation October 26, 2017 

Crowsnest Pass Regulation November 1, 2017 

Determination of Population Regulation November 1, 2017 

Municipally Controlled Corporations Regulation *Anticipated April 2018

Planning and 
Development 

Calgary Airport Vicinity Protection Area Regulation October 26, 2017 

Edmonton International Airport Vicinity Protection Area 
Regulation October 26, 2017 

Planning Exemption Regulation October 26, 2017 

Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Regulation October 26, 2017 

Community Aggregate Payment Levy Regulation 
*Maximum levy rate is $0.40 per tonne of sand and gravel
effective January 1, 2018 October 26, 2017 

Off-Site Levy Regulation October 26, 2017 

Subdivision and Development Regulation November 1, 2017 

Subdivision and Development Forms Regulation November 1, 2017 

Intermunicipal Collaboration Framework Regulation April 1, 2018 

Inclusionary Housing *Anticipated April 2018

Reserve Land Assembly Area Regulation *Anticipated April 2018

Joint Use Planning Agreements *Anticipated April 2018

Edmonton Metropolitan Region Regulation October 26, 2017 

Calgary Metropolitan Region Regulation January 1, 2018 

Assessment 
and Taxation 

Qualifications of Assessors June 2017 

Matters Relating to Assessment Complaints Regulation January 1, 2018 

Matters Relating to Assessment and Taxation Regulation January 1, 2018 

Matters Relating to Assessment Sub-Classing January 1, 2018 

Business Improvement Area *Anticipated April 2018

Community Organization Property Tax Exemption Regulation *Anticipated January 1, 2019
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Relationships among people are a critical element of municipal business. This Toolkit 
provides some guidance about how municipalities can maintain good relationships 
through appropriate public input into decisions made by Council.  

It is anticipated that the principal readers of this document will be: 

a) those in municipal administration who are responsible for integrating
public input opportunities into municipal projects and plans,

b) those on Council who will be making decisions about appropriate
public input, and

c) those in municipal administration who will be determining if
developers or other proponents have provided for an adequate public
input process.

Section 1 of the Toolkit describes how public input opportunities should be planned 
and designed in small and mid-size municipalities. The information will help with 
decisions about the: 

! amount of public input, 

! structure of the input process, and 

! integration between public input and the municipal decision process. 

Section 2 describes approaches and techniques to help people who carry out public 
consultation activities on behalf of a municipality. The emphasis in this section is on 
delivery. 

The Municipal Government Act (MGA, 2000) specifies minimum requirements for public 
notification and input. It also enables municipalities to do more to ensure public input 
informs municipal decisions. If a municipality were to limit its public input to the 
requirements of the MGA, that input could be received late in the decision process. 

Section 3 expands on details provided in Section 1 and Section 2 to provide in-
depth advice for municipalities considering the use of digital engagement tools and for 
municipalities that are already experimenting in this area. 

Introduction 

An essential balance 
between outcomes and 
trust must be 
maintained in municipal 
decision-making: 
building trust is just as 
important as achieving 
outcomes—both are 
necessary for success.  
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The processes described in this Toolkit are supplemental to the legal requirements and 
are intended to provide more opportunity for public input, earlier in the process.  

For convenience, many of the MGA sections that establish requirements for public 
input are described in the following table. However, this table is merely a “rough 
guide.” Check the MGA yourself to ensure you are fully informed. 

MGA Section Summary of direction provided 

197 Councils and Council committees must conduct meetings in public, 

unless section 2 or 2.1 applies. 

227 If Council calls a meeting with the public, notice of it must be 

advertised and everyone is entitled to attend.  

230 Describes when Council is required to hold a public hearing before 

second reading of the bylaw, or before Council votes on the resolution. 

251 (3) A borrowing bylaw must be advertised. 

606 Describes the requirements for public advertising. Notice must be 

advertised at least once a week for two consecutive weeks or delivered 

to every residence in the area affected. Describes what a notice must 

contain. 

636 Describes notification and public input requirements related to 

preparation of a statutory plan. 

640 (2) (d) Land use bylaw must provide for how and to whom notice of the 

issuance of a development permit is given. 

692 Council must hold a public hearing (section 230) and give notice 

(section 606) before giving second reading to adopt or amend a land 

use bylaw or statutory plan, i.e.  
a. intermunicipal development plan,
b. municipal development plan,
c. area structure plan, or
d. area redevelopment plan.

There are other sections of the MGA that describe public input requirements. For instance, if a 
municipality initiates an annexation proposal, then section 122 describes the notification and public 
hearing requirements. These sections are not described here because they do not directly affect the 
situations described in the Public Input Toolkit.

Tip: While advertising 
public hearings and 
meetings through online 
and mobile media does 
not satisfy the 
requirements set out in 
the MGA, digital 
engagement can 
complement your normal 
approaches and help you 
reach a greater variety of 
residents. 
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1. Public input is part of the municipal decision-making
process

If your municipality approaches decision-making with the assumption that communication 
and public input will improve decisions, your decision process will usually become more 
effective. Those who assume that public input is an “extra” demand often face more effort 
in the long run because affected citizens become more assertive in their effort to be heard. 
The municipality may find itself spending much more time resolving the issues that 
emerge.  

Municipal councils make decisions in public for the public good. The process described in 
this section supports the involvement of citizens in these public decisions. Public input is 
sought by a municipality when there is a decision to be made. Public input during decisions 
is valuable to a municipality for three important reasons: 

1. It leads to greater satisfaction and better relationships with citizens.

2. It reduces complaints and concerns that arise late in the process and cause
expensive delays and responses.

3. It leads to better solutions.

Elected officials play an important role in the process of gathering public input. They are 
the “empowering” agents who assure people their opinions and concerns matter. Many 
elected officials go out of their way to attend public meetings and hear public comments 
and discussion first-hand. Experienced citizens approach a councillor independently to 
ensure their questions and comments will be heard. In these cases, the councillor can help 
determine how to participate effectively, and can also ensure that important public 
questions are raised in Council. 

NOTE: If you encounter unfamiliar digital engagement terms, please refer to the glossary 
at the end of section 3 for guidance. 

Tip: A decision will not 
be effective if you fail to 
gain “desired outcomes” 
and “trust.” 

SECTION 1 

Planning a 
public input 
process 
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2. When should public input be part of a decision?

Public input is essential to the municipal decision process. The Municipal Government Act 
(MGA) establishes a legal requirement for Council and Council committees to conduct 
business in public and to ensure the public is notified of certain kinds of decisions.  

Much of the business of municipal councils is enhanced by public input. Nevertheless, 
there are decisions made by municipalities that normally do not include public input. 
Directive decisions are those made by a person authorized to do so, and are issued to 
others simply to inform them the decision has been made (see figure 1). Directive 
decisions are used in situations such as the following: 

1. There is an urgent need to respond immediately (e.g. flood response).

2. A person in authority is acting within their authority (e.g. police carrying out
their duties).

3. The decisions are routine and are accepted as part of the municipality’s
operations (e.g. snow removal after a heavy snowfall).

4. The decisions are dictated by law (e.g. improvements to water treatment plant).

5. The decisions have substantial effect only on those who have already agreed
to be affected through some form of contract (e.g. employment, volunteerism,
accepting elected office).

In these cases, the municipality is acting within its authority and is expected to implement 
the decision efficiently. Some municipal staff broadcast directive decisions to the public 
using their website, newsletter, social media or text messaging, particularly in the case of 
public safety and transportation issues. In a few cases, municipalities use digital tools to ask 
for feedback on directive decisions. 

Public input processes become more important when the municipality is making decisions 
called consultative decisions. These have one or more of the following characteristics: 

1. Public notification and input are required by law (see MGA requirements
in the Introduction).

2. The decision is a known concern of other parties, or is likely to have a
significant impact on other parties (e.g. a proposed casino).

3. The decision affects society’s moral or emotional expectations (e.g.
expansion of a recreation centre).

4. The decision affects the “comfort envelope” (lifestyle or habits) of citizens
(e.g. road closure affecting how people access the highway).

5. People perceive there are risks associated with the decision (e.g. approving
a “half-way” house to support convict rehabilitation).

6. Council or administration requests public input prior to making the
decision (e.g. public buildings or open space management).

Figure 1: Types of decisions 
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Consultative decisions are common in municipalities and are the type of decision primarily 
addressed in this section. However, the final decision rests with Council. For consultative 
decisions, digital engagement becomes more challenging, because the decision often 
involves moral or emotional elements. Often municipalities use digital engagement to 
notify residents about a face-to-face event during the consultative process, ask for 
feedback on an event, or perform a discrete task related to a larger consultative decision-
making process (such as filling out a survey).  

There are also collaborative decisions (or projects) in which the municipal representatives 
act in partnership with communities, organizations or individuals to deliver services or to 
respond to long-term challenges. In these collaborative situations, the municipality agrees 
to share the decision process with those at the table. Usually, those at the table must 
consult with their constituencies as part of the process. Collaborative processes are 
becoming more common because they can create greater “buy-in” and even “co-
investment” (i.e. partners) from those at the table. Collaborative processes have been used 
in subdivision planning, business revitalization zones, recreational facility development and 
inter-municipal agreements.  

Digital engagement tools can augment collaborative decisions and processes. As we will 
examine in Section 3, discussion groups, collaborative-writing websites (like wikis), and 
online charrette software can supplement face-to-face meetings or help when stakeholders 
find it difficult to meet in person. 

When a municipality embarks on a collaborative decision process, Council must recognize 
that parties who share in the investment expect to share in the decision. There must be 
assurances these partners will be heard and their wishes respected. However, Council must 
still approve all recommendations prior to implementation.  
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3. How much effort should be put into gathering public
input?

The MGA defines the minimum legal requirement for a municipality to provide public 
notification and opportunities for input. However, as elected representatives of citizens, 
councillors have a further obligation to be aware of citizen expectations and concerns 
before making their decisions. Municipal administrators are usually aware of the value of 
public input. 

Gathering public input requires a commitment of time and in some situations, the process 
can be costly. In this Toolkit, you will find a tool (Resource 3) and advice to help you make 
decisions about designing appropriate public input processes, within your budget. 

Most municipalities ask developers to consult with the communities affected by their 
proposed development. Two desirable outcomes should result from this effort: 

1. Good relations between the developer and the affected communities, and

2. Better information for Council (or the committee) to consider when the
application is brought forward for a decision.

A guide for developers is included with this Toolkit. It can be given to interested 
developers to support them in their public input efforts. 

It is difficult to predict the perspectives of those who may be affected by a decision. 
Unconsciously, we make assumptions that would quickly change if we were talking to 
someone with a different perspective on the issue. We recommend the following 
QuickTest as a way to ensure you are making good decisions about public input 
requirements. This interview guide can be used by either councillors or administrators.

Quick Test 

Select five people who could be affected by the decision being considered, and 
who are likely to have a different perspective than your own. Contact them (in 
person or by telephone) and tell them you are thinking about how to approach 
public input-gathering. Let them know the situation and the decision being 
contemplated and ask for their thoughts: 

! Do they feel well informed about this matter? 

! Are they personally interested?  

! Do they think consultation is important in this situation?  

! What would be a convenient and effective public input opportunity? 
Could this opportunity be enhanced with digital engagement? 

! What do they think people will want to talk about? 

! Who should be contacted for input? 
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Figure 2: Initial screen to determine level of public input. 

The screening approach illustrated in Figure 2 can be used early in the decision process to 
determine an appropriate approach to decision-making and to public input. This approach 
is based on the theory that early detection of concerns often reduces the time and 
effort required to achieve a solution. There are many examples of situations where 
public input not only avoided opposition and complaints; it also produced a better solution 
to the problem than was originally proposed.  

However, in some situations, municipalities are legally required to provide for public input, 
and in such situations the legal requirements must at least be met. This Toolkit describes 
three levels of public input process that can be used. The intention is to provide you with 
models you can compare. You are encouraged to “custom design” variations on any of 
these three processes. 

To help you assess the level of public input for your project, see: 

Resource 1: How much public input is appropriate? 
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Level 1: Person-to-person contact 

The foundation for good public input processes in your municipality is maintaining good 
relationships with citizens and communities involved in municipal decisions.  

Municipalities benefit from developing a “client service” attitude that helps build trust and 
satisfaction from every individual encounter with a client. While many factors can affect 
this relationship, the following are key requirements for success at the front counter or 
over the telephone: 

! Client is greeted on arrival. 

! Client never waits more than 3-5 minutes without an acknowledgement. 

! Response process is efficient for the client (i.e. remove need to re-dial; 
remove need to find additional paperwork or go to several people for an 
answer). 

! Person serving client is genuinely interested and friendly. 

! Person serving client does not defend or deny (clarification is OK). 

! Person serving client ensures client’s needs have been met before 
conversation ends. 

This relationship can be achieved by modifying standard processes to ensure people are 
informed in advance of changes or to make sure individual concerns are heard and 
addressed. Given that the municipality has maintained good client relations, a great deal of 
public input can be addressed at the “person-to-person” level.  

“Person-to-person” contact extends online, too. Keep in mind that a municipal website, 
email newsletter, text message service, and/or social media presence can be useful tools to 
help maintain good relationships with citizens and communities on a regular basis. 

Examples of level 1 public input are described on the following page. They all rely on early 
advance notice and personal effort to contact those affected. Assume it is your job to 
reach out to citizens who are likely to be affected by municipal decisions. 

My level of trust is a 
result of how you 

behaved  
in the past. 

Tip: The sooner people 
are informed of a change, 
the less likely they are to 
feel in conflict with the 
municipality. 
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Situation Suggested response 

Developers express concern that they 

need to know of any changes to fees or 

application processes as soon as possible 

! Hold an annual meeting with developers to 

inform them of any changes expected in the 

next year 

! Identify a person whom developers can call 

anytime to get updated information 

! Create an email list for interested parties 

! Explain the development application and 

approvals process on your website. Link 

application documents and list the fee 

schedules. Note on the webpage when they 

were last updated 

Several large trees have to be removed 

from the boulevard 

(Note: emotions could make this a Level 

2 process) 

! Provide advance notice of the tree removal to 

citizens who are in visual range. Put a link to 

your webpage that explains the process in 

more detail on any mailers, flyers, or posters. 

! Personal contact with affected citizens is 

recommended, where practical 

! Staff should be prepared to spend time 

talking to neighbours and to explain why 

removal is necessary (and best) at this time 

! Identify and brief any bloggers or online 

groups who care about this area 

Snow is removed after a heavy snowfall ! Send email and social media alerts out, use 

social media to post updates 

! Encourage your Mayor or Council members to 

communicate with residents online in 

response to extreme weather events 

Recreation centre will no longer be 

open at 6:00 a.m. on weekdays 

! Most municipalities will post an advance 

notice (more than a month) of the change 

! Post a new and different notice within a 

week of the change 

! Staff should personally explain the change to 

those using the facility during the affected 

hours 

! Update the parks and recreation website 

and/or Facebook Page with the advance 

notice and changed times. Don’t forget to 

include your designated staff contact 

person’s name on your website! 
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If you decide to use digital tools to supplement your level 1 consultation, you may use a 
website, an e-newsletter, Twitter, text messaging, Facebook, and/or YouTube. The 
following table outlines some tips for using these tools: 

Digital Tool Tips 

Website ! Provide email addresses and/or a comment box to allow residents to 

provide feedback 

! Ensure site is accessible for everyone, limiting the use of 

technologies that are not accessible to people who use screen 

readers or older computers 

! Index your website on major search engines, like Google, so your 

residents can easily find it (do this manually with Google’s 

webmaster tools or encourage other websites to post links to your 

website) 

! Choose website software (content management software) that helps 

staff easily make updates so your content stays up-to-date 

! Offer users the option to subscribe to website updates via RSS, a 

format for delivering regularly changing web content 

! Consider providing a mobile-friendly version of your website 

E-Newsletter ! Email is still the best way to get your message to most people 

! Consider offering an email newsletter that summarizes updates from 

your website and social media sites 

! Make it easy for users to subscribe and unsubscribe 

Twitter, Text 

Messaging, RSS 

! Use for important live updates, such as service outages or 

emergency communication 

! Guide people to your website for more information 

Facebook, 

Twitter 

! Use for customer service requests and program updates with your 

residents. See the Case Study on p. 1-9 for an example 

YouTube, Flickr ! Host photos and videos on media-sharing sites like Flickr and 

YouTube and link or embed videos and images into your website. 

Not only does this save room on your web server, but it also makes 

it easier for your residents to find your content! 

Budget: 

Typically, a level 1 consultation is accommodated through adjusting approaches that 
would normally be part of the decision process anyway. However, level 1 consultation 
can require extra staff hours and communication efforts.  

Keeping your content up to date and maintaining your social media presence does not 
have to be cumbersome if you are clear about your goals, assign responsibilities to 
staff, and incorporate activities into daily tasks. You may find it helpful to divide 
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digital engagement responsibilities among many staff for 10 to 30 minutes a day, rather 
than allocating 1/3 or all of someone’s time to the same work. When counting extra 
staff time and communication efforts, the budget for level 1 consultation may be 
anywhere from $500 to $2,500 or more, depending on the project. 

Case Study: Parkland County “Social” Media Relations 
“The media are always looking for a story,” says Jackie Ostashek, Communications 
Coordinator with Parkland County. Getting their attention can be a struggle so the 
County decided to connect through Twitter, a micro-blogging site designed to let people 
post short, 140-character text updates or “tweets” to a network of others.  

Twitter is a constantly updated timeline where people take turns creating and producing 
content. “We knew we had some interesting stuff to share but sending out a press 
release to the media wasn’t getting a great response so we needed to look at something 
different,” says Ostashek. The media offer a way to expand the County’s target 
audience. “We wanted to build a relationship with them to help us get the word out 
about the many different things we are doing in our community,” says Ostashek.  

After initiating their Twitter account, Parkland County searched for local and regional 
media organizations and personalities to follow. This search helped to reveal many 
contacts and the hashtag #yeg representing Edmonton. Hashtags are key words preceded 
by the # sign allowing people to direct tweets to interested followers. “The media outlets 
and personalities in Edmonton use this hashtag regularly to find out what is happening in 
the Capital region,” says Ostashek. “Once we were using the hashtag we started to get 
noticed more. But the real results came when we started re-tweeting some of the posts 
of the Edmonton media. Then they started re-tweeting our stuff,” says Ostashek.  

The Twitter network is centered on the exchange of information. Building an audience 
requires not just posting but also re-tweeting. “We learned quickly that re-tweeting 
exposed us to a larger group and this helped build our network. Not only that but we 
started to build a relationship with the media. We have received comments from them 
thanking us for sharing their stuff and in return they have been great responding and 
replying to our posts. For example, with the recent wildfires in the region we were able 
to share images and updates with the media and they used the pictures we posted in 
their stories. This gave us a way of sharing information with a much wider audience in a 
shorter period of time,” says Ostashek.  

The type of digital media one chooses should consider the interaction it needs to support. 
Parkland County uses Twitter’s capacity to exchange quick snippets of information to get 
the word out faster and to a larger audience than was possible before. A key learning for 
the County was that posting isn’t enough. As a social network tool Twitter requires a 
personal touch with friendly interaction to build relationships in order to maximize 
effectiveness. 

Jackie Ostashek can be reached at: jostashek@parklandcounty.com 
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Level 2: Moderate public input process 

There are a wide variety of situations where a level 1 approach will be inadequate, but a 
level 3 process would be “overkill.” Level 2 processes work best where the issue and the 
stakeholders are readily defined (i.e. specific area, specific stakeholders affected). Resource 
3 illustrates that any two of the following would make a level 2 approach necessary: 

! previous concern from the community, 
! emotional concern, 
! factors such as direct impact on fees or rates, or 
! concern over aesthetics. 

Health and safety issues, or a concern by many “secondary audiences” will make a 
level 3 process necessary. Some examples: 

Situation Why level 2 is often appropriate 

Installing a youth recreational 
facility (when zoning allows 
this use) 

! Affects more than a few citizens, and raises 
some concerns about costs, aesthetics and 
nuisance factors 

Replacement of existing utility 
line or relocation of access 

! Affects more than a few citizens, and raises 
some concerns about costs, aesthetics and 
nuisance factors, primarily during construction 
period  

Altering application 
requirements for business 
licences 

! Affects business owners only 
! Not likely a “serious” issue 
! Does not affect land use or taxes 

The municipality is in the best position to determine an appropriate investment for a level 
2 public input process. Many level 2 projects are proposed by a private company and the 
municipality may request the developer to undertake consultation to help fulfill 
consultation requirements. A level 2 process will generally require the following to be 
successful: 

1. A municipal representative with specific responsibility for consulting with the
affected public, with adequate communications support (i.e. a consultation
coordinator).

2. Clear identification of the decision being made and a schedule that shows
opportunities for public input. Clarify what is “on the table” for discussion and
what is not “on the table.” Establishing this boundary early helps everyone use
their time well.

3. Early personal contact with some of the citizens who may be affected to
determine the level of interest and concern (see QuickTest, p.1-4).

4. Identification and notification of the citizens (households, businesses) that may be
affected.

Tip: Good public 
engagement, online or 
offline, is about mutual 
benefit. When reaching 
out to target 
participants, be clear 
about what is in it for 
them. Focus on what they 
personally will gain from 
being involved as well as 
your own goals. 
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5. One or more meetings to allow interested parties to become better informed and
to raise questions or concerns (see meeting types, starting on p.1-22).

6. A responsive process that answers inquiries quickly and fosters two-way
communication.

7. A direct linkage between the different groups (i.e. engineers, project planners,
designers, etc.) who are working on the project.

8. A record of all contacts made, and all responses given to enquiries (this can be
invaluable later when people fail to remember they were notified or satisfied with
the proposed mitigation).

9. A willingness to try to address concerns through adjustments to the project
timing, location, size or methods.

A number of digital tools exist to solicit ideas, views and recommendations for a level 2 
consultation. The choice of using these will often come down to three key elements: 

! how much time you have for public engagement; 
! what level of effort your staff is able to give; and, 
! the abilities, preferences, and internet access of your audience. 

If you use digital engagement for a level 2 process, you are likely to use a website, 
an e-newsletter, and/or other digital tools. The following table helpful outlines 
some tips for using these tools: 

Digital Tool Tips 

Website ! Host important documents, project descriptions, and frequently 

asked questions with answers on an easy to find page on your 

website 

! Announce public input opportunities and events 

! Describe the timeline and process for this public input process 

! Post contact information for the public to find out more about the 

project 

! Provide a mobile-friendly version of your website or important 

webpages 

E-Newsletter ! Update residents and stakeholders by email with pertinent 

information about the project or on opportunities to give input 

! Collecting and storing email addresses in an organized way is 

important for this to be effective 

! Consider using an e-newsletter service. These services automatically 

let community members subscribe and un-subscribe, which saves 

your staff time 

! Recipients can forward your email, expanding the reach of your 

message. But, don’t let email be your only digital engagement tool, 

since ignoring emails is as easy as forwarding them 

Tip: Organize your 
contacts in a spreadsheet 
to make your life easier! 
You can record the usual 
information such as 
name, organization, 
email address, etc. Don’t 
forget to track the 
projects you’ve told your 
contacts about, events 
they’ve attended, and 
what commitments 
they’ve made to let 
others know about the 
project.  
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Digital Tool Tips 

! Bring your content to like with the use of images, community news 

and easy-to-get-involved opportunities 

Facebook, 

Twitter 
! Use for project updates or as a method of public input 

YouTube, Flickr ! Help residents understand the issue with audio visual 

communication. You can open up comments on these sites to ask for 

feedback on an issue. Could be turned into a contest as part of your 

public input process 

Budget: 

The range of scale described by level 2 is fairly broad, and budgets will naturally vary 
with scale. The most costly items at this level of consultation are the staff time and the 
cost of communication support (e.g. displays for open house meetings, project-specific 
webpages or websites, online surveys, etc.). Typically, this level of consultation will 
require a support budget between $1,500 and $15,000.  

Resource 6: Budget considerations for public engagement (worksheet) 
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Level 3: Full public input process 

For some situations, a full commitment to public input is essential to success. These 
situations require good process, a committed municipal team, a consultation plan and a 
budget. Resource 3 will quickly identify the kinds of decisions most likely to require this 
level of commitment. Some examples: 

Situation Why level 3 is likely required 

New municipal centre to house 
Council and municipal offices 

! Concern about taxpayer expenditures and 
taxes in general 

! High profile building that may be seen to 
favour politicians at expense of electors 

Significant industrial plant 
development or expansion 

! Fear of effects on health, safety and 
environment 

! Potential linkage to property values 

Change in transportation affecting 
established neighbourhoods 

! Direct impact on lifestyle and habits 
! Potential property value impact 
! Concern about fairness 

Public facility closure (or 
development) 

! Direct impact on lifestyle and habits 
! Potential property value impact 
! Concern about fairness 

Higher density housing, or low 
income housing, adjacent to 
established neighbourhood 

! Potential property value impact 
! Concern about aesthetics, safety and 

lifestyle impact 

Landfill location ! Potential impacts on property values, 
health, safety and aesthetics 

! Perception that location decision makes 
nearby residents disadvantaged while 
others benefit 

Creation of a new Municipal 
Development Plan or Area Structure 
Plan 

! Potential impacts on property values, 
health, safety and aesthetics 

If you are considering using digital engagement tools in a full public input process, it is 
helpful to know whether your objective is to: 

! Solicit individuals’ ideas, views and recommendations; or, 
! Support and facilitate dialogue, deliberation, and other forms of 

collaboration. 

In most cases, level 3 precedes a Council decision (i.e. the matter has not yet received first 
reading). The level of decision-making power you give to your stakeholders differs in each 
case. As a result, your stakeholders will appreciate knowing what the scope of input and 
potential change is. 
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Planning for a successful level 3 public input process is described in part 4 of this section 
of the Toolkit. 

Budget: 

Level 3 is resource-intensive. While much of the staff time (evenings, etc.) in 
municipalities may be accommodated through time-in-lieu, the costs must still be 
considered as “above and beyond” other operations. Generally, level 3 processes will 
cost between $10,000 and $50,000 if a record of time and expenses is maintained.  

Case Study: Okotoks Covering the Bases 
The Town of Okotoks is facing a critical decision regarding water and growth. There are 
significant pressures to grow both in and around Okotoks' borders however, the 
community only has adequate water to support the anticipated population growth for the 
next two years. The rate and degree of growth is a topic for many Alberta municipalities 
but add in the matter of limited water supply and you have a subject that impacts the 
future of an entire community. With such a complicated issue, how does a municipality 
determine which engagement techniques to use? 

“The more controversial the issue the more tools we will use. We consider who the target 
audience is because not every topic impacts every resident or business. We also think 
about what tools will offer us the best reach to the most diverse representation of our 
population and, how quickly we need to get the word out or seek input,” says Nancy 
Weigel, Communication and Human Resources Manager for the Town of Okotoks. 

The complicated issue of limited water supply and growth requires more input and 
collaboration than an online survey can offer. The effort requires multiple levels of 
engagement including the need to inform, share ideas, solicit input and, support and 
facilitate dialogue. “We use digital media to augment our efforts. For example, we 
planned a number of symposiums where water and growth experts were invited to 
present their knowledge and perspectives. These in-person sessions were supplemented 
by the Town’s website where the presentations were posted and the community could 
provide their input and ideas,” says Weigel. 

Digital media offers the opportunity to exchange information in a timely manner, help 
people stay informed, share knowledge, and provide opportunities to learn. “In the case 
of controversial issues people have strong opinions and they need a chance to talk,” says 
Weigel. Complicated issues framed by uncertainty require richer interactions that are 
best served through face-to-face meetings. This technique helps address the personal 
nature of the issue and provides immediate feedback. “The bigger the issue the more 
avenues we need to offer. So we will do face-to-face and online to cover all the bases,” 
says Weigel. 

Thinking about what decision needs to be made, the level of controversy, who will be 
impacted and, the time available for soliciting input are some key considerations that 
have aided Okotoks success when it comes to selecting appropriate engagement 
techniques. “Some tools are better than others and there is no one tool for everything. 
We have learned that the more options you offer the more you get back,” says Weigel. 

Nancy Weigel can be reached at: nweigel@okotoks.ca 

Resource 6: Budget considerations for public engagement (worksheet) 
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4. How to plan a level 3 full public input process

A level 3 public input process requires thoughtful planning. The following text describes 
four process stages that will assist you: 

! Stage 1: Preparation (p. 1-15) 
! Stage 2: Information Exchange (p. 1-19) 
! Stage 3: Comparison of Options (p. 1-20) 
! Stage 4: Implementing the Decision (p. 1-26) 

Stage 1: Preparation 
Purpose: To establish the requirements for success. 

To do list: 
1. Establish terms of reference for the process.

The terms of reference should clarify the scope of the consultation and the
human resources and budget needed. At this stage, it may be helpful to draft
digital engagement policies and procedures, if appropriate. Describe (and gain
approval for) the budget as early as possible.

At their simplest, terms of reference can be on one page and can simply identify
the following:

a. What is the objective of the project?
b. What is the direction from Council?
c. What level of public input is required?
d. What is the timeline?
e. What product does Council expect?
f. Who is responsible?
g. What are the budget limitations?
h. Is it appropriate to use digital engagement tools? Do we have the

capacity to use these tools?

To develop a more comprehensive terms of reference, see: 

To assess if digital engagement tools are right for your project, see: 

Page 3-6 describes the process for council or senior staff approval for digital 
engagement. 

Resource 7: Developing a terms of reference, and 
Resource 8: Sample terms of reference 

Resource 14: Evaluating capacity for digital engagement, and 
Resource 16: Choosing digital engagement tools 
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2. Research and assemble information necessary to support an informed
discussion.

At this stage, you may supplement your research methods with listening online to
interest groups related to your consultation process. What are people saying? Are
they talking on Twitter, Facebook, or somewhere else?

3. Identify who can act as reference persons (i.e. experts) during discussions.

Assigning roles and responsibilities is important at this stage.

4. Develop a responsive internal communication and decision procedure.

Keeping people informed internally and coordinating processes will take as much,
or more, time than the external consultation process. Be clear about scope (what
is not “on the table”).

5. Select and train the consultation team (or hire appropriate contractors).

During the “peak” of the process, it is essential to have a team of people who can
commit the necessary time to the process and who share a commitment to
providing an excellent “service” environment. Public consultation requires a
project manager and a project team—just like planning or development projects
do.

If you plan to supplement your engagement with digital tools, you may decide to
engage several different staff groups in the municipality, including policy,
technical, and communications functions to ensure that your digital engagement
connects to project goals, is sufficiently resourced, and remains in line with
broader communications efforts.
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6. Define your audience and draft an initial map of stakeholders.

Once you know who your target audience and stakeholders are, you can figure out
how they like to communicate. Are they busy, or are they able to meet for long
periods of time? Do they prefer to communicate online or in person? See
“Defining Communities” on page 1-18 for assistance on defining audiences and
stakeholders.

To learn more about your target audience, you can listen online to see where your
audience spends time online and what issues they care about.

7. “Sketch” the consultation process as you imagine it.

While the consultation process will definitely change, an initial sketch is invaluable
to support project management. As you start identifying when public input will
occur, you can decide which tools to use in your engagement and whether to use
those in person and/or digital tools for the life of the consultation project, for
specific events, or both.

8. Make tentative bookings for potential meeting locations.

If meetings will be part of the consultation process, check room availability and
amenities as early as possible. It can be frustrating when you cannot find an
available facility appropriate for your meeting(s). Keep in mind that you may need
a room with a projector, computer, and/or internet access.

9. Set up your online presence.

If you’re going to use the project name as your online web presence, claim your
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr accounts and/or your website address
(domain name). While they take only a few minutes to set up online, be prepared
to work with Council, senior staff, IT, communications, or another body to
establish the accounts. Consider your long and short term goals when deciding if
your online presence should be consistent under your municipality’s name,
regardless of the project, or if project-specific sites are appropriate.

10. Refer to legislative requirements for notification. Determine how people
will be notified.

Refer to the MGA.

11. Create draft information materials to support the discussion.

Thinking about the information materials will help organize your ideas about
communication, in general. Consider the use of videos or images to help
communicate your ideas.

Tip: Consider signing up 
for Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube and/or Flickr 
long before you plan to 
use them. It only takes a 
few minutes and it makes 
sure that you grab your 
name before someone 
else does! 

Resource 5: Initial sketch of public input process 
 

Tip: Did someone else 
grab your Twitter or 
Facebook name before 
you could?  

There is no easy way for 
you to get a name in that 
is already in use. So, be 
creative and use 
underscores, periods, 
and/or hyphens to make 
a different name. You 
may also use your 
municipality’s year of 
incorporation or preface 
your name with “Town 
of” to make your social 
media name unique. 
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Defining communities: 
There is no singular “public” out there whose wants and needs are simply waiting to 
be discovered. It is more realistic to imagine many “communities of interest” that 
must be contacted and consulted. One of the first tasks in the process of consultation 
is identifying the “stakeholder communities” or the “communities of interest.” Used in 
this way, the term “community” simply means a group of people who share something 
in common.  

Examples of a “stakeholder community” include the following: 

! People who live in the same part of the municipality (e.g. downtown 
residents, rural subdivision residents, lakeside farmers). 

! People who share work or lifestyle perspectives (e.g. the agriculture 
community, the arts community, the business community). 

! People who share culture, beliefs or principles (e.g. an environmental 
community, a senior citizens’ community, a religious community). 

In some cases, the “community” is defined by its response to the decision you are 
proposing to make. For example: 

! The “community” of those who oppose public funding for libraries. 

! The “community” of those supporting protection of Elk Ridge. 

In most cases, when attempting to exchange information between the municipality 
and any given community, consider the following: 

! Are there leaders, organizations or representatives who speak for this 
community? If yes, do they consult with the community before they 
speak? Are they already active online? If so, where? 

! Are there people who have a lot of influence over this community? 
Online, these influencers may be popular bloggers, people who write 
columns for online newspapers, or people with many followers on 
Twitter. 

! What is the best way to provide information to the members of this 
community? In person? Online? Brief and high-level conversations? 
Deep and detailed discussions? 

! What constraints might limit the opportunity for members of this 
community to provide their input? 

! Do we know anything of this community’s perceptions about the 
options we are considering? If yes, what do we know? If no, can we 
find out more before we proceed further? 

Tip: Finding out who has 
influence over the 
community can help you 
spread your message to 
more people. 

To find out major 
influencers online, you 
can use Technorati to 
search for blogs and 
WeFollow.com or Twitter 
Grader to find popular 
people on Twitter. 
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Stage 2: Information exchange 
Purposes: To provide notification to anyone interested and to gather 
preliminary information that will improve public discussion. 

Generally, before a formal examination of the options being considered in the decision, 
there is an exchange of information that helps everyone become more informed about the 
proposal and each other’s needs. 

Actions that can be taken during this stage are noted below. In all cases, the municipality 
will take action 1. In many cases, the municipality will also take actions 2 and 3. The 
options describe some methods that can be used. These are further described in section 2. 

Actions Some Options 

1.  Provide public
notice

! Newspaper advertisements and online ads  
! Public notice bulletins on TV and radio with website link 
! Direct notification to any interested community or organization / 

post information with follow up links in online community spaces 
and groups 

! Notice with utility bills 
! Notice on government website or citizen newsletter 
! Networking (personal discussion with individuals or small groups) 
! Media release targeted to local media 
! Personalized email outreach to bloggers 
! Email, newsletter, or text message invite/notification 

2. Ensure people
have the
information
they require
and an
opportunity to
discuss the
background
information

! Bulletin, booklet or brochure (pick-up or direct delivery) 
! Library and municipal offices 
! Media releases and interviews with website link if appropriate. 
! Storefront, open house meetings or scheduled online chat sessions 
! Informal “doorway” meetings, call centre or social media “help 

desk” 
! Seminar/presentation/online webinar (guest speakers at 

organizations or events) 
! Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), which can go on your website 
! Website with backgrounders and/or a blog 
! Links to website from social media accounts 
! Online video 

3.  Receive initial
comments
(perceptions
and
expectations)

! Drop-in to municipal offices 
! Focus group(s) 
! Storefront or open house 
! Informal “doorway” meetings 
! Online survey  
! Website or blog comments area 
! Presentation, followed by “Q&A” at interested organizations (e.g. 

Chamber of Commerce) 
! Call centre, social media “help desk” or schedule chat session 
! Networking (personal discussion with individuals or small groups) 
! Host a conference call or  post questions through social media 

Tip: Information notices 
and materials usually 
have to be ready before 
the consultation begins—
so they are a critical step 
in your project timeline. 
These early information 
materials must not 
attempt to sell a single 
point of view. They 
should provide 
background information 
and focus questions that 
will be the basis for a 
“conversation.” 
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Stage 3: Comparison of options 
Purpose: Allow people to learn about available options and the benefits and 
costs of each. 

This is the stage that has the highest public profile because it usually involves public 
meetings and is often the time when differences of opinion become obvious. During this 
stage, the municipality (or the developer) will provide a comparative description of the 
available options to interested people and organizations. The intention is to allow people 
to learn about the available options and the benefits and costs of each. 

Figure 3: A decision is a choice among options. 

Using focus groups early in the process 

Focus groups can be used prior to the “public” discussion to test the information 
being presented. Participants invited to the focus group are asked to respond to 
specific questions or “mock-up” presentations. The intention is to learn more about 
how others perceive the situation, the municipality’s role, and the language and 
illustrations being used to support public discussion.  

This pre-test can help municipal representatives see the consultation process 
through the eyes of those being consulted. Focus groups are particularly valuable 
when the issue being discussed is relatively complex, and the impact(s) on citizens 
relatively unknown.  

Definition: A “focus group” is a meeting of 6 to 12 invited participants who are 
asked to give their opinion in response to specific questions, proposals or “mock-
ups.” The focus group works best when facilitated by someone independent from 
the municipality. Municipal representatives should not be in the room if they are 
likely to have a direct influence on the response of the participants. 

Tip: The most common 
mistake at this stage of 
consultation is to present 
one credible option only—
take it or leave it. This 
leaves the impression the 
decision has already been 
made and leaves little 
room to resolve conflict. 
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What if there are no options? 
Sometimes, there are no options about whether a development or activity will 
occur. In these cases, the public input process may be limited, for example, when a 
municipality has to replace a sewer line to increase capacity. In these cases, the 
public discussion usually focuses on mitigation rather than development options. 
Using the sewer line example, discussion would focus on matters where there are 
options about how the construction will proceed, such as: 

! time of year when construction will occur 
! length of time when sewer line will be affected 
! factors that affect noise concerns, such as type of equipment, time of day 
! alternate arrangements for affected households 
! communication with affected residents 
! safety controls around the site 
! cost 

When the focus is on mitigation of impacts, it is not usually desirable to hold a 
“town hall” meeting because of the risk of conflict that cannot be resolved. Impact 
mitigation is better discussed in formats that focus on “one-on-one” communication, 
such as open house, storefront (over-the-counter), or informal “doorway” meetings. 

During this stage, people often meet face-to-face to discuss options. Meetings can also be 
supplemented (or sometimes replaced) by other media, such as: 

! Telephone surveys 

! Distribution and collection of paper or online questionnaires 

! Website, discussion forum/social media discussion 

! Scenario planning or digital charrette software 

Municipal staff (or consultants) prepare a description of the options in an illustrated 
format that encourages discussion and comparison. The purpose of meetings held during 
this stage is to learn about people’s perceptions and preferences regarding the options. It is 
not unusual for new options to emerge during the discussion (especially combinations of 
parts of the options described).  

Diversity of opinion at this stage should be expected—if all prefer the same option, 
why bother to meet? 
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If you hold one or more meetings at this stage, think carefully about the kind of meeting to 
hold. A brief explanation of meeting types is provided below. The table also describes 
digital engagement methods that can be used to supplement in-person meetings. These are 
shown in the shaded rows. Further information about choosing a meeting approach is 
included in section 2, starting on page 2-22. 

Type of Meeting Advantages Disadvantages 

Storefront or “over-the-
counter:” allows anyone 
to drop in and discuss 
plans “over the counter”  

! Citizen can choose time to 
drop in 

! Citizen gets one-on-one 
time with municipal 
representatives 

! Great if a small number of 
citizens have a high interest 

! Input is often verbal and 
must be recorded 

! Relatively time-consuming 
! Cannot accommodate large 

numbers 
! Caution about “busy 

periods” 

Online “help desk” or 
scheduled online chat 
allows anyone to ask 
about the plans and talk 
to an expert (via Skype, 
Google Chat, AIM, 
Facebook Chat, Twitter 
Chat, message board or 
email) 

! Residents can choose a time 
to drop in 

! Residents who cannot drop 
in during business hours or 
reach the location can still 
participate 

! Staff members can converse 
with multiple residents at 
once 

! Depending on how the 
“help desk” is set up, 
everyone’s questions can be 
public, or they can just be 
recorded and not visible to 
everyone 

! Harder to guarantee that 
participants are residents of 
the area in question 

! Needs terms of reference if 
everyone’s comments are 
public in case abusive 
comments need to be 
removed 

Informal “doorway:” 
small meetings that are 
informed neighbourhood 
discussions 

! Builds trust and familiarity 
! Gathers in-depth 

information relatively 
quickly 

! May require several 
meetings to cover all 
interested parties 

! Requires skill on the part of 
the municipal 
representative to keep 
discussion on track and 
record input 

“Kitchen Table” choice 
books let residents 
organize among 
themselves, discuss an 
issue, and fill out an in-
depth choice book either 
online or on paper (via 
SurveyGizmo, Fluid 
Surveys, SurveyMonkey) 

! Uses people’s existing social 
networks 

! Little staff time required to 
compile and analyze 

! Paper-submitted surveys 
can be manually entered 
into the online software to 
make analysis easier 

! Choice books are time 
consuming to design well. 
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Type of Meeting Advantages Disadvantages 

Advisory committee 
meetings: invited 
representatives meet 
several times to refine 
and discuss options 

! Allows time for members to 
get to know one another 
and “do their homework” 

! Builds consensus about 
detailed recommendations 

! Committee may not be 
accepted by all 
communities 

! Requires major time 
commitment 

Webinar for 
presentation-style 
meetings (via 
LiveMeeting, Skype, 
GoToMeeting) 

! People can attend from 
anywhere 

! Easy to record and post 
online for people who 
missed the event 

! Technical difficulties often 
arise, especially with video 
and sound 

Round-table meetings: 
usually less than 20 
people and includes a 
formal agenda 

! Promotes exchange of ideas 
! Good format for consensus 

building, if well facilitated 

! Limited number of 
participants at each session  

! Must be well facilitated and 
recorded  

! Can be perceived as a 
technique to “divide and 
conquer” 

Workshops: participants 
can “roll up their 
sleeves” and work 
together to assess 
information and create 
recommendations 

! Promotes group problem-
solving and exchange of 
ideas  

! Can lead to creative 
recommendations 

! Requires extensive 
preparation 

! Must be well facilitated 
! Requires time commitment 

from participants 

Digital Charrettes, 
Scenario Planning, and 
Collaborative Writing let 
people work together 
over the internet 
(CrowdBrite, IdeaScale, 
Wikispaces, MetroQuest) 

! People can participate at 
their convenience, allowing 
people who cannot attend 
an event to still provide 
input 

! Somewhat challenging (but 
possible with registration 
that includes postal code) 
to identify which input 
came from local residents 
compared to residents of 
other locales 

! Can be expensive or time 
consuming to maintain 

Town hall meetings: 
larger meetings with a 
formal agenda and formal 
presentations 

! Involves many people at 
once 

! Everyone gets to hear what 
everyone else has to say 

! Media often attend because 
meetings can become 
confrontational 

! Must be expertly planned 
and facilitated 

! “Showboating” at the 
microphone is a problem 

Open house sessions: an 
opportunity for people to 
drop in, review 
information, talk to a 
municipal representative, 
and submit their 
preferences 

! Allows many people to 
review information and talk 
to representatives 

! People can spend as much, 
or as little, time as they 
wish 

! Non-confrontational format 

! Will not result in any 
definitive input unless 
designed to do so 

! Does not promote 
interaction or consensus-
building among communities 

Tip: If you’re going to 
use online voting... 

Be prepared to deal with 
groups that manipulate 
the outcomes. You can 
track IP addresses to 
avoid multiple voting; 
however, this may 
discount many votes from 
one household, a library, 
or a business, where 
many people may share 
an IP address. Consider 
asking respondents to 
provide an email address 
or postal code. 

Another issue with online 
voting is the tendency for 
frontrunner options to 
stay in the lead and win 
the vote. Consider 
randomly displaying the 
options or hiding the 
tallies until a visitor’s 
vote has been cast. 
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Type of Meeting Advantages Disadvantages 

Digital Engagement tools 
at face-to-face meetings 
include voting, surveys, 
text messaging /email 
/chat submissions for 
brainstorming and/or 
questions, live-Tweeting 
“take home” points from 
a presentation, etc. 

! Allows people who are not 
physically at the meeting to 
participate 

! Facilitates sharing of main 
messages at meeting, with 
potential for “viral” spread 

! Potential to save time 
summarizing and analyzing 
engagement results 

! Need to be prepared for 
technical difficulties. 

! Requires extensive 
preparation for engagement 
design and/or equipment 
set-up  

Techniques that will improve most meetings: 
1. Provide easy to digest information in advance through online tools or mailings. If

you are using online tools, consider gathering early input and making use of what
you’ve heard.

2. Have an agenda which includes topics and timelines.

3. Clearly state the proposal and the situation that requires a decision to be made. It
is usually helpful to identify who will be making the decision (usually a committee
of Council makes recommendations Council may or may not approve).

4. Describe the purpose of the meeting to ensure everyone understands the options
and has the opportunity to express their preferences, concerns and expectations.

5. Provide a plain-language description of each option (illustrate, if possible) and a
“starter list” of criteria, with the pros and cons for each option displayed.

6. Allow people to clarify their expectations and to add any comments about any of
the options.

7. Provide a means for every person attending to indicate which option they prefer,
and to submit comments about any of the options.

8. Make all of the options feasible—do not provide an option “sandwich” (i.e. three
versions of the same option, with the middle version being the obviously practical
choice).

9. Do not “sell” one option in preference to others. Remain open to suggestions
about new options or new combinations of options.

10. Be particularly attentive to concerns or fears expressed about any option. These
statements should be recorded. In the next stage, some form of mitigation or
monitoring will likely be required if this option is selected.

11. Provide signup sheets to stay informed and involved

Tip: Encourage people to 
provide advice about the 
criteria (what do we 
want?) before they 
provide advice about the 
options (how shall we do 
it?). 
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Stage 4: Implementing the decision 
Purpose: Make a choice, while maintaining the trust of the communities 
affected. 

When Council (or any other decision body) reviews the information necessary to support 
their decision, they should consider the public input they have requested. This input will 
provide insights into which options are preferred by the interested communities, and the 
concerns expressed about various options. Ideally, the interested communities (or citizens) 
should be informed that their concerns were directly considered and that either a) “we 
chose the option you preferred,” b) “we considered other matters or limitations that led us 
to choose another option,” or c) “we chose to modify the recommendation.” 

When the decision is to be implemented, the interested communities should be kept 
informed. In particular, if communities have raised specific concerns about the option 
chosen, they should be informed about how the potential impact they identified will be 
mitigated or monitored.  

From the outset, staff and councillors should know they will have considerable 
communication work after the decision is made. Trust and open discussion are reinforced 
by the effort to let people know what happened as a result of their input. 

Delivering public input opportunities 

If you are delivering a level 2 or level 3 public input process, then 

the next section of this guide has been written for you. 
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1. Start early with a plan

It is valuable to ensure a public input plan is established early, in all cases, rather than 
simply proceeding “one step at a time” to gradually discover how much public input is 
really needed.  

NOTE: If you have not already established a public input plan, refer to Section 1 for 
guidance. 

If you encounter unfamiliar digital engagement terms, please refer to the 
glossary at the end of Section 3 for guidance. 

 

SECTION 2 

Delivering 
public input 
opportunities 

Ten questions to ask before you notify citizens 
Section 1 of the Toolkit discusses planning and design of public input. Ideally, 
the planning begins with internal discussions. If you are expected to implement 
the public input process, you need a plan. It may be a written document, but it 
is often notes from an interview with the project manager. A plan can be done 
on one page, in one hour, over coffee (i.e. the “napkin plan”). Here are the 
questions you need to have answered:  

1. What potential decision is being considered?

2. What are its implications?

3. Who should we be notifying?

4. What input do we require?

5. How are we intending to gather the input? How will be analyze what we
hear?

6. What resources do we have available?

7. What are our timelines?

8. Is this likely to be controversial? If so, how should we manage the
controversy?

9. How will the input be used in the decision?

10. What will success look like (i.e. what outcomes do we seek from our
efforts to involve the public)?

If the answer to any of these questions is “we’re not sure,” then you need to do 
a little detective work to get a clear answer.  
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2. Appropriate effort to gain input

Section 1 of this guide describes a simple way to determine the appropriate level of 
input (level 1, 2 or 3). Refer to that section (starting at page 1-4) if you are in doubt 
about how much effort is appropriate.  

If you decide to use digital tools to supplement your consultation, you may want to 
evaluate your internal and external capacity for digital engagement. Resource 14: 
Evaluating Internal Capacity for Digital Engagement can help you with this task. 

3. Teamwork

Teamwork is an essential part of public input gatherings. It helps immensely if 
everyone on Council and in the administration shares a common commitment to 
hearing citizens. In many municipalities, elected officials play an important role as part 
the team (see section 1, p.1-1).  

There are several jobs that must be done, and it is important to participants that one 
person does not attempt to do all of those jobs simultaneously. Much of the credibility 
of public input processes comes, for instance, from a separation of the experts or 
advocates (those who are speaking about the content and benefits of the proposals) 
and the facilitators (those who are promoting open discussion and gathering all points 
of view).  

Team member roles and responsibilities 
Figure 4 illustrates the “basic” team you will require. The “coordinator” needed for 
level 2 or 3 may be a planner or manager or whoever seems best for the role. Also, 
you may have a specific digital engagement role; or, that function may be spread out 
between several team members. These five positions may be internal, contracted or a 
mix of both. 

Figure 4: The team needed to support levels 2 and 3 public input.

Tip: Knowing the plan 
makes it much simpler to 
do a good job. 

Tip: Social media tools 
like Facebook and 
Twitter are social 
communication tools!  

Sometimes, local 
governments give the IT 
department responsibility 
to manage social media 
tools just because they 
are online. In other 
cases, like in smaller 
municipalities, they are 
left to the front desk to 
manage. However, given 
the importance of good 
messaging and public 
engagement through 
social media tools, it is 
good practice for 
communications staff to 
manage social media 
tools, perhaps in 
collaboration with staff 
with content expertise. 
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The following table describes each team member’s role. Functions may be spread out 
among team members. 

Function Description, Roles, and Responsibilities 

Coordinator The coordinator is the “conductor of the orchestra.” The 
coordinator ensures there is a plan, that timely preparations are 
made, and all public communications and public involvement 
opportunities are delivered according to the plan. In a perfect 
world, the coordinator does not get involved in the specific tasks 
of writing public information or facilitating meetings. The 
coordinator is an important liaison between the public input team 
and the decision-makers. The buck stops here: the coordinator is 
responsible for quality control, on-time delivery, and team 
effectiveness. 

Digital 
Engagement 
Coordinator 

Sets up and manages project website, social media accounts. 
Chooses digital engagement tools that work well with internal and 
external capacity and project goals. Coordinates and oversees 
website and social media updates submitted by other team 
members, as well as team members responses to public input. 
Works with communications and legal functions to develop 
principles for how staff, elected officials, and the public should 
use digital tools, addressing privacy, security, and employee 
productivity concerns. Facilitates use of digital engagement during 
meetings. Monitors and evaluates effectiveness of digital 
engagement campaign. 

Expert  
(Project 
Representative) 

This is the “content” person. The expert is the person everyone 
asks about technical matters related to the project. The expert 
should also be the person who identifies specific limits (such as 
budget, specified timeline, Council directive, legislation, bylaws) 
and linkages (to other projects, timelines, decisions or policies)—a 
“library” NOT a “salesperson.” There can be more than one expert 
or project representative, but this role should never be shared 
with the facilitator role. 

Communications The person(s) who produce the public information necessary to 
support public input. Their role includes advertising, media 
relations, production of written material and display/graphic 
materials. Often this person manages the website, social media 
accounts, and digital engagement campaigns. 

Facilitator The facilitator organizes and facilitates meetings and must support 
a productive discussion process in an organized, but neutral 
manner. The facilitator may be required to identify and mediate 
points of conflict and is often required to bring together the 
information from the public input sessions and consolidate the 
ideas in an unbiased manner. This person may use digital 
engagement tools during meetings. 

Data keeper(s) Often, public involvement processes produce a lot of advice and 
questions. Someone has to record all the information generated 

Tip: Listening to your 
residents online, replying 
to their comments, and 
posting new content 
requires an hour daily. 

Tip: Consider integrating 
these roles in your staff 
job descriptions to ensure 
that staff know that 
these tasks are an 
organizational priority 
and each are aware of 
their responsibilities.  

Tip: Only start online 
conversations you can 
stay involved in. Make 
sure there is a point 
person in charge of 
responding to emails, 
social media channels 
and keeping the webpage 
updated. 
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and produce a database that allows everyone to see the ideas, 
questions and concerns generated, and how they have been 
addressed. This role may also involve attending meetings and 
keeping a record of those meetings. Ideally, the data keeper(s) 
provide a single reference source for all public input received. An 
important part of this role is recording all digital engagement, 
especially interactions with the public on social media sites. 

Some roles can overlap. For instance, the facilitator can also be a data keeper or a 
communication person. The coordinator can similarly also be an expert, or provide 
communications support to the project. If consulting online, your digital engagement 
tasks may be given to many team members. However, the expert or the project 
coordinator should avoid acting as the facilitator or as the data keeper.  

Staff must decide if they are acting as the expert/project coordinator, or as the 
facilitator/data keeper. DO NOT do both as you risk losing the trust of stakeholders. 
As an expert, you express certain views or values that may be seen as a “bias” (after all, 
you are trying to get this project completed). As a facilitator, you must be open to all 
points of view and give them equal attention. 

If you are trying new engagement techniques, consider whether your staff need 
additional training or could benefit from outside expertise. If an intern or temporary 
employee is leading the day-to-day maintenance of your online presence, ensure that 
this person will be able to work on the online activity for the duration of the project, 
or make certain that another staff member takes over the task so that the site 
continues to be maintained and updated. 

Is public input a part-time job? 
If public input requires a level 3 process, it is highly recommended at least one team 
member (usually the coordinator, but often one or two others) be assigned to the 
process on a full-time basis. It is very difficult to balance other roles and tasks when 
the public input process is underway.  

Most team members can balance their work on the public input process with other 
duties, but all must be prepared for the public input process to intrude noticeably on 
their other duties. After-hours meetings are normal, and often the timelines for 
consolidating notes and preparing new drafts are short. Team members may also be 
required to spend time preparing and presenting information to administration or 
Council. 

Tip: Sometimes digital 
engagement happens 
outside of work hours.  

You can look at your 
stakeholders’ email 
addresses to see if they 
have given you work or 
personal email addresses 
to see whether it would 
be better to contact 
them during or outside of 
work hours.  

Often the best time to 
reach people is from 9am 
to 3pm on Twitter. On 
Facebook, reach people 
before noon on 
Wednesdays and Fridays. 

If you have more capacity 
for digital engagement, 
you can use an 
application such as 
Timely or HootSuite, 
which automatically 
schedules tweets to 
create the maximum 
impact and reach. 
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Is digital engagement a part-time job? 
Engaging with the public online is something that takes a little bit of time on a regular 
basis and is manageable during work hours (mostly!). If you decide to try online 
engagement, keep in mind that at least one full time staff person is required to 
coordinate a large digital public engagement project, half time if the digital engagement 
is limited. If you choose to incorporate digital engagement as part of your 
municipality’s day-to-day activities, a staff person should dedicate approximately 1/3 
of their time towards your government’s social media presence, or this time can be 
shared among a few staff members. 

Scheduling the public input process 
Usually, public input is tied to a specific schedule (e.g. approval of a project or passage 
of a bylaw). However, you should allow time for delays that are outside of your 
control. Delays can arise from a variety of sources, but the most common delays are 
listed below: 

! Approval of the public input process by Council or senior administration; 

! Research (finding and consolidating the information you will require to 
answer questions and fully inform citizens); 

! Approval of the information pieces you intend to give to citizens (often, 
administration, elected officials, legal and communication advisors must meet; 
the approval process can take up to four weeks); 

! Production (writing, artwork, printing) of information pieces (after approval, 
it can take two weeks to finalize artwork and layout and publish the 
handouts); 

! Choosing, setting up and training to use a digital engagement tool (you may 
already have all the tools you need ready to go, or you may choose to 
experiment with something new, which could take as little as two weeks to be 
ready with an out of the box tool, or as long as eight weeks for a more 
elaborate tool); 

! Appropriate meeting rooms not available (if meeting rooms must be rented, 
you may be delayed if the rooms have not been pre-booked and are not 
available); and, 

! Public notification (media placements) may delay your timeline if the media 
space has not been pre-booked. 

Tip: If you plan to use 
digital engagement, think 
about when you need to 
start using the tools and 
how long it takes to get 
them up and running. The 
amount of time required 
to get going depends on: 
• How many tool options

there are and who is 
involved in making the 
choice 

• Procurement rules and
organizational 
requirements to 
approve use of the tool 

• Customization and
reporting set-up 

• Staff training, if
needed 
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Timelines for public input processes vary greatly, depending on the topic and 
situation. Typically, the preparation needed to support information exchange (stage 2) 
and comparison of options (stage 3)1 takes longer than people expect (up to 8 weeks). 
Here is what you need the time for: 

Activity/Task Timing 

Preparing public 
information 

! Allow 4-6 weeks for research, writing, editing, layout, 
artwork and printing (more time is better) 

! Book any “out-of-house” printing as early as possible, if 
specialty printing (e.g. four-colour posters) is required 

! If you require scale models, allow more time (6-8 weeks) 
! Set up website (4-6 weeks for existing, 3 months for new) 
! Establish social media accounts (3 hours) 
! Test digital engagement software to be used before it 

goes live (e.g. surveys, blog comments) (1-2 weeks) 

Final copy approval ! Find out what is involved in getting approval to take your 
copy to the printers. In many municipalities, you will have 
to allow 2 weeks to get final copy “signed off” 

! Approve content for website, social media accounts, 
online announcements (2+ weeks, best if done 
concurrently with website design and setup) 

Booking speakers or 
facilitator for 
meeting 

! If you need a specific person (such as an elected official, 
an independent facilitator, or an expert on the topic), 
they may require more than 4 weeks’ notice 

Pre-meeting contacts ! Contact with the interested communities well before the 
public meetings is recommended 

! Make sure communities are aware of the public input 
process and ask them about their expectations (e.g. 
timing, location) 

! Develop and maintain relationships with online 
community, keeping in mind that the relationship will 
continue after this particular event. 

! Begin an email list of contacts 

Booking appropriate 
venue 

! In many municipalities, there are only one or two rooms 
that will suffice, and they must be booked more than a 
month ahead. 

! If required, ensure the room can support digital 
engagement by providing wireless internet, for example. 

Getting appropriate 
equipment 

! If you require any specialized display equipment or 
audiovisual equipment (projector, laptop, projector 
screen, etc.), it should be booked about 10 days in 
advance 

1 The stages involved in a level 3 public input process are described in section 1: Leading a public 
input process.  

Tip: Producing public
information takes longer 
than you think. Finding 
graphics, getting 
approvals and printing all 
take time. 
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Notifying 
stakeholders and 
public 

! If specific stakeholder organizations are to be invited to 
the meeting, they usually appreciate notification of the 
date more than 4 weeks ahead 

! Public notice of the meeting should be posted (that means 
you already have approved copy) 2-3 weeks before the 
meeting, and again approximately 1 week before the 
meeting. Media space should be booked at least one week 
ahead of the day of posting.  

! Ideally, there will be reinforcement of the meeting dates 
a few days prior to the meeting. You can supplement 
posted notifications with early and reminder notices by 
email, your website, and via Facebook and Twitter. 

! Note: the MGA requires public advertisement for two 
consecutive weeks for all statutory plan and land use 
bylaw adoption and amendment decisions 

! Check the MGA to determine whether or not other 
requirements apply 

Team training ! Team training for the public event should happen close to 
the event (only 1 or 2 days in advance) 

The timeline illustrated in Figure 5 is rarely shorter than 6 weeks. Typically, it is 8 to 10 
weeks. If holidays (Christmas, summer) or activities (harvesting, calving) intervene, 
and the project is complex, the process can take over 30 weeks. For budget 
implications of your scheduling decisions, you may find it helpful to see: 

Figure 5: Plan back from your target date. 

Resource 6: Budget considerations for public engagement 
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4. Good communication materials

Good communication materials are an essential part of the public input process. The 
key to good communication materials is to design the communication from the 
context and perspective of the receiver, rather than the knowledge and expectations of 
the sender. Key questions to ask are: “What does the receiver want to know?” and 
“what misconceptions might interfere with our conversation?” 

It is difficult for an expert on a topic to write good public communication materials. 
They simply know too much about the topic and have difficulty returning to the initial 
point of enquiry that led to the decision now being discussed.  

Writing “open” information 
If the information provided to people appears to “sell” one option solely, or in strong 
preference to other options, it may be discredited. Similarly, if information favours the 
perspectives of one community over another, it may become fodder for an argument.  

Information materials should be conceived, written and illustrated as if they were an 
educational pamphlet on the topic being discussed. The writer should be aware of the 
perspectives of the potential readers and write in a manner that appeals to the reader. 

An outside editor should be asked to read the material “cold” (i.e. without knowledge 
of the project) to ascertain whether or not the information is “reader-friendly” and the 
presentation is as unbiased as possible. 

Simple Test 

Show your communication materials to two people—an expert and a community 
member. If the expert says they don’t provide enough background information 
and the community member thinks they provide good information, then you are 
on the right track. 

Tip: Written information 
is intended to stimulate 
thought, not provide all 
the answers. 
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Figure 6: Good communication is designed for the receiver. 

Making the scope of discussion obvious 
Be specific about what is “on the table” for discussion. If necessary, point out the 
boundaries of the discussion. 

Keeping it simple 
The toughest part of writing public input materials is deciding what to leave out. 
People will spend very little time reading the material—so be selective about what you 
need to say. It is often useful to keep the basic message simple, but then add detail and 
illustrations for the more intrepid reader, and for use in public discussions. On the 
internet, try to keep messages to 150 to 200 words. 

Illustrations are important 
A “concept picture” or a process illustration will become a major discussion point. It 
will attract attention and improve memory of the information. Colour improves 
attention and memory. However, if four-colour production is too expensive, two- 
colour or one-colour (shades) production is well worth considering. When updating 
the website or social media accounts, don’t forget to add pictures and videos! 

Tip: When publishing 
content online, don’t 
forget to keep it short, 
interesting, timely, and 
regularly updated! 
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Targeting information  
Writing a single information piece that appeals to everyone and covers all aspects of 
the problem can be difficult. In some cases, it is much better to prepare several 
versions of the information.  

The most common example of this is having a simpler version for the casually 
interested citizen and a more specific version for vested stakeholders who have a 
direct interest and significant technical knowledge of the matter being discussed. 
Remember that people tend to speak informally on the internet. Content that sounds 
like a press release or technical report won’t be as well received online as a 
conversational and easy-to-read piece. 

5. Information formats and publication

The format you choose to communicate your information will largely be determined 
by three factors: your target audience, your topic and your budget.  

Choosing a format for your information 
First, determine how you plan to get information from people (i.e. meeting, open 
house, survey), then develop the published materials you need to support the process. 
Often, it is desirable to tie the “background information” format to a “response 
form.” People can then, for example, be directed to “see page 3 before answering the 
question.” 

Here is a basic guide to the most common information formats: 

Format Advantages Limitations 
Website ! Many people go online first 

for information 
! Provides up-to-date 

information 
! Can include links to a wide 

range of information  
! Allows the participant to 

choose how much to review 
! Can be linked to an online 

opportunity to provide 
responses or input  

! Website must be kept 
operational and up-to-date 

! Relatively expensive to 
establish a good functional site 
from scratch 

! Participation information can 
be easily lost in the plethora of 
municipal information 

! Not everyone can access 
information on the web 

Tip: Published materials 
are designed to support 
the discussion process. 

Tip: 30% of online 
Canadians go online while 
travelling from one place 
to another, most 
frequently with a smart 
phone (64%) or laptop 
(30%); therefore, 
messages and calls to 
action must be clear and 
succinct. As well, make 
sure your online 
resources are mobile-
friendly. 
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Colour 
brochure 

! Concise and graphic 
description of information 

! Provides a standard reference 
for participants 

! Often difficult to get into the 
hands of participants  

! Expensive to publish 
! Easily lost 
! Lengthy to write and publish 

(approvals are often not easy) 
Display 
Boards 

! Concise and graphic 
description of information 

! Provides a standard reference 
for participants 

! Can be produced on moderate 
notice 

! Only available to those who 
attend display locations 

! Can be costly 
! Easily damaged 
! Require people to set up, take 

down and explain 
PowerPoint/ 
slide show 

! Concise and graphic 
! Provides the information 

needed in relatively short 
time 

! Good support for live 
presentation of information 

! Use of pictures and colour 
graphics enhances learning 

! Can be presented and shared 
online as part of a webinar. 
Webinar recordings can be 
posted for individual viewing. 

! Ability to “Tweet” take-home 
messages during presentation 
(for large presentation) 

! Rarely a “stand alone” format 
(needs someone to present) 

! Format tends to be “lists 
without context” 

! People are getting over-
exposed to the limited format 

! Limited access (meetings 
primarily) 

! Not a reference piece unless 
people get a printed or 
electronic copy of the slide 
content 

Newsletter 
or leaflet 
(online or 
by mail) 

! Relatively inexpensive 
! Provide information overview 
! Can be distributed with other 

materials, like surveys 

! Can be mistaken for junk mail 
! Not durable 
! Will not be read if too “wordy” 
! Can be challenging to develop 

good email contact list 
Facebook 
Page 

! Provides up-to-date 
information and directs 
traffic to website 

! Easy for people to share with 
people they know 

! Easy way to ask questions or 
conduct a poll 

! Effective for driving traffic to 
main website 

! Can be hard to compete with 
other information viewers see 
on Facebook 

! Challenging to share 
documents 

! Not accessible to everyone, 
because participation requires 
setting up a Facebook account 
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YouTube 
page or 
Flickr group 

! Share information in a fun and 
engaging way 

! Videos and pictures can be 
imbedded in your main 
municipal website to keep 
users focused 

! Easy for people to share with 
people they know 

! Easy to solicit videos or photos 
from the public 

! More resource intensive to 
develop multimedia, especially 
video 

Notification and distribution of information 
Ideally, everyone potentially interested in providing input to the decision(s) you are 
considering will be notified, be aware of the coming decision(s), and be aware of the 
opportunity to provide input. However, this can be challenging—there are a few 
barriers to consider: 

1. Information overload—most people receive so much unsolicited information
they automatically discard or ignore the majority of it.

2. Competing messages—it is easy for people to confuse your message with
others.

3. Distribution costs—it can be expensive to get information delivered directly
to everyone interested in receiving it.

No notification system is perfect, so give yourself credit for your efforts to get the 
message out. Consider the following: 

1. The Municipal Government Act (MGA) specifies notification requirements in
some situations.

2. More than one notification process is generally needed to achieve success.

3. Word-of-mouth stimulates the most attendance at meetings, while standard
notices in print media result in the least attendance.

4. A single image or eye-catching theme will help attract attention.
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The following techniques, along with their advantages and limitations, are listed in 
order of effectiveness: 

Techniques Advantages Limitations 

Person-to-person 
(face-to-face, 
telephone, or 
individual email) 

! Most effective approach 
! Allows respondent to ask 

questions and get involved 
immediately 

! Highly recommended if 
you need to invite a 
relatively small number of 
individuals 

! Time-consuming 
! Limits number of contacts 
! Remember that people are tired 

of unsolicited sales calls 

Leadership 
networks 
(contacting known 
community 
leaders, or online 
influencers, and 
giving them the 
information) 

! Can be very effective, but 
depends on the skill of the 
leaders contacted and 
time available  

! May be seen as “favouring” 
certain parties 

! Tendency to attract the same 
people to meetings repeatedly 
(no matter what the issue) 

! No control over how or when 
leaders will distribute the 
information 

Direct 
correspondence 
(letter, bulk e-
mail, fax, e-
newsletter, text 
message) 

! Relatively effective 
! Targeted to those who 

require notification 

! Requires up-to-date mailing list 
! Expensive for large distribution 
! Need to use e-newsletter 

service, like Constant Contact 
or Mail Chimp, if email list is 
large to avoid email being 
marked as spam 

Presentations at 
regularly 
scheduled 
meetings  

! Provides on-site 
presentation at meeting 
organized by target group 
or association 

! Very convenient for group 
members 

! Promotes early 
involvement and learning 

! Promotes networking 

! May delay process—waiting for 
scheduled organization 
meetings 

! May be seen as “favouring” 
organizations 

! Requires a significant 
commitment of time (often 
evenings/weekends) 

Bulk mail ! Covers a large area with 
relatively high assurance 
that each household and 
business are informed 

! Relatively low cost 

! Likely to be confused with 
unsolicited sales information 

! Often discarded  

News release 
(press release to 
traditional media 

! Can create interest and 
attention if picked up by 
media 

! Media tend to feature human 
interest stories that are 
interesting, timely and topical 
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Techniques Advantages Limitations 

or online media) ! Can provide background 
information that may 
stimulate interest 

! No control over when and where 
media will show the story 

! The story may include 
misinformation from other 
sources 

Displays, signs 
and bulletins 

! Stimulates interest if 
placed in or near affected 
location 

! Format requires simplicity 
and graphic approach 

! Effectiveness depends on 
immediacy—close to location of 
change, close to time of change 

! Relatively expensive to do well 
(exception: bulletins) 

! Bulletins are cheap, but are 
often lost in a forest of other 
bulletins 

Public notice in 
media 

! Required by MGA 
! Some people review 

public notices as a matter 
of course 

! Relatively small impact on 
number of people who get 
involved, unless there are 
leaders who distribute the 
information through their 
network  

Social media 
presence 
(accounts on 
Facebook or 
Twitter) 

! Meets residents where 
they are comfortable 
online 

! Easy for residents to share 
information with people 
they know 

! Online community requires 
regular updating and timely 
responses 

! No guarantee that participants 
in the online discussion or group 
live in your jurisdiction 

Your final choice will in all likelihood be an amalgam of the above options. 
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6. Making public meetings enjoyable and effective

Presenting information 
People who take the time to attend public meetings should leave those meetings 
feeling well informed. However, in many cases, people sit through presentations that 
don’t help them learn. This can be easily remedied.  

1. Your audience will learn more when you say less

The average audience member will be attentive for about 10 minutes (most
speakers assume 30 to 40 minutes). Start with the presentation you think you
ought to give, then cut it in half.

2. Few people memorize facts

If you attempt to present all the facts before people have a chance to ask
questions, you will be disappointed with the level of understanding among
participants. It is better for people to be able to ask about the facts as they
consider the options being presented. Municipal staff can help people “find”
the facts when they need them. Handouts are important because they provide
a reference tool for participants.

3. People learn by interacting with people

While people politely listen to presentations, their learning rate is relatively
low. Learning is much higher when they are talking to others and examining
information. People learn through a combination of auditory, visual and
tactile information—and they learn better when they are not sitting still.

4. Some methods definitely help people learn
The following “embellishments” to a presentation will help people learn
information and increase participant satisfaction:

! Connect the information to familiar situations or common 
experiences. 

! Use colour pictures, photographs, and videos (especially when they 
show familiar places or people). 

! Use humour to support key points in the presentation (this is 
different than telling jokes). 

! Show your own enthusiasm about the topic. 

! Ask others to contribute questions or ideas and pay close attention 
to what they have to say.  

! Make eye contact and smile. 

Tip: People only 
remember what they 
think is relevant to them. 

Tip: People usually 
question and learn 
because they have a 
need. They rarely 
memorize information in 
case they will have a 
need. 
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! Provide opportunities for people to get active during a presentation. 
For example, give the audience access to interactive maps, a scenario 
game, or a calculator. You can also ask the audience to vote or give 
feedback via text messaging or special hardware.  

! Make “take home” messages easy to communicate and share, for 
example by tweeting key ideas or statistics 

5. Other methods should be used with care

! Abstract graphics (graphs, maps, process diagrams) can be useful 
learning tools, if you understand that many participants will have 
trouble understanding the message encoded in the graphics. It looks 
crystal clear to you, but it may not make sense to others. You can 
overcome this difficulty if you use the graphic as a “prop” for your 
story, not as a self-explanatory learning tool. 

! Technical data is even more difficult for people to understand. 
Describe what experts have concluded from the data, but leave the 
data aside for questions. Those who ask questions about the data will 
be motivated to understand. You can use scenario planning software 
and calculators to show the impact of data and help explain trade-
offs. 

! Case studies or explanations of experiences elsewhere can be useful 
occasionally, but they must be concise. A one-minute case study is 
more likely to be remembered than a 15-minute case study. 

 

Presenting options 
The reason for meeting presentations is to help people learn about the options they 
are being asked to consider—to help them make informed choices about what they 
want to see in their municipality.  

Ensure that people attending the public meeting are aware they are providing advice to 
Council about which option they prefer and why. 

The following describes how options should be presented at public meetings: 

One method to avoid 

Selling one solution as the answer, without reference to other options, 
raises doubt and resistance. The more enthusiastic you are about one 
solution, the more energy others will have to oppose you. Things will get 
worse if you respond defensively to criticism of your idea.  

Tip: Your role at public 
meetings is to help 
people evaluate choices. 
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1. Describe the current situation to participants. Why do we need to make a
choice?

2. List the criteria that describe the ideal choice (e.g. no change in cost to
property owners). Explain that you want their input: Are there other criteria
that need to be considered? Should some of these criteria be changed?

3. Show the options being considered—ideally, presented side-by-side. This
approach helps visual learners see the available choices. Explain that you want
their input. Are there other options?

4. Compare the options against the criteria. It is important this part of the
presentation be comparative: Which option seems to perform best? How do
the other options compare to the best performer? Citizens have elected
Council to make decisions; now they are informing Council of their
preferences and concerns. Figure 7 provides an example of how to illustrate
and compare choices in a way that will promote discussion and learning.

Figure 7: Comparing options at a meeting. 

5. Encourage identification of concerns about each option by participants.
It is valuable for people to identify their concerns as they describe the
potential for undesirable consequences. This supports a risk management
approach. When the planner (or municipal representative) informs Council,
she/he should also inform Council of the concerns participants identified and
identify possible ways to mitigate the concerns (or manage the risk).
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Supporting public discussion 
The following list describes the elements most often needed for an effective public 
meeting: 

1. An agenda or display plan

Whenever there is group discussion, an agenda is needed to provide a basis
for managing the meeting. The agenda describes the purpose of the meeting,
the topics to be discussed (along with the time allocated for each topic), and
the intended outcomes of the discussion. If you are hosting an “open house”
session, a display plan takes the place of the agenda.

However, the agenda must be followed to be effective. A chair person or
facilitator should be responsible for keeping the meeting “on track” with the
agenda.

2. A facilitator
Although not always required, a facilitator is someone without vested interest
in the outcome of the meeting, who is prepared to devote all of his or her
attention to supporting the discussion process, ensuring participants have an
opportunity to submit their views, and that all views are recorded.

DO NOT place someone in the difficult position of being the main 
proponent of the plan or recommendation AND at the same time trying to 
be the facilitator (or chair). This approach reduces the credibility and 
effectiveness of that person. 

Resource 6: Sample meeting agenda, and  
Resource 7: Sample display plan for open house meetings. 
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3. A record of contacts and advice received

Following the meeting, councillors often ask two questions: Who came? What
did we learn?

A record of meeting attendance is essential—a sign-in sheet is recommended.
If desired, you can ask people for their email address and whether they would
like to stay updated about the project. However, you should consult an
advisor on the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP)
regarding proper procedures for record-keeping.

It is equally essential that all input received be documented and recorded.
When Council makes its decision, there should be a report that links the
decision to the input received. For in-person meetings, this may take the form
of minutes. For digital engagement, you may have webinar transcriptions or
video, chat transcriptions, or website screenshots.

 

4. Expert advice
Since people cannot be expected to memorize and understand all of the
information presented to them, it is always helpful to have an expert attend
who can make brief presentations and (more importantly) can answer
questions as they arise.

5. Suitable location

The best location for a meeting is one that (a) everyone can get to easily, (b)
has enough room to comfortably accommodate the numbers you reasonably
expect, and (c) has suitable facilities to support your meeting. While you
cannot always get the best location, your chances are increased when you
book as early as possible.

6. Time management

Most people who attend municipal meetings want them to be efficient. They
plan to spend 90 minutes or less in the meeting. Don’t spend any more time
than necessary to have a good discussion. It is easy for the discussion to get
“off track” (usually too detailed). The facilitator must ensure the agenda is
followed as closely as possible to ensure all topics get discussed within a brief
(but sufficient) time.

Note: In open house format, participants can manage their own time. Most participants
will spend less than 45 minutes on site, but a few will choose to stay for hours.

Resource 8: Guide for facilitators and recorders

Tip: Experts gain credibility 
with participants when they 
carefully listen to questions 
and suggestions. 
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Designing successful public discussions 
Selecting the specific issue for discussion, crafting effective discussion questions, 
designing an agenda and preparing discussion materials are all important parts of 
developing a successful public input process. 

Identifying and framing the issue 
Some topics are better suited to public input than others. Be sure that the decision is 
not a technical one that is better suited to experts (e.g. how wide should the bridge be), 
or an educational one (e.g. some people don’t know which streets not to park on 
during snowy weather). Problems well suited to public input are those that are of 
broad concern, the options require tradeoffs, there are moral or value disagreements, 
any solution requires multiple actors, and more. See page 1-2 for more about when 
public input should be part of the decision. 

Once the topic of public discussion is selected, the next step is to ‘frame’ the issue. 
Issue framing should be done in a way that is relevant to the public, does not take a 
position and reflects the decision making context. “Frames are interpretive storylines 
that set a specific train of thought in motion, communicating why an issue might be a 
problem, who or what might be responsible for it, and what should be done about it,” 
(Price & Capella, 2005). For example, are you convening a conversation about 
housing, affordability, density, heritage, gentrification, transportation, access to jobs or 
a mix of some of these?  

Discussion questions 
The results of public engagement are often a direct result of the questions we ask. So, 
it’s important to get the questions right. Here is one way to think about different kinds 
of questions.  

! Open-ended questions: 
! Leverage personal experience: “What are your favourite places in our 

community?” 
! Generate new ideas: “What should be done, and by whom, to ensure 

our students succeed?” 
! Focused questions: 

! Specific proposal: “Under what conditions would you support this 
proposal?”  

! Numerous options: “What do you like and what concerns do you 
have about each option presented?” 

! Weighing tradeoffs: “How might our priorities be impacted by 
taking that action?” 
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It’s always deeply important to test your questions with a number of people to see if 
the answers you are getting are the kind of answers you’d expect. 

Participant Guide 
A participant guide is a document that helps everyone get on the same page. It 
contains enough factual material and data so that participants have the knowledge they 
need to engage productively. Its purpose is not to create experts but rather to 
illuminate the issue and allow people to make decisions or recommendations. A 
participant guide often covers the following topics: 

• Why is this issue important
• Who is listening to what participants share

• How to participate

• Background on the issue
• Issues for discussion and a variety of perspectives

• Next steps

Resource 12: Effective discussion questions 

Writing Engaging Discussion Questions, Bang the Table 

1. Be clear: use plain English

2. Ask open questions that encourage creative responses

3. Dig deeper: ask for a rationale behind the opinion

4. Be specific: ask about concrete elements of the project

5. Be targeted: ask direct questions to identifiable audiences

6. Motivate involvement with the active voice (e.g. what would you do?)

7. Be brief

8. Be honest about the context

9. Demand contemplation: ask emotionally and cogitatively complex questions

10. Promote positivity with appreciative questions

11. Empower respondents to consider their role and responsibility

12. Be provocative

13. Present scenarios to bring complex issues to life

14. Present options and real alternatives to focus conversation

For a fabulous infographic of these tips, visit:  

bangthetable.com/2012/11/19/16-tips-for-writing-engaging-forum-topics 
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7. Choosing and implementing the best approach

You can choose a meeting format based on the topic, the target audience, and your 
budget. Please refer to the description of meeting formats provided in Section 1, 
starting on page 1-22.  

The following provides some advice to help you choose the appropriate format and to 
implement it well. 

In Person “vs.” Digital Public Involvement Methods 
There are many ways to bring the public together for productive conversation with 
your municipality.  Often, the best solution is a mix of techniques. This table identifies 
the strengths of various approaches. 

Benefits of Public Involvement Methods 

In Person Online Mobile 

! Intensive and focused 
participation 

! Build direct and strong 
relationships 

! Tap into group 
creativity 

! Manage engagement 
atmosphere 

! Act as project 
milestones  

! Create visibility with 
target audiences 

! The public is online and 
expects its services & 
government to be there 
too 

! Possible to increase 
number of participants 
for reduced costs, 
compared to face to 
face  

! Easy to have multiple & 
ongoing interactions 

! Can foster deep issue 
exploration 

! Today’s Internet is 
participatory by nature 
and many tools are low 
cost 

! Phone is always with 
you, always on 

! Geo-location 
engagement and 
tracking allows for 
personalization and new 
data opportunities 

! Scales well (but SMS or 
text engagement can be 
superficial  

! Free tools available 
! Great for connecting 

with some hard-to-
reach demographics 

For decisions affecting only a few people 
Use one of the following methods to discuss matters with these people and gain their 
input: 

! Personal meetings (one-on-one, often with you visiting them). 

! Storefront meetings (generally “over-the-counter” with one or a few people at 
a time). 

! Informal “doorway” meetings (meetings with less than 10 people, usually 
held in someone’s house or business, with no formal agenda). 
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! Small email listserv (a self-managing email list system, like Majordomo or 
Google groups, where someone sends one email which is received by the 
whole mailing list). 

All small meeting formats depend on your ability to give people your attention and to 
provide credible information in a friendly manner. 

For decisions affecting more than 10 people 
You must choose whether you want to implement an open participation process 
(i.e. hold a series of meetings that anyone can attend), or whether you want an invited 
participation process (i.e. invite a representative selection of people to address the 
decision prior to the Council hearing. For example, invited representatives 
participating in a committee or round-table discussion). 

First, let’s address the open participation processes: 

1. Open house meetings

Open house meetings typically employ a series of displays to present
information to interested citizens. These meetings are useful when you
cannot predict the number of people who will attend (they can accommodate
a wide range of traffic). The format allows people to come at a convenient
time and spend as much (or as little) time on-site as they wish.

Open house meetings are convenient and they avoid controversy because 
different stakeholders do not have a venue for a public exchange of ideas. 

Advice: You must manage your open house meetings to gather advice and 
input from the people who attend. Staff should actively interview people 
at each open house “station” and note any ideas expressed. A response 
form should also be provided, along with a “work area” where people 
can complete the response form and exchange ideas. Response forms 
should be collected before people leave the open house. Very few people 
send in their forms later, even if they say they will.  

2. Town hall meetings

This is what most people think of when you say “public meeting.” In its
worst form, these meetings can lead to vocal disputes and grandstanding (why

Resource 11: Sample display plan for open house meetings 

Resource 10: Sample agenda for a discussion focused event 

Tip: It is easy to include 
digital engagement in 
your open house stations! 
Possibilities include:  
• interactive

maps/scenario
planning/calculators

• survey/voting
• video/photo

slideshow
• website
• online forms for

commenting

Tip: By broadcasting the 
meeting asking for 
questions online, you 
can ensure that even 
people who can’t attend 
the meeting in person 
can still participate. To 
help prevent malicious 
comments, avoid 
allowing anonymous 
questions.
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the media make it a priority to attend). This format of meeting allows you to 
talk to a large number of people at one time, and to hear from some of those 
people.  

Advice: Town hall meetings are often associated with grandstanding, attacks 
on administration, and uncivil behaviour. You must design your meeting 
to avoid stimulating such activity. Here are some ways to ensure your 
town hall meeting is civil and contributes to shared agreement rather 
than enmity: 

! Do not seat municipal/project representatives at a table at the front 
of the room, facing the audience. 

! Do not have microphone stands in the middle of the room. Instead, 
use roving staff with hand-held microphones. Do not attempt to 
“get by” without microphones.  

! If possible, have people sit at tables rather than in classroom rows. 

! Use a facilitator. 

! Make personal contact with people as they arrive and during breaks. 

! Make sure community representatives are well informed before the 
town hall meeting occurs. 

! Avoid long presentations by municipal/project representatives at the 
beginning of the meeting. Invite community representatives to 
present their perspectives early in the meeting.  

! Have someone take notes of comments received. 

! Have the facilitator ask people for their cooperation and immediately 
caution anyone who engages in personal attacks, inappropriate 
language or fear-mongering.  

! Make sure people can provide their input without everyone having 
to get up and announce their views to the crowd. Suggestions 
include: 

- handing out response forms to each person attending and 
collecting the responses, 

- providing a suggestion box where people can submit their written 
views,  

- encouraging people to post their views on the displays, using Post-
It® notes. 

3. Workshops

These are longer meetings and require a greater degree of commitment from
participants. Seating is at round-tables (i.e. in smaller groups) and participants
are given specific instructions about preparing their input to the meeting.
Each smaller group is asked to identify their response to the questions raised
and to present them to the plenary (larger group).

Tip: Some workshops can 
take advantage of digital 
engagement tools, like 
online charrette software, 
online brainstorming, and 
collaborative writing 
tools. 
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Advice: Workshops require participants to be together for at least four hours; 
usually longer. Make sure you provide refreshments, meals or snacks (as 
necessary). The discussion process has to be carefully designed, 
recognizing that each report-back from each table can take 10 minutes or 
more allowing for questions of clarity (six tables reporting back can take 
an hour!).  

You can avoid repetitive report-backs by having a group consolidate all 
the ideas for reporting to the plenary, but consolidation can take more 
than 30 minutes, so it should be designed to happen over a lunch break. 
If the smaller groups go to “break-out” rooms, you have to allow 15 to 
20 minutes transition between plenary and break-out discussions (and 
vice-versa). 

4. Online Discussions or Idea Generation
These are online spaces where people can read information, comment on
someone else’s idea or add their own opinion. Online formats allow you to
reach people who are unlikely to attend an in-person meeting. They also give
participants an opportunity to participate at their own level of commitment
(one short visit or multiple, longer visits).

Advice: Use Resource 7 to help define the specific questions and tasks that
are appropriate for public input. Use Resources 14 and 16 to help you 
choose your tools. Be sure to have a moderator who can support useful 
conversation and connect participants with experts as needed. Consider 
inviting content experts or elected officials to participate in the 
discussions. Be sure to plan ahead on how you will analyze and report on 
the ideas you hear during the online event. 

Now, let’s look at the invited participation processes: 

1. Focus groups

Focus groups invite a cross-section of people to attend representing the full
range of stakeholders. Participants are shown a series of statements or ideas
and asked for their response. Participants may be asked specific questions and
every participant is asked for an answer.

Advice: Focus groups are not to “sell” ideas, but to “test” ideas. The meeting
must be designed so participants do most of the talking. Participants 
should be given options to compare, and the best information will come 
from their comments about which option they prefer and why. It is best 
to invite people other than the community representatives you regularly 
see (i.e. not the formal community spokespersons). 

Tip: If your focus group 
involves testing software 
or a website, group 
participants in pairs so 
they can help each other 
out. 
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2. Round-table meetings

Meetings where 15 to 25 people are invited to sit “around the table” and
provide their perceptions, concerns and preferences. At these meetings,
everyone stays in the plenary most of the time (although there may be times
for private discussion). Short presentations are used to provide information
then participants are asked to provide their views and ideas. The intention of
a round-table process is to encourage sharing of ideas among communities
that have different needs or perspectives and to ultimately encourage
cooperation and consensus-building.

Advice: It’s important to consider who will be invited to a round-table
meeting. Often, the presence of known community advocates or 
representatives is important to the credibility of the meeting. 
Presentations should be short, with emphasis placed on hearing the 
people who attend. A record of the discussion is important. Even better 
is allowing people to see the record (e.g. on a screen or flipchart) as it is 
being recorded. It is valuable to have a means of testing each idea 
presented: Do most people agree? At the end of the round-table, 
summarize what has been learned, including points of consensus and 
points of disagreement. 

3. Advisory committee

This is very similar to the round-table process, except the committee meets
several times and participants are therefore more likely to feel they have been
heard, and are more likely to achieve consensus on difficult topics.

Advice: Someone needs to be the “secretariat” for the committee (keeping
notes, giving out assignments, following up on actions, and arranging 
meetings). Someone must be assigned to prepare a report for the 
committee. This is no small task. Committee members will scrutinize the 
report closely, and the report is often the focus of discussion that leads 
to consensus. Usually, it is helpful to include a description of any points 
of disagreement in the report.  

Evaluation forms 
Should you ask people who attend a public meeting to evaluate the session? It is not 
mandatory to do so, but it is recommended. It is easy to make a paper evaluation form 
and link to an online form available at the meeting. An evaluation of the meeting(s) 
can provide two important pieces of information: 

1. People’s preferences for future meetings.

2. Documentation of the level of satisfaction of people who attended the
meetings.
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In general, four items require evaluation: 

1. Was the information provided easy to understand?

2. Did the meeting provide an opportunity to learn more about the proposal(s)?

3. Were peoples’ suggestions or concerns raised at the meeting?

4. Do people have any suggestions for future meetings like this?

Working with the media 
A good working relationship with the media can be of great assistance in conducting 
public input exercises. It is a good idea to have a relationship with a few reporters who 
will answer your call when you want to get your story out to the public. Here are a few 
guidelines to help you work with the media: 

! Think of media coverage as a good thing. After all, you are trying to inform 
your citizens and get them involved. (You may want to discuss media 
relations with administration. Some administrators believe “the less media 
coverage, the better.”) 

! Treat the media as important stakeholders. Give reporters the information as 
soon as you give it to everyone else. 

! Assign one person to answer media enquiries about your project. If you have 
an ongoing advisory committee, designate one person (usually the chair) to 
handle media enquiries. 

! Be friendly and approachable. If you have a good relationship with reporters, 
it will often affect the tone of the coverage and the amount of coverage given 
to your event.  

! Give reporters materials they can easily use and understand. If materials are 
already designed for media use, they may be included in the story. You want 
reporters to have their facts straight. 

! If TV cameras are going to be at your meeting, make sure you prepare a place 
for them to set up where they will not be intrusive. Inform cameramen they 
may not walk their camera through the meeting room while the meeting is in 
progress. 

! Ask reporters to conduct interviews at breaks or outside the meeting room. 
Inform your stakeholders they may be approached for an interview—they can 
choose whether or not they want to be interviewed. 

Tip: When writing a blog 
post, read some of the 
blog’s posts for 
appropriate language and 
tone. Bloggers aren’t 
likely to post articles that 
read like press releases. 
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Working with online influencers 
Developing a relationship with people who are influential online, such as bloggers, can 
help you anticipate disagreements that may arise during an engagement process as well 
as help spread your message online. Here are a few guidelines to help you establish a 
relationship with online influencers: 

! Connections with bloggers can be made by asking bloggers to post article that 
you have already written, which is easy for them. 

! Some websites have an area where readers can submit a tip or a link, which 
can be a good way to reach out to relevant interest/community groups. 

! Don’t forget Twitter! Twitter tends to have strong topic-based communities. 
So, having a group of followers who will retweet messages can ensure that 
your message spreads broadly. 
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8. Participant outreach

One of the most important tasks in delivering a public input opportunity is getting 
people to participate. After all, why put all that effort into getting the right materials, 
logistics and process if no one attends? 

Outreach essentials 
Five essential activities for outreach are: 

1. Craft a powerful message based on WIIFM

People have many demands on their time. When someone considers whether
to attend your event or get involved online, they want to know What’s In It
For Me (WIIFM)? Promote the opportunity to help shape the decision that is
being made, meet other people who care about the issue, win a prize, or
whatever you think will be effective at persuading people to participate.

2. Set targets for how many and what kind of participants

A powerful question in recruiting participants is: Who needs to be participate, in
what proportion, for the outcomes of the process to be credible? The answer to this
question tells you how much effort you should put into speaking to new
audiences versus using your established communication channels.

3. Don’t go it alone

People respond best to personal invitations to participate. Multiply your
efforts by enrolling others in the process of recruitment. Convene a group of
people who have relationships with your target constituencies. Be sure that
this group and your other outreach partners have an appropriate WIIFM
message to share with their audiences.

Ask your outreach team for commitments, and then request updates on their 
progress. Widely share your overall progress so that others know where more 
effort is needed. 

4. Provide ‘ready to use’ outreach materials

Invest in attractive messaging and materials design to help capture people’s
attention. Make posters, emails, newsletter articles, images and other materials
easily available for downloading and sharing.
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5. Track progress and adjust your strategy as you go

Where possible, ask participants to register in advance so you can track
progress on your recruitment goals. Key information to request often
includes name, email and postal code. If your project is ongoing, be sure to
capture some basic demographic information of event participants. Compare
your progress to your goals and ask yourself and your team, what could we be
doing differently to reach our goals?

Recruitment approaches  
Often, municipalities want everyone who is interested in an issue to attend the 
meeting. However, sometimes it’s important to ensure certain perspectives are heard, 
or any bias is avoided. Here are a few different approaches for participant recruitment: 

• Open: anyone can attend. The success of this approach depends on extensive
promotion through multiple channels.

• Stakeholders: participants represent organized groups with an interest in the
issue. Stakeholders have knowledge and capacity around the issue area.
Conveners must be cautious to both include and go beyond ‘the usual
suspects’ to ensure all stakeholder voices are being heard.

• Selective: participants are selected from those who respond to open or
stakeholder-based invitations, to create a group that represents the
communities of interest. While this can result in a diverse and balanced
group, it can also be seen as exclusionary so selective processes require
additional opportunities for anyone to have their say (such as an online survey
or public meeting).

Eight Principles of Effective Outreach, AmericaSpeaks 

1. Relate to people’s lives by crafting your message carefully

2. Use active outreach strategies that are engaging and interactive

3. Enlist trusted spokespeople and ambassadors

4. Touch people multiple times through multiple mediums

5. Communicate why participation matters

6. Track who is coming and adjust your strategy as needed

7. Assume that half of the people who intend to participate will not attend

8. Take your outreach to social media – especially social networks
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• Random selection: statistically representative sample of the relevant
population according to key demographic and attitudinal factors. This
approach ensures a range of citizen voices are heard and no organized groups
dominate the process. As it is organizationally time-intensive and challenging
to administer, random selection is often done with the help of a consultant.
Stakeholders can play a role in the random selection processes as expert
witnesses, steering team representatives, and observers of the proceedings.

• 1/3 mix: this formula aims for inclusiveness by bringing together a group
that is one-third open recruitment, one-third stakeholders and one-third
random selection.

Redesigning Public Notice 
Toronto-based civic innovator Dave Meslin observed that “local governments could do 

a much much better job promoting civic engagement and public participation in the 

decision-making process.” Meslin then issued the challenge: “How would YOU design a 

public notice if the goal was to encourage participation?”  

The winner was Pemberton, BC. Here is their ‘before and after’ public notice: 

Meslin’s Ted talk www.ted.com/talks/dave_meslin_the_antidote_to_apathy.html 
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9. Stakeholder relationships

Remember, building trust with stakeholders is just as important as achieving good 
decisions. Following are some important behaviours that will greatly improve the trust 
of your stakeholders: 

Six behaviours that improve stakeholder relationships 

1. Keep promises

Nothing increases trust like a promise kept. You should go out of your way to
make some promises as part of your “good service” attitude and then keep
them. You might, for instance, promise to send several people a map of the
proposed walking trail by Tuesday. Or tell someone you will have the public
works manager contact them. When the promise is kept, trust goes up. If you
cannot keep the timeline, you gain trust when you call to explain that you will
be late. Do not make promises you cannot keep.

2. Be clear about scope

Clarify what is “on the table” for discussion. It helps everyone to know what
is not “on the table.” If people have other issues to raise tell them where
these issues can be directed. Be clear about any limitations or preceding
commitments that may limit what is up for discussion.

3. Demonstrate a “good service” attitude

You are the host of the input process, so you should go out of your way to
greet people, make them feel at ease, ensure they have a place to sit and the
meeting materials at hand. Your enthusiasm about having people in the room
will be infectious.

4. Keep in touch; verify information

Once you initiate contact with stakeholders, don’t let long periods of time go
by without contacting them. If they hear nothing after they have given their
opinion, they will assume the worst.

Keep a record of comments received during the process, and make that
record available. Ask people to verify that you heard them correctly. Ideally,
decisions should be made in a timely manner. However, if the decision stalls,
let stakeholders know the reason for delay. In the absence of facts, rumours
arise and gain credibility. As a rule of thumb, 3 to 4 weeks without contact
will cause people to speculate on “what is really going on.”

Tip: If you are using a 
digital engagement tool 
to stay in touch with 
stakeholders and they 
only rarely use the tool, 
be prepared to try 
something else. Your 
group members may not 
be comfortable using it. 
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5. Be accessible

If people find it easy to reach you, they will trust you more.

6. Be empathetic

If people feel you are making an effort to understand their expectations and
point of view, they will trust you more.

Minimizing difficult behaviours 
Sometimes nice people can behave badly. Difficult behaviour can have a negative 
effect on meetings and make your job more challenging. There are some things you 
can do to promote helpful behaviour and dissuade annoying behaviour. 

1. Have a facilitator run meetings

The facilitator should explain the meeting process to everyone and should
“take charge” of the meeting process so people can work together to achieve
results. The facilitator is the only person in the room who has permission to
do what might be interpreted as some rude things, such as interrupt people or
directly tell them to sit down.

Some things facilitators (or moderators, or chairpersons) must do:

! Stop blame or personal attacks immediately. The facilitator can begin 
by encouraging people to express their own point of view, but not to 
speak about the opinions or approaches of others. 

! Ensure everyone gets airtime. Sometimes, a few people will 
dominate the speaking time available, while others sit back feeling 
annoyed. The facilitator should directly ask “quiet” people for an 
opinion, and should ask those who dominate to allow time for 
others to speak. 

! Stop emotional speechmaking. Occasionally, people mistake a public 
input meeting for Speaker’s Corner. They launch into an emotional 
speech that is a thinly disguised attempt to raise applause from the 
“audience.” The facilitator should interrupt such a speech and ask 
everyone to focus on the decision at hand. 

! Do not allow implied threats. Very rarely, people will imply threats 
to others in their zeal to make their point. The facilitator must 
admonish the person immediately for any implication of threat and, 
if necessary, should ask the person to leave the meeting.  

Resource 13: Guide for facilitators and recorders 
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2. Be a good host

Your efforts to make contact with people and help them feel comfortable at
the meeting are very important. Most disagreeable behaviour is a result of fear
or anxiety which is greatly lessened when people are politely welcomed.

3. Encourage productive behaviours

In some cases, it is helpful to post a list of helpful behaviours before a
meeting gets underway. In other cases, it is important to verbally state what
behaviours will be helpful.

4. Build common ground

People often agree about “what” needs to be achieved, but tend to disagree
about “how” to achieve it. If the initial focus is on building a shared
commitment to outcomes and empathetic discussion of people’s concerns,
there is much less emotion.

5. Keep a “service attitude” but remain assertive

Your efforts to provide service to people will help them relax and be
productive. However, occasionally there will be a person who mistakenly
assumes you are being submissive. When people make unreasonable demands
or too many demands, it is best to politely but firmly inform them how they
can solve their problem without your involvement.
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Conflict and consensus 
Although “conflict” sounds like a bad thing, it is a normal and desirable part of the 
discussion process. You wouldn’t be going to all this trouble if you were sure everyone 
agreed about everything. Good ideas come from the exchange of different points of 
view. However, you are trying to avoid emotional outbreaks and accusations (see the 
previous section about “minimizing difficult behaviours” on page 2-33).  

Building consensus: 

While “consensus” is not always achieved, it is always the ideal outcome of public 
input. Ideally, everyone either supports the decision or is not vocally opposed. 
Commonly, people are willing to drop their opposition, if certain mitigations, 
controls or compensations can be assured. 

Here are the common requirements for building consensus among a group that 
initially expresses conflicting expectations: 

1. Have some method to test the level of agreement. You cannot assume
persons making speeches at a meeting represent the whole. Often, there
is more agreement in the room than the speeches would suggest. Use
some means to find out how many people support option A, B, or C.

2. Ensure people understand and agree to the outcomes (“what”), before
they discuss the options (“how”).

3. Ensure the range of options being described is complete and well
described. NEVER suggest there is only one option—(i.e. take it or leave
it).

4. Have people describe the criteria or conditions that affect their level of
support for an option (e.g. level of traffic noise, preservation of trees,
access to facility). It is much more productive for people to talk about
why they are concerned or enthusiastic than for them to “take positions”
for or against ideas.

5. Test the level of support for each option. Encourage people to express
“conditional support” (i.e. I could support the option if I could be
assured a proper fence will be erected so we don’t have to look directly at
the pump).

6. Seek combinations of options or modifications to options that could gain
more support. Ask people in the room to help you find the best
option—remind them there is no “perfect” option.

7. Test the revised option(s) to determine the level of support. Note the
level of consensus or diversity that exists at this point. Note any concerns
and find out what mitigations, or accommodations would be the best
response to the concerns.

Tip: Emotional 
confrontation at meetings 
often results from fear or 
anxiety. Help people stay 
calm and reduce the 
threat they feel—give 
them back some control. 
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Conflict resolution: 

If there is obvious conflict in the room, leading toward emotional disagreement, 
you must intervene to prevent the argument from becoming the focus of the 
discussion. Here are some suggested steps: 

! Acknowledge the difference of opinion. Find out more about the needs 
or perceptions that lead to a difference. 

! Ask for suggestions about how to address the conflict. Let the 
combatants present ideas about possible ways to reach common ground. 
Describe the conflict to the entire group and offer suggestions about 
how the conflict could be addressed. If you are at an impasse, suggest a 
separate meeting with those who are in disagreement. 

! Expect to allow for venting (if people get angry, they may be accusative 
before they get to the point they want to make). 

! Take a break if necessary. Allow everyone some time to consider what 
they have heard. Speak to the main proponents of the argument to 
determine what they see as the best way to resolve the emerging 
argument. Remember, stress is a major contributor so your efforts to 
reduce stress levels are valuable. 

! If the parties cannot reach agreement on their own, suggest a mediation 
process. In this process, the parties work with a mediator in a concerted 
attempt to reach agreement (Municipal Affairs can help you with this 
process and suggest mediators). 

Conflicts arise during digital engagement, too. The tips in this chapter also apply to 
handling difficult behaviours on the internet. However, for some specific 
considerations, please see Section 3, page 3-11. 
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10. Following through

Never underestimate the amount of work you will have to do after the meetings are 
over and response forms are submitted. Take the time to congratulate your team on 
what they have achieved, but don’t lose momentum. Here are some tasks that typically 
require your attention after the input is received: 

! Thank those who have helped you, both online and offline. 

! Keep any promises made; do you need to send out any information? 

! Collect and inventory all notes and input in one place. 

! Ensure all input received is analyzed and summarized. (This may require 
some time editing and refining notes.) 

! Brief the project team as soon as possible and inform those responsible for 
the project of any concerns that might affect their planning, design or 
implementation. 

! Review and summarize evaluations. Document any advice for future 
meetings. If appropriate, you can post the input summary on your website. 

! Brief elected officials about the public input process and the advice received. 

! Report back to those who have taken the time to participate. This may take 
the form of an email update, newsletter, and or social media status update. 
Make sure that they can see the input that the municipality has received.  

! Connect the decision to the input. In your report to the participants, note 
where the decision is a direct response to the input received. Explain why, if 
the decision does not reflect the majority preferences of participants. Do not 
assume that people will connect their input to the decision. Be prepared to 
explain why some ideas could not be supported by Council.  

! Write or redraft reports as necessary. It is often advisable to verify that you 
have interpreted the public input correctly. This means some (or all) 
participants have the opportunity to review your draft to verify it is accurate. 

! Update your website and social media accounts to show the current stage in 
the process, decisions made, and upcoming opportunities to provide input. 
Also, don’t forget to upload new or updated reports.  

People must be informed about the decision and about how their input was 
used as part of the decision. If Council chose an approach different than many 
citizens recommended, it is essential that citizens are informed why another option 
was chosen. 
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11. Measurement, evaluation and learning

There are three phases of data gathering and analysis: 

! Before public and stakeholder participation begins to set a baseline of 
information to compare against later on. 

! During the engagement to find out, while there is still time to adjust, how well 
you are achieving your goals. 

! After each phase of the engagement has concluded as well as when the 
impacts become known, to know what you’ve heard and evaluate the extent 
to which your goals were achieved. 

To be successful in each of these phases, an evaluation plan and staffing allocation is 
critical. 

Six Steps for Project Evaluation 

1. Set project and learning goals with your team. Together, answer the question: what
is success? Consider if you hope to have an impact on government, elected officials,
policies, programs, participants, etc. Do you hope to engage certain numbers or
types of people, in certain kinds of activities? What do you hope your team and its
individuals will achieve and learn?

2. Develop a plan: What will measure our goals? Or, what are the indicators of having
achieved your goals? And, how will we gather data? Will you be able to automate
some of it through online interactions? Will you have paper surveys at events?

3. Collect data: What are we hearing and doing? Capture input and interactions with
surveys, head counts, online interactions, media coverage, phone calls. Set up your
record keeping to enable ongoing input, perhaps by multiple people.

4. Analyze data as you go: What does the data mean? Make sense of the ideas and
numbers, by looking for trends, outliers, and patterns. With qualitative data, the
absolute number is often less important than how it relates to previous numbers.
Qualitative data is valuable both for what is being commonly said, as well as any
unique but important ideas.

5. Report on results: Who should hear the data? Share your findings. Team members
should get summaries of the analysis, and perhaps others should too including
decision makers, other colleagues, participants, stakeholders, etc. Also consider
the best methods for communicating your results to your audiences.

6. Learn, fail, grow: How will we use the data? Evaluation is only worth the effort if you
are able to make use of your data. Adjust your involvement strategy midway.
Communicate public input to decision makers. Celebrate successes and examine
failures. Return back to these learnings the next time you’re planning an
engagement effort, to ensure you’re building on what works, and innovating in
areas where new approaches are needed.
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Sample measures and tools for evaluation 

Content Quantitative Quality Impact On 

Ex
am

pl
e 

M
ea

su
re

s 

! Topics raised 
! Themes of 

opinions in 
general 

! Themes of 
opinions by 
stakeholder 
group, by 
geography, etc 

! Unique ideas 

! Number of 
participants 
(total and by 
engagement 
type) 

! New 
participants 

! Website visits, 
social media 
interactions 

! Costs of 
engagement, 
including non-
monetary  

! Participant 
satisfaction 

! Quality of 
participant 
interactions 

! Participant 
desire to stay 
involved  

! Participant 
learning 

! Staff 
satisfaction and 
learning  

! Elected 
officials, senior 
staff, key 
project 
partners  

! Policies and 
programs  

! Participants 
! Municipality 

and other 
organisations 

! Team members 

Ex
am

pl
e 

To
ol

s 

! Weekly manual 
summary (and 
highlights) 
content 
patterns and 
trends 

! End of project 
workshop to 
analyze data 
collected from 
all channels 

! Nvivo, Dedoose, 
Atlas.ti, 
Provalis, 
Maxqda, 
DiscoverText 

! Participant 
survey 

! Headcounts  
! Reports from 

online 
engagement 
tools 

! Social media 
reports  

! Website 
analytics 

! E-newsletter 
open and click 
through rates 

! Budget analysis 

! Participant 
surveys and 
interviews 

! Key staff 
debrief survey 
and discussions 

! Research 
partners lead 
interviews, 
surveys and 
other 
techniques 

! Surveys before, 
during, 
immediately 
after, and some 
months after 
the process 

! Policy analysis 
! Team debrief 
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1. Introduction

What is Digital Engagement? 
Digital engagement means using electronic communications tools to expand and 
strengthen the relationship between governments and the public. Digital engagement 
tools are often online, and range from those as simple as the use of e-mail and 
websites, to ‘social media’, which includes Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.  Digital 
engagement enables any interested citizen to better understand and communicate with 
government. However, digital engagement does not replace traditional face-to-face 
engagement. Instead, digital engagement enhances the techniques you already use to 
engage your citizens. 

Developing a ‘digital engagement strategy’ that makes use of social media tools can 
supplement your public input process to:  

1. Increase the audience for public engagement;

2. Diversify beyond “the usual suspects” to engage hard-to-reach residents;

3. Tap into existing community interests and social networks;

4. Share information with and promote services to residents cost-effectively;
and,

5. Make government data more useful to the public.

Many Alberta municipalities are already using digital engagement tools to ask the 
public for their feedback, share up-to-date information, and build online communities 
that are involved in important civic issues. They join a growing group of local, 
provincial, and federal governments who are connecting with their residents and 
constituents online. 

Previous sections in this Public Input Toolkit for Municipalities describe the 
motivations and techniques for public engagement with a focus on small and medium 
sized municipalities with limited budgets. This section of the Toolkit provides advice 
for municipalities just starting to consider the use of digital engagement tools and 
recommendations for municipalities that are already experimenting in this area. 

NOTE: If you encounter unfamiliar digital engagement terms, please refer to the 
glossary at the end of this section for guidance. 
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Getting Started 
Getting started with digital engagement is easy, no matter your level of capacity. 

It is best to begin by building a business case seeking senior staff or council approval 
to supplement your public engagement strategy, or for initiating the use of social 
media in general. Build your rationale for using digital tools as part of your public 
input process.  If you’re lucky, leadership will already be open to the idea of digital 
engagement. However, it is likely that in the beginning you’ll need to outline the 
opportunity, costs, similar projects, and specific goals for digital engagement.  

The pages that follow provide you with the components to build your business case, 
and understand your options for proceeding with Digital Engagement, including: 

• Benefits of Digital Engagement
• Addressing the Barriers to Overcome
• Assessing Your Capacity to Engage Digitally
• Understanding and Choosing the Right Tools

Throughout this section, you will find tips and facts on the benefits of using digital 
engagement, common fears and misconceptions to address, information and resources 
on understanding and assessing your capacity for digital engagement, followed by a 
brief technical overview of the most commonly used digital engagement tools, and 
how to choose the right tool for your organization’s capacity. 

Whether you are planning on enhancing your public engagement and communication 
using digital tools, or just planning on using one specific tool to pilot as part of a 
public input consultation project, the components outlined for building a business 
case, starting on the next page, will provide food for thought on the items to consider 
in moving forward with digital engagement. 
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2. Benefits of Digital Engagement

Why Should Governments Engage Digitally? 
More than 86% of Albertans are online,2 with many people expecting government 
services to be accessible online. Digital engagement can help you meet that 
expectation as well as satisfy your own needs to: 

1. Increase engagement;
2. Diversify engagement;
3. Take advantage of existing community networks and interests;
4. Share information and promote services cost-effectively; and,
5. Make government data more useful to the public.

1. Increase engagement

Digital engagement can give the public a more interactive, fun, and
informative way to participate in decision-making. Governments can use their
online presence to ask their constituents for feedback, new ideas, spending
priorities, and to host policy and issue discussions. Digital engagement can
increase public understanding of decisions and foster potential support for
ongoing implementation. Overall, digital engagement has the potential to
reach a wider audience, connect with peer organizations, and raise more
awareness about local government initiatives.

2. Diversify engagement

A key benefit of making government data and functions available online is
engaging hard-to-reach people, getting past the “usual suspects.” CIRA’s
2014 report shows us that 86% of Canadians are online, and 57% of
Canadians own a smart phone. The same report shows that 69% of
Canadians have visited or browsed an online social network in 2013, and
about one third of those people visit a social networking site at least once a
day. Digital engagement lets us reach a greater share of the population,
because it allows busy people to engage at a time and place that is convenient
for them. In other words, although people may be too busy to attend an
Open House, they may have time after work or before bed to log into
Facebook. Digital engagement can be squeezed in between other
commitments, so offering a range of opportunities to people with different
amounts of interest and time could increase participation.

2 CIRA. 2014. http://cira.ca/factbook/2014/the-canadian-internet.html 

30% of online Canadians 

go online while travelling 

from one place to 

another, most frequently 

with a smart phone (64%) 

or laptop (30%) (Ipsos 

Reid 2011).  

Although social 

networking is most 

popular with people 

younger than 35 years 

old, 94% of new social 

networking profiles in 

2010 came from users 35 

years old and older (Ipsos 

Reid 2011).  

Figure 8: Facebook users 

by age in Alberta (Source: 

Facebook 2013) 
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3. Take advantage of existing community networks and interests

People may already be active on the issues facing your government, and
moving part of your engagement online can tap into their existing knowledge,
interests, and networks. Just as we will hold a public meeting or open house
in the neighbourhood affected by government decisions, local governments
can go to the virtual places where their constituents organize themselves and
spend time.

4. Share information and promote services cost effectively

As the newspaper industry changes and more constituents communicate
online, local governments are turning to free online tools to profile their work
and to directly interact with residents. Important services like safety alerts,
local cultural events, service schedule changes and government
announcements can be broadcast broadly online with a smaller budget. With
digital engagement, there is also the potential for messages to “go viral,”
reaching thousands of people with little effort.

5. Make government data more useful to the public

Governments around the world are making their data available for re-use.
This “open data” approach advances the notion that citizens should be given
the information and transparency required to hold government accountable.
Besides transparency and accountability, open data has other benefits like
innovative use of under-used data or improving relationships between
government and partner organizations. Making data freely available in a
useable format adds value for all residents.

You can use these points to help gain Council approval for your digital engagement 
media strategy. 

Strategies for Building Your Business Case 
When building your business case, outlining the benefits of using Digital Engagement 
is an important component.  There are also several other strategies that will assist in 
strengthening your case.   

1. Present success stories

One of the best ways to educate council and colleagues about digital engagement
is to find examples of other local governments who have used the tools, and
present information on what they’ve learned and how it relates to your initiative.

65.9% of rural and rural 

remote Albertans (those 

who reside outside of the 

seven major urban 

centers) have access to 

broadband Internet 

(Service Alberta 2010), to 

a total of 94% percent of 

Albertans (Service 

Alberta 2013). 

The fastest growing group 

of internet users in 

Canada in 2010 was the 

55+ group (comScore 

2011). 
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2. Show how easy digital engagement is

Consider arranging digital engagement demos during staff meetings or a one-on-
one with a councillor. Or host a brown bag lunch to discuss staff’s own
experiences and questions with digital engagement.

3. Use clear results and examples

Some council members and senior managers may need hard numbers and
measurable results to understand the opportunity. In your briefings or
presentations, show examples, facts with numbers attached, and “lessons learned”
to ensure a productive conversation.

4. Develop a shared understanding of scope

It’s also useful to have an upfront understanding of what your municipality will
and won’t do online and who will be responsible for managing your messaging
and responses before the project begins. Be sure to set up social media and digital
engagement policies, clarify your Freedom of Information and Privacy (FOIP)
terms and other key policies (see Resource 15: Terms of Use and Privacy
Statements), and identifying roles and responsibilities. Having clear policies and
procedures will help both employees and the public be aware of the types of
behaviour that are appropriate and the consequences for inappropriate action.
The process of creating these policies can also lead to a deeper understanding of
the benefits and value of digital engagement.
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5. Engage a senior manager to champion the project

While it’s important to have staff with the technical know-how to implement a
digital engagement strategy, it is equally important to have champions among
senior management. The champion is needed to convey the digital engagement
strategy to the entire organization, create support and buy-in, and remove barriers.
Without the champion, the strategy is likely to struggle with complacency and take
longer to be implemented, or worse yet, it may be implemented but lack
continued management, thus damaging your credibility online.

6. Resource the strategy for the short and/or long term

The resources you commit to your digital engagement strategy should match the
term of the strategy, whether that involves a project a few months in duration or
whether the strategy is part of the longer-term communications plan.

Consider the staff time required to carry out your plans. If you are not sure 
whether to commit to a course of action, err on the side of caution. Remember 
that if you set an expectation that you will be engaging your public through certain 
digital tools, whether through a website, email account, Facebook Page, regular 
newsletter, or the like, you will damage your credibility if you allow those tools to 
become irrelevant. It’s crucial that once you commit to a strategy, you maintain 
your online presence, so plan appropriately and be clear and realistic about the 
staff resources needed. 

In addition, implementing a digital engagement strategy may require specialized 
software (paid programs, etc) or hardware (laptops, cameras, etc). Review all the 
tools available to you starting on page 3-18 and budget accordingly. 

For a full listing of resource items to consider, see: 

7. Educate the public on digital tools

In planning your digital engagement strategy, you may want to consider arranging
education sessions (at the library or another public space) for those in the
community that may be interested in using the tools, but unsure of “how”.  This
would attract a wider audience to engage digitally, and also give you an
opportunity to promote your municipality’s intended use of the tools.

Resource 6: Budget considerations for public engagement 
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 Case Study: Stettler County Stettler County’s Breaking News 
In the beginning the Internet was a source of information, a static place where 
people could find things. Today society has embraced Web 2.0, a platform whereby 
users not only consume content but also participate in its creation. Web 2.0 puts the 
user in the driver’s seat by offering the ability to post content in many forms such 
as, photos, video, and blogs. 

In Stettler County, the participatory nature of digital media has facilitated a unique 
approach to sharing municipal news. “We produce videos that feature members of 
Council speaking to the results and items of our Council meetings,” says Shawna 
Benson, Director of Communications for Stettler County. “This has evolved to include 
members of our administration who share information on various projects we are 
undertaking,” says Benson. 

To make it happen, the municipality purchased a high definition camera, a tripod 
and editing software. Members of Council are briefed before the Council meeting 
with key agenda items and key messages. After the meeting, Councillors are 
interviewed and share their perspectives. The video is edited in-house through the IT 
department and then posted on Facebook and Twitter. “We also place it as a pop-up 
on our website so when people open the site they get the latest video right away,” 
says Benson. 

“We have taken the concept to our local school’s multi-media program and have 
developed a partnership that has the students do some of the interviews during the 
school year,” says Benson. Through this initiative Stettler County has built a strong 
relationship with the schools, helping fulfill their local government curriculum in a 
unique way and increasing awareness of the role of the municipality in their 
community. 

“Although we are still in the beginning stages of the project we have learned quite a 
bit. First, we purposefully shoot this low budget and somewhat unpolished because 
we are trying to build a relationship with the public and if it looks rehearsed they are 
going to be skeptical and more focused on what it costs than the content. Second, it 
provides a new way to share our stories with local media. They use the 2-minute 
videos to report on what is happening in the municipality. So, even though it takes 
about 5 hours of extra staff time each week we do find it to be a more efficient and 
effective way to share our stories with a broad audience”, says Benson. 

Stettler County has implemented a dynamic way to interact with their public, 
sharing points of view and connecting with the community by producing their own 
content. “We are using digital media to build better community relations, put a face 
to the organization and humanize local government,” says Benson. 

Shawna Benson can be reached at: sbenson@stettlercounty.ca 
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3. Addressing Potential Barriers in Using Digital
Engagement

Understand your Context 
Understanding common digital engagement challenges and potential solutions is an 
important part of your digital engagement strategy. It will help explain the benefits of 
your strategy to Council and staff, and will ensure you are prepared for any potential 
pitfalls.    

As you build your business case, start by speaking with your colleagues and have one-
on-one discussions with councillors or managers to get feedback. Pitch your idea in an 
exploratory tone, asking for feedback in very early stages of the project. What’s most 
important here is to listen! Take note of the perceptions and concerns of the people 
you talk to. 

Next, interpret what you’ve heard from each conversation and identify the biggest 
concerns of everyone you spoke to. Remember that while council and senior staff may 
say, "It will cost too much,” they could really mean "I don't understand what this is 
about." Your notes and listening skills will help you hear the difference. It helps to 
understand what key decision makers are excited about! 

Your third step is to respond. Once you know what kind of resistance exists to the 
project, you can craft a response. Use your judgement about the right kind of format 
for your response, whether it is a briefing memo or invitation to look together at 
another municipality’s web presence.  

Common Fears and Misconceptions 
There are a number of common beliefs surrounding online engagement, including 
fears about losing control of messages and not being able to manage online 
conversations.  

Be realistic about what these approaches can accomplish. Explore both positive and 
negative perceptions and alternatives. In the early stages of digital engagement strategy 
development and implementation, there will be mistakes because you need to find out 
what works and what doesn't for your government. Learning is part of the process.  

To pave the way to successful adoption, use your business case to discuss the 
challenges as you explain the benefits of digital engagement to senior staff and 
Council: 
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“Staff will waste time and be distracted” 
Social media is sometimes perceived as “fun” or “not work,” and therefore perceived 
as a waste of time. Historically, so were the telephone and email! In reality, social 
media improves connections both within an organization and between the 
organization and the public.  

Not only can digital engagement improve productivity, but it can also save resources 
in marketing and communication. Your IT department  or contact person may be able 
to help you initiate “silent monitoring,” which flags users who spend an inappropriate 
amount of time on online tools. 

“Social media is trendy and will go away if we wait long enough” 
Social media and digital engagement tools are revolutionizing the way people 
communicate. While we will be using new tools and formats in five years, the value of 
these tools is in their responsiveness and the personalized experience. 

“Digital engagement is too time-consuming and resource-
intensive” 

Digital engagement can reduce costs, build stronger relationships with the public, and 
make residents more aware of local governments’ positive impact in a community. 

Other benefits include improving reputation, increased public involvement, better 
connectivity between employees, real-time information exchange and collaboration, 
and improved knowledge transfer. 

“What if they aren’t using the tools?” 
It is important to choose the appropriate tools that are relevant to your target 
audience, and that can be appropriately managed within your capacity (see next section 
for further information).  However, in planning your digital engagement strategy, you 
may want to consider arranging education sessions for those in the community that 
may be interested in using the tools, but unsure of “how”.  This would attract a wider 
audience to engage digitally, and also give you an opportunity to promote your 
municipality’s intended use of the tools.  

Keep in mind that unequal access to computer hardware and high speed internet can 
leave out some socio-economic groups. However, the increase of internet access on 
mobile phones is redefining the digital divide from an issue of basic access, to a more 
modern understanding of a divide between the media literate and illiterate, between 
young and old, between consumers and producers, and between urban and rural. The 
Alberta Government has initiated a program to achieve high speed access for 98% of 
Albertans. So, although the perception remains that rural Albertans lack access to 
high-speed internet, the reality is changing.  
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 “What if no one participates?” 
It is time to start a conversation! Use your listening tools (Pg. 3-19) to find people and 
influencers within your jurisdiction. What does your audience care about? Does 
something that your target audience cares about relate to local government? Is there a 
good way to get that conversation started? 

What are other people saying? Are there conversations going on in other communities 
that could apply in yours? How will you get that conversation started? 

90% of a website’s users never contribute comments or content to the site. Remember 
this large and quiet audience when developing your engagement strategies, because 
they are reading your messages even though you don’t hear from them. Only 1% of a 
website’s users, the influencers, account for almost all of the activity on that site.3 

“What if we get poor quality and/or inaccurate input?” 
Some people believe that the internet is a place where the quality and accuracy of 
information can’t be guaranteed. However, digital engagement benefits from “the 
wisdom of crowds,” which is based on the idea that many people are smarter than just 
one person. Studies have shown that Wikipedia is more accurate than published 
encyclopaedias.  

The key is to have a procedure for managing and correcting incorrect information, 
while citing official sources as appropriate. 

“What if senior staff become too accessible, having to deal with 
requests or customer service normally handled by other 
employees?” 
Senior staff do not automatically become accessible just because the organization is 
using social media. They can choose for themselves how much they would like to 
engage. The key to handling this is to have protocols or codes of conduct for 
managing the process. 

There are three ways that senior staff can choose to participate in digital engagement. 
You can: 

• Advise senior staff not to connect their Facebook, Twitter, etc. accounts
(if they have them) with the official organizational accounts;

• Set up accounts for senior staff, but let junior staff ghost-write content
within a set of parameters; and,

• Encourage senior staff to create their own accounts and participate in the
conversation.

3 Nielsen, Jakob. 2006. Participation Inequality: Encouraging more users to contribute. Jakob Nielsen’s 

Alertbox, October 9. <http://www.useit.com/alertbox/participation_inequality.html> 
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“Digital engagement is too difficult to do with Freedom of 
Information regulations” 

Freedom of Information and Privacy statements are important, because they describe 
data retention policies and practices, as well as security considerations, to your users.  

Freedom of Information and Privacy regulations can be addressed by setting up some 
good general practices, including: 

• Protect confidential and proprietary information when needed

• Differentiate between soliciting input (files need to be maintained) and
responding to public inquiry (no need to keep record). Have a
mechanism to record data.

“I can’t access digital engagement tools at work because they are 
blocked” 
If your municipality has an IT department or position, ask this person if it is possible 
to get user-level or “granular” firewall privileges. This allows some people access to 
digital engagement tools, but not everyone. 

 “What if people say bad things about us?” or “It is too difficult to 
moderate online conversations” 
Negative comments are bound to arise in any engagement activity, both online and in 
person, and people are probably already talking about your organization on the 
internet. Rather than let them dominate the conversation, you can frame the issues and 
change the nature of the conversation online. 

The key to managing negative comments is to have a procedure for finding them and 
for dealing with them. General principles for dealing with negative comments are: 

• Transparency – Be clear about your professional affiliation and disclose
any conflicts of interest.

• Accountability – Make reference to and cite your resources!

• Professionalism – Keep the tone professional while maintaining a more
casual style that is appropriate to the internet.

• Balancing Time with Influence – Given that you have limited time to
engage with your audience, prioritize those who have the most influence
online.

• Recording negative comments – it is important to save (say, by screen
shots) negative comments along with any official responses to the
comments.
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Be clear about the expectations for online behaviour (e.g., code of conduct) and plan 
an enforcement strategy to ensure respectful online discussions. You may wish to 
develop varying responses according to the severity or number of infringement. By 
setting ground rules, any action taken against users online is both justified and 
consistent.  

Be aware that controversial or “off topic” issues can overtake or hijack digital 
engagement.  Be sure to keep listening to what your constituents are saying, remind 
participants about the purpose of the engagement, if necessary, and have a clear 
moderation policy to apply when needed. 

The best way to manage difficult behaviours online is to be prepared with a plan for 
addressing certain situations. Many municipalities have written “terms of use” 
statements for the public, “privacy statements” for their website users, and internal 
policy statements to guide employee use of online resources. Rather than reinvent the 
wheel, you can use these existing policies as a guide to create your own.   

Sometimes action is required for negative or imbalanced comments. Most often 
this action involves listening to the person’s core grievances and finding a way to 
address them, whether by correcting factual errors, or improving customer service 
and making up for a bad experience. At other times, especially where someone is 
posting a rant or a joke, the best course of action may be to keep monitoring the 
situation but to avoid responding and allow the conversation to unfold. The online 
group may self-monitor. 

Consider if the community will participate in flagging infractions or if a staff 
member will be responsible. If you do remove a post, take a screen shot, date it, 
describe why you removed it, and file it. 

Resource 15: Terms of use and privacy statements, and 
Resource 22: Social media moderation infographic 
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Case Study: Okotoks Preparing for the Good and Bad 
Municipalities are offering more opportunities for the public to comment and share 
online. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and websites are popular tools for governments 
looking to engage. Implementing digital media opens the formation of online groups 
or communities. As with any new group there is a period of time in which norms are 
developed telling group members what they can and cannot do. As creators of these 
new group spaces, what role do municipalities have in regulating online group norms? 

“Without question one of the main concerns of any municipality when considering 
Facebook or Twitter is how do deal with negative comments,” says Melanie 
Heemeryck, Communications Specialist with the Town of Okotoks. In face-to-face 
interaction, norms are developed implicitly over time, through observation. The lack 
of awareness and presence cues in many digital media environments inhibits 
observation of other people’s behaviors and hinders the process of norm formation. 
So, how can municipalities handle negative comments through digital media tools? 

“We have a disclaimer on our Facebook and Twitter saying what will be done about 
inappropriate comments that are derogatory or defamatory. We do get a few 
members of the public that consistently post complaints or provide negative 
feedback, and everyone can see these comments,” says Heemeryck. 

In an online environment the actions of the participants are visible to others making 
people aware of the actions of others. “What we have found is that the group kind of 
regulates itself. The fact that people can see what others are posting seems to make 
them more accountable so we have not had too many issues to deal with and, when 
we have had an issue the disclaimer gives us the ability to remove the post,” says 
Heemeryck. 

Having a way of dealing with negative comments is an important part of any 
engagement activity whether in person or online. Establishing a disclaimer and 
process for responding has enabled Okotoks to address potential issues in a 
consistent, professional manner and foster a more positive digital environment for 
all participants. 

Melanie Heemeryck can be reached at: mheemeryck@okotoks.ca 
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4. Your Municipal Capacity

Matching Capacity with Need 
Each municipality has differing internal and external capacity for digital engagement. 
Internal capacity includes having staff time, resources and senior staff support to try 
online consultation tools. External capacity includes council and public support for 
engagement online, as well as access to the internet. 

To help you self-assess whether your local government has low, medium, or high 
capacity for digital engagement: 

Low Capacity 
Municipalities with Low Capacity for digital engagement have less internal and 
external capacity. A low capacity municipality may have little support from senior staff 
and council for digital engagement, limited budget and staff resources to use digital 
tools, a constituency with limited online access, and a large number of internet-related 
functions (like website and networking maintenance) contracted out. 

If the results of Resource 14: Evaluating Capacity for Digital Engagement indicate that 
your municipality has low capacity for digital engagement, your municipality may find 
it helpful to use quick, easy, and inexpensive digital engagement tools. However if 
members of your community spend little time online, you may wish to consider 
whether digital engagement will serve your constituency well.  

Using low capacity tools really well can help you as you move to medium capacity, and 
there are many ways to do so. If you have contracted out technological functions, such 
as website maintenance, you may choose to build a new website with a content 
management system so any staff member can update content. Or, when you hire new 
staff, you may look for candidates with digital engagement experience and build those 
roles into their work description. 

Medium Capacity 
A Medium Capacity digital engagement community has mixed internal and external 
capacity. Compared to a low capacity municipality, a medium capacity community has 
greater access to high speed internet, more staff resources, and a higher level of senior 
staff and council support. Overall, a medium capacity municipality has budget and 
staff time and ability to try out more complex tools. 

See Resource 14: Evaluating Capacity for Digital Engagement 

Tip: Start small and learn 
as you go. 

What small project can 
you implement first as a 
pilot? The secret to 
success with digital 
engagement is careful, 
low-risk experimentation. 
Design your initial 
experiments around 
trying out the tools and 
techniques.  

Recognize lessons learned 
from each experiment 
and then apply them to 
your next project. If you 
identify some learning 
objectives at the 
beginning, it is easier to 
see what works.  
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If the results of Resource 14 indicate that your municipality has medium capacity for 
digital engagement, a very well executed and maintained website is a top priority. You 
may also wish to try photo sharing, online surveys, online meetings, blogging, or any 
other free and easy-to-use online tool. Even though they require more resources than 
“low capacity” tools, these tools have benefits that can be clearly communicated to 
council, senior staff, and the public. However, as with low capacity tools, take care not 
to invest in online tools that your community isn’t likely to use.  

To move to high capacity, try writing digital engagement activities into staff duties and 
hiring staff with a high level of knowledge of online tools. As you move into high 
capacity, consider budgeting for some paid tools when planning a level 3 public input 
process or during annual budget review. 

High Capacity 
A municipality with High Capacity for digital engagement has high internal and 
external capacity. Community members have high-speed internet access and regularly 
use Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other online sites that you may use for 
engagement. Council and/or senior staff support online public consultation. Also, the 
municipality has access to high-speed internet and has staff time and knowledge to 
undertake a digital engagement process. Finally, staff in a municipality with high 
capacity can easily access Facebook, Twitter, and Google products from work. 
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If the results of Resource 14 indicate that your municipality has high capacity for 
digital engagement, you may wish to try paid or custom online tools. Many of these 
more advanced tools are especially suited for level 3 public input processes, as well as 
analyzing public input from digital engagement. 

Case Study: Saddle Hills Digital Engagement – Are we ready? 
A rural municipality in the CentralPpeace region, Saddle Hills County takes pride in the 
fact that attendance rates at public meetings are quite reasonable for its rural setting. 
“Development is the primary reason we consult the public. These important issues 
warrant an opportunity for public sharing through things like open houses,” says Chief 
Administrative Officer Dianne Nellis. 

So, for municipalities with such a good response for in person meetings, do digital 
media tools have a role in public engagement activities? “We know that using our 
website or having a Facebook account won’t replace what we already do, but these 
tools offer a way to communicate faster, and people can respond anytime, anywhere,” 
says Nellis. In today’s digital age the question isn’t whether technology has a role but 
what do organizations need to think about when contemplating implementation? 

“It’s about whether our ratepayers would use these tools,” says Nellis. The 
municipality recognizes that not all residents may use the technology or even have 
access to highspeed internet. Surveying community use to determine who is using the 
technology, for what purpose, how often, when and where would be a critical first 
step in exploring the potential application of digital engagement. 

Additionally, the interactive nature of digital media requires municipalities to consider 
their internal capacity for implementation. “Staffing would be a starting point. The 
role requires someone who can not only share information but also interact, providing 
responses to questions or concerns. A knowledge of the organization, or at the very 
least knowing who to ask, would be important,” says Nellis. 

At Saddle Hills County office employees do not have access to social media tools. 
“Currently our staff are not permitted to use social media at work. We would need to 
devise a policy that would allow staff to use it as long as it relates to their work,” says 
Nellis. Clearly identifying the role of social media within the organization and 
articulating who is responsible would be another key consideration for implementation 
of digital engagement. 

At a time when municipalities hear so often that they “need” to engage their public 
through things like Facebook and Twitter, Saddle Hills provides a good example of 
what organizations should think about before delving into digital engagement. 
Emphasis on target audience characteristics, accessibility, resource and policy 
implications will help determine if digital media tools will aid or enhance a 
municipality’s public engagement goals.  

Dianne Nellis can be reached at: DNellis@saddlehills.ab.ca 
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5. The Right Digital Tools for the Process

Choosing the right digital tools for you public input process doesn’t have to be an 
overwhelming experience . First, you must start by getting to know what others are 
saying about your community and what tools are being used by your potential 
audience. Then, you will learn about the most commonly-used digital tools before 
diving into an exposé of digital and social media tools arranged by municipal capacity 
and level of public input. 

For some questions to consider before choosing your tools, see: 

Listen to What is Already Being Said 
Now that you’ve built the foundation of your business plan for digital engagement and 
you have a better understanding of your municipality’s capacity to try out digital 
engagement tools, it’s time to do some research and see what is already being said 
about your municipality. This stage will give you a better understanding of the online 
branding or reputation your municipality has already acquired, and it will also help you 
select the tools that suit your public input process.  

A little “listening” can go a long way. Remember, even though your municipality may 
not be actively engaged in digital tools and social media, it is likely that others have 
already posted pictures, videos, and messages that reference your community. It’s 
important that you take a look at the content that already exists to understand your 
starting point, and this may prompt you to develop a wider communications strategy 
to develop and promote your own branding and messages. 

There are a number of tools that can help you figure out your community’s online 
branding presence, and these range in complexity from simple searches to more 
involved automatic updates that need setup. 

Resource 16: Choosing digital engagement tools 

Resource 19: Online Listening 
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Simple Tools for Listening 
As a first step, conduct simple searches for your municipality on popular search 
engines and social media sites: 

Tool Purpose and Common Uses Pros and Cons 

Google (or 
other search 
engines like 
Bing and 
Yahoo) 

! Use the search function to 
enter key words and view the 
types of text, images, and 
videos that are posted about 
your municipality  

! Pro: Free and easily accessible 
! Con: Depending on the name of 

your municipality, the search 
terms may return irrelevant 
web content 

Social 
Mention 

! Use the search function to 
enter key words and view the 
social media mentions that 
are posted about your 
municipality 

! Pro: Free and easily accessible. 
Option for automatic updates 
delivered to you.  

! Con: Search terms may need 
updating and refining over 
time. 

Note: If you community has a newspaper with a website where readers can leave 
comments, it may be useful to see what people are saying about articles that discuss 
community issues.  

Other Tools for Listening 
If you’d like to invest a bit more time, there are a number of other tools that can be set 
up to provide you with ongoing information about the types of content posted about 
your municipality:  

Tool Purpose and Common Uses Pros and Cons 
Google 
Alerts 

! Choose keywords that describe 
your municipality and/or 
current projects 

! Google automatically emails 
you with new content with 
your chosen keywords 

! Pro: Free and fully automated 
! Con: Search terms may become 

irrelevant over time and need 
updating 

RSS Feeds 
(Feedburner, 
Google 
Reader, 
Yahoo Pipes) 

! Receive updates from news 
sources, blogs, and social 
networking sites 

! Review updates using an RSS 
reader, such as Google Reader 

! Pro: Free and fully automated 
! Con: Often blogs and news 

updates contain articles not 
relevant to your search 

Social Media 
Monitoring 
(TweetDeck, 
HootSuite, 
Seesmic) 

! Software applications that 
consolidate social media 
accounts across Twitter, 
Facebook, WordPress, 
LinkedIn, Flickr, etc 

! Pro: Search many social 
networks for key words; some 
services are free; automated 

! Con: Can result in information 
overload 
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Tool Purpose and Common Uses Pros and Cons 
Paid Social 
Media 
Monitoring 
(Radian 6, 
Sysomos, 
Alterian SM2) 

! Complete platform to listen, 
measure and engage with the 
public across blogs, forums, 
social networking sites, wikis, 
and photo/video sharing sites 

! Pro: Effortless way to monitor 
entire social web 

! Con: Expensive. Upwards of 
$600/month 

Topsy ! Tool tracks the flow of content 
across the Twitterverse and is 
a good way to find influential 
Twitter users 

! Pro: Monitor tweets, free. 
! Con: Not automated. 

Understanding Your Audiences 
Researching what is being said about your municipality online not only helps you 
understand the types of messages and branding available about your municipality, but 
it also gives you an insight into the types of tools and social media sites used by your 
citizens. Knowing whether or not your target audience already uses a tool can help 
ensure that your digital engagement process will be successful. 
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Commonly-Used Digital Tools 
There are a lot of digital tools to choose from when contemplating anonline 
engagement strategy or when using a specific tool during a public input project. Some 
you’ve heard of, others may leave you scratching your head. Before diving into that 
longer list, it may be a sanity-saver to start with some of the most commonly-used 
tools which you may be already familiar with. These tools include: 

• Websites
• Email and Newsletters
• Facebook
• Twitter
• YouTube (video), Flickr (images) and Pinterest (images)

Websites 
Your website is your online business card, phone directory, organizational brochure, 
and help desk. Websites are the primary place online where people go to find out 
more information about your organization. They are thus the foundation of your 
digital engagement strategy, and all other digital and social media tools should drive 
traffic back to your website. 

Common Uses 
Capacity and 

Effort 
Pros and Cons 

! Describe your organization and 
services, who to contact, 
bylaws, current events, council 
agendas/ minutes, etc. 

! Other social media tools should 
direct the public to visit the 
website for more information 

! Low capacity, 
medium effort 

! Pro: Provides basic 
information easily 

! Con: Needs to be 
updated regularly, 
mostly one-way 
information exchange 

Best practices for municipal websites include: 

• Update content regularly! Since the website is often the primary source of
online information on your municipality, it’s important to keep the
information up-to-date and relevant to your public. Your online credibility
will be negatively impacted if the last update was done in 2008 and the
content references old events.

• Match the complexity of your website to your capacity. It’s better to
have an up-to-date but simple website that provides relevant content, than to
create a website that requires too much time and effort to update and which
could be forgotten for lack of resources.

• Organize information by service areas rather than by departments (such as
“City Services,” “Doing Business,” “Living Here”) and include a contact
person’s email address and/or phone number.
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• Offer online access to: council schedules, minutes, and agendas; councillor
bios, photos, and contact information; bylaws; and, advisory committee
membership, meeting schedules, agendas and minutes. The goal is to make it
easy for residents to find out when public meetings are, what meetings are
about, and who to contact.

• Link to social media accounts if your organization has them. Use social
media tools to drive online traffic to your website for more information.

• Showcase local news and events, making it easy for your readers to share
them via social media and subscribe to updates by email or RSS.

• Consider providing a mobile friendly website to support people who visit
your website with a smart phone or tablet.

If you don’t already have a municipal website, building a WordPress site could be a 
simple way to get started. WordPress is a content management system (CMS) that 
allows people with very basic technical skills to update the website, and includes 
“plugins” and “widgets”(small internet applications) that can integrate with Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, and other social websites. WordPress is open source software 
(non-proprietary and made by many people), so there are many resources available 
online. The best place to look is the WordPress Codex. ThemeForest and other 
services sell inexpensive WordPress themes, so you can easily create an attractive 
website. 

If you already have a website, you may be able to ask your IT department or contact 
person or website contractor if they can: 

• Create a contact form for general inquiries and/or put email addresses for
people to contact in your service areas.

• Create links to your municipality’s Facebook, Twitter, and/or YouTube pages
if you have them.

• Make an RSS feed of latest news or service updates from your website.
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Email and E-Newsletters 
Email and electronic newsletters (e-newsletters) are one of the least expensive and 
easiest ways to keep in touch with your public. While email is a regular part of 
municipal business, e-newsletters are simple to implement, are less expensive than 
direct mail by saving printing and paper, and reach a specific audience that is 
interested in receiving your message. 

Common Uses Capacity and Effort Pros and Cons 
! Contact people (or be 

accessible) over the internet 
! Updates about municipal 

events, planning processes, 
opportunities for input, 
changes in service, contests, 
volunteer opportunities, and 
new initiatives 

! E-newsletters are often sent 
through a bulk email service 

! Low capacity, 
low to medium 
effort 
(depending on 
the depth of 
content 
featured in the 
newsletter) 

! Pro: Reaches 
residents quicker than 
mail and is very 
inexpensive. You are 
accessible to your 
audience. 

! Con: Residents 
voluntarily give you 
their email addresses 
for a specific purpose. 
Email may get flagged 
as spam.  No real 
opportunity for 
interaction. 

MailChimp and Constant Contact are examples of bulk email tools that can help 
you create attractive email newsletters and evaluate how effective your newsletters are. 
These tools are useful because they help prevent your newsletters from getting caught 
in spam filters and they handle unsubscribe requests automatically. Furthermore, these 
tools can show you how effective your emails are by giving you statistics on the 
percent of recipients who opened your emails. These tools have online tutorials on 
their websites. 

Best practices for email and e-newsletters: 

• Respond to emails within 24 hours. Even if you don’t have the answer to
their question or concern right away, thank the contributors for their email
and let them know when to expect an email response.

• Collect email addresses through your website and at municipal events.
When collecting emails, be specific about their intended use and create
different distribution lists for different purposes.

• Keep email addresses in confidence and never use emails for purposes
other than those approved by email address owners.

• Never let length trump substance. You will build more credibility for your
e-newsletter if it provides useful, relevant content rather than a long list of
things with questionable interest to your public.
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• Send e-newsletters sparingly to avoid overloading your audience with
emails. Consider semi-monthly, monthly, or quarterly updates for different
purposes.

• Mirror the content from your newsletter on your website. The newsletter
should never provide more information than is found on your website. As
with other digital and social media tools, it’s usefulness lies in highlighting
particular items and driving traffic back to the website for more information.

• Provide an ‘unsubscribe’ feature at the bottom of newsletters. This
could be as simple as listing an email address so that people can request to
remove themselves from your distribution list.

• Incorporate your visual branding, if available. If your municipality has a
logo, corporate colours, or other design features that create a unique visual
branding (much like your website), include those elements into your
newsletters.

Facebook 

Facebook is one of the world’s largest social media platforms. Municipalities can use 
Facebook, specifically Facebook Pages, as a sort of dynamic newsletter where you can 
post concrete information about programs and services, community events, and other 
information that would be available on the municipal website. The benefit of 
Facebook is that the information reaches users in real-time without users needing to 
actively visit your municipal website. In addition, Facebook also provides a forum for 
citizens to post their own content, reply to questions, voice concerns, discuss issues, 
and share information with their friends—at no cost to the municipality. 

Common Uses 
Capacity and 

Purpose 
Pros and Cons 

! Social networking service that 
brings together people who 
know each other in real life 
and/or have shared interests. 

! Local governments tend to use 
Facebook Pages for customer 
service, event promotion, 
communications and/or for 
hosting polls and discussions 
about a project. 

! Low capacity, 
low effort 

! Pro: Provides basic 
information easily and 
allows for 
conversations to 
develop 

! Con: Needs to be 
updated regularly 

While people make Facebook profiles, organizations and municipalities make 
Facebook Pages. A Facebook Page allows public users to ‘like’ your Page and follow 
what is posted there, similar to someone subscribing to a newsletter. People who like 
your page can leave their own messages on your ‘wall’ (a type of message board on 
your Facebook Page). 

Over half of Canadians 

(54% in 2014) have a 

Facebook account. Three-

quarters of Albertan 

adults use Facebook, with 

56% visiting the site at 

least once a week and 

39% using it every day 

(Insights West, 2013). 

The average Canadian 

Facebook user spends 

over 15 hours on 

Facebook each month, 

has 130 friends, is 

connected to 80 pages/ 

groups/events, and 

creates 90 pieces of 

content (links, news 

stories, blog posts, notes, 

photo albums, etc) each 

month.  

This means Albertan 

Facebook users are 

potential active 

participants of your 

digital engagement 

efforts. 
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Here are a few basic terms and items to monitor on your Facebook Page: 

• Wall Post: If someone “Likes” your Page, he or she can post content to your
wall. Because fans can say anything, it is important to both monitor what
people say and have a procedure for managing certain kinds of input.

• Comment: Both you and your fans can comment on Facebook, whether they
be comments on a wall post, photographs, or other content. Comments are a
conversation about something.

• Like: When someone “Likes” a wall post, this means they like or agree with
the content of that post.

• Share: Below a post, someone can click share when they see something
interesting and want others to see it.

Interaction is important! Encourage fans to post on your wall, write comments, and 
like your posts because all of those activities show up on their “News Feed” on their 
own Facebook profile, and the people in their social network can also see the posts 
and are encouraged to participate too. Facebook’s algorithms also prioritize popular 
posts, which increases your reach. 

Best practices for Facebook, as documented from research performed by Buddy 
Media and Virtue: 

• Keep your posts short and sweet. Posts with 80 characters or less had
almost 1/3 more user engagement

• Use images: Photos are far more engaging than videos, and both receive
more views than just text. In fact, Facebook recently updated its format to
prioritize posts with images or video.

• Don’t use URL Shorteners on Facebook: Users were three times as likely
to be engaged with a post that used a full-length web address.

• Consider posting updates when your community is most active on
Facebook: While some people check Facebook during work, people are
more likely to check it during breakfast, a morning commute, after work, or
before bed. People are less likely to check Facebook on weekends, though.

• Try posting on different days of the week: Buddy Media found that
engagement with posts spiked on Thursdays and Fridays. Do some testing
and find out when your audience is most likely to engage with your Page.

• Ask a question at the end of your post: Posts that end in a question have a
15% higher engagement rate.

• Ask easy, interrogative questions: Easy to answer questions, like “where,”
“when,” “would,” and “should” elicit more responses, especially because
people are likely to answer yes/no questions with a “Like.” “Why” questions
elicit the lowest response.

Tip: Invite a few people 
in your organization to 
have administration 
privileges on your 
municipality’s Facebook 
Page. This way, if 
someone leaves your 
organization, the other 
Page administrators can 
remove that person’s 
access to the Page, which 
is more secure than many 
people using a shared 
password. 

Tip: If staff use their 
Facebook account to 
create and administer a 
Facebook Page, you may 
consider creating policies 
that guide appropriate 
staff use of social media 
sites. Although the 
identities of Page 
administrators is hidden 
on Pages, someone could 
accidentally post from 
their own account.  

Furthermore, regardless 
of whether staff members 
use Facebook for work, 
they may post 
unprofessional content on 
their personal Facebook 
accounts that may one 
day become public. It is 
important for all 
employees to realize that 
once something is on the 
internet its privacy 
cannot be guaranteed. 
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• Be direct when asking for feedback: When asking readers to give feedback
on a post, use simple language that is already used on Facebook. For example:

a. “Like our…”

b. “Post your favourite…”

c. “Comment on…”

d. “Tell us about…”

For additional technical information on Facebook and other digital tools, see: 

Twitter 

Twitter is a social networking and microblogging service that allows you to send short 
text messages 140 characters in length, called ‘tweets’, to your friends, or ‘followers.’ 
Municipalities can use this tool to provide updates on new initiatives, promote events, 
send emergency alerts, and generally post short messages that can be instantly available 
to those who subscribe to, or ‘follow’, what you have to say. Twitter can also be used 
by people in your municipality to communicate directly with the public, though this 
use is outside the scope presented below. 

Common Uses 
Capacity and 

Effort 
Pros and Cons 

! Brief (140 characters) status 
updates available online and 
through text messaging that 
share ideas, reflect on a topic, 
or ask a question 

! Post information on events, 
find out what people are 
saying about a topic, share an 
update about a service change 

! Low capacity, 
medium effort 

! Pro: Reaches many 
people with little 
effort, open and 
transparent, connects 
to communities of 
interest 

! Con: Needs to be 
updated regularly, 
communications staff 
need broad 
authorization to engage 
with the public 

Twitter users generally engage in 4 activities: 
• Providing updates and creating content
• Following relevant people and organizations
• Sharing other people’s content on Twitter through retweets (re-posting

other’s messages)
• Engaging readers by answering queries (customer service), posing questions,

and commenting on discussions about a topic

Resource 24: Additional digital tool “how-to”s 

Twitter is an 

exponentially growing 

micro-blog site. 19% of 

Canadians have a 

Twitter account.  

In February 2010, 

people sent 50 million 

tweets a day. In 

September 2014, 

people sent 500 million 

tweets a day.  
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Best practices for Twitter include: 

• Engage your audience and communicate short, simple thoughts.  Since
tweets are limited to 140 characters, ask questions, share links and tips, and
be to the point!

• Give your municipality a friendly and approachable feel through good
Twitter-based customer service that is informal and quick.

• Link back to your website! Since your tweet is very short, use Twitter to
send followers a clincher that directs them back to your municipal website.
Find out how to shorten website addresses, or URLs, in Resource 24.

• Mention users by name to engage them in the conversation (using @ in
front of their user name).

• Tweet often! HubSpot, an online marketing company, states that people
tweet 4.4 times per day on average. People who tweet between 10 and 50
times a day have the most followers, with 22 tweets being optimal.4 The
reason why is because tweets “decay” incredibly fast – 92% of all retweets
and 97% of all replies occur within an hour of the original tweet.5

For additional technical information on Twitter and other digital tools, see: 

4 Zarrella, Dan. 2009. “Is 22 Tweets-Per-Day the Optimum?” HubSpot Blog. 2 March. 
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/4594/Is-22-Tweets-Per-Day-the-Optimum.aspx 
5 Sysomos. 2010. “Replies and Retweets on Twitter.” Sysomos Resource Library. September. 
http://www.sysomos.com/insidetwitter/engagement/  

Did you know that you 

can also update Twitter 

and receive messages by 

text message (SMS)? After 

you link your mobile 

number to Twitter 

through your settings, 

just send tweets to 21212 

Resource 24: Additional digital tool “how-to”s 

Tip: Twitter’s interface 
is easy to use, but if you 
are managing multiple 
accounts you may find it 
easier to use HootSuite or 
TweetDeck. You can also 
examine hashtag trends 
at hashtags.org, 
Twitterfall, Monitter, and 
hashtagify.me. 
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YouTube / Flickr 
YouTube and Flickr are video and image sharing websites, respectively, which allow 
users to upload content to the internet for easy storage and viewing. Municipalities can 
upload videos and images to their own YouTube and Flickr accounts, then link to the 
image and video files directly from their municipal websites without using their own 
server space. 

Common Uses Capacity and Effort Pros and Cons 
! Media sharing sites like 

YouTube and Flickr can help 
you share your photos and 
videos without incurring 
expensive bandwidth charges 
with your internet provider 

! Used to showcase local events 
or municipal services as well as 
ask for community submissions 

! Flickr: medium 
capacity, low 
effort  

! YouTube: high 
capacity, high 
effort 

! Pro: Fun and 
engaging. Can solicit 
photos and videos 
from the public, too. 

! Con: Online videos 
can be resource-
intensive to edit and 
upload, may require 
permission from 
people featured in 
photos and videos 

Best practices for YouTube and Flickr include: 

• Embed videos into your website. As a general rule, websites should limit
the number of times they direct users to other websites (you want users to
stay on your website and read your information). By embedding videos
directly into your webpage, your audience will be able to play videos without
navigating to the YouTube website. See Resource 24 for more information.

• Invite others to post images and videos. Remember, social media is meant
to be social! Get your audience to contribute images of the region, events,
and people, and use those images to promote your municipality.

For additional technical information on YouTube, lickr, and other digital tools, see: 

YouTube is the most 

popular video website 

in Canada, with more 

than 2 billion videos 

being viewed in 

December 2010. 

Canadians watch 25 

hours of online video a 

month (Comscore, 

2012), 80% of which is 

on YouTube (6S, 2012). 

The largest segment of 

online video viewers 

was people over the 

age of 35.. 

Flickr, launched in 2004 

by a Canadian company, 

is owned by Yahoo.  

With Flickr, you can tag 

photos, comment on 

them, submit pictures to 

groups, and print photos 

in creative ways. It is 

also easy to share photos 

with a Creative 

Commons copyright 

license and restrict their 

access.  

Flickr offers free image 

hosting. 

Resource 24: Additional digital tool “how-to”s 
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Getting Prepared to Lay Your Name Claim 
Even if you are not sure whether you need a website, Facebook account, Twitter 
account, or another online account, it is a good idea to claim your municipality’s 
domain name, Facebook Page, Twitter name, and other social media. This helps 
ensure that your municipality stakes its claim online.  

To prepare for setting up online accounts, you will need: 
6. Photo or logo that represents your municipality;

7. A link to your municipality’s website;

8. The proper contact information, like email address, for the person
administering the account; and,

9. Brief description of your municipality. This description may include details
about your terms of use for this particular account.

If you find that someone has already taken your chosen account name for social media 
applications, be creative and use underscores, periods, and/or hyphens to make a 
different name. You may also use your municipality’s year of incorporation or preface 
your name with “Town of” to make your social media name unique. 

Digital Tools Based on Your Capacity 
Beside the most common digital tools for public engagement outlined above, there 
exist a plethora of other digital and social media tools to choose from. This section 
will introduce and define some of these tools, outline the pros and cons of each, and 
explain their suitability for different types of engagement processes.  

As you choose your tools, keep the following questions in mind: 
• What is the purpose of my public engagement strategy? (specific application

or overaching communication strategy)
• Who is my audience, and what tools are they using?
• What level of public input is needed?
• Based on my research, what are people saying about the municipality?
• What capacity does my municipality have to use digital engagement tools?

For more questions to consider before choosing your tools, see: 

The following tables provide further details on tools most appropriate 
formunicipalities with low, medium, and high digital engagement capacity. 

Resource 16: Choosing digital engagement tools 
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Low Capacity Tools 
Municipalities with  low capacity may have little support from senior staff and council 
for digital engagement, limited budget and staff resources to use digital tools, a 
constituency with limited online access, and a large number of internet-related 
functions (like website and networking maintenance) contracted out. 

!

Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Website with 
Content 
Management 
System (CMS) 
(WordPress, 
Joomla, Drupal) 

! Website with an 
administration 
tool that allows a 
large number of 
people to 
contribute 
content in 
specified boxes or 
fields.  

! Pro: Efficient and 
easy to use tool for 
keeping a website up 
to date. 

! Con: May require 
initial set up by web 
developer.  

! Ongoing 
projects 

E-newsletters 
helpers (Mail 
Chimp, Constant 
Contact, Industry 
Mailout, 
iContact, 
Vertical 
Response) 

! Tools that help 
you send many 
emails at once 
without triggering 
spam filters, and 
use templates for 
more professional 
formatting and 
colours. 

! Pro: Fun and 
engaging. Can solicit 
responses from the 
public, too. 

! Con: Some cost 
money. 

! Ongoing 
projects 

Facebook Page 
(also consider 
Google+ if your 
audiences are 
active there) 

! Facebook Page 
allows you to post 
content that may 
appear on fans’ 
Facebook walls or 
in their 
notifications. 
Users subscribe to 
your postings by 
“liking” your 
Facebook Page. 

! Pro: Brings message 
to where people 
spend time; fosters 
feedback and 
discussion; potential 
for messages to go 
viral; drive traffic to 
website; attract 
people to specific 
events; builds social 
capital online and 
offline; free. 

! Con: Requires 
moderation; privacy 
concerns; whether 
people receive your 
message depends on 
their own usage 
patterns and 
Facebook’s 
algorithms, effort to 
build a community. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 
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Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Twitter ! Status updates 
limited to 140 
characters that 
are time and/or 
location sensitive 
and may ask 
people for ideas, 
share a link, or 
just be a 
reflection on 
something. Tool 
includes a minimal 
user profile, 
ability to follow 
other users, and 
ability to 
"retweet" other 
people's tweets or 
status updates. 

! Pro: Open and 
transparent; huge 
membership; 
potential for viral 
messaging; free. 

! Con: You never know 
who is listening; bias 
towards superficial 
interaction; requires 
maintenance 
(minimum of 3 
tweets/day, optimal 
14, maximum 30). 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

LinkedIn ! Tool allows you to 
host or participate 
in professionally-
oriented 
discussions, and to 
connect with 
communities of 
professionals to 
promote your 
company, post 
jobs, etc. 

! Pro: Brings message 
to where people 
spend time, fosters 
feedback and 
discussion, potential 
for messages to go 
viral, drive traffic to 
website, attract 
people to specific 
events, builds social 
capital online and 
offline, free. 

! Con: Requires 
moderation, privacy 
concerns, whether or 
not people receive 
your message 
depends on whether 
people are logged in, 
need effort to build 
a community. 

! Ongoing 
projects 

RSS (automatic 
distribution of 
online updates) 

! RSS (Really Simple 
Syndication) is a 
standard format 
for sharing feeds 
of information, 
like news, 
comments, etc. 

! Pro: Really simple - 
just set it up and 
forget it. Good way 
to get analytics 
about website usage. 

! Con: Some cost 
money. 

! Ongoing 
projects 
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Medium Capacity Tools 
Compared to a low capacity municipality, a medium capacity community has greater 
access to high speed internet, more staff resources, and a higher level of senior staff 
and council support. Overall, a medium capacity municipality has budget and staff 
time and ability to try out more complex tools. 
!!

Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Photo Sharing 
Site (Flickr, 
Pinterest, 
Picasa / 
Google+ 
PhotoBucket, 
SmugMug) 

! Share photos 
online, and can be 
used socially by 
asking people to 
contribute their 
own photos.  

! Pro: Easy to set up and 
update, create a 
folksonomy using tags, ask 
people to "Like" media, 
continuous presence not 
required, photos are 
engaging. 

! Con: Can be static, some 
cost money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Surveys and 
Polls (Fluid 
Surveys, 
SurveyMonkey, 
SurveyGizmo, 
PollDaddy, 
Lime Survey) 

! Online form 
where 
participants 
provide structured 
or unstructured 
feedback. Can be 
combined with 
issues-based 
education.  

! Pro: Multiple choice 
questions scale well, 
simple to use, many tools 
are free. 

! Con: Qualitative answers 
don't scale well, users are 
not exposed to other 
people's input, no 
collaboration, some cost 
money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Event 
Registration 
(EventBrite, 
RegOnline, 
EventWizard) 

! Online event 
invitation and 
registration 
system.  

! Pro: Once people have 
registered, you can provide 
them with updates. Good 
way to gauge how many 
people may be attending 
an event. 

! Con: People without 
internet access need 
another way to register. 
Costs money if there is an 
event fee. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Social Media 
Management 
Suites 
(Hootsuite, 
Tweetdeck, 
Seesmic, 
CoTweet, 
Bit.ly) 

! Manage an 
organization’s 
social media 
presence 
(multiple 
locations and 
accounts) through 
one tool. Bit.ly 
shortens URLs. 

! Pro: Enables simple 
updating of multiple 
accounts. Provides a one-
stop overview of social 
media accounts.  

! Con: Some cost money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 
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Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Listservs + 
Email 
Notification 
Systems 
(Google 
Groups, Yahoo 
Groups, BB 
Press, Quora, 
MajorDomo, E-
Democracy) 

! Email system with 
a hidden list of 
members where a 
message sent to 
one person is sent 
to all members of 
the email list. 
People have to 
explicitly opt-in 
to become a 
member of the 
email system. 

! Pro: Flexible, familiar, and 
potential for ongoing 
dialogue. Email is still the 
best way to reach many 
people. 

! Con: Not scalable, email is 
becoming less popular 
compared to social media, 
difficult to analyze, 
challenging for 
collaboration, people tend 
to delete emails if there 
are too many, vocal 
members may dominate 
conversation, some cost 
money. 

! Single 
projects 

! Ongoing 
projects 

Voice and 
Video 
Meetings/ 
Webcasts 
(Microsoft 
LiveMeeting, 
GoToMeeting, 
Skype, 
Ustream, 
CoverItLive, 
WebEx) 

! Live event, such 
as a conference 
call, chat room, 
webinar, etc 
where people 
observe and 
participate in a 
presentation from 
a difference. 

! Pro: May parallel an in-
person event, video is 
engaging and emphasis is 
placed on good slides, 
many tools are available. 

! Con: Input not concise, 
expensive to scale, 
susceptible to technical 
difficulties, participants 
must be online at the same 
time, some cost money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Mapping 
(Google Maps, 
Google Earth, 
Yelp) 

! Work together to 
identify places on 
a map. 

! Pro: Good way to harness 
local knowledge and find 
out spatially-relevant 
information. 

! Con: Some people do not 
think about their 
community from an 
abstract, aerial view. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Text Message 
(SMS Poll, 
Canadian SMS, 
SayZu, Atomic 
SMS) 

! Contact people on 
their cell phone to 
conduct surveys, 
raise awareness, 
solicit donations, 
give updates, or 
provide transit or 
other service 
information.  

! Pro: Many people have cell 
phones with text 
messaging, can combine 
input from in-person 
meeting with webcast. 

! Con: Response limited to 
160 characters, qualitative 
answers hard to scale, 
users often don't see other 
people's input, user pays 
for text, phone numbers 
needed. Cost money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 
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Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Online Chat 
(Google Chat, 
AIM, IRC, ICQ, 
Facebook Chat, 
Skype) 

! Text or video 
chatting online. 

! Pro: Usually is a one-to-
one chat between people 
but can be group chat. 
Free. 

! Con: Someone has to be 
responsible to responding 
to chat requests, much like 
answering a phone. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Blogging 
(WordPress, 
Blogger, 
Tumblr) 

! Blogs, Vlogs, 
Photo blogs, or 
Podcasts are 
regularly updated 
written/video/ph
oto/audio 
commentary 
about a particular 
topic. Enabled 
commenting 
means that people 
who listen can 
write back to the 
author in public.  

! Pro: Flexible, familiar, can 
have multiple authors, 
free, can be without 
comments. 

! Con: Requires moderation, 
commenting can be a high 
bar for entry, requires a 
lot of time for writing and 
promoting, some cost 
money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Crowd 
Sourcing 
(YouTown, 
PlaceSpeak, 
Everyblock, 
Open 311, 
Amazon 
Mechanical 
Turk, Yelp) 

! People contribute 
knowledge about 
products, places, 
etc. Host publicly 
uses or responds 
to information 
gathered.  

! Pro: Harness the 
knowledge of many people 
(everyone is an expert). 

! Con: May be challenging to 
restrict input to people 
just in your jurisdiction. 
Tool may require high 
speed internet. Cost 
money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Discussion 
Forum or 
Structured 
Online 
Collaboration 
(Google 
Groups, Yahoo 
Groups, BB 
Press, Quora, 
ConsiderIt 
(high 
capacity)) 

! Users can create 
new topics for 
discussion, 
comment/post 
messages within a 
topic, reply to 
other peoples 
messages, 
moderate others’ 
input, send direct 
messages. Forum 
content can be 
visible to 
everyone or to 
just registered 
users.  

! Pro: Flexible, familiar, 
discussions are topic-
focused. 

! Con: Requires moderation, 
posts appear in reverse-
chronological order, 
requires reading many 
posts to understand a 
conversation thread, 
unattractive and 
cumbersome to find 
answers. 

! Ongoing 
projects 
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Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Wikis and 
Collaborative 
Writing 
(Google Docs, 
Evernote, 
Social Text, PB 
Works, 
Wikispaces, MS 
Office Live 
(high 
capacity), 
Open Office 
(high 
capacity)) 

! People work 
together to write 
a document. 

! Pro: Specific input, free. 
! Con: Messy with many 

contributors, last editor 
wins, writing isn't fun, high 
bar for participation. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Input Analytics 
(Wordle, 
Tagxedo, 
visual.ly, 
Easel.ly, 
Venngage, 
tiki-toki) 

! Analyze and 
graphically display 
the theme of a 
document by 
focusing on the 
most prominent, 
repeated words.  

! Pro: Provides a visually-
pleasing graphical display 
of the document theme. 

! Con: Prominent words may 
need to be edited, static, 
some cost money. 

! Single 
event 

!
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High Capacity Tools 
A municipality with high capacity has access to high-speed internet and online tools, 
has the staff time and knowledge to undertake a digital engagement process, and 
council and/or senior management support online public engagement.  

Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Video Sharing 
(YouTube, 
Vimeo, Qik, 
Facebook) 

! Share videos 
online, and can be 
used socially by 
asking people to 
contribute their 
own videos. 

! Pro: Create a 
folksonomy using tags, 
ask people to "Like" 
media, continuous 
presence not required, 
videos are engaging, 
free. 

! Con: To create a 
community around the 
media is challenging. 
Video editing is time 
consuming. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Crowd Storming 
(IdeaScale, User 
Voice, Bubble 
Ideas, Spigit, 
Google 
Moderator, 
KickStarter, 
Mindmixer, 
OpenIdeo, 
Change by Us, 
Google 
Moderator) 

! A focused 
brainstorming 
process where 
people submit a 
proposal or 
idea/question, 
users rank the 
submissions, and 
then people 
comment on the 
submissions.  

! Pro: Clear, concise 
input, scalable, 
democratic, difficult 
to dominate the 
conversation, often 
free. 

! Con: Organized 
minorities can 
manipulate the results, 
bias towards early 
submissions, and 
challenging to shift 
opinions or have 
learning. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Analytics 
(Google 
Analytics, 
Hubspot) 

! Learning what 
types of people 
are engaged with 
your online tool 
and how engaged 
they are.  

! Pro: Learn what is 
working and what isn't, 
many are free. 

! Con: Hard to make use 
of metrics. 

! Ongoing 
projects 

Scenario 
Planning, 
Calculators, and 
Community 
Visioning 
(Crowdbrite, 
CommunityViz, 
MetroQuest) 

! Online tool that 
helps people 
choose between 
alternative 
scenarios or see 
the effects of 
decisions made 
today.  

! Pro: Can be fun, good 
for engaging youth or 
kids, shows that 
decisions have trade-
offs which creates 
empathy for 
policymakers, 
educational. Often the 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 
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Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

scenario planner with 
show an aggregate of 
people's input so far. 

! Con: Expensive to 
create and requires 
development team, 
can feel hokey or 
forced. Cost money. 

Budget 
Simulation 
Tools  
(Budget 
Simulator, 
Citizen Budget) 

! Users allocate 
dollars to spending 
priorities and see 
the consequences 
in real time, 
encouraging 
consideration of 
tradeoffs 

! Pro: Interactive and 
informative, concise, 
and fun.  

! Con: Limited to 
monetary decisions, 
complex tools can be 
expensive. 

! Single 
event 

Social 
Bookmarking or 
Link Sharing 
(AddThis, 
ShareThis, 
Delicious, Digg, 
Reddit, 
StumbleUpon) 

! Users submit links 
to 
websites/articles/
photos/videos, 
and other users of 
the site vote up or 
vote down the 
links, so popular 
links rise to the 
top.  

! Pro: Potential for 
message to go viral, 
free. 

! Con: Systems are 
susceptible to gaming 
by vocal minority 
groups. 

! Ongoing 
projects 

Wikis and 
Collaborative 
Writing (Google 
Docs, Evernote, 
MS Office Live, 
Open Office, 
Social Text, PB 
Works, 
Wikispaces) 

! People work 
together to write 
a document. 

! Pro: Specific input, 
free. 

! Con: Messy with many 
contributors, last 
editor wins, writing 
isn't fun, high bar for 
participation. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Constituent 
Relationship 
Management 
(SustainNet, 
SalesForce, 
CiviCRM, High 
Rise) 

! Tool for managing 
an organization’s 
interactions with 
constituents 
including contact 
information, past 
and current 
project 
involvement as 
well as internal 
notes.  

! Pro: Very important 
tool for organizing 
ongoing relationships 
with the public. Tracks 
engagement history 
and allows for sorting 
by interest. 

! Con: Can be time 
consuming to set up 
and requires staff to 
incorporate a new tool 
into their workflow. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 
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Tools Definition Pros and Cons Suitability 

Cost money. 

Online 
Advertising 
(Google Ads, 
Facebook Ads, 
AdWords, 
DoubleClick) 

! Advertising to a 
specific audience 
based on 
demographics, 
location and/or 
browsing habits 
(interests).  

! Pro: Good way to 
reach a targeted 
audience. 

! Con: Cost money. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

Virtual Worlds 
(Second Life) 

! A virtual place 
where people can 
get together. 
Often used 
simultaneously 
with a webcast for 
meetings.  

! Pro: Helps online 
participants feel like 
they are attending 
something with other 
people because there 
is a sense of audience, 
free. 

! Con: Can be 
distracting for the 
presenter to be 
presenting to a live 
audience and a virtual 
audience. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

! Face-to-
face 
meetings 

Serious Games 
(uniquely 
developed) 

! A fun way to 
grapple with a 
real world 
problem, like a 
budget, land use 
choices, or 
environmental 
problems.  

! Pro: Can be fun, good 
for engaging youth or 
kids, shows that 
decisions have trade-
offs which creates 
empathy for 
policymakers, 
educational. 

! Con: Expensive to 
create and requires 
development team, 
can feel hokey or 
forced. Cost money to 
develop. 

! Single 
event 

! Ongoing 
projects 

!

!
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Digital Tools Based on your Level of Public Input 
The following diagram provides an overview of digital engagement tools arranged 
according to your level of capacity and your anticipated level of public input. The 
same tools can be used for a variety of public input levels and, as your level of capacity 
increases, you may wish to try additional tools. Remember that each level of capacity 
for digital engagement builds on the previous. 
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Level 1 
As described on page 1-6, Level 1 consultation is person-to-person contact with your 
constituents that happens as part of your regular business operations. 

Digital tools for level 1 consultation include tools that help you: 
• Listen to your community’s broad concerns
• Stay in touch with members of your community in a general sense
• Share information about your programs and services with your community

For example, a Councillor shows you an online discussion about potholes in your 
jurisdiction and requests that you address people’s concerns. After deciding that your 
target audience is rate payers in your jurisdiction, you work with the Public Works 
department to set up a Twitter account for people to report potholes. The person in 
Public Works responsible for the Twitter account works with your communications 
staff to help answer questions and address concerns in a timely manner. 

In another example, you have a new summer schedule for yard waste and organics 
pick-up. You put a “pick-up calendar” on your website and let people subscribe to 
updates by email, RSS, and/or text messages. You identify someone to promptly 
respond to questions about which materials are considered organics or yard received 
via email from your website and email newsletters. 

If you only do three things online: 

1. Listen Online

‘Listening’ refers to the use of monitoring and tracking tools to identify 
conversations that are taking place online. Listening online to your 
municipality’s residents, businesses, and thought leaders can help you hear 
how satisfied and unsatisfied they feel about your municipality in general, the 
elected representatives, your service, and key issues in the community. 
Listening helps you identify what your municipality’s online presence looks 
like, and can also help you identify contentious issues early on (see page 3-18 
for listening tools). The second step to listening is to make sense of what 
you’re hearing through analysis (who’s talking, where, how often, what is the 
tone?). Then, communicate this information to your team and use it to 
strengthen your engagement strategy. 

2. Regularly update your website and make feedback easy

Many people will search online first for information about your municipality. 
Work with your colleagues to set up an easy to navigate and easy to maintain 
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website. To make the website easy for residents to use, try organizing 
information by service rather than municipal department. To make the 
website easy to update, try building your website with a content management 
system such as WordPress (CMS software, such as WordPress or Joomla, 
makes it easy for anyone in your organization to update content using defined 
web layout templates and content place holders). Choose at least one way that 
the public can get in touch with you online, whether it be a simple email 
address, online comment box, or Twitter account. Then, be sure to monitor 
and offer replies on a regular basis. 

3. Choose one social media site to be active on and create
relationships with constituents

In your community, where are people active online and what do they talk 
about? Choose one online community (social networking site, local 
newspaper discussion forum, community blog) and commit to participating 
there. This will invest in relationships for future public engagements, provide 
a direct insight into that community’s views on issues that matter to you 
most, and begin to build your staff’s social media capacity. 

If a higher level of effort is required for your public input, the following diagram 
offers some suggestions for online tools that may be helpful for level 1 consultation. 
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Level 2 
As described on page 1-10, level 2 consultation occurs when the issue, the geography, 
and/or the stakeholders are small in scope and specifically defined. 

Digital tools for level 2 consultation include tools that help you: 
10. Communicate changes in services that impact groups in your community
11. Ask a specific group of stakeholders for feedback or input
12. Listen to particular communities of interest

For example, you are in the process of updating dog licensing requirements and fees. 
After listening online to what people say about the dog licensing requirements and 
fees, you identify key stakeholders and influencers. You personally invite key 
stakeholders and influencers to give you ideas and feedback about the changes on your 
municipal website’s comment box, Facebook Page, or Twitter account. 

The following diagram offers some suggestions for online tools that may be helpful 
for level 2 consultation. Many level 1 tools can also be used for level 2 processes. 
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Level 3 
As described on page 1-13, level 3 consultation occurs when a key decision is being 
made that affects important or potentially contentious issues such as taxes or property 
values, health and safety, lifestyles and habits, or brings up issues of fairness.  Digital 
tools for level 3 consultation include tools that help you: 

• Solicit ideas, views and recommendations; or,
• Support and facilitate dialogue, deliberation, and other forms of

collaboration.

For example, you are updating an Area Structure Plan and are beginning a lengthy 
public input process. To encourage people to attend your open house, you listen to 
what they say about their neighbourhood online, learning where residents spend time 
on the internet (in this case, a Facebook Page about their neighbourhood). A week 
before the first open house, you post a question on the residents’ Facebook Page, 
asking them what they love about their community. Before the event, you  announce 
the public input process on your municipal website and Facebook Page,  identifying 
who people can contact (and how) if they have questions. Postthe first event, you ask 
people to build on the ideas heard from the  stage 1 input through solicitative or 
collaborative platforms like a crowdstorming site, MetroQuest tool, Pinterest, 
discussion forum or considerate.  Many level 1 and 2 tools can also be used for level 3 
processes.  
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6. Glossary

Application or App 
An application is a program or software. Mobile applications, or apps, are programs 
that can be downloaded from the internet onto a phone. For example, apps are 
available for iPhone from the iTunes store and for Android from the App Market. 

Application Programming Interface (API) 
API is a set of rules and specifications that software uses to communicate with each 
other. For web applications, like Google Maps, Facebook, Twitter, etc., API refers to 
the way that third party software interacts with and extends with the web application. 
For example, Google Map Mash-ups are created using Google Maps API, and Twitter 
applications like Tweet Deck work by accessing the Twitter API. 

Blog 
A blog or “weblog” is an interactive, multimedia website that has one or many authors 
and is updated on a regular basis (via “posts”) and displayed in reverse-chronological 
order. Many blogs provide opinion or commentary on a particular subject. While most 
blogs contain primarily text content, people also create and maintain photo blogs, 
video blogs (vlogs), and music/audio blogs (podcasts) (Wikipedia). 

Creative Commons Licensing 
A group of copyright licenses that allow for the distribution of copyrighted work for 
no charge. Licenses may require source attribution, non-commercial use, no derivative 
works, and distribution under the identical parent license, or a combination thereof 
(Wikipedia). Use Flickr to find Creative Commons licensed images to use for your 
engagement materials.  

Crowdsourcing  
An activity where a large group of people collectively create work whose value far 
exceeds that provided by any of the individual participants. Examples include: 
Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk, Wikipedia, eBay. 

Digital Media 
Digital media is content, software and hardware. Text, graphics, audio, and video 
transmitted over the internet are the content that drives digital engagement. In simple 
terms, software manages the content. Hardware are the computers, phones and 
accessories that feature the software.  

e-Government 
Also known as Gov 2.0, e-gov is a digital interaction between government, citizens, 
businesses, government agencies, and non-governmental organizations. E-gov 
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involves broadcasting information over the internet (such as services, public hearing 
schedules, notification), communicating between government and another 
organization, conducting transactions, and improving governance (Wikipedia). 

Forum 
A discussion board on the internet. Forums contain topic-based sub-forums. A 
conversation in a forum about a particular topic is a “thread.” Forums tend to have a 
hierarchical membership system, with administrators who manage the site, moderators 
who keep discussion according for forum rules, registered members, and visitors (who 
are not logged in). Each type of user has a different level of access to the site. 

Gov 2.0 
Gov 2.0, or Open Government, is a governing method that utilizes online, mobile and 
internet-enhanced face-to-face techniques to offer communication between 
government, citizens and stakeholders. The intent is to increase transparency of 
operations, improve public participation, and inspire collaboration and innovation 
through better government openness, accountability, and effectiveness.6 These 
changes are fundamentally transforming the way government works, both internally 
and externally.7 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
An umbrella term that refers to all technical means to communicate information, 
including computer and network hardware, devices, and software (Wikipedia). 

Media Sharing Site 
A site where people can share art, photos, video, and audio content. 

Mobile Media 
Mobile media refers to content that is communicated from mobile hardware, such as a 
smart phone (cell phone that accesses the Internet). Three important mobile 
technologies for public engagement are text messaging, mobile-friendly websites, and 
downloadable mobile apps that interact with a smart phone’s GPS, camera, or 
text/multimedia messaging capabilities. 

Online Media 
Online media describes any content that is communicated through the internet. 
Information sharing on the internet has revolutionized recently from traditional one-

6 Obama, Barak. 2009. “Transparency and Open Government: Memorandum for the Heads of 
Executive Departments and Agencies.” Federal Register.  
7 For more in-depth information about Gov 2.0/Open Government, see O’Reilly, Tim. 2010. 
Government As A Platform. O’Reilly Open Feedback Publishing System.  
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way communication (static websites) to interactive and participatory communication, 
known as web 2.0. 

Online Poll 
A type of web-based survey where people complete a questionnaire. Online polls may 
be open to anyone, or they may be restricted to a sample.  

Open Data 
Refers to providing online access to data in a standards-compliant manner, so that 
people can make use of the information. 

Open Government 
Set of principles to increase government transparency, accountability, and improve 
citizen participation. This concept is related to e-Government and Open Data. Calgary 
and Edmonton have Open Data policies. 

Open Source Software 
Computer software that has publically available source code and a copyright license 
that allows users to study, change, improve, and distribute the software. Often open 
source software is developed within a community of developers and distributed at no 
cost (Wikipedia, 2012). 

Prediction Market 
Also known as decision market, idea futures, predicative market, or information 
market. Involves anonymous users speculating on the probability of an event 
occurring by buying and selling shares in the market (Wikipedia, 2012). Prediction 
markets are used in participatory settings when the question has a quantitative answer 
and may or may not involve real money. 

Quick Response (QR) Code 
Square barcode that is readable by mobile phone cameras. The information in the 
code can be text, a web address (URL), or other information. 

Smart Phone 
Mobile phones that run a complete operating system and can multitask software 
(Wikipedia, 2012). Most connect to the internet through high-speed cellular networks 
and/or wi-fi capabilities. Phone software includes Symbian, Palm, Windows Mobile, 
BlackBerry, Android, and iOS. 

Social Media 
Social media is internet-based media like text, photos and videos that is specifically 
shared by its authors. The content is “social,” because it starts conversations, 
encourages further sharing, and fluidly travels from one context to another. In 
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practice, social media allows people to communicate and collaborate on ideas, art and 
media, maps, product and business reviews, software development, and many other 
activities. Some typical tools include social networking sites (ex. Facebook, LinkedIn), 
blogs, and micro-blogs (ex. Twitter). 

Social Networking Site 
Online service or software platform that focuses on building connections between 
people who share interest and/or activities. Social networks provide a user with a 
profile and means to connect with friends. 

Spam 
Unsolicited or undesired electronic messages send via email, chat systems, site 
comments, search engines, text messages, social networking sites, etc. Messages often 
contain nonsensical or fraudulent content. 

User-Populated Maps or Map Mash-ups 
Online maps where users populate the data. Mash-ups bring in map data from many 
sources. One example is the City of Ottawa’s Interactive Traffic Map 
(traffic.ottawa.ca), which shows construction, accidents, parking, bike routes, and 
traffic cameras on a Google map. 

URL 
The address of a webpage on the internet, indicated by http://www. 

Web 2.0 
Web 1.0 is the online experience where content is pushed out, or broadcast, to users in 
a one-way communication (the majority of the internet prior to approximately 2004). 
Web 2.0 engages website visitors in a two-way conversation via opportunities to 
upload content, publicly respond to posts by website authors, and shape individual 
user experience through content personalization. Collaboration and interaction are the 
goals of Web 2.0. 

Widget 
Small application or code snippet that can be installed on a webpage. Common 
widgets include Twitter feeds, Facebook Fan boxes, Amazon.com recommendations, 
real-time weather statistics, and chat boxes. Widgets are also referred to as badges and 
gadgets. 

Wiki 
Type of website where people can create and edit interlinked web pages using a simple 
markup language. 
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7. Further Information and References

Public Involvement Resources 

The National Coalition for Dialogue and Deliberation is a community of practice 
for people who involve the public in decision making and exploring complex 
issues.  www.ncdd.org/files/NCDD2010_Resource_Guide.pdf   
Also see the resources at ncdd.org/rc/beginners-guide  

Local Government Commission (an American non-profit organization) 
www.lgc.org/freepub/land_use/participation_tools/index.html 

An excellent overview of public consultation and engagement guidelines and resources 
for local governments can be found at an Australian website—the Local 
Government Consultation and Engagement website—located at 
www.vlgaconsultation.org.au 

You can find further discussion of consultation tools at the website of the 
International Association for Public Participation, under “Practitioner 
Tools” at www.iap2.org 

If you are interested in applying Geographic Information System technology to public 
participation in your municipality, you may wish to visit the website of the 
Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) 
www.urisa.org. Look for any references to PPGIS (Public Participation 
Geographic Information Systems), including the conference held in summer 
of 2005.  

Alberta Municipal Affairs and Housing maintains the Municipal Excellence 
Network, a website initiated to assist in effectively managing challenges in 
today’s municipalities. A dedicated collaboration between municipal 
councillors, municipal administrators, municipal associations, the University 
of Alberta and Alberta Municipal Affairs and Housing, it can be found at 
https://maportal.gov.ab.ca/EXT/MeNet/default.aspx  

Participedia is an open global knowledge community for researchers and 
practitioners in the field of democratic innovation and public engagement. 
Find case studies, organizations and public engagement methods at  
participedia.net   
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Digital Engagement Resources 
Guides to Digital Public Involvement 
Published by the IBM Center for the Business of Government, Using Online Tools 

to Engage – and be Engaged by –The Public, helps public managers 
make use of digital engagement tactics and tools, and describes when they 
work best.  
www.businessofgovernment.org/report/using-online-tools-engage-public   

HowTo.gov is a U.S.A. federal government website with fabulous resources to help 
government workers deliver a better customer experience to citizens through 
innovative tools and technologies. The course catalogue archives training 
materials on everything from analytics and social media to mobile technology 
and digital government strategy. 
www.howto.gov/training/classes  

Making the Most of Social Media: 7 Lessons from Successful Cities - is written 
for local governments that are beginning to experiment with social media and 
would like to get more out of them. 
www.fels.upenn.edu/sites/www.fels.upenn.edu/files/PP3_SocialMedia.pdf 

UK Improvement and Development Agency’s Connected councilors: A guide to 
using social media to support local leadership is a basic guide for elected 
officials in the UK that describes what social media is, what some of the 
common tools are, and how to use them. 
www.idea.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=17797214 

The National Academy of Public Administration has published Tools for Online 
Idea Generation: A Comparison of Technology Platforms for Public 
Managers.  This latest document compares ten online tools for idea 
generation including key benefits and pricing information. 
www.collaborationproject.org/tools-for-online-idea-generation/ 

GovLoop, a professional network for the public sector, authored a Citizen 
Engagement Guide which examines key touch points between government 
and citizens and how to optimize them for maximum impact. 
www.govloop.com/profiles/blogs/innovating-the-point-of-citizen-
engagement-7-government-stories   

Promising Practices in Online Engagement is a Public Agenda paper that surveys 
a selection of online engagement practices, from high-level national politics to 
neighbourhoods.  
www.publicagenda.org/files/pdf/PA_CAPE_Paper3_Promising_Mech2.pdf 
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General Usage, Statistics, and Analysis 

A number of organizations track online activity and create free and useful guides for 
how to use digital tools more effectively.  

Pew Internet & American Life Project is an American research organization that 
does some of the best research in North America about how people are using 
the Internet in their civic life. 
www.pewinternet.org  

comScore measures online activity and is a source of digital marketing intelligence, 
compiled through behavioural and survey insights. comScore releases many 
free reports on online activity as well as sophisticated software for measuring 
the effectiveness of digital engagement. 
www.comscore.com/Insights/Presentations_and_Whitepapers 

Fenton Communication is a public interest communications firm that mainly works 
with organizations focusing on social issues. Fenton has some fantastic guides 
on how to brand public interest and non-profit organizations, as well as 
launch and sustain advocacy communications.  
www.fenton.com/resources/ 

Hub Spot is an inbound online marketing firm that specializes in increasing website 
visitors and leads through search engines, blogs and social media. 

How to Monitor your Social Media Presence in 10 Minutes a Day 
www.hubspot.com/archive/social-media-monitoring-10-minutes-a-day-
marketing-webinar  
How to Leverage Social Media for Public Relations Success 
www.hubspot.com/Portals/53/docs/hubspot_social_media_pr_ebook.pdf 

Social Media Examiner is a free online magazine that helps businesses learn how to 
social media generate leads, sales, and brand awareness.  

2013 Social Media Marketing Industry Report 
www.socialmediaexaminer.com/social-media-marketing-industry-report-2013  
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Open Government Resources 

Government as a Platform 

O’Reily’s “Government as a Platform” publication on Open Government / Gov 2.0 
describes why governments are choosing to embrace open standards and 
what kind of effect open standards are having on governance. 
ofps.oreilly.com/titles/9780596804350/index.html 

Government Social Media Policy and Guides 

Center for Technology in Government: “Designing Social Media Policy for 
Government: Eight Essential Elements” explains 8 elements that should be 
in a government’s social media policy, including employee access, account 
management, acceptable use, employee conduct, content, security, legal 
issues, and citizen conduct.
www.ctg.albany.edu/publications/guides/social_media_policy/social_media_
policy.pdf  

Fels Institute of Government: “Making the Most of Social Media: 7 Lessons from 
Successful Cities” is a report aimed for local government communications 
staff that will help them use social media. 
www.fels.upenn.edu/news/making-most-social-media  

Social Media Governance: “Analysis of Social Media Policies: Lessons and Best 
Practices” is a summary of best practices that organizations should use 
regarding social media. The Social Media Governance website also lists social 
media policies for large organizations like BBC, Best Buy, Coca-Cola, etc. 
socialmediagovernance.com/policies.php  

UK Improvement and Development Agency (IDeA): “Connected councilors: A 
guide to using social media to support local leadership” is a basic guide for 
elected officials in the UK that describes what social media is, what some of 
the common tools are, and how to use them. 
www.idea.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=17797214  
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-6
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PUBLIC INPUT TOOLKIT for Municipalities 4-7

Resource 3: How much public input is appropriate? (worksheet) 
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-8

!

Resource 4: Levels of Input – Personal Reflection (worksheet) 
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PUBLIC INPUT TOOLKIT for Municipalities 4-9

Resource 5: Initial sketch of the public input process (worksheet) 
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-10

Resource 6: Budget considerations for public engagement (worksheet) 
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% O?4<;12;W4F!@//2!<041@;/>!b;]4]!<C1004@@4!R1@40;126c!
% 80;W46!b;><4>@;546!7/0!?10@;<;?1@;/>c!
% KC;2F<104!
% O?4<;12;W4F!71<;2;@1@;/>!6405;<46!b/9@6;F4!71<;2;@1@/0G!B01?C;<!71<;2;@1@/0G!U/9@C!4>B1B4R4>@!6?4<;12;6@c!
% [01>6?/0@1@;/>!5/9<C406!7/0!?10@;<;?1>@6!
% [01>6?/0@1@;/>!7/0!6@177!1>F!R1@40;126!
% [01>6<0;?@;/>!6405;<46!
% [01>621@;/>!6405;<46!
% Ep5!4d9;?R4>@k!?0/`4<@/0G!6<044>G!R;<0/?C/>4G!?/V40!</0F6G!?/V40!6/90<4G!6?41H406!
% I16@4!6405;<46!bB10:1B4G!04<U<2;>BG!</R?/6@;>Bc!

!
H424&'"(X12'2$3$1&(W++".Y(

% A10FV104!b21?@/?6G!?0/`4<@/06G!;?1F6G!R/:;24!?C/>46G!H;/6H6c!
% M;F4/!<1R401G!<1R401G!F;B;@12!04</0F40!
% I4:6;@4!b<041@;/>!/7!6@1>F12/>4!/0!1FF;@;/>!/7!?0/`4<@!;>7/0R1@;/>!@/!4S;6@;>Bc!
% T>4(@;R4G!1>>912G!/0!R/>@C2U!</6@6!7/0!/@C40!F;B;@12!@//26!
% O@177!@;R4!@/!64@!9?!F;B;@12!@//26!
% 89:2;<!4F9<1@;/>!6466;/>6!/>!@//26!

!
F&8$%Y(

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!
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!

Resource 7: Developing a terms of reference for a level 3 public input 
process (worksheet) 

"#$%&!B-*)!;#,C)-%%$!*)!=%(%,*2:!)#!*$!*)!+%)*=(%+!$#!422#77#+4$%!$-%!*(0#,74$*#(!3#1!;*..!,%D1*,%!0#,!4!E%/%.!F!
<,#2%))8!A74..%,!<,#2%))%)!,%D1*,%!.%))!*(0#,74$*#(8!A%%!>%)#1,2%!G!0#,!4!)47<.%!$%,7)!#0!,%0%,%(2%8!
!

"] :7%N+.$Y!ICU!;6!1!F4<;6;/>!04d9;04F!1@!@C;6!@;R4l!J46<0;:4!K/9><;2!/0!1FR;>;6@01@;54!F4<;6;/>]!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

%] H$*4.4+1(.&'&$3$1&Y!J46<0;:4!@C4!F4<;6;/>!@C1@!>44F6!@/!:4!R1F4]!J46<0;:4!;@!16!1!<C/;<4!1R/>B!
/?@;/>6G!>/@!16!1!f@1H4!;@!/0!24154!;@g!?0/?/6;@;/>]!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
$] :7#"4*(?$*4.4+1Y!I;22!K/9><;2!R1H4!1!?9:2;<!F4<;6;/>!:164F!/>!@C;6!;>?9@l!E04!/@C40!</RR9>;@;46!/0!

1B4><;46!;>5/254F!;>!@C4!F4<;6;/>!?0/<466l!=6!@C404!1>!1??412!?0/<466l!

!

!

!

!
!
+] :7#"4*(41N7&Y(IC1@!?9:2;<!>/@;7;<1@;/>!1>F!;>?9@!104!04d9;04F!b:U!24B;621@;/>!/0!:U21Vcl!A/V!V;22!?9:2;<!

;>?9@!:4!2;>H4F!@/!1!F4<;6;/>!:U!K/9><;2!b4]B]!04?/0@6G!?9:2;<!C410;>Bcl!
!
!
!
!
!
!
&] >1&$1?$?(%$.7"&.Y!IC1@!F/46!@C4!R9>;<;?12;@U!V1>@!16!1!04692@!/7!04d946@;>B!?9:2;<!;>?9@l!!

!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
,] :%41*4N"$.Y!IC1@!V;22!R1H4!U/90!</>692@1@;/>!?0/<466!<04F;:24!1>F!4774<@;54l!\4740!@/!1F/?@4F!?0;><;?246!

1>F!4@C;<12!B9;F42;>46!b;><29F;>B!?0;51<U!04d9;04R4>@6c]!
!
!
!
!
!
!
q] 9*+N$Y!J47;>4!@C4!</RR9>;@;46!b/7!?4/?24!1>F!/7!;>@4046@6c!@C1@!>44F!@/!:4!</>692@4F!b644!J47;>;>B!@C4!

K/RR9>;@;46G!?]!"("'c]!J46<0;:4!@C4!R4@C/F6!U/9!V/92F!2;H4!@/!964!@/!69??/0@!?9:2;<!;>?9@]!
!
!
!
!
!
!
'] >14&4'"(.*8$?7"$('1?(#7?2$&Y!J46<0;:4!@C4!6<C4F924!U/9!?0/?/64!7/0!?9:2;<!;>?9@G!;><29F;>B!122!H4U!6@4?6!

;>!@C4!?0/<466]!=F4>@;7U!@C4!:9FB4@!1>F!046/90<46!151;21:24]!
!
!
!
!
!
!
)] :%+*$..(&$'3Y!J46<0;:4!VC/!V;22!:4!046?/>6;:24!7/0!69??/0@;>B!@C4!</>692@1@;/>!?0/<466G!;><29F;>B!@C4!

7/22/V;>B!10416k!!
!

!%$'(+E(@$.N+1.4#4"4&5( :$%.+1(@$.N+1.4#"$(

K//0F;>1@;>B!</>692@1@;/>!V;@C!
?21>>406pF46;B>406!

!

P4F;1!0421@;/>6! !

89:2;<!;>7/0R1@;/>!F4542/?R4>@!1>F!
F;664R;>1@;/>!b;><29F;>B!R44@;>B!?/6@406c!

!

J4542/?;>B!1>F!R1;>@1;>;>B!1!2;6@!/7!
6@1H4C/2F40!</>@1<@6!

!

J4542/?;>B!1>F!R1;>@1;>;>B!1!F1@1:164!
6C/V;>B!;>?9@!1>F!R9>;<;?12!046?/>646!

!

T0B1>;W;>B!1>F!</>F9<@;>B!R44@;>B6! !

T0B1>;W;>B!1>F!R1;>@1;>;>B!F;B;@12!
4>B1B4R4>@!

!

T0B1>;W;>B!1>F!<//0F;>1@;>B!</0046?/>F4><4!
bR1;2!/0!424<@0/>;<c!

!

T@C40! !
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Resource 8: Sample terms of reference 

!
:-6C><(>A:-W(WX@09(F)(@X)X@XA<X(

@$.N+1?412(&+(0'%,$&(H$3'1?(E+%(<+33$%*4'"(C+&.(
!
PZ @$[74%$3$1&(E+%('(H$*4.4+1(

EFR;>;6@01@;/>!C16!;>7/0R4F!K/9><;2!@C404!;6!/>2U!/>4!6405;<4F!</RR40<;12!2/@!04R1;>;>B!;>!@C4!</RR40<;12!
W/>4G!VC;<C!V16!46@1:2;6C4F!;>!"))&]![C4!R9>;<;?12;@U!;6!</>6;F40;>B!VC4@C40!@/!?0/5;F4!1FF;@;/>12!21>F!
W/>4F!7/0!</RR40<;12!964!;>!/0F40!@/!R44@!B0/V;>B!F4R1>F]!!

!
\Z H$*4.4+1(9&'&$3$1&(

IC1@!;6!@C4!:46@!V1U!7/0!/90!R9>;<;?12;@U!@/!046?/>F!@/!4S?4<@4F!F4R1>F!7/0!6405;<4F!</RR40<;12!21>F6l!
!
H15.*2!+*)21))*#(!#0!$-*)!*))1%!*)!,%D1*,%+!5%241)%!'#1(2*.!743!-4/%!$#!47%(+!#,!<4))!4!6#(*(=!53.4;:!#,!%/%(!
,%D1%)$!4(!4((%I4$*#(8!B-%!#<$*#()!.*C%.3!$#!5%!+*)21))%+!*(2.1+%!$-%!0#..#;*(=&!
!

! J4C%!(#!2-4(=%)!4$!$-*)!$*7%8!
! KI<4(+!$-%!%I*)$*(=!K=7#($!2#77%,2*4.!6#(%!L6#(%!MFN!*($#!$-%!)#1$-%4)$!L$-*)!;#1.+!,%+12%!$-%!)1<<.3!

#0!,%)*+%($*4..3!6#(%+!.4(+!*(!$-4$!4,%4N8!
! ',%4$%!4!(%;!2#77%,2*4.!6#(%!*(!$-%!)#1$-;%)$!4,%4!L$-*)!;#1.+!400%2$!$,400*2!4(+!%I*)$*(=!,%)*+%($)!$#!

)#7%!+%=,%%N8!
! O#,C!;*$-!A$%<0#,+!'#1($3!$#!+%/%.#<!4(!*($%,71(*2*<4.!<.4(!$-4$!*+%($*0*%)!)-4,%+!<.4()!4(+!#<$*#()!0#,!

2#77%,2*4.!%I<4()*#(8!
! 9(*$*4$%!(%=#$*4$*#()!;*$-!A$%<0#,+!'#1($3!,%=4,+*(=!4((%I4$*#(!#0!.4(+)!$#!$-%!(#,$-!#0!$-%!%I*)$*(=!

K=7#($!2#77%,2*4.!6#(%8!
!
P$-%,!#<$*#()!743!5%!*+%($*0*%+8!

!
]Z :7#"4*(H$*4.4+1(

K9004>@2UG!?9:2;<!;>?9@!B1@C404F!V/92F!:4!?0/5;F4F!@/!@C4!821>>;>B!K/RR;@@44!b1!69:</RR;@@44!/7!K/9><;2c!
@/!:4!</>6;F404F!VC4>!@C4!K/RR;@@44!?0/F9<46!1!04</RR4>F1@;/>!@/!K/9><;2]!=7!@C4U!04</RR4>F!<C1>B46!
@/!W/>;>BG!@C404!V;22!:4!?9:2;<!C410;>B6!/>!@C4!R1@@40]!=@!;6!4S?4<@4F!@C1@!K/9><;2!V;22!454>@9122U!?166!/0!
1R4>F!1!:U21V!@/!1FF0466!@C4!R1@@40]![C404!;6!1!?/66;:;2;@U!1>!;>@40R9>;<;?12!?21>!V;22!:4!04d9;04F]!

!
^Z :7#"4*(>1N7&(

=>!/0F40!@/!R1H4!1!V422!;>7/0R4F!F4<;6;/>G!@C4!821>>;>B!K/RR;@@44!V;6C46!@/!C410!70/R!<;@;W4>6!2;5;>B!;>!
10416!@C1@!R1U!:4!1774<@4F!:U!1>U!/7!@C4!/?@;/>6!:4;>B!</>6;F404F]!E@!@C;6!@;R4G!@C4!K/RR;@@44!;6!
?10@;<92102U!;>@4046@4F!;>!VC;<C!/?@;/>6!<;@;W4>6!?04740!b?9:2;<!;>?9@cG!1>F!126/!V/92F!2;H4!@/!C410!1:/9@!1>U!
</><40>6!@C1@!10;64!16!@C464!/?@;/>6!104!F;6<9664F]!!
!
=7!@C4!K/RR;@@44!R1H46!1!04</RR4>F1@;/>!@/!K/9><;2!VC;<C!;><29F46!<C1>B46!@/!W/>;>BG!;>@40R9>;<;?12!?21>!
/0!?/@4>@;12!1>>4S1@;/>G!@C4>!7/0R12!?9:2;<!>/@;7;<1@;/>!1>F!1!?9:2;<!C410;>B!V;22!:4!04d9;04F!:47/04!K/9><;2!
<1>!?0/<44F!@/!64</>F!041F;>B!/7!@C4!?0/?/64F!:U21V!/0!:U21V!1R4>FR4>@]!
!
E!F;B;@12!4>B1B4R4>@!6@01@4BU!R1U!126/!:4!;R?24R4>@4F!@/!?0/5;F4!;>7/0R1@;/>!1>F!B1@C40!744F:1<H]!!
!
!
!
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!
!

TZ >1&$1?$?(@$.7"&.(
[C4!821>>;>B!K/RR;@@44!V/92F!2;H4!@/!1<C;454!@C4!7/22/V;>B!04692@6!F90;>B!@C4!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0/<466k!
! E22!<;@;W4>6!VC/!R1U!:4!1774<@4F!104!;>7/0R4F!/7!@C4!F4<;6;/>!:4;>B!</>6;F404FG!1>F!/7!@C4!/??/0@9>;@U!

@/!?0/5;F4!;>?9@]!
! K;@;W4>6!104!B;54>!71;0G!1>F!1<<466;:24!/??/0@9>;@;46!bR/04!@C1>!/>4c!@/!?0/5;F4!;>?9@]!
! T90!>4;BC:/90!R9>;<;?12;@UG!O@4?7/0F!K/9>@UG!;6!H4?@!V422!;>7/0R4F!/7!@C4!F;6<966;/>!1>F!B//F!0421@;/>6!

V;@C!K/9>@U!1FR;>;6@01@/06!1>F!424<@4F!/77;<;126!104!R1;>@1;>4F]!!
! E!7922!01>B4!/7!<;@;W4>!/?;>;/>6!1:/9@!@C;6!R1@@40!104!;F4>@;7;4F!1>F!04?/0@4F]!
! [C4!K/RR;@@44!C16!1!<2410!9>F406@1>F;>B!/7!<;@;W4>!?047404><46G!1>F!@C4!0416/>!7/0!@C/64!?047404><46G!

16!1!04692@!/7!@C4!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0/<466]!
!
_Z :%41*4N"$.(

[C4!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0/<466!V;22!</>7/0R!@/!@C4!R9>;<;?12!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0;><;?246!2;6@4F!:42/Vk!
! ^102UG!/?4>!F;12/B94!V;22!:4!4></901B4F]!
! E22!/?@;/>6!:4;>B!</>6;F404F!V;22!:4!<24102U!F46<0;:4F]!
! 89:2;<!;>7/0R1@;/>!V;22!:4!71;0!1>F!4540U!477/0@!V;22!:4!R1F4!@/!04R/54!:;16]!
! ER?24!>/@;<4!V;22!:4!B;54>!@/!122!<;@;W4>6!VC/!104!1774<@4F]!IC404!@C404!;6!F/9:@G!@C4!R9>;<;?12;@U!V;22!

400!/>!@C4!6;F4!/7!?0/5;F;>B!>/@;7;<1@;/>]!
! E!69RR10U!/7!122!?9:2;<!;>?9@!B1@C404F!V;22!:4!R1F4!151;21:24!@/!1>U!;>@4046@4F!?406/>]!
! [C4!?0/<466!V;22!:4!09>!;>!1!R1>>40!@C1@!?0/R/@46!<//?401@;/>G!@096@!1>F!</RR9>;@U!/V>406C;?]!!

!
`Z 9*+N$(+E(<+1.7"&'&4+1Y(

[C4!R1@@40!:4;>B!F;6<9664F!</92F!?/@4>@;122U!1774<@!1>U!<;@;W4>!/7!/90!R9>;<;?12;@UG!@C4!1FR;>;6@01@;/>!1>F!
424<@4F!/77;<;126!/7!O@4?7/0F!K/9>@UG!/0!<;@;W4>6!/7!1F`1<4>@!10416!/7!O@4?7/0F!K/9>@U]![C4!?0/<466!V;22!:4!
F46;B>4F!@/!4>6904!R4F;1!>/@;7;<1@;/>!/7!122!1774<@4F!<;@;W4>6G!1>F!F;04<@!>/@;7;<1@;/>!/7!@C4!7/22/V;>Bk!
! \46;F4>@6!2;5;>B!V;@C;>!%&*!R4@046!/7!@C4!?/@4>@;12!4S?1>6;/>!1041!6/9@C416@!/7!^BR/>@!</RR40<;12!

W/>4]!
! \46;F4>@6!2;5;>B!V;@C;>!%&*!R4@046!/7!@C4!?/@4>@;12!>4V!6/9@CV46@!</RR40<;12!W/>4!:/9>F10U]!
! J4542/?406!VC/!C/2F!?0/?40@U!V;@C;>!4;@C40!/7!@C4!10416!F46<0;:4F!1:/54]!
! [C4!N4><C21>F6!80/@4<@;/>!D0/9?!bVC;<C!C16!4S?04664F!1>!;>@4046@!;>!</>6405;>B!?/0@;/>6!/7!@C4!

?/66;:24!4S?1>6;/>!1041c]!
! [01>6?/0@1@;/>!K/RR;@@44!R4R:406]!
! O@4?7/0F!K/9>@U!1FR;>;6@01@;/>]!
!
IC;24!@C464!B0/9?6!104!1!?0;/0;@U!7/0!>/@;7;<1@;/>G!;>?9@!/7!1>U!;>@4046@4F!?406/>!/0!1B4><U!;6!51294F!1>F!V;22!
:4!</>6;F404F]!!
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!
aZ :%$"4341'%5(9*8$?7"$('1?(67?2$&(

[C4!?042;R;>10U!6<C4F924!7/0!@C4!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0/<466!;6!F46<0;:4F!:42/Vk!
!

E??0/512!/7!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0/<466! O4?@4R:40!+!

.;>12;W1@;/>!/7!R44@;>B!F1@46!1>F!?9:2;<!R1@40;126! O4?@4R:40!",!

89:2;<!>/@;7;<1@;/>!bF;04<@!</>@1<@!64>@!/9@c! O4?@4R:40!%"!

P4F;1!>/@;7;<1@;/>! O4?@4R:40!%*(%)!

Y4;BC:/90C//F!</>@1<@6!1>F!?9:2;<!R44@;>B6! T<@/:40!,($*!

=>;@;12!R44@;>B!V;@C!O@4?7/0F!</9>@U! T<@/:40!&("*!

J017@!69RR10U!04?/0@!/7!;>?9@!04<4;54F! Y/54R:40!"%!

821>>;>B!K/RR;@@44!045;4V!</R?24@4! Y/54R:40!%,!

\45;64F!69RR10U!04?/0@!R1F4!151;21:24!@/!?9:2;<!! J4<4R:40!'!

O9:R;66;/>!@/!K/9><;2G!7;06@!041F;>B! _1>910U(P10<C!
!

[C4!;>;@;12!:9FB4@!7/0!@C4!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0/<466!;6!r"*G***]**!
!
bZ <+1.7"&'&4+1(W$'3(

[C4!7/22/V;>B!?406/>6!V/92F!69??/0@!@C4!?9:2;<!;>?9@!?0/<466k!
!

K//0F;>1@;>B!</>692@1@;/>!V;@C!?21>>;>B! P/>;<1!\4FF4>6!

P4F;1!0421@;/>6! K10/2U>!O?1<;>;!

89:2;<!;>7/0R1@;/>!F4542/?R4>@!1>F!F;664R;>1@;/>! _400U![90>40!1>F!K10/2U>!O?1<;>;!

J4542/?;>B!1>F!R1;>@1;>;>B!1!2;6@!/7!6@1H4C/2F40!
</>@1<@6!

_400U![90>40!1>F!N04>F1!KCU>/V4@C!

J4542/?;>B!1>F!R1;>@1;>;>B!1!F1@1:164!6C/V;>B!;>?9@!
04<4;54F!1>F!046?/>64!@/!;>?9@!

_400U![90>40!1>F!N04>F1!KCU>/V4@C!

T0B1>;W;>B!1>F!</>F9<@;>B!R44@;>B6!! _400U![90>40!bV;@C!P/>;<1!\4FF4>6!
1>F!K10/2U>!O?1<;>;c!

T0B1>;W;>B!1>F!<//0F;>1@;>B!1!F;B;@12!?0464><4! _400U![90>40!1>F!K10/2U>!O?1<;>;!
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-16

Resource 9: Sample meeting agenda 
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Resource 10: Sample agenda for a discussion focused event 
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-18

Resource 11: Sample display plan for open house meeting 
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!

Resource 12: Effective Discussion Questions 
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-20

Resource 13: Guide for facilitators and recorders 
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Resource 14: Evaluating capacity for digital engagement (worksheet) 
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Resource 15: Digital Engagement Terms of Use and Privacy Statements 
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Terms of Use 
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Resource 16: Choosing Digital Engagement Tools (worksheet) 
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Resource 17: Applying Digital Tools 
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Resource 18: Facebook worksheet 
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Resource 19: Online listening worksheet 
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-32

Resource 20: Twitter worksheet 
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-34

Resource 21: Optional social media manager ‘homework’ 
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Resource 22: Social media moderation infographic 
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SECTION 4: Resources 4-36

Resource 23: Reflections on next steps 
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Resource 24: Additional digital tool “how-to”s 
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.1<4://H!.1>!N/S!R1H46!;@!416;40!7/0!?4/?24!@/!3;H4!U/90!?1B4G!644!U/90!
.1<4://H!9?F1@46G!1>F!644!VC4@C40!1>U!/7!@C4;0!70;4>F6!126/!3;H4!U/90!?1B4]!
!
WB4&&$%()$$?(
M40U!6;R;210!@/!@C4!.1<4://H!.1>!N/SG!@C;6!V;FB4@!70/R![V;@@40!24@6!U/9!
F;6?21U!U/90![V;@@40!744F!/>!1!V4:6;@4]!Z/9!<1>!<96@/R;W4!;@6!1??4101><4G!
6;W4G!1>F!/@C40!F;6?21U!64@@;>B6]!
!
[V;@@40!126/!/77406!V;FB4@6!@C1@!F;6?21U!@V44@6!70/R!122!/540!@V;@@40G!:164F!/>!
6410<C!@40R6G!1!?10@;<9210!9640e6!715/90;@4!@V44@6G!/0!1!9640e6!2;6@6]!!
(
WB4&&$%(/4?2$&(E+%()'*$#++,(
[C4![V;@@40!.1<4://H!1??2;<1@;/>!;>@4B01@46!.1<4://H!1>F![V;@@40!:U!
9?F1@;>B!U/90!.1<4://H!6@1@96!V;@C!U/90!@V44@6]!!
!
O424<@;54![V44@6!;6!1>/@C40!.1<4://H!1??2;<1@;/>!@C1@!24@6!U/9!9?F1@4!U/90!
.1<4://H!6@1@96!:U!@V44@;>BG!:9@!;@!/>2U!?9@6!@V44@6!/>!.1<4://H!@C1@!C154!@C4!{7:!C16C@1B]!
!
=>5/2540!;6!1!640;46!/7!.1<4://H!1??2;<1@;/>6!@C1@!24@!U/9!1FF!@1:6!@/!U/90!.1<4://H!81B4!7/0![V;@@40G!\OO!744F6G!
Z/9[9:4!<C1>>42G!.2;<H0!?C/@/6G!O<0;:F!F/<9R4>@6G!/0!1!6@1@;<!A[P3!?1B4]!
(
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(
U+7W7#$('1?(c43$+(c4?$+(
E22!Z/9[9:4!1>F!M;R4/!5;F4/6!</R4!V;@C!
1>!4R:4F!</F4!@C1@!24@!U/9!?/6@!@C4!5;F4/!
1>UVC404!VC404!U/9!<1>!4F;@!A[P3!</F4]!
=7!U/9!V1@<C!1!Z/9[9:4!M;F4/!/>!Z/9[9:4G!
<2;<H!@C4!fOC104g!:9@@/>!1>F!@C4>!f^R:4Fg!
@/!B4@!@C4!4R:4F!</F4]!
!
=7!V1@<C;>B!1!M;R4/!5;F4/!/0!1>!4R:4FF4F!
Z/9[9:4!5;F4/G!U/9!<1>!2//H!7/0!@C4!
fOC104g!/0!f^R:4Fg!2;>H!/>!@C4!5;F4/!;@6427!
/0!V1;@!7/0!@C4!5;F4/!@/!4>F!1>F!644!@C4!
4R:4F!</F4]!T0G!U/9!<1>!0;BC@!<2;<H!/>!1!
Z/9[9:4!5;F4/!1>F!<2;<H!fK/?U!^R:4F!
A[P3]g!!!
!
c+?N+?(c4?$+(<8'11$"(
M/F?/F!;6!1!V4:6;@4!VC404!U/9!<1>!</224<@!
5;F4/6!70/R!1>UVC404!/>!@C4!;>@40>4@!1>F!
1FF!@C4R!@/!U/90!1<</9>@!@/!R1H4!1!
<C1>>42!b9>2;H4!Z/9[9:4G!VC404!U/90!
<C1>>42!;6!5;F4/6!@C1@!U/9!9?2/1Fc]![C4!
M/F?/F!V;FB4@!24@6!U/9!F;6?21U!5;F4/6!70/R!
U/90!M/F?/F!1<</9>@]!
(
829B;>6!104!V4:6;@4!6/7@V104(6?4<;7;<!
1??2;<1@;/>6!@C1@!R1H4!U/90!V4:6;@4!R/04!
6/<;12]![C4U!510U!F4?4>F;>B!/>!@C4!
6/7@V104!?21@7/0R!@C1@!U/90!V4:6;@4!;6!
:164F!/>G!:9@!104!d9;@4!V422(69??/0@4F!1>F!
V;F42U!151;21:24!/>!I/0F?0466G!J09?12G!1>F!
_//R21v!?21@7/0R6]!!
!
%

H1..*(=!*$!4..!$#=%$-%,!
[C404!104!1!>9R:40!/7!V1U6!@C1@!U/9!<1>!<9@!F/V>!/>!@;R4!6?4>@!<041@;>B!</>@4>@!7/0!1>F!R/>;@/0;>B!6/<;12!
R4F;1!6;@46]!

"] -.$(@99()$$?.Y(\OO!744F6!24@!U/9!69:6<0;:4!@/!;>7/0R1@;/>!70/R!12R/6@!1>U!6/90<4]!Z/9!<1>!
69:6<0;:4!@/!:2/B6G![V;@@40!R4>@;/>6!/0!C16C@1B6G!D//B24!E240@6G!3;>H4F=>!E>6V40!<1@4B/0;46G!X9/01!

d946@;/>!@/?;<6G!7/0!4S1R?24]!_96@!2//H!7/0!@C4!\OO!;</>]! !
%] -.$(=++&974&$G(9$$.34*(+%(WB$$&H$*,Y![C464!1??2;<1@;/>6!24@!U/9!6154!6410<C46!1>F!046?/>F!@/!

?4/?24!V;@C/9@!C15;>B!@/!2/B!;>@/!U/90!6/<;12!R4F;1!1<</9>@6!2;H4!.1<4://H!/0![V;@@40]!
$] -.$()'*$#++,(!NN"4*'&4+1.Y!L64!.1<4://H!1??2;<1@;/>6!2;H4!=>5/2540!@/!:0;>B!;>!U/90!Z/9[9:4G!.2;<H0G!

1>F![V;@@40!1<</9>@6!0;BC@!/>@/!U/90!.1<4://H!81B4]!
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!"# $%&#'()*&#+,#-(./010-(/0+2""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""# !!

3"# 4+5#/+#6*11&&7#(/#-*8)01#02-*/#"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""# !!

9"# :&(.2#5%(/#06#;+02;#+2#""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""# 3!

!"#$%&'(%)*&'(%+&',%-'#"."/)0"(+""""""""""""""""""""""# 3!
1&,2%(&34(54,%""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""# 9!

<" =.+'07&#02-*/#/+#>*2010-()#7&1060+26#"""""""""""""""""""""""# <!

6&47%8&'#."0%&,%)$-"#"7(,)("&#%-)24%(54%$4."7"&#9%"# <!

154#%:"00%)%-'#"."/)0"(+%"#;&,-%."("<4#7%)*&'(%)!
$4."7"&#%&,%,4='47(%/'*0".%"#/'(9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>"""""# <!

8&'#."0%$4."7"&#7""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""# ?!

?$-"#"7(,)("@4%$4."7"&#7A%:"(5%,"35(%&;%)//4)0%""""""# @!

?$-"#"7(,)("@4%$4."7"&#7A%:"(5&'(%,"35(%&;%)//4)0%""# @!

?$@"7&,+%*&),$7%""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""# A!

?" $0-6#+2#>(B02;#>&&/02;#-.&6&2/(/0+26#"""""""""""""""""""""# A!
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1 PUBLIC INPUT TOOLKIT for Municipalities 

!

!

CITIZEN
GUIDE 

!
!
!
!"#$%&'#()%*#++%")+,%-.'%/)0.1)%23%204#5)%0#4#6)3%#3%-.'7%1'3#0#,2+#4-8%94%*#++%
,7.5#()%4")%)$$)34#2+%#3:.7124#.3%-.'%3))(%4.%/)%,274%.:%4")%1'3#0#,2+%()0#$#.3%
,7.0)$$8%

!
!
1. The value of participation

!
;'3#0#,2+#4#)$%27)%)$42/+#$")(%4.%$)75)%,).,+)8%!")-%/)0.1)%/)44)7%<23(%"2,,#)7=%
,+20)$%*")3%,).,+)%&)4%#35.+5)(%#3%()0#$#.3$8%>)0#$#.3$%12()%/-%-.'7%+.02+%
<1'3#0#,2+=%&.5)731)34%2::)04%-.'7%(2-?4.?(2-%+#:)%23(%()$)75)%-.'7%244)34#.38%
@.'%12-%/)%2::)04)(%/-%()0#$#.3$%2/.'4%233'2+%/'(&)4$A%,'/+#0%4723$,.7424#.3A%
&27/2&)%,#0B',A%3)*%/'#+(#3&%()5)+.,1)34$%.7%*")4")7%4")%".'$)%3)C4%(..7%4.%
-.'7$%023%/)%)3+27&)(8%D$%2%0#4#6)3%23(%42C,2-)7A%-.'%"25)%2%$42B)%#3%4")%.'40.1)%
.:%1'3#0#,2+%()0#$#.3$8%
!
!")7)%27)%123-%.,,.74'3#4#)$%:.7%4")%,'/+#0%4.%/)0.1)%#35.+5)(%23(%42B)%,274%#3%
()0#$#.3?12B#3&8%;'3#0#,2+%.::#0#2+$%*)+0.1)%#3,'4%:7.1%4")%,'/+#0E%#3%$.1)%
02$)$A%4")-%27)%7)F'#7)(%/-%+2*%4.%$))B%#48%G.*)5)7A%4")%:#32+%()0#$#.3%7)$4$%*#4"%
H.'30#+8%

!

93%$.1)%$#4'24#.3$A%4")%,'/+#0%*#++%/)%(#7)04+-%3.4#:#)(%23(%2$B)(%4.%7)$,.3(%<)8&8%
/-%0.1,+)4#3&%2%$'75)-%.7%244)3(#3&%2%1))4#3&=8%G.*)5)7A%#3%123-%$#4'24#.3$A%-.'%
1'$4%12B)%23%)::.74%4.%/)0.1)%#3:.71)(%23(%#35.+5)(8%I:4)3A%4")%1'3#0#,2+#4-%#$%
3.4%./+#&24)(%4.%3.4#:-%4")%,'/+#0%,)7$.32++-%2/.'4%23%#$$')%.7%()0#$#.3%,7.0)$$%
42B#3&%,+20)8%

!

J)0.1)%1.7)%,7.204#5)%#3%4")%()0#$#.3$%2::)04#3&%-.'7%1'3#0#,2+#4-8%@.'%"25)%4")%
.,,.74'3#4-%4.%")+,%-.'7%1'3#0#,2+%H.'30#+%12B)%/)44)7%()0#$#.3$%23(%4.%#1,7.5)%
4")%F'2+#4-%.:%+#:)%#3%-.'7%0.11'3#4-8%

!
!
!
!
2. How to succeed at public input

!
9:%-.'%*234%4.%&)4%4")%/)$4%7)$'+4$%#3%7)4'73%:.7%-.'7%)::.74%4.%,274#0#,24)%#3%
1'3#0#,2+%()0#$#.3$A%0.3$#()7%4")%:.++.*#3&K%

!
!"#$%&'(#)&*+&,-*%,&-%.&L.1)4#1)$%2%+#44+)%()4)04#5)%*.7B%#$%3))()(%4.%:#3(%.'4%

*"24%0"23&)$%27)%/)#3&%0.3$#()7)(8%J)%2*27)%.:%*"24%#$%&.#3&%.3%27.'3(%-.'%
$.%-.'%B3.*%*")3%,'/+#0%#3,'4%#$%/)#3&%7)F')$4)(%.7%*")3%-.'%023%7)F')$4%4.%
&#5)%,'/+#0%#3,'48%M27+-%)3F'#7#)$%27)%2+*2-$%2%&..(%#()28%

!
!
!
!

to participation in 
municipal decision- 
making 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
Tip: !"#$#%&$#%'('&))*%
+,--'./0*%1$,'2(%,$%
&((,+/&0/,.(%0"&0%+&.%
"#)2%*,'%3#+,-#%
4&-/)/&$%5/0"%-'./+/2&)%
/(('#(%&.6%2$,+#((#(7%
8,$9/.1%0,1#0"#$%"#)2(%
0,%#.('$#%('++#((7%
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2 PUBLIC INPUT TOOLKIT for Municipalities 

!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
Tip: !"#$%"&#'$#
($)%*$)+,"-#.")")/"*0#
'1"*"#2*"#$3'"&#,"4"*25#
%"*,%"('+4",#'$#2&#+,,6"-#

!"#$%&#'()*&*+"&,"-./.(%0&!"#$%&'(#)&*"+,-,.%-&(#/"&#0$"#*1&2""%&3#*"4&#%*&
'(#)&*"+,-,.%-&.$&5#$)-&.6&*"+,-,.%-&$"3#,%&).&2"&3#*"&#%*&',00&2"&#66"+)"*&21&
5720,+&,%57)4&#%*&'(#)&)("&5720,+&,%57)&,-&,%)"%*"*&).&#+(,"/"8&9.3"),3"-&&
1.7$&,%57)&#**$"--"-&.%01&#&5#$)&.6&#&*"+,-,.%4&#%*&.)("$&:#%*&5.--,201&0#$;"$<&
5#$)-&3#1&#0$"#*1&(#/"&2""%&*"+,*"*&#%*&#$"&%.&0.%;"$&.5"%&6.$&5720,+&
*,-+7--,.%8&

!

1($2&3.*+&(*+"$/0&=("$"&,-&3.$"&5.'"$&,%&#&;$.75&#55$.#+(8&>("%&+,),?"%-&'.$@&
).;")("$4&)("1&#$"&3.$"&0,@"01&).&,%607"%+"&37%,+,5#0&*"+,-,.%-8&A.'"/"$4&)(,-&
3"#%-&1.7&37-)&#+(,"/"&+.%-"%-7-&',)(&.)("$-&#%*&#%1&*,66"$"%+"-&-(.70*&2"&
*,-+7--"*&',)(,%&)("&;$.754&%.)&',)(&.)("$-8&

!

4"/5"-*&*+"&5$(-"//"/&"/*#'6./+"7&'8&9)%.-.5#6.*."/&#%*&$"+.;%,?"&)(#)&-)#66&
#%*&+.7%+,00.$-&3#1&(#/"&$"#0&5$#+),+#0&#%*&0";#0&+.%-)$#,%)-&.%&'(#)&)("1&+#%&
*.8&B7%,+,5#0,),"-&37-)&+.%-,*"$&'(#)&,-&;..*&6.$&#008&

!

:"&$"#6./*.-&#'()*&8()$&;(#6/0&B7%,+,5#0&C.7%+,0&37-)&3#@"&*"+,-,.%-&)(#)&
+.%-,*"$&)("&%""*-&.6&#00&5#$),"-&+.%+"$%"*4&',)(,%&)("&?.%,%;&"-)#20,-("*&,%&
)("&37%,+,5#0&*"/"0.53"%)&50#%8&9)7*1&)("&-,)7#),.%&#%*&+.%-,*"$&1.7$&
$"D7"-)-&+#$"670018&E6&#&*"/"0.5"$&,-&#+),%;&',)(,%&)("&$"D7,$"3"%)-4&1.7&3#1&
'#%)&).&*,-+7--&5.--,20"&3.*,6,+#),.%-&)(#)&'.70*&$"*7+"&)("&,35#+)&.%&
%",;(2.7$-&:"8;8&"%)$1&#$"#4&5#$@,%;<8&

!

<"="$&)%7"$"/*.9#*"&8()$&5(3"$&#/&#&-.*.>"%&#%*&3"32"$&.6&+.337%,)1&
.$;#%,?#),.%-&).&"66"+)&+(#%;"&,%&#&5.-,),/"&#%*&+#03&'#18&

!

?*+"$&6"="6/&(@&;(="$%9"%*&9#8&/(9"*.9"/&%""7&*(&'"&.%=(6="7&,%&'(#)&
#55"#$-&).&2"&#&-,350"&37%,+,5#0&3#))"$8&F.7&+#%&)#@"&)("&,%,),#),/"&).&,%/.0/"&
.)("$&;./"$%3"%)&.66,+,#0-&.$&)#@"&1.7$&,%57)&).&6.$73-&-")&75&7%*"$&
5$./,%+,#0&.$&6"*"$#0&0";,-0#),.%8&

!
!
!
!
3. Learn what is going on

!
!
Find out about your municipality
!
G#3,0,#$,?"&1.7$-"06&',)(&)("&5#$),+70#$&'#1-&)(#)&1.7$&37%,+,5#0,)1&.5"$#)"-8&=("&
H./"$%3"%)&.6&I02"$) -&'"2-,)"&:'''837%,+,5#0#66#,$-8#02"$)#8+#<&,%+07*"-&7-"670&
,%6.$3#),.%&#2.7)&(.'&37%,+,5#0,),"-&.5"$#)"8&

!

F.7$&37%,+,5#0,)1&3#1&(#/"&#&'"2-,)"8&E6&%.)4&0..@&#)&'"2-,)"-&6.$&.)("$&
37%,+,5#0,),"-&).&6,%*&.7)&;"%"$#0&,%6.$3#),.%&)(#)&3,;()&#0-.&#5501&'("$"&1.7&0,/"8&
G.$&"J#350"4&)("&5$.+"--&.6&*"/"0.53"%)&#550,+#),.%-&,-&0#$;"01&-")&.7)&,%&)("&
!"#$%$&'()*+,-.#/-#0)1%0)#%*&#550,"-&).&#00&37%,+,5#0,),"-&$";#$*0"--&.6&-,?"8&!#$;"$&
37%,+,5#0,),"-&-7+(&#-&K*3.%).%&#%*&C#0;#$1&(#/"&,%6.$3#),.%&,%&5$,%)"*&6.$3&
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3 PUBLIC INPUT TOOLKIT for Municipalities 

!

!

!
!
!"#$%"$&'()*$+(,-)&(-$+').'$(/01!)"-$&'($0*%.(--2$3'($1%.!1$.%4"&5$%*$64").)0!1$
#)-&*).&$+(,-)&($6!5$%77(*$)"7%*6!&)%"$8!14!,1($&%$!$-466(*$8)11!9($*(-)#("&2$
!
:%$&%$5%4*$64").)0!1$%77).($%*$1%.!1$1),*!*5$!"#$1%%;$7%*$,*%.'4*(-$!,%4&$!"5&')"9$
.%""(.&(#$+)&'$&'($64").)0!1)&5<$)".14#)"9$0*%.(#4*(-<$,51!+-$!"#$#!&(-$!"#$&)6(-$
%7$=%4".)1$!"#$.%66)&&(($6((&)"9-2$>7$5%4$"((#$.1!*)7).!&)%"$%"$!$0!*&).41!*$
!-0(.&<$6!;($!"$!00%)"&6("&$&%$&!1;$+)&'$!"$!#6)")-&*!&%*$%*$.!11$!"#$!-;$5%4*$
?4(-&)%"-2$

!

!
!

Work together
!
>7$5%4$+!"&$&%$9(&$,(&&(*$)"7%*6!&)%"$!,%4&$&'($64").)0!1$#(.)-)%"-$&'!&$6!5$
!77(.&$5%4*$"()9',%4*'%%#<$,(.%6($0!*&$%7$&'($ "(&+%*; $%7$0(%01($+'%$!*($
1);(15$&%$;"%+2$3'(-($0(%01($)".14#(@$

!

A%4*$(1(.&(#$64").)0!1$.%4".)11%*$
3'($64").)0!1$!#6)")-&*!&%*$%*$01!""(*$+'%$#(!1-$+)&'$B%")"9$!"#$
01!"")"9$
C$1%.!1$.%664")&5$!--%.)!&)%"$%*$"%"D9%8(*"6("&$%*9!")B!&)%"$

!
>&$)-$*(.%66("#(#$5%4$!&&("#$!$=%4".)1$6((&)"9$!"#$-(($'%+$#(.)-)%"-$!,%4&$
B%")"9<$#(8(1%06("&$%*$-(*8).(-$!*($'!"#1(#2$>"&*%#4.($5%4*-(17$&%$-%6($%7$&'($
)"&(*(-&(#$.)&)B("-<$)7$5%4$#%$"%&$;"%+$&'(6$!1*(!#52$
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4 PUBLIC INPUT TOOLKIT for Municipalities 

!

!

!
!

4. Provide input to municipal decisions
!
!

Does Council or administration make the decision?
!

!"#$%&'()(*+,$-./#0'1#'2$3)2$!"#$%&'()*+%&,-.'),/#+0)12#)2,()02')!#1'"),-&)
"'(!#-(%/%3%04)0#)5,6')$,"%#+()&'.%(%#-(7)8-34)9#+-.%3).,-)&'.%&')0#)"':#-'),)
!%'.')#;)3,-&<)/+0),&5%-%(0",0%$')(0,;;).,-)&'0'"5%-')12'02'")#")-#0)0#)%((+'),)
&'$'3#!5'-0)!'"5%07)9#+-.%3)5,6'()!#3%.4)&'.%(%#-(),/#+0)(+.2)02%-*(),()/+&*'0<)
/+&*'0),33#.,0%#-<)/43,1(<)#")3,-&)+('7)

!
=2'"')%(),-)'>.'!0%#-7)9#+-.%3)5,4)2,$')'(0,/3%(2'&),-),"',),(),) &%"'.0).#-0"#3)
&%(0"%.07 )=2'(')&%(0"%.0()2,$')(!'.%;%.)"'?+%"'5'-0()02,0)5+(0)/')5'0)/4),33)
!"#!#(,3()@'7*7)!"'('"$,0%#-)#;)2%(0#"%.)/+%3&%-*(A7)B-)02'(').,('(<)9#+-.%3),!!"#$,3)
%()"'?+%"'&7)

!
=2');#33#1%-*)0,/3')&'(."%/'()02"'')04!'()#;)5+-%.%!,3)&'.%(%#-(<)-#0%-*)12'"')
;#"5,3)!+/3%.)-#0%;%.,0%#-)%()"'?+%"'&<),-&)12'02'");#"5,3)!+/3%.)%-!+0)%()-#"5,334)
(+**'(0'&7)

!
Type of Decision Description and Notification 
!"#$%&'(!

)*+*,-.'/0,%1/$+),
234&$&567/6&8),0&61,/,
7&+16,"9,/::)/'(,)*+*,/,
3)8)'":4)$6,:)74&6,61/6!
+)$)7/''.,%"$9"745,6",61)!
;"$&$+!

!
234&$&567/6&8)!
0&61"#6,7&+16,"9,/::)/'(!
)*+*,&$56/''/6&"$,"9,/,$)0,
5)0)7,'&$)!

"!#$%&'!()&(!*+,(!#-!&./-0(1,-.2!
!

!
3-41,156!*&.-!#$!&6!&.*161,(0&(50!50!&.*161,(0&(1/-!
45**1((--2!7)5,-!&88-4(-.!&0-!65(181-.2!7)5,-!
41(19-6,!*&$!&::-&%!(5!&!41/14!#5&0.!'1()16!&6!
-,(&#%1,)-.!(1*-80&*-2!

!
".*161,(0&(156!)&,!()-!:5'-0!(5!*&;-!*&6$!.-41,156,!
&#5+(!*+6141:&%!,-0/14-,<!,1=6,<!456,(0+4(156<!-(42!
7)-,-!.-41,156,!*&$!#-!&./-0(1,-.!18!()-$!&88-4(!()-!
45**+61($!>65(1814&(156!1,!65(!%-=&%%$!0-?+10-.@2!
A+#%14!16:+(!*&$!50!*&$!65(!#-!0-?+-,(-.2!

!
!
!

When will a municipality inform citizens about a decision or 
request public input?

!
C+/3%.)%-!+0)%()"'?+%"'&)/';#"'),)5+-%.%!,3%04).,-).2,-*').'"0,%-)/43,1(<);#")
'>,5!3'<)12'-),)"#,&)%().3#('&7)B-)02%().,('<)02')5+-%.%!,3%04)%()"'?+%"'&)/4)3,1)0#)
;#"5,334)-#0%;4)4#+)@02').%0%:'-A)/4),&$'"0%(%-*)#")5,%3%-*),)-#0%.'<),-&)0#)(''6)
!+/3%.)%-!+0)/';#"'),)&'.%(%#-)%()5,&'7)

!

B-)5,-4)#02'")(%0+,0%#-(<)02')5+-%.%!,3%04)@+(+,334)9#+-.%3A)1%33)&'.%&')%0)-''&()0#)
*,02'")!+/3%.)%-!+0)/';#"')%0)5,6'(),)&'.%(%#-7)
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!

!

!
!
!"#$%&'()#(*$%+#(,#-./%(-.0#&1#23%*)('4#+5.#607(*(,+-6+(3*#761#03#3*.#3-#6''#3"#+5.#
"3''38(*9:#

!

;< *3+("1#)(+(=.*,#>76('4#0(-.)+#)3*+6)+4#7.0(6?4#
@< 53'0#$%&'()#7..+(*9,4#
A< -./%.,+#(*$%+#+5-3%95#6#,%-B.1<#

!

!
C5.#.6-'(.-#13%#)6*#&.)37.#(*B3'B.04#+5.#&.++.- .,$.)(6''1#("#7%*()($6'#,+6""#6-.#
*3+#1.+#6&'.#+3#76D.#$'6*,#$%&'()<#E3-#.F67$'.4#("#$-3$.-+1#(,#&.(*9#0.B.'3$.0#(*#
13%-#6-.64#+5.#$'6*,#761#&.#"6(-'1#8.''#60B6*).0#&."3-.#+5.-.#(,#6*1#'.96'#3&'(96+(3*#
"3-#+5.#0.B.'3$.-#3-#7%*()($6'(+1#+3#*3+("1#+5.#)377%*(+1#3-#*.(95&3%-,<#!"#13%#
*3+().#,%-B.13-,#3*#6#$-3$.-+1#3-#-360861#+56+#761#)3*).-*#13%4#)6''#13%-#
7%*()($6'(+1#6*0#6,D#/%.,+(3*,<#G37.+(7.,#607(*(,+-6+(B.#,+6""#761#*3+#&.#6&'.#+3#
0(B%'9.#)3*"(0.*+(6'#(*"3-76+(3*#>$.-56$,#+5.#0.B.'3$.-#56,#*3+#1.+#760.#6#"3-76'#
6$$'()6+(3*?4#&%+#+5.1#761#+5.*#-.)377.*0#+3#+5.#0.B.'3$.-#+56+#,37.#0(,)%,,(3*#
+6D.,#$'6).#8(+5#+5.#)377%*(+1<#H',34#("#13%#D*38#853#(,#$3+.*+(6''1#0.B.'3$(*9#6#
$-3$.-+14#13%#761#)3*+6)+#+5.7#0(-.)+'1#6*0#6,D#"3-#6#7..+(*9#+3#85()5#7%*()($6'#
,+6""#)3%'0#+5.*#&.#(*B(+.0<#

!
!

Council decisions
!
I.)(,(3*,#&1#13%-#.'.)+.0#23%*)('#)6*#3*'1#&.#760.#&1#$6,,(*9#6#&1'68#3-#
-.,3'%+(3*<#J*).#6#0.)(,(3*#(,#760.#(*#+5(,#8614#(+#(,#B.-1#0(""()%'+#+3#56B.#(+#
-.B(.8.0#3-#)56*9.0<#K3%#)3%'0#3*'1#03#,3#&1#$.-,%60(*9#)3%*)(''3-,#+3#-.3$.*#
+5.#0.)(,(3*#3-#&1#)56''.*9(*9#+5.#0.)(,(3*#(*#)3%-+<#!+#(,#7%)5#&.++.-#+3#+-1#+3#
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!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Examples of high level 
municipal decisions: 
!"#$%&%'()*%+(
,+$-.&%'(*%(*/"*(
0./12.1/"(-)*%(
,+$-.&%'(*%(*%%1*)(
31+'".(
4)$0&%'(*(-13)&2(
/$*+5*6(
7/&8*.&#&%'(*(91%&2&-*)(
0"/8&2"(

!"#$%&"'&()*%"'!$ +(,&'!+!*"(-.(/0*1!,!"2(!"/%3(-&#*0&(34&(-.$56(*0(0&+*$%3!*"(!+(

/5++&,7(
!

84&0&(50&(,!##&0&"3(65.+(3*(/0*1!,&(!"/%3(3*(4!24($&1&$(,&'!+!*"+(%",&0(

'*"+!,&053!*"(-.(5()*%"'!$9(
!

:"(+*;&(+!3%53!*"+(34&($56(0&<%!0&+(5(;%"!'!/5$!3.(3*(4*$,(5(!"#$%&'
()*+%,-'-&#*0&(!3(;5=&+(5(,&'!+!*"(*"(5(/503!'%$50(!++%&(>&727?(5(0*5,(
'$*+%0&(*0($5",(%+&(0&@*"!"2(-.$56A7(84!+(6*%$,(-&(5(./*/"/0+1'!"#$%&'
()*+%,-2':"(*34&0(+!3%53!*"+?(5(;%"!'!/5$!3.(;5.(,&'!,&(3*(4*$,(5(/%-$!'(
4&50!"2(-&'5%+&(*#(34&("53%0&(*#(34&(!++%&7(84!+(6*%$,(-&(5(,0,3./*/"/0+1'
!"#$%&'()*+%,-2'B%-$!'(4&50!"2+(50&(5,1&03!+&,(!"(34&(/0&++(5",(;5.(5$+*(
-&("*3&,(*"(5(;%"!'!/5$(6&-+!3&(*0(-.("*3!'&(!"(/%-$!'(-%!$,!"2+7(:#(.*%(
451&(5(+/&'!#!'(!"3&0&+3(!"(34&(!++%&?(.*%(;5.(0&'&!1&(5(;5!$&,("*3!'&(5-*%3(
34&(4&50!"27(C*;&(3!/+(5-*%3(/0&+&"3!"2(53(;&&3!"2+(50&(/0*1!,&,(%",&0(
!3&;(D?(*"(/52&(E(*#(34!+(2%!,&7(

:"($502&0(;%"!'!/5$!3!&+?(,&'!+!*"+(;5,&(-.()*%"'!$(50&(*#3&"(-5+&,(*"(
!"#*0;53!*"(#0*;(&044%//)).'*#('*%"'!$$*0+7(84&('*;;!33&&(6!$$(0&1!&6(
5"(!++%&(5",(0&/*03(3*()*%"'!$(6!34(0&'*;;&",53!*"+?(+*(!3 +(-&+3(3*(30.(3*(
!"#$%&"'&(34*+&(0&'*;;&",53!*"+7(F%"!'!/5$!3!&+(6!$$(&5'4(451&(34&!0(*6"(
/*$!'!&+(5+(3*(64&"(;&;-&0+(*#(34&(/%-$!'(;5.(;5=&(/0&+&"353!*"+(>&!34&0(

3*()*%"'!$(*0(3*(5('*;;!33&&A7(G!",(*%3(6453(34&+&(/*$!'!&+(50&(!"(.*%0(
50&5(+*(.*%(,*("*3(;!++(34&(*//*03%"!3.(3*(2!1&(!"/%3(3*(34&(,&'!+!*"(

/0*'&++(53(34&(5//0*/0!53&(3!;&7(:"(+*;&(;%"!'!/5$!3!&+?('!3!@&"+(;5.(;5=&(
/0&+&"353!*"+(3*('*;;!33&&+(>&727?(305"+/*0353!*"('*;;!33&&A(-%3("*3(3*(

)*%"'!$(64&"(!3(!+(;5=!"2(34&(,&'!+!*"7(

C*;&()*%"'!$(,&'!+!*"+(50&(/0*;/3&,(-.(5(;%"!'!/5$(5)!*+/4),/'3453(
;5.(451&(-&&"($**=!"2(53(5"(!++%&(#*0(;5".(0&5+*"+7(G*0(&H5;/$&?(34&(
,&/503;&"3(;5.(-&(0&+/*",!"2(3*(5"(&"<%!0.(#0*;(5()*%"'!$$*0(>*#3&"(

!"!3!5$$.(#0*;(5('!3!@&"A?(5(,&/503;&"3(;5.(*#(!3+(*6"(1*$!3!*"(-&(+&&=!"2(
3*(35=&(5"(5'3!*"(#*0(64!'4(!3("&&,+()*%"'!$(5//0*15$?(*0(34&(,&/503;&"3(

!+(0&+/*",!"2(3*(5"(!++%&(05!+&,(6!34(34&;(,!0&'3$.(-.(5(;&;-&0(*#(34&(
/%-$!'7(:3(!+(5$65.+(/*++!-$&(#*0(.*%(3*('*"35'3(5,;!"!+3053!1&(+35##(3*(5+=(
#*0(5(;&&3!"2(*"(5(/503!'%$50(!++%&?(*0(3*(0&<%&+3(3453(5(/%-$!'(;&&3!"2(-&(

4&$,(!"(34&('*;;%"!3.7(

I+(5(0&+%$3(*#(!3+(,&$!-&053!*"+(!"(5".(*#(34&+&(+!3%53!*"+?(34&(,&/503;&"3(

6!$$(%$3!;53&$.(-&(+&",!"2(5(0&/*03(3*()*%"'!$(6!34(0&'*;;&",53!*"+7(

J*--.?(60!3&(5",(35$=(3*(.*%0('*%"'!$$*0+7(K&;&;-&0(3*(35$=(3*(5$$(
'*%"'!$$*0+?("*3(L%+3(34&(*"&+(3453(0&/0&+&"3(.*%0(50&5?(-&'5%+&(34&.(5$$(

451&(5(1*3&7(M0*%/(5'3!*"(!+(*#3&"(;*0&(&##&'3!1&(345"(!",!1!,%5$(5'3!*"?(
+*(!#(5//0*/0!53&?(30.(3*(!"1*$1&(*34&0(20*%/+(64*(;5.(5$+*(-&(5##&'3&,(-.(

34&(,&'!+!*"7(
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!

!

!
!

Administrative decisions, with right of appeal
!

!"#$%&$'()("*)%+,-+%#(.,+%-//$'+%0"1%-)%-%'"##1*(+0%#$#2$3%-3$%#-&$%20%
-&#(*()+3-+(4$%)+-//5%6*%)(+1-+("*)%7,$3$%+,$)$%&$'()("*)%,-4$%-%)(.*(/('-*+%(#8-'+%
"*%+,$%9(4$)%"/%8-3+('19-3%'(+(:$*);%+,$%9-7%83"4(&$)%/"3%-%)0)+$#%"/%-88$-9%+"%-%
2"-3&%#-&$%18%"/%'(+(:$*%4"91*+$$3);%'"1*'(99"3)%"3%-%'"#2(*-+("*%"/%+,$%+7"5%<"3%
$=-#89$;%-%>"1*'(9%'-*%$)+-29(),%-*%?))$))#$*+%@$4($7%A"-3&%7,(',%&$-9)%7(+,%
'"#89-(*+)%-2"1+%+-=$)%-*&%+-=%-))$))#$*+)5%

!

6/%0"1%,-4$%-*%(*+$3$)+%&$/(*$&%20%+,$%9-7;%0"1%7(99%2$%*"+(/($&%"/%-88$-9)%2$/"3$%
)1',%2"-3&)5%<"3%$=-#89$;%(/%-%&$4$9"8#$*+%8$3#(+%()%.3-*+$&%7,(',%3$B1(3$)%
4-3(-*'$)%/3"#%+,$%$)+-29(),$&%3$B1(3$#$*+);%*$-320%*$(.,2"13)%#-0%2$%*"+(/($&%
-*&%.(4$*%-*%"88"3+1*(+0%+"%-88$-9%+"%-%!12&(4()("*%-*&%C$4$9"8#$*+%?88$-9%
A"-3&5%

!

D,$3$%-3$%-9)"%)(+1-+("*)%7,$3$%-%#-++$3%&"$)%*"+%."%2$/"3$%-%#1*('(8-9%-88$-9%
2"-3&;%21+%7,$3$%+,$%9-7%-99"7)%-%'(+(:$*%+"%-88$-9%-%&$'()("*%"/%>"1*'(9%+"%+,$%
>"13+)%"3%+"%-%83"4(*'(-9%-88$-9%2"-3&5%<"3%$=-#89$;%(/%-*%-&#(*()+3-+(4$%&$'()("*%
()%.(4$*%+"%-%'"##1*(+0%#$#2$3%+"%3$#$&0%1*)(.,+90%83"8$3+0;%+,$3$%()%-%3(.,+%+"%
3$B1$)+%>"1*'(9%+"%3$4($7%+,$%&$'()("*%"3;%(*%9(#(+$&%'(3'1#)+-*'$);%+"%',-99$*.$%
>"1* )%&$'()("*%(*%+,$%>"13+)5%

!

?)%-%'"##1*(+0%#$#2$3%-//$'+$&%20%-%&$'()("*%#-&$%20%+,$%-&#(*()+3-+("*;%0"1%
'-*%-97-0)%'"*+-'+%0"13%#1*('(8-9(+0%+"%&()'1))%-%)(+1-+("*%2$/"3$%-%&$'()("*%()%
#-&$5%E*'$%-%&$'()("*%()%#-&$;%0"1%-3$%2"1*&%20%+,$%)+3('+%83"'$&13$)%"/%-88$-9%
7,(',%0"1%),"19&%2$%'-3$/19%+"%/"99"75%F(+,%3$.-3&%+"%#-G(*.%-88$-3-*'$)%2$/"3$%
-88$-9%2"-3&);%)$$%+,$%+(8)%1*&$3%(+$#%H;%"*%8-.$%I%"/%+,()%.1(&$5%

!
!
!

Administrative decisions, without right of appeal
!
E+,$3%&$'()("*)%#-&$%20%-&#(*()+3-+(4$%)+-//%&"%*"+%,-4$%+"%2$%3$4($7$&%"3%8-))$&%
20%>"1*'(9%-*&%-3$%*"+%)12J$'+%+"%/"3#-9%-4$*1$)%"/%-88$-95%!1',%&$'()("*)%#(.,+%
(*'91&$%7,$+,$3%-%3$'3$-+("*%83".3-#%7(99%'"*+(*1$%"3%*"+;%7,$*%)+3$$+%'9$-*(*.%
7(99%+-G$%89-'$%(*%-%8-3+('19-3%-3$-;%"3%7,-+%+3-//('%#$-)13$)%#(.,+%2$%-883"83(-+$%"3%
*"+%(*%-%'$3+-(*%-3$-5%<"99"7(*.%-3$%)"#$%)1..$)+("*)%"*%,"7%0"1%'-*%83"4(&$%
(*81+%+"%+,$)$%&$'()("*)K%

!

L$*$3-990;%+,$%$-39($3%0"1%-3$%(*4"94$&%(*%-%&$'()("*%83"'$));%+,$%2$++$3%
',-*'$%0"1%7(99%,-4$%+"%(*/91$*'$%+,$%"1+'"#$5%C"* +%$=8$'+%+"%2$%
/"3#-990%*"+(/($&5%
6+%()%-97-0)%8"))(29$%+"%'"*+-'+%-&#(*()+3-+"3)%M20%$N#-(9;%8,"*$%"3%(*%
8$3)"*O%+"%&()'1))%+,$%&$'()("*)%+,$0%-3$%#-G(*.5%P4$*%(/%-%&$'()("*%,-)%
2$$*%#-&$;%(+%#(.,+%)+(99%2$%(#8"3+-*+%+"%+-9G%-2"1+%+,$%$//$'+)%"/%+,$%
&$'()("*%-*&%3$B1$)+%-%3$4($75%

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
Tip: !"#$%&'()*+*,-.*/%&
0-1&/2&#1/-3.*10&42$&10-$#&
5*/0&-)2/0#$&
'()*+*,-.*/%6&-&
7(38*"*1*2)&-)8&
9#"#.2,'#)/&:,,#-.&
;2-$8&<2$&/0#&-,,#-.&2<&
1(38*"*1*2)&*11(#1&-)8&
8#"#.2,'#)/&,#$'*/1=&
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!

!

!
!

!"#$%&#'()*+#'(,#-,.)/)%*#0"",.'/#0#*&12,3#%"#4,%45,6#'()*+#02%&'#
%370*)8)*7#0#4&25).#1,,')*7#0*-#0/+)*7#.)9).#/'0""#'%#0'',*-:#
!"#$%&#03,#403'#%"#0#.%11&*)'$#73%&4#%3#0//%.)0')%*6#10)*'0)*#%*7%)*7#
5)*+/#0*-#7%%-#3,50')%*/#;)'(#1&*).)405#0-1)*)/'30'%3/:#<()/#.0*#2,#')1,=#
.%*/&1)*7#0*-#)/#*%'#,0/$#"%3#9%5&*',,3#73%&4/6#2&'#.0*#40$#-)9)-,*-/#)*#
'(,#5%*7#3&*:#
>,#0;03,#%"#*%').,/#,)'(,3#)*#'(,#43,//#%3#10)5,-#'%#$%&3#(%1,#;().(#
1)7('#2,#0/+)*7#"%3#)*4&'#%*#0#-,.)/)%*:#?,*,3055$6#1&*).)405)'),/#;0*'#'%#
10+,#-,.)/)%*/#'(0'#03,#7%%-#"%3#1%/'#4,%45,#0*-#'(,3,"%3,#4&25).#
1,,')*7/#;)55#%"',*#2,#(,5-#'%#.0*90//#.,3'0)*#)//&,/:#

!
!

!
!

Advisory boards
!

@%1,')1,/#1&*).)405)'),/#;)55#/,'#&4#0-9)/%3$#2%03-/#3,5,90*'#'%#403').&503#03,0/#%3#
)//&,/:#<(,#2%03-/#/,39,#'%#0-9)/,#A%&*.)5#0*-#'(,#0-1)*)/'30')%*6#;(,*#3,B&,/',-6#
%*#10'',3/#/&.(#0/#(,3)'07,#0*-#()/'%3).05#)//&,/6#3,.3,0')%*#)//&,/#%3#4&25).#
/,39).,/#/&.(#0/#")3,#43%',.')%*:#A)')8,*/#03,#7,*,3055$#)*9)',-#'%#0445$#'%#/)'#%*#'(,#
2%03-/#0*-#)'#)/#&/&055$#4%//)25,#"%3#1,12,3/#%"#'(,#4&25).#'%#10+,#
3,43,/,*'0')%*/#'%#0*#0-9)/%3$#2%03-#)*#3,703-#'%#0*$#403').&503#)//&,#,)'(,3#)*#
;3)')*7#%3#)*#4,3/%*:#

!
!
!
!

5. Tips on making meeting presentations
!

<(,#"%55%;)*7#')4/#;)55#(,54#$%&#'%#43,403,C#
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!

!

!
!
!"#$%&'("&)#'"&#%)&'*+"&,-$&'("&+""'*%./&!"#$%&$'$()'*+#,&,-%.'"//,&)'"0'1,2,$'

$()'*+#,&,-%.'3)42,$)5'

!"#$%&01"#$12&'("&*334"&#'&(#%)&%#6'+#6)02$%#6'$()'-%0$,&+.%0'6)&,2,"#'4),#7'
*%6)'48'$()'*+#,&,-%.,$8'"0'!"+#&,.5'9/'8"+'%0)':"#'$"-,&:'%#6'&.)%0.8'%660)22'
$()',22+)'%$'(%#6;'8"+0',#-+$'3,..'4)'*+&('*"0)'1%.+%4.)'$"'$("2)'*%<,#7'$()'
6)&,2,"#5'

5".*3'"$&*%&#)6#%0"&'-&37"#8/&="*)'*+#,&,-%.,$,)2'(%1)'0)7,2$0%$,"#'/"0*2'
"#.,#);'"0'8"+'*%8'&"#$%&$'$()'*+#,&,-%.,$8'48'$).)-("#)5'9/'8"+'#))6'
-0)2)#$%$,"#')>+,-*)#$'?)575;'%'&"*-+$)0;'-0"@)&$"0;')$&5A'0)>+)2$',$'%$'$(%$'
$,*)5'

9*%)&-4'&:(#'&'("&+""'*%.&7$-0"33&:*11&;"/&B"+0'*+#,&,-%.,$8'*%8'(%1)'
-".,&,)2'%4"+$'("3'*))$,#72'%0)'"07%#,C)6'?)575'-0)2)#$%$,"#2'48'$()'-+4.,&'
*%8'4)'.,*,$)6'$"'/,1)'*,#+$)2A5'D.2";'$08'$"'"42)01)'%'*))$,#7'4)/"0)'8"+'
%$$)#6'8"+0'"3#'$"'2))'("3'$()'/"0+*'3"0<25'E%#8'4"%06F&"**,$$))F'
!"+#&,.'*))$,#72'%0)'"-)#'$"'$()'-+4.,&;'%2'%0)'-+4.,&'*))$,#72'%#6'()%0,#725'

<,&7$-6*)*%.&#%2&3477-$'*%.&+#'"$*#13=&+#8"&34$"&2-4&(#6"&"%-4.(&0-7*"3&
,-$&"#0(&;-#$)>0-++*''"">?-4%0*1&+"+;"$/&!%..',#'%61%#&)'$"'/,#6'"+$'
("3'*%#8'&"-,)2'%0)'#))6)65'G"$)H'I0"1,6,#7'%'2+**%08'"/'8"+0'2-)%<,#7'
#"$)2'%.."32'$()'.,2$)#)0'$"'/"&+2'"#'8"+'0%$()0'$(%#'$%<,#7'#"$)25'

@"&7$"7#$")&'-&+#8"&2-4$&7-*%'&3400*%0'12/&B"+'3,..'4)'4)$$)0'0)&),1)6',/'8"+'
%0)'0)%68'%#6'-0)-%0)65'9/'8"+'"#.8'(%1)'/,1)'*,#+$)2'$"'2-)%<;'$()'$,*)'&%#'
7"'1)08'>+,&<.85'

<,&7$"3"%'*%.&#3&7#$'&-,&#&.$-47=&43"&2-4$&'*+"&:*3"12/&J%&('70"+-'*)*4)0'
2("+.6'-.%#'$"'-0)2)#$'6,//)0)#$'-",#$25'K)-)$,$,"#'"/'$()'2%*)'-",#$?2A'&%#'
,00,$%$)'$("2)'()%0,#7'$()',22+)5'

5"+#*%&0*6*1=&#"'*%$$)0'("3'6))-.8'"0'-%22,"#%$).8'8"+'/)).'%4"+$'%#',22+)5'
E)*4)02'"/'$()'-+4.,&'&%#'4)'%2<)6'$"'.)%1)'*))$,#72',/'$(),0'&"#6+&$',2'
,*-0"-)05'

!

<,&2-4&0#%%-'&#''"%)&#&+""'*%.&*%&7"$3-%=&8"+'*%8'30,$)'$"'$()'!"+#&,.'"0'
&"**,$$))'*)*4)02',#'%61%#&)'"/'$()'*))$,#75'

!
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Contents 

!" #$%&'()*%&+,&-*.)/0&/1-*2&"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&!!

3" 4+55*1/0(2%&.%,+6%&7+*&,/)%&7+*6&(--)/0(2/+1&""""""""""""""""""""&!!

8" 4+55*1/0(2%&(,2%6&7+*&,/)%&7+*6&(--)/0(2/+1&""""""""""""""""""""""&3!

9" :)(1&2+&;+0*5%12&<$(2&7+*&$%(6&"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""9!

!"#$%&'()%*+(,-&%.%/01(#2/#232&*0*%423&"""""""""""""""""=!

=" #%(5<+6>&"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&=!

?" @0$%;*)/1A&2$%&-*.)/0&/1-*2&-6+0%BB"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&=!

C" D++;&0+55*1/0(2/+1&5(2%6/()B&""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&C!

!#%*2( " (%&5"#,0*%"&&"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&C!

60$2(*+2(3."/2("5(7%3.-33%"&("84%"-3&""""""""""""""""""""""&E!

922/%&'(%*(3%,/12&"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&E!

:11-3*#0*%"&3(0#2(%,/"#*0&*&""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""E!

;"*%5%.0*%"&(0&7(7%3*#%8-*%"&("5(%&5"#,0*%"&&""""""""""""E!

E" F(>/1A&-*.)/0&5%%2/1AB&%1G+7(.)%&(1;&%,,%02/'%&"""""""""""""""""&H!

<#232&*%&'(%&5"#,0*%"&&""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&H!

=212.*%&'(*+2(,22*%&'(5"#,0*&""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&!!!

>/*%"&3(0#2(*+2(803%3(5"#(/#"7-.*%42(7%3.-33%"&&"""""""&!8!

6%*%'0*%&'(72421"/,2&*(."&.2#&3&""""""""""""""""""""""""""&!9!

H" 4+1,)/02&(1;&0+1B%1B*B&""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""&!9!

!I& J+))+</1A&2$6+*A$&""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!=!
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!

COMMUNITY 
CONSULTATION 

!"#$%&'#()%*+,-#()$%!"##$!%&'(!)%')*$+,)-$.$+',$/!)'/#0(&1$)0(-)&2,+$2$(%)0)
,/'3$!!)%')3'(!"+%)4&%*)3'22"(&%&$!5)67)8'")0/$)/$0-&(#)%*&!)#"&-$9)4$)0!!"2$)8'")
0/$),/','!&(#)0),+0()02$(-2$(%)0(-:'/)3*0(#$)&()+0(-)"!$)%')0)2"(&3&,0+)3'"(3&+)
&();+<$/%05)

for developers 

!

!
!
!
1. The value of public input

!
!"#$%&%'($)*)+&,)-.%/0%'($)*)+&,%*/($*),,/01%0#2)#3%&%+0/+/1#4%+,&$%&'#$4'#$-%
/0%&%+0/+/1#4%,&$4%(1#%*"&$5#6%-"#.%'(1-%*/$1)4#0%-"#%#7+#*-&-)/$1%&$4%
+#0*#+-)/$1%/8%-"#%1(00/($4)$5%*/''($)-.%-"&-%'&.%9#%&88#*-#4%9.%-"#%*"&$5#:%
!"#$%./(%"&2#%4/$#%&$%#88#*-)2#%;/9%/8%5&-"#0)$5%+(9,)*%)$+(-6%./(%'&<#%)-%'(*"%
,#11%,)<#,.%-"&-%3/00)#4%&$4%($)$8/0'#4%*/$1-)-(#$-1%&0#%*&,,)$5%-"#)0%*/($*),,/0%-/%
#7+0#11%*/$*#0$%&9/(-%./(0%+0/;#*-:%=/(%&,1/%"#,+%-"#%*/($*),,/01%8##,%*/$8)4#$-%
&9/(-%-"#)0%4#*)1)/$1%0#5&04)$5%./(0%&++,)*&-)/$6%&$4%)$*0#&1#%-"#%,)<#,)"//4%-"&-%
>/($*),%3),,%1(++/0-%./(0%+0/;#*-%?&11(')$5%-"#%+0/;#*-%"&1%'#0)-%-"&-%)1%/92)/(1%
-/%*/($*),,/01%&$4%-"#)0%*/$1-)-(#$-1@:%

!
A(9,)*%)$+(-%)1%$/-%&$% 44B %-/%./(0%+0/;#*-:%C$1-#&46%)-%)1%&$%)$-#50&,%+&0-%/8%-"#%
+0/*#11%/8%'&<)$5%&++,)*&-)/$%-/%-"#%'($)*)+&,)-.:%D/1-%4#2#,/+#01%,#&0$%1//$#0%%
/0%,&-#0%-"&-%+(9,)*%)$+(-%)'+0/2#1%-"#)0%+0/;#*-%&$4%"&1-#$1%-"#%&++0/2&,1%0#E()0#4%
9#8/0#%*/$1-0(*-)/$%*&$%9#5)$:%

!
F//4%0#,&-)/$1")+1%3)-"%./(0%$#)5"9/(016%&$4%&%5//4%)'&5#%)$%-"#%*/''($)-.6%
3),,%9#$#8)-%./(0%*(00#$-%+0/;#*-%&$4%8(-(0#%+0/;#*-1%&1%3#,,:%

!
!
2. Communicate before you file your application

!
G#8/0#%./(%1(9')-%./(0%&++,)*&-)/$%-/%-"#%'($)*)+&,)-.6%-"#0#%&0#%1/'#%-")$51%./(%
*&$%4/%-/%"#,+%./(%9#%1(**#118(,H%

!
I: J&,<%3)-"%&%'($)*)+&,%+,&$$#0%&$4%&%'($)*)+&,%*/($*),,/0%-/%#$1(0#%./(%

<$/3%&$.%0#E()0#'#$-1%/0%#7+#*-&-)/$1%-"&-%'&.%&88#*-%4#*)1)/$1%&9/(-%
./(0%+0/;#*-:%K1<%8/0%)$8/0'&-)/$%&9/(-%-"#%*/''($)-.%&$4%-"#%+#/+,#%
'/1-%,)<#,.%-/%9#%)$-#0#1-#4%)$%./(0%+0/;#*-:%K1<%8/0%&$.%<$/3,#45#%5&)$#4%
80/'%0#*#$-%#7+#0)#$*#%)$%-"#%'($)*)+&,)-.%3)-"%1)'),&0%+0/;#*-1:%K1<%)8%
-"#0#%&0#%&$.%1+/<#1+#01/$1%3"/%"&2#%0#+0#1#$-#4%-"#%*/''($)-.%)$%
4)1*(11)/$1%/8%*/'+&0&9,#%+0/;#*-1:%

!
!

!"#$%=%0/%)$0/+85)>*$)
+'(#$/)8'")40&%)%')
3'(%03%)($&#*<'"/&(#)
+0(-'4($/!9)%*$)#/$0%$/)
%*$)/&!?)8'")4&++)*0.$)
"(/$!'+.$-)3'(3$/(!5)
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!" #$%&'()*+,-)'().'/,**+,0120-'3+44,02(5'$01'($%&'62()'7.+7%."'8.$*0'
$9+,('().2*'7.*3.7(2+0/'+:'().2*'3+44,02(5'$01';2:'5+,*'7*+<.3('2/'$%*.$15'
7,9%23'&0+6%.1-.='5+,*'7*+<.3("'

>" ?+0($3('3+44,02(5'/7+&./7.*/+0/'$01'-.('(+'&0+6'().4"'8.$*0'().2*'
7.*3.7(2+0/'$01'.@7.3($(2+0/"'

!
!

3. Communicate after you file your application
!

#).0'5+,'4$&.'5+,*'7%$0'+*'%$01',/.'$77%23$(2+0'(+'().'4,02327$%2(5A'5+,'4$5'9.'
$/&.1'(+'0+(2:5'$::.3(.1'32(2B.0/';,/,$%%5'/,**+,0120-'%$01+60.*/='+:'5+,*'
$77%23$(2+0"'C:'$'3)$0-.'20'B+020-'+*'/,912D2/2+0'2/'0.3.//$*5'().'!"#$%$&'()
*+,-.#/-#0)1%0)*.E,2*./'().'4,02327$%2(5'(+'0+(2:5'$::.3(.1'7*+7.*(5'+60.*/"'F)2/'
,/,$%%5'*.E,2*./';$='$'/2-0'7+/(.1'+0'().'7*+7.*(5'()$('20:+*4/'7$//.*/G95'+:'5+,*'
$77%23$(2+0A';9='$'7*20(.1'0+(23.'20'().'%+3$%'0.6/7$7.*A'$01H+*';3='%.((.*/'/.0('(+'
$1<$3.0(H$::.3(.1'7*+7.*(5'+60.*/"'

!

!

!
I+,'3$0'-*.$(%5'247*+D.'().'%2&.%2)++1'+:'-$2020-'?+,032%'$77*+D$%A'$01'
3+44,02(5'/,77+*(A'2:'5+,'20D./('20'3+44,023$(2+0'$01'(*,/(G9,2%120-':*+4'().'
202(2$%'/($-./'+:'5+,*'7*+7+/$%"'C0'./($9%2/).1'3+44,02(2./A'7.+7%.'$*.'%2&.%5'(+':..%'
D,%0.*$9%.'(+'().'3)$0-./'().5'/..'$*+,01'().4J'-*+6()A'(*$::23A'1.0/2(5'203*.$/./A'
$01'3+44.*32$%'%$01',/./"'K.2-)9+,*/'6)+'&0+6'6)+'2/' 9.)201 '().'7*+<.3(A'
$01'6)+':..%'().2*'E,./(2+0/'$*.'9.20-'$0/6.*.1'$01'().2*'3+03.*0/'$*.'9.20-'
$11*.//.1A'$*.'%.//'%2&.%5'(+'+77+/.'$'7*+<.3('$01'4$5'.D.0'$3(2D.%5'/,77+*('2("'
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!
!"#$%&'()*+,),*),%")$*--+'&,&".)#/*+'0)1*+)$#')*'21)&-3/*4")1*+/)3/"."',#,&*')
,*)5*+'$&26)7%")8*22*9&'()#$,&4&,&".)#/")/"$*--"'0"0)8*/)#'1)0"4"2*3-"',)
3/*:"$,;)

!

<6 5*',#$,)$*--+'&,1)2"#0"/.),*)2",),%"-)='*9)1*+)9*+20)2&="),*)-"",)9&,%)
,%"-),*)"'.+/"),%"1)#/")&'8*/-"0)#>*+,)1*+/)3/*3*.#26)?",),%"-)='*9)+3)
8/*',)9%#,),%")0"$&.&*'.)9&22)&'$2+0")@&6"6)>")$2"#/)#>*+,),%").$*3"A6)

B6 C#=")&,)"#.1)8*/)&',"/".,"0)3"/.*'.),*)$*',#$,)1*+)@*/)1*+/)*/(#'&D#,&*'A6)
E6 ?"#/')9%#,)=&'0)*8) -"",&'( )8*/-#,)9&22)9*/=)>".,)8*/)3"*32")@,&-"F)

32#$"F)2"'(,%F)0&.$+..&*')3/*$"..A6)
G6 H/*4&0")$*'4"'&"',)*33*/,+'&,&".)8*/)3"*32"),*)2"#/')-*/")#>*+,)1*+/)

3/*:"$,)@&6"6)%*20)-"",&'(.F)-#&',#&')#).,*/"8/*',)*88&$"F)>")#4#&2#>2")#,),%")
0"4"2*3-"',).&,"A6)

I6 !",+/')$#22.)#'0)"J-#&2.F)#'0)=""3)3"*32")&'8*/-"0)*8)#'1)$%#'(".),%#,)
-#1)&',"/".,),%"-6)

K6 L""3),%")32#''"/)#'0)1*+/)2*$#2)$*+'$&22*/)&'8*/-"0)#>*+,)1*+/)"88*/,.),*)
.,#1)&'),*+$%)9&,%),%")$*--+'&,&".)#'0),%"&/).3*=".3"/.*'.6)

!
M').*-")$#.".F)1*+/)3/*3*.#2)9&22)/"N+&/")#).&('&8&$#',)3+>2&$)*+,/"#$%)"88*/,6)L"1)
8#$,*/.),%#,).&('#2),%")'""0)8*/)(/"#,"/)"88*/,)&'$2+0"),%")8*22*9&'(;)

!

O$#2")*8)0"4"2*3-"',)@&6"6)2#/("/).$#2")P)-*/")$*--+'&$#,&*'A)
5%#'(")*8)'"&(%>*+/%**0)$%#/#$,"/)@&6"6),%")3/*3*.#2)$%#'(".),%").$#2"F)
#".,%",&$.)*/)$%#/#$,"/)*8),%")'"&(%>*+/%**0A)
H"/$"&4"0)%"#2,%)*/).#8",1)/&.=)
H"/$"&4"0)&-3#$,)*')2&8".,12")@&6"6)>2*$=.)#$$"..),*)/&4"/F)>2*$=.)4&"9)*8)
8**,%&22.F)>/&'(.) .,/#'(" )&',*),%")#/"#.F)&'$2+0".)2#,")'&(%,)#$,&4&,1A)
C*/#2)&..+".)@"6(6)/"2&(&*'F)(#->2&'(F)."Q+#2)&..+".A)

!

!
R/"#,"/)3+>2&$)*+,/"#$%)-"#'.)1*+)-#1)'""0),*)&'$2+0")$*--+'&$#,&*')#'0)
$*'.+2,#,&*')#$,&4&,&".)&')1*+/)3/*:"$, .)32#'6)7%".")&'$2+0";)

!

C"0&#)/"2#,&*'.)
5*--+'&,1)*+,/"#$%)@3"/.*'#2)$*--+'&$#,&*')9&,%)$*--+'&,1)
/".&0"',.A)
H/"3#/#,&*')#'0)0&.,/&>+,&*')*8)&'8*/-#,&4")-#,"/&#2.)
S*.,&'()-"",&'(.),%#,)%"23)3"*32")(",)#'.9"/.),*),%"&/)N+".,&*'.)

!
!
!
!
!

!
!"#$%!"#$%&'()*+')
+",()(,-'. "#')
$+",-&)/0%*)1"(')*+0#)
*/")&02$)3"()0)('$4"#$')
*")*+'%()5,'$*%"#)"()
6"#6'(#.)7+')$""#'()*+')
('$4"#$'8)*+')1"(')2",)
/%--)9')*(,$*'&.)
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!
!

4. Plan to document what you hear
!

!"#$%&'()*+$,-,#()&#)'$+.%*&/-)0&#)1(2/-$&'()3%2*-,#()*4&#,&#*&#/5(2,-),&,"-,&0(+&
"-3%&-)&(2.%2$0&5$-)&12(/&,"%&(+,*%,6&7$-)&,(&.('+/%),&0(+2&%11(2,*&,(&,-$8&,(&
5%(5$%&-).&,"%&#)1(2/-,#()&0(+&9-,"%26&:,&,"%&%).&(1&,"%&52('%**4&0(+&*"(+$.&;%&
-;$%&,(&52(.+'%&-&2%'(2.&,"-,&*"(<*=&

!

>6 ?(<&0(+&#)1(2/%.&#),%2%*,%.&'#,#@%)*&-;(+,&0(+2&52(5(*-$6&
A6 !"-,&(55(2,+)#,#%*&,"%0&"-.&,(&$%-2)&/(2%&-).&52(3#.%&#)5+,6&
B6 ?(<&/-)0&5%(5$%&-,,%).%.&/%%,#)9*&-).C(2&52(3#.%.&#)5+,6&
D6 !"-,&'()'%2)*&(2&*+99%*,#()*&5%(5$%&2-#*%.6&
E6 :)0&-.F+*,/%),*&/-.%&,(&0(+2&52(F%',&-*&-&2%*+$,&(1&<"-,&0(+&"%-2.6&

!

!
G"#*&2%'(2.&.%/()*,2-,%*&0(+2&'(//#,/%),&,(&9((.&'(//+)#,0&2%$-,#()*4&-).&
<#$$&;%&"%$51+$&#1&$-,%2&,"%2%&#*&-&.#11%2%)'%&(1&(5#)#()&-;(+,&<"-,&<-*&*-#.&-).&
<"-,&<-*&52(3#.%.6&

!
H1&0(+&"-3%&,-8%)&,#/%&,(&$%-2)&-;(+,&,"%&*+22(+).#)9&'(//+)#,#%*4&#,&#*&%-*#%2&,(&
5+,&,(9%,"%2&-)&%11%',#3%&5$-)6&I(+2&5$-)&<#$$&"%$5&%)*+2%&0(+&8%%5&-&2%'(2.&(1&
'(),-',*&-).&#)5+,&2%'%#3%.6&H,&<#$$&-$*(&8%%5&0(+&()&,2-'8&,(<-2.&,"%&J(+)'#$&
.%'#*#()&0(+&-2%&*%%8#)96&H1&0(+&52('%%.& ()%&*,%5&-,&-&,#/% &0(+&/-0&1#).&,"%&
52('%**&,-8%*&$()9%2&-).&0(+&-2%&'()*,-),$0&2%-',#)9&,(&)%<&#)1(2/-,#()&-).&
2%K+#2%/%),*6&

!

!
Planning made simple 

!
!"#$%%&'()%$**+*,(-#,+*.(/+01("+.23..+4*.($-430(&435()546#207(8.(&43(0$%9(04(01#(
:3*+2+)$%()%$**#5'(243*2+%%45.'($*"(24::3*+0&(.)49#.)#5.4*.'(.0$50($..#:-%+*,($(
.+:)%#(24*.3%0$0+4*()%$*7(;1+.(2$*(-#("4*#(4*($(<#/()$,#.'(+*($(<#/(1435.7(=#5#(
$5#(>3#.0+4*.(&43(.143%"($*./#5(+*(&435()%$*?(

!
 @1$0("#2+.+4*($5#(/#(5#>3#.0+*,'($*"(/1$0($5#(+0.(+:)%+2$0+4*.(<45(01#(

24::3*+0+#.A(
 @14:(.143%"(/#(-#(*40+<&+*,A(
 @14:(.143%"(/#(05&(04(,#0(+*)30(<54:A(
 @1$0(+*)30("4(/#(5#>3+5#A(
 =4/($5#(/#(+*0#*"+*,(04(,$01#5(01#(+*)30A(

 @1$0(5#.4352#.($*"(+*<45:$0+4*("4(/#(*##"A(
 @1$0($5#(435(0+:#%+*#.A(

 @1$0(+.(%+9#%&(04(-#(24*054B#5.+$% $*"(14/(.143%"(/#(:$*$,#(01#(
24*054B#5.&A(

 =4/(/+%%(/#(5#.)4*"(04(01#(+*)30(/#(,$01#5'($*"(14/(/+%%(/#()5#.#*0(01#(
+*<45:$0+4*(04(01#(:3*+2+)$%+0&A(

 @1$0(43024:#.("4(/#(.##9(<54:(435(#<<450.(04(+*B4%B#(01#()3-%+2A(
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!
!

Working with municipal representatives
!
!"#$%#&'(&)%#&#*++,#$,-&#"+#&%.#/01$2$3&'#4-34-%-1"&"$5-%#6+4#&,5$2-#&7+0"#8+(#"+#
34+2--,9#:--3#"8-/#$16+4/-, 7+"8#"8-#/01$2$3&'#3'&11-4#;+4#,-5-'+3/-1"#
+66$2-4<#&1,#"8-#-'-2"-,#2+012$''+4#($''#&334-2$&"-#)+04#-66+4"#"+#.--3#"8-/# 1#"8-#
'++39 #

!
!
5. Teamwork

!
=07'$2#$130"#$%#&1#$1"-*4&'#3&4"#+6#)+04#34+>-2"#&1,#4-?0$4-%#"-&/(+4.9#@-5-4&'#>+7%#
/0%"#7-#,+1-A#&1,#$"#$%#$/3+4"&1"#"+#3&4"$2$3&1"%#"8&"#+1-#3-4%+1#,+-%#1+"#&""-/3"#
"+#,+#&''#+6#"8+%-#>+7%#%$/0'"&1-+0%')9#!"#$%#24$"$2&'#"8&"#"8-4-#$%#2++4,$1&"$+1#
7-"(--1#)+04#307'$2#$130"#&2"$5$"$-%#&1,#)+04#34+>-2"#,-%$*1#&1,#/&1&*-/-1"9#B+0#
/&)#8&5-#"+#2+1"4&2"#3-+3'-#($"8#2+//01$2&"$+1%#%.$''%#"+#%033+4"#2+1%0'"&"$+1#
,04$1*#"8-#&33'$2&"$+1#4-5$-(#3-4$+,9#=-+3'-#$15+'5-,#$1#"8-#34+>-2"#/&)#74$1*#
-C2-%%$5-#D-&'#"+#&#307'$2#,$%20%%$+19#!6#2$"$D-1%#*-"#"8-#$/34-%%$+1#"8-4-#$%#1+#
6'-C$7$'$")#4-*&4,$1*#"8-# 7-%" #(&)#"+#,+#"8-#34+>-2"A#"8-)#/&)#6--'#"8-)#&4-##
(&%"$1*#"8-$4#"$/-#"&'.$1*#($"8#)+04#3-+3'- &1,#/+5-#+1#"+#"&'.#"+#-'-2"-,#
+66$2$&'%9#
!
@.$''%#"8&"#($''#7-#8-'360'#$1#)+04#34+>-2"#/&1&*-/-1"#$12'0,-E#

!
F++4,$1&"$+1# #@+/-+1-#"+#-1%04-#&''#"8+%-#'$""'-# 34+/$%-% #&4-#
2+//01$2&"-,#"+#-5-4)+1-#
G&2$'$"&"$+1# #@+/-+1-#"+#401#307'$2#/--"$1*%A#+4#"+#$/3&4"$&'')#8-&4#(8&"#
$1,$5$,0&'%#8&5-#"+#%&)#
F+//01$2&"$+1# #@+/-+1-#"+#,-5-'+3#2+//01$2&"$+1#/&"-4$&'%#&1,#
/--"#($"8#/-,$&#
H&"&#.--3$1*# #@+/-+1-#"+#4-2+4,#&''#307'$2#$130"#

!
F+1%$,-4#8&5$1*#&"#'-&%"#+1-#3-4%+1#%033+4"#"8-#307'$2#$130"#34+2-%%#+1#&#60''I#
"$/-#7&%$%9#G+4#&#74$-6#3-4$+,#+6#"$/-#;0%0&'')#&7+0"#&#/+1"8<A#"8-4-#2&1#7-#/&1)#
2&''%#&1,#$1,$5$,0&'#2+1"&2"%#"+#/&.-9#J6"-4I8+04%#/--"$1*%#&4-#"8-#1+4/9#

!
!

6. Scheduling the public input process
!
K%0&'')A#307'$2#$130"#$%#"$-,#$1"+#&#%3-2$6$2#%28-,0'-#;6+4#"8-#&334+5&'#+6#&#34+>-2"A#
+4#6+4#"8-#3&%%&*-#+6#&#7)'&(<9#L+(-5-4A#$/3'-/-1"$1*#"8-#307'$2#$130"#
+33+4"01$"$-%#2&1#7-#&#28&''-1*-9#

!
!"#$%!"#$%&'(
)*')$*$+,-%(,.(+/'(0'1(+-(
2--"()345,&(6''+,%2.7(
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!
!

!""#$%&'()%*#+%,)"-./0%!"#$%&'($)&%%&*$'&+,)#'$&-$.#/01$0,#$/2'(#.$3#/&45$
!

677,&80/$&-$7,&)#''$&,$&-$7+3/2)$2*-&,%0(2&*$
9,&.+)(2&*$:4,2(2*;<$0,(4&,=<$7,2*(2*;>$&-$7+3/2)$2*-&,%0(2&*$
677,&7,20(#$%##(2*;$,&&%'$*&($0802/03/#$
?#'#0,)"$:#*'+,2*;$0))+,0(#$2*-&,%0(2&*>$
9+3/2)$*&(2-2)0(2&*$:%#.20$7/0)#%#*('>$&,$*&(2-2)0(2&*$&-$'(0=#"&/.#,'$
?#@.,0-(2*;$7,&7&'0/'$0-(#,$2*2(20/$7+3/2)$2*7+($2'$,#)#28#.$

!

!
A*$%&'($)0'#'<$("#$%+*2)270/$,#B+2,#%#*('$-&,$7/0**2*;$0*.$.#8#/&7%#*($#'(03/2'"$
0$)/#0,$7,&)#''$0*.$(2%#/2*#C$D&4#8#,<$&("#,$2''+#'$'+)"$0'$#*82,&*%#*(0/$
)&*)#,*'<$"#0/("$0*.$'0-#(1<$0*.$+(2/2(1$0*.$,&0.$)&*'2.#,0(2&*'$)0*$0/(#,$(2%#$
,#B+2,#%#*('$)&*'2.#,03/1C$

!
A($2'$0.82'#.$1&+$.#8#/&7$0*$0)(282(1$')"#.+/#$("0($0..,#''#'$("#$-&//&42*;$-&+,$
7,&)#''$'(0;#'C$A.#0//1<$("#'#$'(0;#'$42//$3#$)&%7/#(#.$3#-&,#$1&+$%0=#$-&,%0/$
077/2)0(2&*$:2C#C$4"2/#$1&+$0,#$.2')+''2*;$%0((#,'$42("$("#$7/0**2*;$&--2)#,$&,$
0.%2*2'(,0(&,>C$

!
!"#$%&'(!
"#$%&#&'()*!

+#$&'(*,!-).#!(*('(&/!%/&*!

0.(/1(*,!&*1!'#&(*(*,!-).#!'$&2!

3#&4'(*,!%.5/(6!(*4)#2&'()*!

7&8(*,!5))8(*,9!4)#!2$$'(*,9!

!"#$%&)(&
:*4)#2&'()*!
;<6=&*,$!

+)22.*(6&'(*,!>('=!&44$6'$1!%$#9)*9?!&,$*6($9!)#!
*$(,=5).#=))19!

@&'=$#(*,!%#$/(2(*&#-!(*4)#2&'()*!5$4)#$!4)#2&/!%.5/(6!
2$$'(*,9!

"#)A(1(*,!&1A&*6$!(*4)#2&'()*!')!(*'$#$9'$1!%$#9)*9!)#!
&,$*6($9!

!"#$%&*(&
+)2%&#(9)*!)4!
B%'()*9!

"#$9$*'(*,!'=$!&*&/-9(9!)4!%)'$*'(&/!6=)(6$9!')!(*'$#$9'$1!
%$#9)*9!)#!&,$*6($9!

C$&#*(*,!&5).'!'=$(#!%$#6$%'()*9!&*1!%#$4$#$*6$9!

D=(9!%)#'()*!)4!'=$!%#)6$99!.9.&//-!(*A)/A$9E!

F6=$1./$1!&*1!.*96=$1./$1!2$$'(*,9!

D$/$%=)*$!9.#A$-9!

3(9'#(5.'()*!&*1!6)//$6'()*!)4!G.$9'()**&(#$9!

H*!(*'$#&6'(A$!>$59('$!

I)'(*,!&*1!)#,&*(J(*,!'=$!(*%.'!#$6$(A$1!

K$#(4-(*,!>=&'!-).!=&A$!=$&#1!&*1!&11#$99(*,!('!(*!-).#!
&%%/(6&'()*!
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!

!
!

!"#$%&'(&
!"#$%$&'()'*(
+,-.","'/)/$&'(

 0"%-&'*$'1(/&(/2"($'-3/(4"#"$5"*(6-&%%$7.8(78(,)9$'1(#2)'1"%:(
&4(-4&5$*$'1()**$/$&').($';&4,)/$&'<(

=4"%"'/$'1(/2"(-4";"44"*(&-/$&'(/&(/2"(,3'$#$-).$/8($'(8&34(
)--.$#)/$&'(
0"#"$5$'1(/2"(,3'$#$-).(*"#$%$&'(
!"/"4,$'$'1(>2)/($%(4"?3$4"*(;&4(%3##"%%;3.($,-.","'/)/$&'(

+'$/$)/$'1($,-.","'/)/$&'(6'&/"(/2)/($'/"4"%/"*(#$/$@"'%(4",)$'(
$'/"4"%/"*(*34$'1(/2$%(%/)1"<(

!
!
!

7. Good communication materials
!
!""#$%"&&'()%*+)"($&*+,-)*./$*-,$*($,//,(+)*.$0*-+$"1$+2,$0'3.)%$)(0'+$0-"%,//4$
52,$6,7$+"$#,/)8()(8$8""#$%"&&'()%*+)"($&*+,-)*./$)/$+"$#,/)8($+2,$
%"&&'()%*+)"($1-"&$+2,$%"(+,9+$*(#$0,-/0,%+):,$"1$+2,$-,%,):,-;$-*+2,-$+2*($+2,$
6("<.,#8,$*(#$,90,%+*+)"(/$"1$+2,$/,(#,-4$52,$6,7$=',/+)"(/$+"$*/6$*-,>$ ?2*+$
#",/$+2,$-,%,):,-$<*(+$+"$6("<@ $*(#$ <2*+$&)/%"(%,0+)"(/$&)82+$)(+,-1,-,$<)+2$
"'-$%"(:,-/*+)"(@ $

!

!
!

Write open  information 
!
A1$+2,$)(1"-&*+)"($0-":)#,#$+"$0,"0.,$*00,*-/$+"$ /,.. $"(,$"0+)"($/".,.7;$"-$)($
/+-"(8$0-,1,-,(%,$+"$"+2,-$"0+)"(/;$)+$&*7$3,$#)/%-,#)+,#4$B)&).*-.7;$)1$)(1"-&*+)"($
1*:"'-/$+2,$0,-/0,%+):,/$"1$"(,$%"&&'()+7$":,-$*("+2,-;$)+$&*7$3,%"&,$1"##,-$
1"-$*($*-8'&,(+4$
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!

!
!

Make the scope of discussion obvious
!

!"#$%"&'('&#)*+,-#./)-#'$# +0#-/"#-)*1" #(+2#3'$&,$$'+04#5(#0"&"$$)267#%+'0-#+,-#-/"#
*+,03)2'"$#+(#-/"#3'$&,$$'+04#

!
!

Keeping it simple
!

8/"#-+,9/"$-#%)2-#+(#.2'-'09#%,*1'&#'0%,-#:)-"2')1$#'$#3"&'3'09#./)-#-+#1");"#+,-4#
<"+%1"#.'11#$%"03#;"26#1'--1"#-':"#2")3'09#-/"#:)-"2')1 $+#*"#$"1"&-';"#)*+,-#./)-#
6+,#0""3#-+#$)64#5-#'$#+(-"0#,$"(,1#-+#=""%#-/"#*)$'&#:"$$)9"#$':%1"7#*,-#-/"0#)33#
3"-)'1#)03#'11,$-2)-'+0$#(+2#-/"#:+2"#'0-2"%'3#2")3"27#)03#(+2#,$"#'0#%,*1'&#
3'$&,$$'+0$4#

!
!

Illustrations are important
!

># +0&"%-#%'&-,2" #+2#)#%2+&"$$#'11,$-2)-'+0#.'11#*"&+:"#)#:)?+2#3'$&,$$'+0#%+'0-4#
5-#.'11#)--2)&-#)--"0-'+0#)03#':%2+;"#:":+26#+(#-/"#'0(+2:)-'+04#@+1+,2#':%2+;"$#
)--"0-'+0#)03#:":+264#A+.";"27#'(#(+,2B&+1+,2#%2+3,&-'+0#'$#-++#"C%"0$';"7#-.+B#
&+1+,2#%2+3,&-'+0#'$#."11#.+2-/#&+0$'3"2'094#

!
!

Notification and distribution of information
!

8/"#!"#$%$&'()*+,-.#/-#0)1%0)$%"&'('"$#)#:,0'&'%)1'-6#:,$-#0+-'(6#)3?)&"0-#
1)03+.0"2$#+(#)%%1'&)-'+0$#-+#&/)09"#1)03#,$"#+2#$,*3';'3"#1)034#50#)33'-'+07#'-#'$#
&+::+0#(+2#:,0'&'%)1'-'"$#-+#0+-'(6#)3?)&"0-#1)03+.0"2$#)*+,-#%2+%"2-6#
3";"1+%:"0-#%2+%+$)1$4#8/"2"(+2"7#6+,#.'11#*"#)$="3#-+#%)6#(+2#-/"#&+$-#+(#-/'$#
0+-'('&)-'+0#)$#%)2-#+(#6+,2#)%%1'&)-'+04#

!
!

!
!

!
!"#$%!"#$%#&'()*"+)(#+(,"+)(
-+(#./0*)-&)(-+('-#&#&'(
#&/")1(203"+(0&(4"#$%#&'(
'00%(*5$-)#0&+6#/+7(-&%(
/$-&()0(855/()60+5(
*5$-)#0&+6#/+(-+()65(
/*0,53)(/*0355%+1(

53")1167#";"26+0"#%+-"0-')116#'0-"2"$-"3#'0#%2+;'3'09#'0%,-#-+#-/"#3"&'$'+0D$E#6+,#)2"#
&+0$'3"2'09#.'11#*"#0+-'('"37#*"#).)2"#+(#-/"#&+:'09#3"&'$'+0D$E7#)03#*"#).)2"#+(#
-/"#+%%+2-,0'-6#-+#%2+;'3"#'0%,-4#F+,#:)6#&/++$"#-+#0+-'(6#:+2"#%)2-'"$#-/)0#'$#
2"G,'2"3#*6#%2+;'0&')1#1"9'$1)-'+04#A+.";"27#-/'$#&)0#*"#&/)11"09'09 -/"2"#)2"#)#(".#
*)22'"2$#-+#&+0$'3"2H#

!

I4 !"#$%&'()$"*$+,%-$'./*J+$-#%"+%1"#2"&"';"#$+#:,&/#,0$+1'&'-"3#
'0(+2:)-'+0#-/"6#),-+:)-'&)116#3'$&)23#+2#'90+2"#-/"#:)?+2'-6#+(#'-4#

K4 0$&1,()"2*&,33'2,3/*5-#'$#")$6#(+2#%"+%1"#-+#&+0(,$"#6+,2#:"$$)9"#
.'-/#+-/"2$4#

L4 4)3(%)56()$"*7$3(3/*5-#&)0#*"#"C%"0$';"#-+#9"-#'0(+2:)-'+0#3"1';"2"3#
3'2"&-16#-+#";"26+0"#./+#'$#'0-"2"$-"3#

!
8/"#:,0'&'%)1'-6#.'11#,$,)116#%,2&/)$"#(+2:)1#0+-'('&)-'+0#)3;"2-'$":"0-$#'0#)#
0".$%)%"24#A+.";"27#6+,#)2"#"0&+,2)9"3#-+#%2+;'3"#)33'-'+0)1#0+-'('&)-'+04#M+#
0+-'('&)-'+0#$6$-":#'$#%"2("&-N#:+2"#-/)0#+0"#0+-'('&)-'+0#)%%2+)&/#'$#
2"&+::"03"34#
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!
!
!"#$%&"'()(*+'("&%#$',"-.%',+'%*+&%/$%0.$-%'"%.0112$#$&'%10/2(*%&"'(*$.%12+*$-%
(&%&$3.1+1$4.5%

67 8+*$9'"9)+*$%-(.*0..("&%:"4%'$2$1,"&$%-(.*0..("&;%
<7 =(4$*'%*"44$.1"&-$&*$%:(&*20-(&>%$9#+(2;%
?7 @$'3"4A(&>%3(',%*"##0&('B%2$+-$4.%
C7 D4$.$&'+'("&.%+'%#$$'(&>.%
E7 F02A%#+(2%
G7 H$-(+%4$2$+.$%
I7 =(.12+B.J%.(>&.%+&-%/022$'(&.%
K7 H$-(+%+-L$4'(.$#$&'.%

!

!
!
8. Making public meetings enjoyable and effective

!
Presenting information

!
D$"12$%3,"%'+A$%',$%'(#$%'"%+''$&-%10/2(*%#$$'(&>.%.,"02-%2$+L$%',".$%#$$'(&>.%
)$$2(&>%3$22%(&)"4#$-7%%M$4$%+4$%."#$%>0(-$2(&$.%'"%*"&.(-$45%

!

!" #$%&'(%)*+,-+'.*//'/+(&,'0$&+'.1+,'2$%'3(2'/+33%
!

N,$%+L$4+>$%+0-($&*$%#$#/$4%3(22%/$%+''$&'(L$%)"4%+/"0'%6O%#(&0'$.%
:#".'%.1$+A$4.%+..0#$%',$%&0#/$4%(.%?O%'"%CO%#(&0'$.;7%!'+4'%3(',%',$%
14$.$&'+'("&%B"0%',(&A%B"0%"0>,'%'"%>(L$J%',$&%*0'%('%(&%,+2)7%

!
4" 5+.'6+$6/+'0+0$&*7+'8(-93%

!

P)%B"0%+''$#1'%'"%14$.$&'%+22%',$%)+*'.%/$)"4$%1$"12$%,+L$%+%*,+&*$%'"%+.A%
Q0$.'("&.J%B"0%3(22%/$%-(.+11"(&'$-%3(',%',$%2$L$2%")%0&-$4.'+&-(&>%+#"&>%
1+4'(*(1+&'.7%P'%(.%/$''$4%)"4%1$"12$%'"%/$%+/2$%'"%+.A%+/"0'%',$%)+*'.%+.%',$B%
*"&.(-$4%',$%"1'("&.%/$(&>%14$.$&'$-7%D4"R$*'%.'+))%*+&%,$21%1$"12$% )(
',$%)+*'.%3,$&%',$B%&$$-%',$#7%M+&-"0'.%+4$%(#1"4'+&'%/$*+0.$%',$B%
14"L(-$%+%4$)$4$&*$%'""2%)"4%1+4'(*(1+&'.7%

!
:" ;//'91+'8(-93'0%39'<+'(=(*/(</+%

!

S,(2$%B"04%14$.$&'+'("&%#0.'%/$%*"&*(.$J%('%(.%$Q0+22B%(#1"4'+&'%',+'%
1$"12$%,+L$%4$+-B%+**$..%'"%+22%',$%4$2$L+&'%(&)"4#+'("&%+/"0'%B"04%
14"1".+27%T$#$#/$4J%B"04%14$.$&'+'("&%4+(.$.%+3+4$&$..U%&"3%1$"12$%+4$%
#"4$%2(A$2B%'"%3+&'%'"%A&"3%#"4$7%V1$&%+**$..%(.%(#1"4'+&'7%

!
!
!

!"#$%!"#$%&'%()#$(*$
%&+,-.$/##0-12)$-)$1(0$0($
#3&.4 (%,#5$-0$-)$

0($"#,%$0"#/$#64,&40#$
."(-.#)7$
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!
!

!" #$%&'$('$)*+(,-(.+/$*)0/.+1(2./3(4/)55()+6(.+5%*7)/.%+!
!

"#$%&!'&('%&!'(%$)&%*!%$+)&,!)(!'-&+&,).)$(,+/!)#&$-!%&.-,$,0!-.)&!$+!-&%.)$1&%*!
%(23!4&.-,$,0!$+!567#!#$0#&-!2#&,!)#&*!.-&!).%8$,0!)(!()#&-+!.,9!
&:.5$,$,0!$,;(-5.)$(,3!<&('%&!%&.-,!=*!+&&$,0/!#&.-$,0/!)(67#$,0!.,9!
+5&%%$,03!>)!#&%'+!2#&,!)#&*!.-&!,()!+$))$,0!+)$%%!;(-!%(,0!'&-$(9+3!?#&*!
6+6.%%*!%&.-,!5(-&!2#&,!7(,1&-+.)$(,!$+! )2(@2.*/ !,()!2#&,!)#&*!.-&!
+$))$,0!+)$%%!.,9!%$+)&,$,03!

!
8" 9%7$(7$/3%64(6$5.+./$'-(3$'&(&$%&'$('$)*+!

!

?#&!;(%%(2$,0! &5=&%%$+#5&,)+ !)(!.!'-&+&,).)$(,!2$%%!#&%'!'&('%&!%&.-,!
$,;(-5.)$(,!.,9!2$%%!$,7-&.+&!'.-)$7$'.,)!+.)$+;.7)$(,A!

B(,,&7)!)#&!$,;(-5.)$(,!)(!;.5$%$.-!+$)6.)$(,+!(-!7(55(,!
&:'&-$&,7&+3!
C+&!7(%(6-!'$7)6-&+!.,9!'#()(0-.'#+!D&+'&7$.%%*!2#&,!)#&*!+#(2!
;.5$%$.-!'%.7&+!(-!'&('%&E3!
C+&!#65(6-!)(!+6''(-)!8&*!'($,)+!$,!)#&!'-&+&,).)$(,!D)#$+!$+!
9$;;&-&,)!)#.,!)&%%$,0!F(8&+E3!
G#(2!*(6-!(2,!&,)#6+$.+5!.=(6)!)#&!)('$73!
H+8!()#&-+!)(!7(,)-$=6)&!I6&+)$(,+!(-!$9&.+!.,9!'.*!7%(+&!.))&,)$(,!)(!
2#.)!)#&*!#.1&!)(!+.*3!
J.8&!&*&!7(,).7)!.,9!+5$%&3!

!

!
:" ;/3$*(7$/3%64(43%<'6(,$(<4$6(2./3(0)*$!

H=+)-.7)!0-.'#$7+!D0-.'#+/!5.'+/!'-(7&++!9$.0-.5+E!7.,!=&!6+&;6%!
%&.-,$,0!)((%+/!$;!*(6!6,9&-+).,9!)#.)!5.,*!'.-)$7$'.,)+!2$%%!#.1&!
)-(6=%&!6,9&-+).,9$,0!)#&!5&++.0&!&,7(9&9!$,!)#&!0-.'#$7+3!>)!%((8+!
7-*+).%!7%&.-!)(!*(6/!=6)!$)!5.*!,()!5.8&!+&,+&!)(!()#&-+3!K(6!7.,!
(1&-7(5&!)#$+!9$;;$76%)*!$;!*(6!6+&!)#&!0-.'#$7!.+!.! '-(' !;(-!*(6-!
+)(-*/!,()!.+!.!+&%;@&:'%.,.)(-*!%&.-,$,0!)((%3!
?&7#,$7.%!9.).!$+!&1&,!5(-&!9$;;$76%)!;(-!'&('%&!)(!6,9&-+).,93!
L&+7-$=&!2#.)!&:'&-)+!#.1&!7(,7%69&9!;-(5!)#&!9.)./!=6)!%&.1&!)#&!
9.).!.+$9&!;(-!I6&+)$(,+3!?#(+&!2#(!.+8!I6&+)$(,+!.=(6)!)#&!9.).!2$%%!
=&!5()$1.)&9!)(!6,9&-+).,93!
B.+&!+)69$&+!(-!&:'%.,.)$(,+!(;!&:'&-$&,7&+!&%+&2#&-&!7.,!=&!6+&;6%!
(77.+$(,.%%*/!=6)!)#&*!56+)!=&!7(,7$+&3!M()&!)#.)!&:.5'%&+!7.,!=&!
5$+$,)&-'-&)&9/!+(!=&!7.6)$(6+!.=(6)!#(2!*(6!%$,8!)#&!&:.5'%&!)(!
*(6-!'-('(+.%3!
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!
!

!"#$%#&'()$*'(+,)$-#$./(0)#)$
!"##$%&'(%"')(#*+$(%',)'+-"',%)."/0'.$+-(*+'/"1"/"%2"'+('(+-"/'(3+$(%)0'
/,$)")'4(*5+',%4'/")$)+,%2"6'7-"'8(/"'"%+-*)$,)+$2'9(*',/"',5(*+'(%"'
)(#*+$(%0'+-"'8(/"'"%"/&9'(+-"/)'.$##'-,:"'+('(33()"'9(*6'7-$%&)'.$##'&"+'
.(/)"'$1'9(*'/")3(%4'4"1"%)$:"#9'+('2/$+$2$)8'(1'9(*/'$4",6'

!
!
!

Selecting the meeting format
!

!"#$%&'(%"')*%&'(+%,(-)./%0##1.$23%&'(%/4$%/"''5#%4%0##1.$2%6'+041%-45#*%'$%
1"#%1',./3%1"#%14+2#1%4(*.#$/#3%4$*%&'(+%-(*2#17%8"#%6'))'9.$2%5#/1.'$%*#5/+.-#5%
1"#%0'51%/'00'$%0##1.$2%6'+0415%4$*%,+':.*#5%5'0#%4*:./#%1'%"#),%&'(%/"''5#%
1"#%4,,+',+.41#%6'+041%4$*%1'%.0,)#0#$1%.1%9#))7%

!
Type of Meeting ! Advantages ! Disadvantages 

!"#$%&$#'"((/' #)%$*"+%*' ;$+$<"%'2,%'2-(()"'+$8"'+(' =%3*+'$)'(1+"%':"/5,#',%4'
,#-'"%$. (,##(.)',%9(%"' ! 4/(3'$%' ! 8*)+'5"'/"2(/4"4'
+('4/(3'$%',%4'4$)2*))' ;$+$<"%'&"+)'(%">(%>(%"' ?"#,+$:"#9'+$8">'
3#,%)' :"/'+-"'2(*%+" ' ! +$8"'.$+-'3/(@"2+' ! 2(%)*8$%&'

! ! /"3/")"%+,+$:")' ;,%%(+',22(88(4,+"'

! A/",+'$1',')8,##'%*85"/'(1' ! #,/&"'%*85"/)'

! ! 2$+$<"%)'-,:"','-$&-' ;,*+$(%',5(*+' 5*)9'

! ! $%+"/")+' ! 3"/$(4 '

/'&#$0 1##$234. ' B*$#4)'+/*)+',%4' C,9'/"D*$/"')":"/,#'
)8,##'8""+$%&)'+-,+',/"' ! 1,8$#$,/$+9' ! 8""+$%&)'+('2(:"/',##'
$%1(/8"4'%"$&-5(*/-((4' A,+-"/)'$%>4"3+-' ! $%+"/")+"4'3,/+$")'
4$)2*))$(%)' ! $%1(/8,+$(%'/"#,+$:"#9' ?"D*$/")')E$##'(%'+-"'

! ! D*$2E#9' ! 3/(@"2+'/"3/")"%+,+$:") '

! ! ! ! 3,/+'+('E""3'4$)2*))$(%'

! ! ! ! (%'+/,2E',%4'/"2(/4'

! ! ! ! ,4:$2"',%4'D*")+$(%)'

51)67#$4(,#006""%%' F##(.)'+$8"'1(/'8"85"/)' ;(88$++""'8,9'%(+'5"'
0%%"6'87.($%:$+"4' ! +('&"+'+('E%(.'(%"' ! ,22"3+"4'59',##'
/"3/")"%+,+$:")'8""+' ! ,%(+-"/',%4' 4('+-"$/' ! 2(88*%$+$")'
)":"/,#'+$8")'+('/"1$%"' ! -(8".(/ ' ;(88$++"")'2,%'5"'
,%4'4$)2*))'(3+$(%)' B*$#4)'2(%)"%)*)',5(*+' ! 2(%)+/*"4',)' *%4"/'+-"'

! ! 4"+,$#"4' ! +,5# '

! ! /"2(88"%4,+$(%)' ?"D*$/")'8,@(/'+$8"'

! ! ! ! 2(88$+8"%+'
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!

Type of Meeting ! Advantages ! Disadvantages 

!"#$%&'()*+,-++'.$/01! "#$%$&'(!')*+,-.'!$/! 01%1&'2!-3%4'#!$/!
3(3,556!5'((!&+,-!78! ! 12',(! ! 9,#&1*19,-&(!,&!',*+!
9'$95'!,-2!1-*532'!,! :$$2!/$#%,&!/$#! ! ('((1$-!
/$#%,5!,.'-2,! ! *$-('-(3(!431521-.;!1/!<'55! =3(&!4'!<'55!/,*151&,&'2!

! ! /,*151&,&'2! ! ,-2!#'*$#2'2!

! ! ! >,-!4'!9'#*'1?'2!,(!,!

! ! ! ! &'*+-1@3'!&$! 21?12'!,-2!

! ! ! ! *$-@3' !

! ! ! =,A'!(3#'!(3*+!%''&1-.(!

! ! ! ! ,#'!-$&!(''-!,(! '2!

! ! ! ! 2 !

2"3405"601,9,#&1*19,-&(!
*,-! 5!39!&+'1#!

"#$%$&'(!.#$39!9#$45'%B!
($5?1-.!,-2!')*+,-.'!$/!

C'@31#'(!')&'-(1?'!
9#'9,#,&1$-!

(5''?'( ,-2!<$#A! ! 12',(! =3(&!4'!<'55!/,*151&,&'2!
&$.'&+'#!&$!,(('((! >,-!5',2!&$!*#',&1?'! C'@31#'(!&1%'!
1-/$#%,&1$-!,-2!*#',&'! ! #'*$%%'-2,&1$-(! ! *$%%1&%'-&!/#$%!
#'*$%%'-2,&1$-(! ! ! ! 9,#&1*19,-&(!

7"8$,5(**,-++'.$/01! D-?$5?'(!%,-6!9'$95'!,&! ='21,!$/&'-!,&&'-2!
5,#.'#!%''&1-.(!<1&+!,! ! $-*'! ! 4'*,3('!%''&1-.(!*,-!
/$#%,5!,.'-2,!,-2!/$#%,5! E?'#6$-'!.'&(!&$!+',#! ! 4'*$%'!*$-/#$-&,&1$-,5!
9#'('-&,&1$-(! ! <+,&!'?'#6$-'!'5('!+,(!&$! =3(&!4'!')9'#&56!95,--'2!

! ! (,6! ! ,-2!/,*151&,&'2!
+$<4$,&1 ,&!&+'!

! ! ! ! %1*#$9+$-'!1(!,!9#$45'%!

96+$,5"#0+,0+00."$01,,-! F55$<(!%,-6!9'$95'!&$! G155!-$&!#'(35&!1-!,-6!
$99$#&3-1&6!/$#!,-6$-'!&$! ! #'?1'<!1-/$#%,&1$-!,-2! ! 2'/1-1&1?'!1-93&!3-5'((!
2#$9!1-;!#'?1'<!
1-/$#%,&1$-;!&,5A!&$!,!
9#$H'*&!#'9#'('-&,&1?';!
,-2!(34%1&!&+'1#!

! &,5A!&$!#'9#'('-&,&1?'(!
"'$95'!*,-!(9'-2!,(!
%3*+;!$#!,(!51&&5';!&1%'!,(!
&+'6!<1(+!

! 2'(1.-'2!&$!2$!($!
I$'(!-$&!9#$%$&'!
1-&'#,*&1$-!$#!*$-('-(3(B!
431521-.!,%$-.!

9#'/'#'-*'(! J$-B*$-/#$-&,&1$-,5! ! *$%%3-1&1'(!

! ! /$#%,&! ! !
!

!" #$%&'(%)(*+,+-.%/$$(*&,%-.01%/%$(2%3(-30(4%&'(.%1-5%2+00%./&56/001%5,(%-.(%-$%
&'(%$-00-2+.7%8(&'-),%&-%)+,*5,,%8/&&(6,%2+&'%&'(,(%3(-30(%/.)%&-%7/+.%
&'(+6%+.35&9%
/" :(6,-./0%8((&+.7,%;-.(<-.<-.(4%-$&(.%2+&'%1-5%7-+.7%&-%&'(8=%
>" ?&-6($6-.&%8((&+.7,%;7(.(6/001%-@(6%&'(%*-5.&(6%2+&'%-.(%-6%/%$(2%

3(-30(%/&%/%&+8(=%
*" #.$-68/0% )--62/1 %8((&+.7,%;8((&+.7,%2+&'%0(,,%&'/.%!A%3(-30(4%

5,5/001%'(0)%+.%,-8(-.( ,%'-5,(%-6%>5,+.(,,4%2+&'%.-%$-68/0%/7(.)/=%
!

B00%,8/00%8((&+.7%$-68/&,%)(3(.)%-.%1-56%/>+0+&1%&-%7+@(%&'(%3(-30(%1-56%
/&&(.&+-.%/.)%&-%36-@+)(%*6()+>0(%+.$-68/&+-.%+.%/%$6+(.)01%8/..(6"%
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!" #$%&'(%)(*+,+-.%/$$(*&,%0-1(%&'/.%23%4(-45(6%&'(.%7-8%08,&%*'--,(%
9'(&'(1%7-8%9/.&%&-%'-5)%/%,(1+(,%-$%0((&+.:,%&'/&%/.7-.(%*/.%/&&(.);%-1%
9'(&'(1%7-8%9/.&%&-%+.<+&(%/%1(41(,(.&/&+<(%,(5(*&+-.%-$%4(-45(%&-%/))1(,,%
&'(%)(*+,+-.%41+-1%&-%&'(%=-8.*+5%'(/1+.:%>+"("%+.<+&()%1(41(,(.&/&+<(,%
4/1&+*+4/&+.:%+.%/%*-00+&&((%-1%/%1-8.)?&/@5(A"%

!
!

Options are the basis for productive discussion
!
B'(.%7-8%&/5C%&-%*+&+D(.,%/.)%08.+*+4/5%1(41(,(.&/&+<(,%/@-8&%7-81%41-4-,/56%&17%&-%
)($+.(%0-1(%&'/.%-.(%9/7%&'(%41-E(*&%*-85)%@(%,&18*&81()"%#$%&'(1(%/1(%&9-%-1%&'1((%
-4&+-.,%&-%)+,*8,,6%&'(.%&'(%)+,*8,,+-.%9+55%@(%0-1(%/@-8&% '+*'%-.(%+,%@(&&(
/.)%5(,,%/@-8&% &/C(%+&%-1%5(/<(%+&" %F))+&+-./5576%+$%-&'(1,%/1(%(.*-81/:()%&-%&'+.C%
/@-8&%&'(%@(,&%9/7%&-%/441-/*'%7-81%41-E(*&6%&'(7%-$&(.%*-0(%84%9+&'%<(17%:--)%
+)(/,%&'/&%9+55%@(.($+&%&'(%41-E(*&"%

!
G/,()%-.%7-81%(/157%)+,*8,,+-.,%9+&'%08.+*+4/5%/.)%.(+:'@-81'--)%
1(41(,(.&/&+<(,6%7-8%*/.%5+C(57%+)(.&+$7%,-0(%$/*&-1,%&'/&%9+55%0-,&%+.$58(.*(%&'(+1%
4(1*(4&+-.,%/@-8&%&'(%41-E(*&"%H'(,(%+.*58)(%+&(0,%,8*'%/,%&'(%$-55-9+.:I%

!

='/.:(,%+.%4/1C+.:%-1%&1/$$+*%4/&&(1.,%
='/.:(,%+.%/(,&'(&+*,%>@5-*C()%<+(9,6%,'/)+.:6%/44(/1/.*(%-$%(J&(1+-1,6%
:1((.(17A%
K8+,/.*(%$/*&-1,%>.-+,(6%)8,&6%-)-81,6%18@@+,'A%

!

!
#&%+,%'(54$85%+$%7-8%)+,45/7%&'(%-4&+-.,%/</+5/@5(6%/.)%41-<+)(%*-04/1/&+<(%
+.$-10/&+-.%&'/&%1($5(*&,%&'(%$/*&-1,%08.+*+4/5%/.)%.(+:'@-81'--)%1(41(,(.&/&+<(,%
/1(%0-,&%+.&(1(,&()%+."%

!

!

!
!"#$%!"#$%&'("')#$*"#&+)"
,+-./"'*",$(0"/',#&.1"*2"
32"+"4223"52%6"

!
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!

Mitigating development concerns
!

!"#$%"&#'%()(*#+,-./'#'0"')1"#2/..#30',(#0"#45)#6/(4,1-%"')(#'1)%4)6#-&#%#
6)7).0+$)"4*#1%45)1#45%"#45)#%'4,%.#/"4)"6)6#(41,'4,1)8#!"#45)()#'%()(*#45)#+,-./'#
6/(',((/0"#,(,%..&#30',()(#0"#$/4/9%4/0"#0+4/0"(*#1%45)1#45%"#6)7).0+$)"4#0+4/0"(8#

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!"#$%!"#$%&"#%'()*+%,+%
($%-,&,./&,($%('%,-0/)&+1%
,&%,+%$(&%*+*/223%4#+,5/62#%
&(%"(24%/% &(7$%"
-##&,$.8%

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!"#$%9-(&,($/2%
)($'5($&/&,($%/&%
-##&,$.+%('&#$%5#+*2&+%
'5(-%'#/5%(5%/$:,#&38%
;#20%0#(02#%+&/3%)/2-%
/$4%5#4*)#%&"#%&"5#/&%
&"#3%'##2 .,<#%&"#-%
6/)=%+(-#%)($&5(28%

!
!
:01#/"(4%"')*#45)#6/(',((/0"#$%&#30',(#0"#$%44)1(#(,'5#%(#45)#30..02/"9;#

!
</$)#03#&)%1#25)"#'0"(41,'4/0"#2/..#0'',1#
=)"945#03#4/$)#25)"#41%33/'#2/..#-)#%33)'4)6#
:%'401(#%33)'4/"9#"0/()#'0"')1"(*#(,'5#%(#4&+)#03#)>,/+$)"4#%"6#4/$)#03#
6%&#
?.4)1"%4)#%11%"9)$)"4(#301#%33)'4)6#50,()50.6(#%"6#-,(/")(()(#
@0$$,"/'%4/0"#2/45#%33)'4)6#1)(/6)"4(#
A%3)4&#'0"410.(#%10,"6#45)#(/4)#
B/(,%.#-%11/)1(#
=%"6('%+/"9#%"6#)C4)1"%.#%++)%1%"')#

!

!
D/(',((/0"(#%-0,4#$/4/9%4/0"#201E#-)(4#25)"#45)&#%1)#$01)#+)1(0"%.#01#/"301$%.8#
@0$$,"/4&#.)%6)1(#'%"#+.%&#%"#/$+014%"4#10.)#/"#/6)"4/3&/"9#F%"6#(,++014/"9G#
%++10+1/%4)#$/4/9%4/0"#4)'5"/>,)(8#

!
!
9. Conflict and consensus
!
?.450,95# '0"3./' #(0,"6(#./E)#%#-%6#45/"9*#/4#/(#%#"01$%.#%"6#6)(/1%-.)#+%14#03#45)#
6/(',((/0"#+10')((8#H0,#20,.6" 4#-)#90/"9#40#%..#45/(#410,-.)#/3#&0,#2)1)#(,1)#
)7)1&0")#%91))6#%-0,4#)7)1&45/"98#I006#/6)%(#'0$)#310$#45)#)C'5%"9)#03#
6/33)1)"4#+0/"4(#03#7/)28#J02)7)1*#&0,#%1)#41&/"9#40#%70/6#)$04/0"%.#0,4-1)%E(##
%"6#%'',(%4/0"(8#
!
H0,#60#"04#5%7)#40#5%7)#'0"()"(,(#310$#%33)'4)6#'/4/K)"(#%"6#.%"602")1(#%-0,4#
45)#-)(4#2%&#40#+10'))6#2/45#&0,1#+10L)'4#F%.450,95#%#'0"()"(,(#03#(,++014#20,.6#
$%E)#45)#@0,"'/.#6)'/(/0"#)%(&G8#H0,1#4%19)4#(50,.6#-)#40#%'5/)7)#'1)6/-.)#
60',$)"4%4/0"#03#45)#+1)3)1)"')(#%"6#)C+)'4%4/0"(#03#450()#%33)'4)6*#%"6#40#
'.)%1.&#(502#502#&0,#5%7)#1)(+0"6)6#F/"#%#+1%'4/'%.#2%&G#40#'0"')1"(#1%/()68#
!
!"#$%"&#'%()(*#+)0+.)#'%"#./7)#2/45#45)#")2#+10L)'4#/3#F%G#45)/1#+10+0(%.(#01#
+1)3)11)6#0+4/0"#/(#()1/0,(.&#'0"(/6)1)6#F01#%60+4)6G*#01#F-G#%'')+4%-.)#$/4/9%4/0"(*#
'0"410.(#01#'0$+)"(%4/0"(#'%"#-)#%((,1)6#40#%661)((#'0"')1"(#45)&#5%7)#/"##
1).%4/0"#40#45)#+1)3)11)6#0+4/0"8#
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10. Following through
!
!"#"$%&'("$")*+,-*"%*."%-,/&'*%/0%1/$2%3/&%1+44%.-#"%*/%(/%-0*"$%*."%
,""*+'5)%-$"%/#"$%-'(%6&")*+/''-+$")%-$"%)&7,+**"(8%9-2"%*."%*+,"%*/%
:/'5$-*&4-*"%3/&$%*"-,%/'%1.-*%*."3%.-#"%-:.+"#"(;%7&*%(/' *%4/)"%
,/,"'*&,8%

!
<"$"%-$"%)/,"%*-)2)%*.-*%*3=+:-443%$"6&+$"%3/&$%-**"'*+/'%-0*"$%*."%+'=&*%+)%$":"+#"(>%

!
9.-'2%*./)"%1./%.-#"%."4="(%3/&8%
?""=%-'3%=$/,+)")%,-("@%(/%3/&%'""(%*/%)"'(%/&*%-'3%+'0/$,-*+/'A%
B/44":*%-'(%+'#"'*/$3%-44%'/*")%-'(%+'=&*%+'%/'"%=4-:"8%
C')&$"%-44%+'=&*%$":"+#"(%+)%-'-43D"(%-'(%)&,,-$+D"(%E*.+)%,-3%
$"6&+$"%*+,"%"(+*+'5%-'(%$"0+'+'5%'/*")F8%
G$+"0%*."%=$/H":*%*"-,%-)%)//'%-)%=/))+74"%-'(%+'0/$,%*./)"%
$")=/')+74"%0/$%*."%=$/H":*%/0%-'3%:/':"$')%*.-*%,+5.*%-00":*%*."+$%
=4-''+'5;%(")+5'%/$%+,=4","'*-*+/'8%
I'0/$,%,&'+:+=-4%$"=$")"'*-*+#")%-'(%"4":*"(%/00+:+-4)%-7/&*%
*."%=&74+:%+'=&*%=$/:"))%-'(%*."%-(#+:"%$":"+#"(8%
J$/#+("%)/,"%+'0/$,-*+/'%*/%*."% +'*"$")*"(%=-$*+:+=-'*)%+'#/4#"(%
+'%3/&$%=$/:"))8%K"*%*.",%2'/1%3/&%-==$":+-*"%*."+$%=-$*+:+=-*+/'%
-'(%5+#"%*.",%)/,"%+("-%/0%1.-*%3/&%.-#"%."-$(8%
I0%3/&%.-#"%,-("%-(H&)*,"'*)%+'%/$("$%*/%,-2"%3/&$%=$/=/)-4%
,/$"%)-*+)0-:*/$3;%,-2"%-%)=":+0+:%:/''":*+/'%7"*1""'%1.-*%3/&%
."-$(%-'(%*."%:.-'5")%3/&%.-#"%:./)"'%*/%,-2"8%
I*%+)%-%5//(%+("-%*/%#"$+03%3/&%.-#"%+'*"$=$"*"(%*."%=&74+:%+'=&*%:/$$":*438%
L)2%)/,"%E/$%-44F%=-$*+:+=-'*)%*/%:/,,"'*%/'%*."%-::&$-:3%
/0%3/&$%)&,,-$38%I*%+)%7"**"$%*."3%,-2"%*.")"%:/,,"'*)%*/%
3/&%*.-'%*/%:/&':+44/$)8%

!

!
!"#$%"&%'()*+*,-#%"&&*+*-#.%
!"#$%$&'()*++$%$'(,)'-.)'#)$/&*-0'#0),*"-%.)*+)$#+*-/'0$*#)'1*"0)2*"-)
&-*3.%04),*)5..&)06./)7.(()$#+*-/.89):,"'((24)06.2)7$(()#*0)-.&-.,.#0)2*"-)
&-*3.%0)&"1($%(24)1"0)06.2)/'2)'00.#8)&"1($%)/..0$#;,)'#8)7$(()*+0.#)6.(&)
.<&('$#)06.)12('7,)*-)06.)'&&($%'0$*#)&-*%.,,)2*")'-.)7*-5$#;)7$06$#9)

!
!
!
J"/=4"%,&)*%7"%+'0/$,"(%-7/&*%*."%(":+)+/'%-'(%./1%*."+$%+'=&*%1-)%&)"(%
-)%=-$*%/0%*."%(":+)+/'8%I0%-'%-==$/-:.%+)%:./)"'%*.-*%+)%(+00"$"'*%*.-'%,-'3%
="/=4"%$":/,,"'("(;%+*%+)%"))"'*+-4%*."3%-$"%+'0/$,"(%1.3%-'/*."$%/=*+/'%
1-)%:./)"'8%

!
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STAFF REPORT 

AGENDA ITEM #: 7.2

DECEMBER 11, 2017 REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

PURPOSE: 

To approve the attached Accounts Payable Cheque Listing. By approving the cheque listing, Council 
is informing the citizens that they have reviewed the documentation based on the Town’s Purchase 
Policy. 

BACKGROUND: 

Attached are cheque lists for cheque numbers 071570 to 071642; 071643 to 071682; 071686 to 
071747; 071748 to 071789; 071790 to 71850 and 071851 to 71928. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR OPTIONS: 

THAT Council approve the Accounts Payable Cheque Lists for cheque numbers 071570 to 
071642; 071643 to 071682; 071686 to 071747; 071748 to 071789; 071790 to 71850 and 
071851 to 071928. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

Michelle Overbeeke, CPA CMA 
Director, Financial Services 

ATTACHMENTS: 

- Accounts Payable Cheque Lists as outlined above 
This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

CAO 

NOVEMBER 2017 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CHEQUE LISTS 
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DECEMBER 11, 2017 REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

NOVEMBER 2017 CAPITAL/OPERATING BUDGET VARIANCE 

PURPOSE:  

To identify monthly variances from current year capital and operating budgets, to analyze the 
variances and review them with Council 

BACKGROUND:  

Attached are the summarized capital and operating budget variance reports for the month 
ending November 30, 2017. 

DISCUSSION: 

The variances from the budget have been highlighted by shading on the attached report.  In 
addition, the attached report indicates explanations for the variances identified.  Should Council 
require further explanation or clarification, administration will be available at the regular 
meeting to answer any questions. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR OPTIONS:  

THAT Council approves the November 2017 Capital and Operating Budget Variance reports as 
presented. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

Michelle Overbeeke,  CPA CMA 
Director of Financial Services 

ATTACHMENTS: 

- Budget Variance Reports as indicated above. 
This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

Administration 

STAFF REPORT 

AGENDA ITEM #: 7.3
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TOWN OF COALDALE - G/L SYSTEM

CAPITAL PROJECTS

30-Nov-17 Threshold for Capital Expenses = 100%

PROJECT DESCRIPTION ANNUAL Y.T.D.

BUDGET AMOUNT % Accounts REASON FOR VARIANCE

Land purchase 300,000 0.00 0.00 6-0005-590-1000

Accounting software 142,000 94,739.92 66.72 6-1209-632-0100

Fire Truck 220,000 0.00 6-2365-653-0100 Will purchase in 2018

CPO Truck #1 57,000 56,541.20 99.20 6-2606-650-0000

CPO Truck #2 46,000 45,658.57 99.26 6-2365-653-0100

Replace Pumps on R104 0 9,641.29 0.00 6-2363-634-0000 Repalcement required

Trailer #17002 0 6,137.00 0.00 6-3163-630-0000

Sander box 50,000 0.00 6-3165-654-0000 Replace in 2018 with new snow removal plan

Electric Gate 10,000 12,697.64 126.98 6-3162-621-0000 Gate was more expense than budgeted

Light truck replacement (Purchase CPO truck) 20,000 0.00 6-3165-650-0000 Will purhcase in 2018

30th Avenue work (if needed) 500,000 90,955.76 18.19 6-3206-610-0800 Project on hold

9 A street 100,000 27,781.06 27.78 6-3206-610-0500

Micro Sealing 100,000 99,911.70 99.91 6-3206-610-0000

Cottonwood Pond Capacity 185,000 0.00

NE Industrial Park Water/Sewer Servicing 13,250.00 6-4102-610-0500

Fairway Drive subdrains & concrete 100,000 41.20 0.04 6-3713-610-0100 Project on hold

Replace pumps in reservoirs 55,000 12,500.00 22.73 6-4107-635-3000

Replace fire hydrants program 15,000 9,591.77 63.95 6-4109-621-0000

Sewer lift station upgrade 600,000 452.16 0.08 6-4207-760-0000 Project moved to 2018

Fencing 9,000 9,000.00 100.00 6-5620-621-0000

Hwy corridor improvements 25,000 9,850.00 39.40 6-6512-610-0000

Pipes & linear repairs 200,000 0.00 6-7203-621-0000

Arena repairs 100,000 47,929.06 47.93 6-7206-621-0000

Pathways 25,000 0.00 6-7208-532-0000

Safety Trails 160,000 0.00 6-7208-610-0000

Chemical Shed 7,000 8,069.58 115.28 6-7208-610-1300 Needed to insulate the building so chemical would not freeze

NE Industrial Park Phase III 0 172,523.34 0.00 6-3206-610-0300

Kate Andrew's track 250,000 189,349.43 0.00 6-7237-635-2000

Phase II b Malloy Drain 366,000 60,422.49 16.51 6-3713-610-0800

Library Pocket Park 0 41,377.69 0.00 6-7208-610-1100

Land purchase 2011 18 Street 66,666.67 0.00 6-0005-590-2000

Purchase agreement.  Orginal sale development defaulted causing re-purchase 

of land

Land purchase 1501 20 Ave 135,250.05 0.00 6-0005-590-1500 Motion 031.17

Land purchase Area B (1) 2,151,968.50 0.00 6-0005-590-1400 Motion 005.17

Photo Radar 30,432.00 0.00 6-1209-632-0200 Remaining amount owing from 2016

Speed Signs 11,993.93 0.00 6-2163-632-0000 Motion 037.17

CPO Regional Office Building 50,920.85 6-2362-623-0000 Paid for from grant for the CPO regionalization

Land purchase Area B (2) 16,819.26 0.00 6-0005-590-1000 Motion 005.17

3,642,000 3,482,472 95.62
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TOWN OF COALDALE - G/L SYSTEM

OPERATING REVENUE & EXPENDITURES BY FUNCTION

30-Nov-17 Threshold --> 11 /12  = 91.67%

DESCRIPTION ANNUAL Y.T.D. ANNUAL Y.T.D.

BUDGET AMOUNT % BUDGET AMOUNT % REASON FOR VARIANCE

00 GENERAL MUNICIPAL -10,642,238 -10,535,213 98.99 2,800,131 1,245,018 44.46 Tax revenue occurrs end of May.

11 COUNCIL AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE -24,500 -3,915 15.98 452,289 324,354 71.71 YE transfer done in Dec

12 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION -74,400 -87,383 117.45 1,182,121 1,003,464 84.89

19 OTHER GENERAL GOV'T SERVICES -10,000 0 0.00 22,700 24,034 105.88 The election counter was more expensive than budget

21 POLICE PROTECTION -950,208 -749,498 78.88 1,950,916 1,114,841 57.14 Fines from the province are coming in slower that expected.

23 FIRE PROTECTION -368,987 -653,552 177.12 831,392 620,146 74.59

24 EMERGENCY MEASURES -72,500 -39,500 54.48 155,205 148,114 95.43 YE transfer done in Dec, extra time has been put towards emergency plan

26 BY-LAW ENFORCEMENT -375,078 -227,024 60.53 812,838 624,071 76.78 YE transfer done in Dec

31 COMMON SERVICES & EQUIP POOL -1,050 -256,035 24384.33 1,175,449 972,592 82.74

32 ROAD TRANSPORT (M/S) -111,178 -43,247 38.90 1,084,219 737,175 67.99 YE transfer done in Dec

37 STORM SEWERS & DRAINAGE -857,375 -224,914 26.23 1,011,761 720,402 71.20 YE transfer done in Dec

41 WATER SUPPLY & DISTRIB. (U/S) -2,400,102 -1,639,120 68.29 1,923,031 1,663,813 86.52

42 SANITARY SEWAGE SERVICE &TREATMENT -1,060,847 -1,116,830 105.28 770,949 566,742 73.51

43 GARBAGE COLLECTION & DISPOSAL -1,180,986 -868,275 73.52 1,180,761 939,973 79.61 YE transfer done in Dec

51 PREVENTIVE SOCIAL SERVICES -204,320 -102,160 50.00 261,630 157,175 60.08 YE transfer done in Dec

56 CEMETERIES & CREMATORIUMS -22,750 -29,163 128.19 107,025 59,682 55.76

66 PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT -394,125 -908,641 230.55 738,102 394,327 53.42

66 DEVELOPMENT - OFF SITE LEVIES 0 -61,730 0.00 0 0 0.00

69 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 0 0 0.00 80,869 58,775 72.68

69 TRANSPORTATION -60,000 -61,288 102.15 60,000 59,994 99.99

72 RECREATION BUILDINGS & FACIL. -449,102 -234,870 52.30 1,933,986 1,483,521 76.71 Facility rentals not all in the G/L yet

73 COMMUNITY SERVICES -36,025 -15,322 42.53 240,030 220,367 91.81 Staff shortage reduced the number of programs offered in 2017

74 CULTURAL BUILDINGS & FACILITY -137,560 -44,056 32.03 595,832 494,381 82.97 Yearly grants not received yet

75 CULTURAL EVENTS -1,700 -38,050 2238.24 63,663 81,227 127.59 Community Wellness grants

-19,435,031 -17,939,785 92.31 19,434,899 13,714,188 70.56

OPERATING EXPENDITURESOPERATING REVENUES
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DECEMBER 11, 2017, REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

2018 INTERIM BUDGET 

PURPOSE: To pass an interim operating budget for the Town of Coaldale for the 
2018 calendar year, plus consider the attached 2018 Fleet replacement.

BACKGROUND: In accordance with Section 242(1) of the MGA, each Town Council must 
adopt an operating budget for each calendar year. Administration is still working on the budget 
for 2018 - 2020. With this being the case, Town Council may adopt an interim budget for part 
of a calendar year as stated in Section 242(2) of the MGA. 

DISCUSSION: The 2018 interim budget will be based on 2017’s operating budget that was 
approved when we worked on the 2017-2019 budget cycle. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR OPTIONS:  

THAT Council adopts a 2018 interim budget based on 2017’s approved operating budget 

until such time that a revised 2018 budget can be presented and approved, AND
THAT Council approve (or defeat) the 2018 Fleet replacement as presented.

Respectfully Submitted: 

Michelle Overbeeke, CPA CMA 
CFO 

ATTACHMENTS: 

This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

CAO 

STAFF REPORT 

AGENDA ITEM #: 7.4
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2018 Fleet Replacement

Flat Deck Picker Truck
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Current Unit

1998 Dodge 1 ton flat deck

Cable Crane

Mounted Generator

Mounted Tool Boxes

On-board hydraulics
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Problems

Age Related

Age: 20 Years

Parts availability limited

Picker too light for today’s work

Nickle and diming us to death in 
repairs

Body rust 

High unit downtime in shop

Usage Related

Kilometers: 254,440

Low unit reliability

Oil (1 liter/week)

Repairs = $8,000 past 3 years

Estimated low resale = $2,500

Estimated high resale = $5,000
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Problems – Cont’d

Picker at full capacity during hoist

Load securement difficult

Hydraulics at high 
collision location at rear 

of unit

Safety Related

Problems

Cable crane with low 
operator control

Hydraulics at exhaust 
point
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2018 Interim Budget

Time Sensitive

Tendering up to 1 month

Chassis up to 7 months

Build 2 months

10 months to delivery

Current Problems = dash gauges aren’t working, emergency brake
cable needs replacing, won’t start after short periods in cold, 2nd gear is
grinding and ready to fail, requires towing to return to shop when the
unit fails.
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New Unit
Electric over Hydraulic 
Crane

Undermount Toolbox

More deck space
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Investment

Old Unit Purchase in 1998 = $35,000

Remarket = $2,500 - $5,000

New Unit Purchase in 2018 = $75,000

Truck Chassis   $50,000

Flatbed Deck   $10,000

Picker Crane    $15,000
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STAFF REPORT 
DECEMBER 11, 2017 – REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

REQUEST TO COUNCIL TO WAIVE DEVELOPMENT FEES 
Leonard Fast Law Office 

PURPOSE:  

To consider a request from the Leonard Fast Law Office to waive their Compliance Letter Fee. 

BACKGROUND:  

Leonard Fast Law Office requested a compliance letter on December 1, 2017 for a residential lot within 
the Town of Coaldale.  The compliance letter that we had on file for this residence was done in 2003 but 
we did not have a signed copy on file.  Since the letter was done by a previous development officer I was 
unable to sign the letter on file for them to use.  Leonard Fast Law Office requested a new compliance 
letter  with  the  Real  Property  Report  from  2003,  along  with  an  affidavit  and  would  like  the  $100 
refunded since we did not have a signed copy on file.  Please see their letter attached. 

OPTIONS: 

 Council (approves/refuses) the request to waive the $100 Compliance Letter Fee.

Respectfully Submitted: 

Cindy L’Hirondelle 
Manager of Development & Environmental Services 

ATTACHMENTS: 

‐  Letter from Leonard Fast 
This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department  Signature 

Spencer Croil, Director of Planning & Community 
Development 

Compliance Letter Fee  $100 

AGENDA ITEM #: 7.5 
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STAFF REPORT 
DECEMBER 11, 2017 – REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

COLLABORATION WITH U OF L CLASS 

PURPOSE:  

To provide Council information regarding a proposed collaboration with a University of 
Lethbridge class. 

To seek Council’s approval of the proposed collaboration. 

BACKGROUND: 

Relevance to the Town 

The 2018 summer and fall wildfires and forest fires was a stark reminder to communities across 
southern Alberta just how rapidly fire events can evolve and become large-scale, dangerous 
events. A community such as Coaldale, surrounded by irrigated farmland, may be considered to 
be reasonably well protected from the threat of wildfire. However, without thorough analysis 
and review of the lands around the Town, and the built and natural environmental features 
within the Town, it is difficult to state with certainty that this is the case. 

The Geography 4500 course for the spring 2018 semester is focused on contemporary issues in 
planning and development. A contemporary issue is generally considered anything that is 
prevalent and front-of-mind in a given period of time, such as the potential threats and mitigating 
plans regarding wildfire events in rural-urban interface areas.  

Considering the relevance of wildfire planning to this point in the Town’s history, and given the 
relationship between emergency planning and community planning, there is an opportunity to 
collaborate with the spring 2018 Geography 4500 class in such a way that a wildfire preparedness 
plan for the Town of Coaldale could be the outcome of the class’s efforts.  

Staff perspectives 

The idea of a wildfire preparedness plan has been discussed with Mark Murphy, Director of 
Emergency Services and Kevin McKeowen, Fire Chief. Both individuals have indicated support for 
the project. 

AGENDA ITEM #: 7.6
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The risks of wildfire 

Mr. Murphy confirmed that indeed the threat of wildfire is in the top 10 on the list of the hazards 
that the Town should be prepared for. From an emergency management perspective, wildfire is 
considered an extreme hazard for the Town of Coaldale. 

Benefits of a plan 

At a larger scale, the Town is already participating with the County, City and other partners to 
undertake a regional wildfire assessment.  

A wildfire preparedness plan would give the Town a much more detailed plan that accounts for 
our local context, and the unique features of Coaldale and surrounding area that should be 
considered in the context of wildfire risks. 

PROJECT PROPOSAL: 

Key steps in plan preparation 

In consultation with Mr. Murphy, the following overarching steps have been identified as key to 
the development of a wildfire preparedness plan: 

1. Students would undertake background research to identify assessment methodologies
already in use, and would identify specific physiographic attributes of the lands in and
around Coaldale that may benefit from purpose-built approaches to analysis.

2. Students would then apply the chosen/created assessment methodologies for identifying
fuel loads, weather events and patterns, and the most likely periods of time where
wildfires may occur.

3. Students would identify all potential tools and mechanisms that could be put in place to
act as mitigating factors for wildfire i.e. contact with local farmers to obtain agreement
that disking fields would be undertaken if wildfire threatened the built environment of
the Town, the use of irrigation water to water ripe crops and dry soils, and so on.

4. Students would identify the parts of Coaldale most likely to be affected by wildfire, and
would prepare post-event plans that would include short term (90 days or less) plans
regarding where temporary housing may be best located in Coaldale, and longer term
plans (more than 90 days) that would focus on broader planning issues related to
rebuilding parts of neighbourhoods.
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Details 

In addition to the broad steps outlined above, students would also be expected to undertake the 
following: 

• To make use of all available data/technology to undertake assessment of the lands in and
around Coaldale, such as GIS software, site visits, and interviews with local experts.

• To prepare for and host an open house where they can present the plan to the public

• To present the final draft plan to Council for potential approval

Collaboration 

In order to successfully complete a plan that spans jurisdictions and fields of expertise, the 
following steps would need to be undertaken: 

• Lethbridge County would be contacted to participate in the project. This may take a form
as simple as sharing spatial data that the students can make use of to undertake their
analysis of the lands in and around Coaldale. It could also involve a much greater level of
participation.

• Provincial agencies will be reached out to in order that students and the Town can benefit
from resources and potentially guest lectures from experts in wildfire.

• Mr. Murphy and Mr. McKeowen have indicated they are prepared to assist with certain
duties related to the production of a wildfire preparedness plan.

Value-added 

In speaking with Mr. Murphy, there is an opportunity to have the students prepare a robust 
wildfire preparedness analysis matrix and planning document that could essentially act as a 
template for other communities.  

Given that topical expertise is available to the students, the production of a fully operable 
template is a reality. 

Mr. Murphy has indicated that the functional exercise that is already planned for April 2018 is 
based on a wildfire event threatening Coaldale and area. This would be an excellent opportunity 
for students to observe an actual emergency event based on the topic they would be immersed 
in. 

The last part of the value-added perspective for this project is the potential for a longer-term 
relationship to be formed with the university. With willing students, an adaptable course 
structure (which Geography 4500 provides), and the potential for future project-based work to 
be identified, a partnership with the university on an ongoing basis could be explored. 
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NEXT STEPS: 

Should Council find merit in the proposal, staff will continue discussions and preparations with 
the County and will formalize the course structure for the spring 2018 offering of Geography 
4500. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COUNCIL ACTION REQUESTED: 

Administration recommends the following: 

a) Approval of the project as proposed

OR 

b) Direction to staff regarding any changes or additional information that may be desired
prior to Council making a final decision

Respectfully Submitted: 

Spencer Croil, RPP MCIP 
Director of Planning and Community Development 

ATTACHMENTS:  

None 

This report has been prepared in consultation with the following listed departments: 

Department Signature 

Mark Murphy, Director of Emergency Management 

Kevin McKeowen, Fire Chief 

Kalen Hastings, CAO 
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ATE/CPO update

Director of Emergency Management - Mark Murphy

“Enhancing Liveability through Public Safety!”

AGENDA ITEM #: 8.1
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Jan – Dec 2017 Update

1. Automated Traffic Enforcement (Photo RADAR):
• Solicitor General - Provincial Audit Completed June 2017
• Three areas of concern – all were addressed
• CPOs operate conduct ATE under direction of Coaldale RCMP.

• 3 days a week, days/evenings,  2 weekend day / month
• Various sites throughout Coaldale.
• CPO2 captures the pictures, and notes each violation.
• Attends Provincial Court as court as required.

• CPO2 scans, initializes, and analyzes the violations.
• The process takes 3 days.  Once the process is complete, the tickets

are mailed out.
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Jan - Dec 2017 Update
1. Automated Traffic Enforcement (Photo RADAR):

• Number of days deployed: 150
• Tickets issued:  5511 tickets
• Tickets per day: 36/day
• Average speed over: 19 km/h
• 13% were Coaldale addresses

• Number of Repeat offenders : 420  (more than 1 ticket)
• 5 violations: 5
• 6 violations: 2
• 7 violations: 1
• 9 violations: 1

• Surcharges: 42% to GoA
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Jan – Dec 2017 Update – cont’d
2. Public Safety – Town of Coaldale only

2016 2017

Tickets/Fine Amount 132 - $19K Tickets/Fine Amount 91 - $13K

Officer Generated Reports
(Proactive Patrolling)

255 Officer Generated 
Reports
(Proactive Patrolling)

391

Case reports 
(Complaints  from citizens)

104 Case reports
(Complaints from 
Citizens)

403

Total: 491 Total: 885
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Jan – Dec 2017 Update
3. Public Safety  - Highlights:

• 128 Dog issues
• 63 Business License checks
• 88 Snow removal notices
• 150  Community Standards Bylaw issues

4. School Resource Officer:
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Christmas Pet Donations

• A partnership between the Town

of #Coaldale and the Coaldale Pet Clinic

will benefit pets in our community.

• During this holiday season you can drop

off pet food and pet toys at either the

Town Office or the Clinic. Toys can be

new or gently used.

• Donations will benefit animal shelters

and help pets in need in our community.
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Future activities
1. ATE (Photo RADAR)
• Additional days (weekends) during summer months
• Exploring options for new system

2. Public Safety
• New Team Lead - 2 Jan
• Snow Route and Sidewalk Blitz
• Business License Blitz – Jan/Feb 2018
• Open House for Elected Officials – 30 Jan 2018
• Open House for Citizens – Mar 2018
• Bike rodeo for children – 9 May 2018
• Summer student for increased spring/summer

unsightly enforcement activity.
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Questions!!
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Emergency Advisory Committee Chair – Sherri Duda

Director of Emergency Management - Mark Murphy
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Provide Council with a progress report on development of 
Emergency Management program

for 2017
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Governance:

1. Emergency Advisory Committee – meet three
times/year

2. New committee members:
a) Chair – Sherri Duda
b) Vice Chair – Daniel Morris
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Emergency Management Program 
Update - 2017

Individual Training completed:

1. Alberta Emergency Alert – 2 staff

2. EOC set up drills x 2 – 15 staff

3. Power Hours – x 2 – 15 staff

4. Basic Emergency Management – 33 staff

5. Incident Command System(ICS) 100 – 43 staff

6. Emergency Operations Centre Course – 15 staff

7. Scribe Course – 8 staff

8. ICS 200 – 7 staff

9. Municipal Elected Officials Course – 12 staff
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Future Individual Training:

1. ICS 200 – 15 - 16 Jan 2018

2. Scribe course – Mar 2018

3. ICS 300 – 5 -7 June 2018

4. Reception Centre training – spring 2018

5. Director of Emergency Management Course – spring
2018
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Collective Training Completed:
1. Spring Flood tabletop exercise – April  – 10 staff
2. Ex BROKEN RAIL – 9 Nov 2017 – 35 people

Future Collective Training:
1. Wildfire Tabletop – City of Lethbridge – Jan 9th 2018
2. Overland Flooding tabletop exercise – Mar 2018
3. Town Wildfire Functional Exercise – 24th April 2018
4. Regional Wildfire tabletop exercise – end April 2018
5. Functional Recovery exercise – Nov 2018
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Educational Activities Completed:

• Emergency Management/Preparedness website

• Articles in Coaldale Connection

Future Educational Activities:

• Emergency Preparedness Week May 6 – 12 May 2018, - Daily
“Tweets”
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Current Grant Funding: 

• Emergency Management Preparedness Program 2017/18 - $4500

Future Grant Funding:

• Emergency Management Preparedness Program – apply for $5K
for Mock Disaster in 2019
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Emergency Operations Centre

•Will require a re-fit, upgrade computers, layout – ongoing

•Alternate Emergency Operations Centre - 2018

•Reception Centre -2017/18
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Municipal Emergency Plan:
1. Was tested twice
2. Currently being revised

Areas of concern:
1. Emergency Social Services plan - 2017
2. Town Business Continuity plan - 2018
3. Crisis Communications plan - 2018
4. Recovery Plan – 2018/19
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Long term goal:

Build capacity and confidence in town staff to be able to 
effectively plan for, respond to, and recover from large 

scale emergencies and disasters. 

Full Scale Training Exercise in Spring 2019

“Mock” Train Derailment
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Emergency Management Program 
Update 

Questions???
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MONTH
MONTHLY TOTAL 

VALUE

H
o
m
e
 O
cc
.

Si
gn

U
se
 C
h
an

ge

O
th
e
r MONTHLY 

TOTAL 

PERMITS

January 5 $1,290,500 0 $0 0 $0 0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $1,290,500 2 3 1 1 12
February 2 $575,500 0 $0 0 $0 0 0 $0 2 $309,000 0 $0 0 $884,500 5 1 0 1 11
March 7 $1,915,000 4 $93,000 1 $144,000 0 0 $0 1 $74,000 1 $600,000 0 $2,826,000 2 6 3 1 26
April 5 $1,271,853 5 $108,700 1 $195,000 1 34 $6,500,000 1 $50,000 0 $0 1 $8,275,553 1 1 0 0 16
May 6 $1,936,324 12 $116,000 0 $0 0 0 $0 1 $1,000,000 0 $0 0 $3,052,324 2 8 0 1 30
June 5 $1,811,360 8 $69,897 2 $365,000 0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $2,246,257 2 1 1 1 20
July 2 $1,020,000 3 $23,500 0 $0 0 0 $0 1 $3,500 0 $0 0 $1,047,000 1 4 0 0 11
August 5 $1,435,000 8 $111,000 0 $0 0 0 $0 0 $0 1 $1,865,000 0 $3,411,000 1 4 1 1 21
September 3 $776,000 9 $78,512 1 $126,700 0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $27,711 1 $1,036,634 0 3 0 0 17
October 4 $1,135,982 6 $221,400 0 $0 0 0 $0 2 $830,000 1 $260,000 0 $2,447,382 2 3 1 1 20
November 3 $928,000 0 $0 0 $0 0 0 $0 3 $700,000 0 $0 0 $1,628,000 2 3 0 2 13
December 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 47 $14,095,519 55 $822,009 5 $830,700 1 34 $6,500,000 11 $2,966,500 3 $2,752,711 2 $28,145,150 20 37 7 9 197

January 7
February 7
March 6
April  7
May 16
June 11
July 5
August 16
September 14
October 12
November 8
December
TOTAL 109

$27,711

$0

$0

$0
$177,711

12Westgate Landing

1

TOTAL NEW DWELLINGS / DWELLING UNITS

$28,145,150

Waterfront Harbour ‐ Phase I
Parkside Acres – Phase V
Parkside Acres – Phase IV

Cottonwood Estates ‐ Phase I, Stage V
Cottonwood Estates – Phase I, Stage IV

Cottonwood Estates ‐ Phase I, Stage VIII 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF RE‐ZONING APPLICATIONS

87
Cottonwood Estates ‐ Phase I, Stage VIIII & X 17

1South Coaldale Country Residential 

1

Cottonwood Estates ‐ Phase I, Stage VI and VII

DEVELOPMENT PERMITS

COMMERCIAL 

VALUE
INSTITUTIONAL VALUE

Cottonwood Estates – Phase I, Stage I
Cottonwood Estates – Phase I, Stage II TOTAL VALUE ALL DEVELOPMENT PERMITS

YEAR TO DATE

2

NEW HOUSING STARTS BY SUBDIVISION

NEW HOME VALUE

RESIDENTIAL 

ADDITION OR 

RENOVATION 

VALUE

MOBILE HOME 

VALUE
INDUSTRIAL VALUE

MULTI‐FAMILY UNITS 

VALUE

COMPLIANCE LETTERS

$0

$0

$0

$150,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

0

0

TOTAL APPLICATIONS FOR SUBDIVISION

Other Areas (In‐fill)
Station Grounds 1

2
The Seasons ‐ Phase IB
The Seasons ‐ Phase I

2017 Development Summary
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